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Foreword

T HE tremendous research and development effort that went into the
development of radar and related techniques during Workf War II

resulted not only in hundreds of radar sets for military (and some for
possible peacetime) use but also in a great body of information and new
techniques in the electronics and high-frequency fields. Because this
basic material may be of great value to science and engineering, it seemed
most important to publish it as soon as security permitted.

The Radiation Laboratory of MIT, which operated under the super-
~ vision of the National Defense Research Committee, undertook the great
; task of preparing these volumes. The work described herein, however, is

Q the collective result of work done at many laboratories, Army, Navy,
university, and industrial, both in this country and in England, Canada,
and other Dominions.

. The Radiation Laboratory, once its proposals were approved and
-> finances provided by the Office of Scientific Research and Development,

chose Louis N. Ridenour as Editor-in-Chief to lead and direct the entire
project. An editorial staff was then selected of those best qualified for,,.
this type of task. Finally the authors for the various volumes or chapters:.

~ or sections were chosen from among those experts who were intimately
‘: familiar with the various fields, and who were able and willing to write

the summaries of them. This entire staff agreed to remain at work at
MIT for six months or more after the work of the Radiation Laboratory
was complete. These volumes stand as a monument to this group.

These volumes serve as a memoriaf to the unnamed hundreds and
thousands of other scientists, engineers, and others who actually carried
on the research, development, and engineering work the results of which
are herein described. There were so many involved in this work and they
worked so closely together even though often in widely separated labora-
tories that it is impossible to name or even to know those who contributed
to a particular idea or development. Only certain ones who wrote reports
or articles have even been mentioned. But to all those who contributed
in any way to this great cooperative development enterprise, both in this
country and in England, these volumes are dedicated.

L. A. DUBRIDGE.

‘.





Preface

THIS volume of the Radiation Laboratory Series is concerned with the

theoretical and practical aspects of the design of duplexing circuits

for use in microwave radar equipments, and of the gas-filled switching

tubes (TR and ~TR tubes) used in these duplexers. For a clearer pic-

ture of the equipment with which a duplexer must work the reader is

referred to the following volumes of this series: Vol. 16 “ Microwave

Mixers, ” F’01. 9 “ Microwave ~ransmission circuits, ” vo1. 23 “ Micro-

wave Receivers, ” and Yol. 6 (‘ Microwave Magnetrons. ”

The work upon which this book is based was done under the urgency
of war commitments, and the main goal was always the production of a
particular tube or duplexer circuit before a certain target date. As a
result, many corners were cut and many intuitive steps were taken with-
out clearly understood reasons, and there are today many gaps in our
knowledge of the phenomena involved. This applies with particular
emphasis to the problem of the high-frequency gas discharge. It is our
belief that the material presented here fairly represents the present state
of the art.

Besides the authors of the individual sections of this book, we wish
to mention the following Radiation Laboratory personnel who actively
participated in the design, study, and testing of the various tubes and
duplexers discussed here. These people are: I. H. Dearnley, C. W. Jones,
T. K&, F. L. McMillan, Jr., H. Margenau, C. Y. Meng, C. S. Pearsall,
J. Reed, F. Rosebury, and Arorma Wolf.

Much work was done outside the Radiation Laboratory on these
problems. The outstanding contributors were M. D. Fiske at the
General Electric Research Laboratories, H, J. McCarthy of the Sylvania
Electric Products Co., A. L. Samuel of the Bell Telephone Laboratones,
and S. Krasik and D. Alpert of the Westinghouse Research Laboratories.

The editors wish to acknowledge the work of C. W. Jones in the col-
lection of data and photographs and in the organization of Chapter 9.
The preparation of the manuscript was greatly facilitated by the efforts
of Gwenyth Johnson, Janet M. Jackson, and Anne
son and his group produced all of the illustrations.

CAMSRIDGE, XIASS.,
June 25, 1946.

Whalen. V. Joseph-

THE AUTHORS.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

BY C. G. MONTGOMERY

1.1. Microwave Radar.-The importance of the military applications

of radio direction and range, or radar, in the last war is common knowl-
edge. For the detection of enemy ships and aircraft, for precise bombing
at night or through overcast, and for the control of night fighters of raid-
ing squadrons, radar has been unexcelled. At the beginning of the war

there were only a few long-wave radar equipments; at the end of the
hostilities many thousands of radar sets were in operation. Almost all

of this equipment was developed during the war and most of it operated
in the microwave region. Although no definite boundaries are estab-
lished, the microwave region that has been developed extends from fre-

quencies of about 1000 Me/see or wavelengths of 30 cm to frequencies
near 30,000 Me/see or wavelengths near 1 cm. The microwave region is

characterized by the fact that the components used for the generation
and for the transmission of waves of these high frequencies have dimen-

sions that are comparable with the wavelength, and the form of the
microwave circuits is greatly influenced by this fact.

An important part of a microwave radar is the duplexer. In order
to appreciate fully the problems involved in the development and design
of duplexers and duplexing components, it is necessary to have in mind
the parameters that describe the performance of a radar system and the
orders of magnitude of the various quantities involved. A radar set
operates by the detection of the energy reflected from a distant target.
A short pulse of energy is sent out by the radar transmitter, and the pulse

strikes a reflecting object that scatters it. The scattered wave, still in
the form of a short pulse, although very much reduced in amplitude, is
picked up by the radar receiver. The range of the target object is
obtained from the length of time between the transmission of the high-
power pulse and the reception of the weak reflected pulse. The direction

of the target is obtained by measuring the direction in which the radar
antenna is pointed when a signal of maximum intensity is being received.

The relation between the power P, in the transmitted pulse and the
power PR in the received echo signal is known as the radar equation,
which is,

(1)

1



2 INTRODUCTION [SEC.1.2

The power PT is not radiated uniformly in all directions by the radar

antenna, but is concentrated in a narrow beam by an amount that is
measured by the antenna gain G of the transmitting antenna. The

product of the first two factors of Eq. (1) is thus the power crossing a unit
area at a dist ante R from the antenna. The target is characterized by

the scattering cross section u, and the receiving antenna by the absorbing
cross section or effective area A. The magnitude of the received power

as given by Eq. (1) is not explicitly dependent upon the wavelength k
of the radiation. It depends on A implicitly through the quantities G
and u. For targets that have dimensions large compared with X, u is
independent of A.

The maximum range at which a target can be detected is obtained
from Eq. (1) if the value for P. corresponding to the minimum detectable
signal is inserted. In order to avoid confusion of the signal with the
thermal noise that is inevitably present in any electrical circuit, the signal

power must be greater than some minimum value. The noise power in
an electrical circuit is proportional to the bandwidth Af of the circuit.
For an ideal circuit that has no other sources of noise except temperature
fluctuations, the noise power is lcTAf. The bandwidth of the radar
receiver must be large enough so that the short pulses are sufficiently
sharp for accurate range determination. If the length of the pulse is
1 psec, a common value, Af is usually about 2Mc/see, and k!l”A~ is

8 X 10-’6 watt. An actual receiver, of course, has other sources of
noise; it is not ideal. The magnitude of the smallest signal that can be
recognized is dependent on a great many variables, and a discussion of
these would lead too far afield. A representative value for the smallest
signal power would be 100/cTAf, or 8 X 10–13watt. Values of the other

quantities in Eq. (1) which are typical are PT = 106 watts, G = 1000,
A = 10 ft’. If o is 103 ft’, the value for a medium bomber, then the
maximum value of R is found to be 3 X 10sft or 50 nautical miles. It
is evident that the most effective radar equipment has the highest possi-

ble transmitter power, the most sensitive receiver, and the largest
antennas for transmission and reception.

1.2. Radar Components.—At microwave frequencies, the high-power

transmitter is a magnetron. A magnetron tube has a cylindrical cathode
capable of the emission of large currents. Around the cathode there is a
ring of closely coupled resonant cavities that form the “ tank” circuit
of the oscillator. There is an axial magnetic field of several thousand
gauss supplied by a permanent magnet. A high-voltage pulse is applied
between the cathode and the resonant cavities, and a bunched rotating
space charge is set up which takes energy from the d-c field and delivers
radio-frequency energy to the cavities. Useful power is extracted from
the ring of cavities by a coupling loop or series waveguide circuit and is
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made available in the microwave transmission line. The value of one
megawatt chosen for PT in the previous section is a value near the upper
limit of the practical range for magnetron oscillators near a wavelength
of 10 cm. At shorter wavelengths, the attainable power decreases and,
in fact, is roughly proprotional to the wavelength.

The microwave transmission line is usually a rigid coaxial line, for
wavelengths above 10 cm and for low powers at 10 cm. The diameter

of the coaxial line must be small enough to prevent the propagation of
higher transmission modes along it. Consequently, difficulties of con-

struction and voltage breakdown at high power levels make it necessary
to use waveguide, usually of rectangular cross section, for high powers
and short wavelengths. Coaxial line may be used in the 10-cm region
for powers up to about 100 kw; above this level, waveguide 1+ by 3
in. OD, is employed. For smaller wavelengths, waveguide is used

exclusively.
The sensitive receiver that is necessary for good radar performance is

a superheterodyne receiver with a silicon crystal converter. The

received echo signal is mixed with a microwave local-oscillator signal
without any amplification, and an intermediate frequency signal in the
neighborhood of 30 Me/see is produced. The signal is amplified, recti-

fied by a diode, further amplified by a wideband video-frequency ampli-
fier, and applied to one or more cathode-ray tubes that are watched
by the radar operator. The proper sweep voltages are also applied to the
cathode-ray tubes in order that the range and direction of the target
may be read off the tubes. The sensitive converter crystal is easily
damaged by overload. The large difference in power level between the
transmitted and reflected pulses (180 db in the example given) makes
the important problem of protecting the crystal a difficult one.

Microwave antennas have forms that are characteristic of the short
wavelength. The dimensions of the antenna are large compared with

the wavelength and it is possible to obtain high gain and narrow beam-
width with an antenna that is not too large. Microwa~re antennas are

designedon optical principles. Large converging mirrors or, more rarely,
lenses, are used to focus the signal and divert it dom the small trans-

mission line to the receiver. The effective area A of the antenna is

related to the beam width @ and to the wavelength; approximately,

‘=+” (2)

For A equal to 10 ftz and k equal to + ft or about 10 cm, @ is about 6
degrees. The quantity @ is the resolving power of the radar system in
angle. The accuracy of a determination of direction may be about
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@/IO. Thegain of thereceiving antenna is approximately

(3)

or about 1000 for the example cited. The receiving and transmitting

antennas have equal values of gain and consequently equal areas.
A radar antenna, to be able to search a volume of space for a target,

must scan or be pointed to cover the angle subtended by that volume.
If the transmitting and receiving antennas are separate, both of them
must be scanned together. It is evident that there are many advantages

to be gained by the use of a single antenna for both reception and trans-
mission. A switch must be provided to connect the antenna to the

transmitter or to the receiver, and this switch is called the duplexer.
1.3. Microwave Duplexers.—The requirements of a radar duplexing

switch are easily stated:

1. During the period of transmission the switch must connect the
antenna to the transmitter and disconnect it from the receiver.

2. The receiver must be thoroughly isolated from the transmitter

during the emission of the high-power pulse to avoid damage of the

3.

4.

sensitive converter elements.
After transmission, the switch must rapidly disconnect the trans-
mitter and connect the receiver to the antenna. If targets close

to the radar are to be seen, the action of the switch must be
extremely fast.
The switch should absorb little power, either during transmission
or during reception.

A radar duplexer is thus the microwave equivalent of a fast, double-
pole double-throw switch, with low loss. Since the times involved are
measured in microseconds, no mechanical switch is possible, and elec-

tronic devices must be used. The electronic tubes that have been
developed for this purpose take forms similar to spark gaps where high-
current microwave discharges furnish low-impedance paths. A duplexer
usually contains two switching tubes connected in a microwave circuit
with three terminal transmission lines, one each for the transmitter, the

receiver, and the antenna. One tube is called the transmit-receive tube
or TR tube; the other is called the anti-transmit-receive tube or ATR
tube. The names are neither particularly appropriate nor descriptive,
but they have received common acceptance and will be used throughout
this book. The TR tube has the primary function of disconnecting the
receiver, the ATR tube of disconnecting the transmitter.

The commonly accepted meaning of duplex operation is operation
that permits the simultaneous passage of signals in both directions along
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a transmission line. In the narrow sense, it is improper to apply the
term to the switching operation in a radar equipment, since the trans-
mitted and received pulses are not simultaneous. Strictly simultaneous
operation must involve a 3-db loss in each direction (this is demonstrated
in Chap. 8), and such a loss is too large to be tolerated for radar purposes.
Although it is possible to build microwave duplexers for continuous-wave
operation, little attention has been given to the practical development of
such devices.

104. Duplexing Tubes.—The design and development of a radar
duplexer involves two major problems which are related to each other.
The tubes for the duplexer must be designed, engineered, and produced,
and the microwave circuits in which the tubes are used must be developed.
A tube for a duplexer must operate properly under two very different
conditions: when a gas discharge is passing through the tube and the tube
is a nonlinear device, and when the tube is exposed to low power levels
and behaves linearly. The design of a TR tube to have the desired low-

level properties is similar to the design of many other microwave com-
ponents. A knowledge of the behavior of cavities and methods of

coupling to them is necessary. Measurements, such as those described
in Chap. 9, must be made of the reflected and transmitted power through

the switch. The dimensions and tolerances of the switch must be
determined to a great extent by experiment, although theoretical calcu-
lations are important since they make it possible to hold the number of

experiments that must be done to a minimum. The operation of linear
microwave devices is well understood. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this book
are devoted to the linear behavior of duplexing tubes.

On the other hand, the operation of a switching tube at high power
levels is not so easy to understand. Although the phenomena occurring

in discharges of electricity through gases have been known for a long
time and have been the subject of countless investigations, many prob-
lems remain to be solved. In fact, a principal result of the many investi-

gations is that the extreme complexity of even the simplest forms of
discharge has been emphasized. The fact that the discharges encoun-

tered in radar duplexers are excited by high-frequency voltages in a
frequency range where very little fundamental investigation has been
done renders it difficult to predict the behavior by extrapolation from.—
past experience. -–TliF_iieslgn proce~ie ‘has.t_her&:e beep_a~rnost corn-

——- -.—.- .—

Wescal._ The-uigency of the military needs was great, and
%Tislactory solutions were the primary goal of the investigations rather
than an understanding of the phenomena involved. Chapters 5 and 6
are devoted to the high-level behavior of duplexing tubes.

An important consideration in the design of a microwave tube is the
easewith which it can be manufactured, Microwave tubes must be made
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of metal in order that no energy maybe lost by radiation. The envelope
of a microwave tube is often a portion of the walls of a resonant cavity,
and is therefore an important circuit element. The construction is
fundamentally different from that of low-frequency tubes where the
circuit elements are inside an envelope that has only the function of

retaining the vacuum. The development of new microwave tubes must
therefore be paralleled by the development of new techniques of construc-
tion. ~\Tearly all duplexer tubes involve constructional features that were
developed during the war. Thus the first TR tubes employed copper-
glass disk seals; integral~cavity tubes were possible only after the develop-
ment of Kovar-glass seals in the form of windows for resonant cavities;
and bandpass TR tubes and broadband ATR tubes were concurrently
developed with the large resonant Fernico-glass window. Close coopera-
tion was necessary at all times between the tube manufacturers and the
designers of components for radar equipment.

An additional complication to be overcome in the successful design
of a duplexing tube arises from the fact that a gas must fill the tube. A
high-frequency discharge in a gas makes it extremely active chemically.

For good performance the gas filling must remain unchanged in composi-

tion and pressure during several hundred hours of operation.
1.5. Microwave Circuits.—The switching tubes must be incorporated

in a microwave circuit to produce a complete duplexer. The circuit

itself is linear, and the nonlinear duplexing tubes can be regarded for
many purposes as simple knife switches that are opened or closed by the
gas discharge. One of the important developments during the war has
been the extension of the concepts of the conventional network theory,
applicable at low frequencies, to microwave frequencies and to the

propagation of microwave power in waveguides. This generalization has
been made rigorously and it will be adopted without explanation in the
succeeding chapters. A more complete explanation of the basic princi-
ples involved is given in other volumes of the series.1

The practical aspect of the generalization is that the familiar con-
cepts of impedance, of impedance-matching, and of insertion loss, and the
transmission-line equations may be used with confidence. Thus trans-
mission through a cavity with two coupling lines may be regarded .as
equivalent to transmission through a length of transmission line almost
short-circuited at each end by a high shunt susceptance. The power
transfer from a generator connected to one coupling line to a load con-
nected to the other coupling line may be computed from well-known
relations. An obstacle in a waveguide which is thin in the dkection
along the axis of the guide is equivalent to a shunt susceptance, and the

i Vob. 8, 9 and 10.
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scattered wave from the obstacle can be accurately described by circuit
equations.

Duplexing circuits can be divided into two classes, branched circuits
and balanced circuits. The branched circuits are simple in principle and
are widely used. A T-shaped junction in waveguide or coaxial line with

three arms, called a T-junction, is provided with switches in the two
arms that are connected to the transmitter and to the receiver. The
third arm is connected to the antenna. During transmission one switch
is open and the other closed; during reception the reverse is true. The
chief design problem in a branched duplexer is that of minimizing the
losses over a broad band of frequencies. In Chap. 7 the methods of

design are discussed. Some practical branched duplexers are described
in Chap. 8.

Balanced duplexing circuits are more complicated and involve the
combination of two magic T’s and two TR tubes, A magic T is the
microwave analogue of a balanced bridge circuit at low frequencies. It

may have any of a number of different forms in waveguide or coaxial line.
Although balanced circuits have been developed only recently, they show
great promise for the future. Balanced circuits are described in Chap. 8.

Although the duplexers that are described here were designed with a
highly specialized application in mind, there is much to be learned from

a study of the development. A good duplexer can result only from a
careful combination of the most advanced techniques in three fields:
linear microwave circuits of the most highly developed type must be

combined with a knowledge of the properties of electrical discharges in
gasesat microwave frequencies and with the best techniques of construc-
tion of microwave vacuum tubes.



CHAPTER 2

LINEAR THEORY OF HIGH-Q TR TUBES

BY LOUIS D. SMULLIN

2.1. Linear Behavior of the TR Tube.—The TR tube is a switch
which is used to short-circuit the receiver during the transmitting period,
and it also allows echoes to pass to the receiver when the transmitter is
off. An ideal TR tube would present a perfect short circuit during the
transmitting period and would cause no loss of the received signal.
These functions could be performed by a simple knife switch but the

speed and frequency of operation which are
needed are far beyond the possibilities of any
mechanical switch. Typical operating require-
ments are represented by a repetition rate of 2000
cycles per second, with the transition from either
open to short circuit or short to open circuit tak-
ing place in less than 10-7 sec. Such high-speed
performance can be attained by using a spark gap
for the switch. In some installations these spark

FIG. 2,1.—Duplexing gaps have taken the form of very simple air
circuit with spark gap and spark gaps; in others, the gaps have been placed
ideal transformer. in low-pressure atmospheres to reduce the break-

down and the sustaining voltages of the discharge.
From the point of view of transmitter efficiency, it is desirable to

make the discharge appear as a very low impedance in series with the
line. Similarly, to get best receiver protection, the voltage stepdown
ratio from the gap to the receiver line should be as large as possible.
Figure 2.1 irdcates how such a circuit would appear if ideal transformers
were used. During the fired condition the arc or dkcharge impedance
2. will transform to the terminals in the antenna line as ZJN!. The
leakage power to the receiver load will be (VJNJ2/Z1 where V= is the

voltage drop across the discharge. During the receiving condition the

receiver impedance will appear to b e ZJ(N2/NJ 2 at the antenna-Iine
terminals.

Except at comparatively low frequencies, it is difficult if not impossible
to construct an ‘(ideal” transformer or even one whkh is approximately
“ideal.” However, it is fairly simple to make resonant transformers.
These may take the form of either lumped-constant or distributed-con-

stant networks. The lumped-constant circuits are made of conventional
8
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inductors and capacitors suitable for the desired frequency range, The
distributed-constant circuits usually take the form of a cavity or trans-
mission-line resonator. Such resonators may have unloaded Q’s of

several thousand, whereas ordinary LC-circuits have maximum Q’s of
the order of several hundred.

Although in the microwave region the use of lumped-constant ele-
merits and circuits in the usual sense is impractical, it will be informative
first todiscuss the TRtubes asifsuch construction were possible. Then
in succeeding sections, cavity resonators and their equivalent circuits,
high-Q TRtubes and their characteristics, and bandpass TR tubes will
be discussed.

FIG. 2.2.—Series LC-cir- FIG. 2.3.—Frequency dependence of circuit
cuit. parameters of Fig. 22.

2.2. Lumped-constant Resonant Transformers.-The circuit of Fig.
2.2 has a number of interesting properties. As shown, it consists of a

series LC-circuit with internal losses represented by the resistance r,
shunted byasusceptance b,. Theinput susceptanceis

r

(

x

)
—+j h-x2+T2JY= X,+r? (1)

where X = (w5 – I/mC). If resonance is defined as the frequency at

which the imaginary part of Y is zero, then

and for rb! < +,

(2)

Then, at resonance,

Y = rb~. (3)

Thus, this is a resonant impedance transformer, since by varying
bl and adjusting the LC-circuit to make Im( Y) = O, the input conduc-
tance Re( Y) can be made to vary over a wide range. Figure 2.3 illus-
trates graphically what is involved. The Re ( 17) = g moves up and
down the curve as bl is vaned.
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Similarly, let us consider the circuit of Fig. 2.4 where an output

circuit consisting of the shunt susceptance bz and the load conductance

1 2
FIG. 2.4.—Resonant impedance transformer

with output circuit.

g2 has been added. The input

admittance Y when the circuit is
tuned to rescmance [Im( Y) = O] is

()Re(Y) = g = rh~ + g, $ ‘, (4)

where (r + g,/b~)b, < ~ and
b;>> g;. Equation (4) could also
represent an ideal transformer cir-

cuit with voltage stepup and stepdown ratios of bl and bz, respectively.
Let us now examine the frequency response of the circuit of Fig. 24

in the vicinity of resonance.

.

lm(yJ = b= b’– (r+ ~’;t(i~+X’)”
(5)

where X’ = —bJ(g~ + b;) and r’ = gj,’(g~ + b;). If this is restricted

to the region where b; >> g;, then

t)= b,-x~. (6)

At resonance, b = O, and

The Q of a simple series-resonant circuit is given by

(7)

(8)

A parallel-resonant circuit having L, C, and G all in shunt is described by

(9)

In the circuits under discussion there is obviously neither a simple series-
nor a parallel-resonant circuit at the input terminals. IYear resonance,

the behavior of the susceptance curve is at least similar to that in a paral-

lel-resonant circuit. However, since it is not obvious just what particular

L, C, or G should be used to get an expression for the Q of the circuit,

further investigation into the nature of the quantity defined by Q should
be made.

It is possible to define Q in a number of ways all of which are
equivalent. The amplitude of oscillation of a freely oscillating system
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will decrease exponentially with a time constant equal to 2Q/ti, where Q
is defined as in Eqs. (8) or (9). Alternatively, Q may be defined as
% times the ratio of the energy stored to the energy

dksipated per cycle. In the parallel circuit, oscillating
with a frequency w/27rand amplitude V, the energy

stored per cycle is +CV2. The energy dissipated per
cycle is 2irGV2/2W,and Q = cW/G, as before. Finally,
the frequency variation of the susceptance or react-
ance of an oscillating circuit around its natural or
resonant frequency can be studied. The parallel-

resonant circuit of Fig. 2.5 has an admittance

o 1

Y“Bc
G

L

FIG. 2.5.—Parallel-
resonant circuit.

‘=G+4”C-$)=G+4-$(lo)

where a; = (LC)-’. By using Eq. (9) and the approximation that

(m – u) << co,

Y= G+j2QGk.
~o

(11)

Let Im( Y) = b; then from Eq. (10), at resonance,

db udb

d(ln u) = da
— = 2UC = 2QG,

or

(12)

(13)

With Eq, (13) as a basis, an equivalent definition of Q may be set up

for the more complex circuit of Fig, 2.4. If the deri~-ative of Eq. (6)
with respect to In a is taken, then

db adb = ~, + (wb:b, + bobz)(bo + bz) – bob,(ubi + b,), (1+)— . .
d(ln u) du (b, + b,)’

where

~ = Ib,l = b,, ‘$$ = lb,l = bz,

and
db, —~o bob;

cob(=u-=—
dw Au (bl + bJ2”

Then by the use of Eq. (7) for b,, and

(15)

(16)
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The Q of the circuit is defined by Eq. (13) where the total conductance
G = YO + rb~ + gz (bJbz)’, and

Q=, l,

(WC ;+ r+;
2)

(17)

where YO is the conductance of the line or generator connected to the

circuit at terminals 1-1.
Equation (17) may be rewritten

(ti=uc~? )~“+r+$ .+ +$.++,,
2 *U

(18)

thus defining the “input,” ‘( output,” and “unloaded” Q’s. On this
basis,

1
.$ +;:

z– .

where the subscripts indicate that the resonant circuit is loaded by the

generator only (Q~J, or by the generator and a load (QLJ.
Next, let us consider what happens if the capacitor C in Fig. 24 is

short-circuited. This would

+I!zl13‘:h:z:break down upon the application

would require zero sustaining volt-
1 age, Fig. 2.6. The resistance ~

FIQ. 2.6.—Circuit of Fig. 2.4 with the
capacitance short-circuited. may be neglected since the circuit

is no longer resonant. The ratio
of the power delivered to gz to the available power from the generator
will be determined. The input admittance to the circuit is

y = j~l + (92 + 3772)(–W.
92 + j(b2 – b.)

For bl and bz large

The power absorbed in g~ is

(19)

(20)

()‘=[’+g’($z?-b’’’=%’21
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This power is known as the direct-coupled leakage power to distinguish it

from the leakage power due to the voltage drop across the discharge.
The direct-coupling attenuation D expressed in decibels is 10 log,~ of the
ratio of P of Eq. (21) to the maximum power available;

(22)

As a last example, the insertion loss of the circuit in Fig. 2.4 will be
calculated, with the assumption of a current generator with unit internal
admittance. At resonance, the input conductance of the circuit is given

by Eq. (4). The power transferred to the load is

()
‘=[’+’ii’’+’b’l’”

(23)

The insertion loss expressed as the ratio of the actual to the available
power is the reciprocal of the transmission,

~-,= [1+4)2+’4’
()b,’”

492 F2

(24)

Thus, Eqs. (4),
formation ratio,

(18), (22), and (20) indicate that the impedance trans-

QLZ, insertion IOSS, and direct-coupling attenuation all
increase with the square of the coupling susceptances. It is, therefore,

necessary in any practical design to compromise between maximum
tolerable insertion loss and minimum transformation ratio.

2,3. Cavity Resonators.—The circuit analyzed in Sec. 2.1 is a thor-
oughly practical circuit and can be used with little modification up to
frequencies of the order of 100 Me/see. At higher frequencies, radiation
lossesfrom open-wire circuits become excessive, and at the same time it
becomes practical to use resonant transmission lines or cavities instead of

conventional LC-circuits. Although it is difficult to obtain a Q of more
than a few hundred with lumped constants, it is not difficult to achieve an
unloaded Q of 2000 to 10,000, and practical designs exist for resonators
with Q’s of 50,000 or more. As a result, it is possible to use large trans-
formation ratios without paying the penalty of excessively large insertion

losses.
Most microwave TR tubes (A <50 cm) use some form of resonant

cavity as a voltage and impedance transformer, The 1ow-Q resonant
irises used in bandpass ‘1’R tubes constitute a transitional group between
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lumped-constant and distributed-constant circuits and will be discussed
in Chap. 3. The remainder of this chapter will deal with the linear

properties of high-Q ‘1’R tubes and with detailed descriptions of various
tubes.

Resonant cavities have been discussed by a number of authors, and
complete mathematical analyses exist for a large number of different
geometrical shapes and modes of oscillation which give the resonant fre-
quent y Q and equivalent shunt or series resistante. In the following
sections, a knowledge of microwave circuitry will be presumed, and, pri-

marily on the basis of transmission line analysis, the relation between
various cavity parameters and the functions of the TR tube will be indi-

cated. Because the methods of handling lumped-constunt circuits are so
highly perfected and widely understood, equi~-alent lumped-constant

circuits will be developed for TR-tube resonant cavities.
In the design of a TR-tube cavity, a number of factors must be con-

sidered simultaneously. The mode of oscillation and the shape of the

cavity must be such that it is convenient to place a short spark gap at a
point of maximum voltage,

mm
(a) (b)

FIG. 27,-Cross sectiom of
cavities.

so that when the gap fires the direct-coupling
attenuation trill be a maximum. For in-
stance, it would be difficult to satisfy these
conditions in the !f’Eoll-mode of oscillation,
The ratio between the gap voltage and the
exciting voltage should be large. Since the
loaded Q and the stepup ratio vary by
the same factors in a given cavity design,
and since extremely large values of Q are

undesirable because of instability in tuning, a compromise must be made
between the two.

Although the actual shapes of most TR cavities are fairly compli-

cated, they can be considered as modifications of a cavity made of a
;esonaut length of rectangular waveguide operating in the !f’EOl-mode

and coupled through large shunt susceptances to the load and generator,
Fig. 2.7a. In order to reduce the breakdown voltage to a low enough
value to be used, a pair of posts are placed across the cavity at a point

of maximum voltage to form a spark gap, Fig. 2.7b. The posts add a
shunt capacitance across the cavity which causes the resonant frequency
to be lower than if there were no posts present.

Impedance Transformation.—Let us consider the resonant mode of a
length of lossless transmission line of characteristic admittance YO short-
circuited at the far end and shunted by a comparatively large susceptance

B, at the point a-a, Fig. 2.8. The input susceptance will be

Yi = jB1 – ‘jYo Cot 2;, (25)
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where 1 is the length of the line. For simplicity it is assumed that the
guide wavelength is equal to the air wavelength. By adjusting either
B, or 1the input susceptance can be made zero at any given wavelength.

~i;~j {@q

B,

FIG. 2S,-Transmit- FIG. 29.-Equiva-
sion line with shunt lent circuit of Fig. 2.8
susceptance. near resonance.

If B, is large, Y, will be zero for 27rl/h= (mr t ,) where, is small. The
impedance of a short-circuited transmission line is

(26)

(27)

In other words, the reactance of a short-circuited length of line varies
linearly around zero with wavelength. This, of course, is just like the

variation in reactance of a series LC-circuit near resonance; and for small
values of AA/XO,a short-circuited length of transmission line can be
accurately represented by a series-
resonant circuit. Thus, an equi-
valent circuit for Fig. 2.8 can be
drawn in as shown Fig. 2,9. The
frequency response of the circuit
may be analyzed as in Fig. 2.10
where it has been assumed that BI
is an inductive susceptance. The
frequency for which the input

susceptance Yi is zero will fall to
the left or to the right of the pole,
depending upon whether B1 is an
inductive or a capacitive sus-
ceptance. In the vicinity of jo, if

FIC+.2-10.—Frequency responss of circuit
of Fig. 2.9.

B is large, the susceptance will vary nearly linearly through zero, which is
similar to the variation of a simple parallel-resonant circuit.

The circuit of Fig. 2“8 is a twe-terminal network, and as such can be
used only as a shunt or series element. This is useful for ATR tubes and

further applications are discussed in Chap. 4. For a TR tube a four-

terminal network through which power is transmitted is required. This
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may be accomplished by coupling the cavity to an output load by a

susceptance Bz, Fig. 2.lla.
Theinput susceptance Yimaybe written as

Y, =jBI+ Y,
(I3 + jBz) + jYo tan 61
YO + j(G2 + @3J tan @

G,Y,(l + tan’ Pl) + jBJYo – YOtan’& – B2 tan 01), (28)
= jBl +.Yo

(Y, – B, tan i31)2+ (G, tan i31)2

where ~ = %/h. If the imaginary part is set equal to zero the solution

for tan B1, where B1 and B2 are large compared with Yo, is

B, + B,
tan@ =YO-.

BIB,
(29)

The real part of Yt = G + jB, with B1 and B,>> Yo, is

G,Y,(l + tan’ ,81)

()

z

G = ‘0 (YO – B2 tan dl)z + (G2 tan ~l)z = ‘2 ~ “
(30)

Equations (29) and (30) are to be compared with Eqs. (7) and (4)
which give the identical results for the lumped-constant circuit. Alterna-’

LIJ ~ tanh j91/2
(a) (b)

FIG. 2.11.—Transmission line with two
coupling susceptances.

tiveiy, a more exact equivalent cir-
cuit can be drawn by using the
equivalent T-section for a length of
lin@ Fig. 2.1lb, and the same rela-
tions will be found at resonance.

Cavity Losses.—The calculations
thus far have neglected the power
dissipated within the cavity itself.
If the cavity is not too lossy, the
net effect of dissipation in the walls

can be represented by a lumped resistance shunted across the cavity
at the point of maximum voltage. It can be defined as

1
—= Reh=

(voltage)’
G., 2~ X energy lost per see’

(31)

where

\
Energy lost per sec = # \B]’ da (32)

and 8 is the skin depth, f thre fequency,” and B the magnetic field at the
surface of the cavity. The voltage is the line integral of the electric

field, which by Stoke’s theorem is

1Guillemin,CommunicationNetworks, Wiley, New York, 1935.
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where ds 1 is an element of length and dul an element of area in the cross
section of the cavity. The path of integration usually chosen for this

integral is one that gives a maximum of voltage without using an extreme
path. If Eqs. (31), (32), and (33) are combined,

(34)

Equation (34) is the equivalent shunt resistance that would have to be
placed across the resonator along the particular path of integration in
order to produce the same effect as the dissipation in the cavity walls.
It should be pointed out that since the “inductive” and “ capacitive”
elements are hopelessly intermingled, the equivalent series resistance R,,
if calculated by a similar procedure, will be related to the shunt resistance
by R, = RJA, where A may be larger than Q2 by as much as a factor

of 2.1
This method of calculating R., has been applied to most of the simpler

geometric shapes and to most of the modes of oscillation. The cavities
of TR tubes are usually so complicated geometrically that the method
becomes extremely complicated, and all design work is based on experi-
mental y determined values of a quantity proportional to R.h. Such

values are obtained by measuring the input conductance of a cavity at
resonance (1? = O). It is, therefore, of interest to see how this measured

conductance varies with the coupling to the cavity.
Let us refer again to the simple line cavity of Fig. 2.11, and calculate

the input admittance Yi. The assumption now is that the transmission

line forming the cavity has a propagation factor 7 = a + j/3where the
attenuation constant a is small. Then

Y gz + jb, + tanh yl
z= 1 + (g2 + jb,) tanh -yl’

(35)

where gz = GJYO, and bz = B.J Yo. Expanding tanh yl,

where 6 = L?l. If B1 and Bz >> Yo, and al <<1, the cavity will be nearly
a half wavelength long. If this is so,

tanh Y1 = al + je, (37)
@=7r+c.

1W. W. Hansen,Lecture Seriesat RadiationLaboratory,RL Report T-2,
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The substitution of Eq. (37) into Eq. (35) gives

Y [g, + al + j(t + b,)l[l + gzcd – bzc – j(gx + bzal)lm (38)—=
Y, (1 + g,al – A)’ + (g,e + b,at)’

For resonance, the imaginary part of Eq. (38) must ‘equal –bl. To

satisfy this, it is found that, if al << ba>> gz

Finally, the solution for the real part is

(39)

Thus, at the input terminals, there is a total conductance composed
of the load conductance transformed through two coupling susceptances
and a quantity that may be variously interpreted as the shunt conduct-
ance or the series resistance of the cavity transformed through the input
coupling. The form of this equation is identical with that of Eq. (4)

for the lumped-constant circuit.
Finally, let us find the conductance at the center of the cavity.

At resonance, the imaginary part of the admittance is zero and Eq. (37)
can be written as

If this is put back into Eq. (35), it is found that at resonance the con-
ductance at the center of the cavity looking toward the output terminal
is

G
–@+&’Z–22

(40)

The total conductance at the center, including both input and output
terminals and assuming a matched generator is

G 1+*”—=ffl+T;
Yo

(41)

Thus, the quantity cd can be defined as the shunt conductance of the
cavity, and the total conductance-loading of the cavity is the simple
sum of the external and cavity conductance, each transformed by a
constant appropriate to the reference plane chosen.

Equation (39) asserts that at its resonant frequency, the cavity and
its load may be replaced by an equivalent conductance. If this con-
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ductance Gi is equal to the generator conductance YO,the power delivered
by the generator is a maximum since the reflection coefficient

~= Yo– Gi
Y, + Gi

is zero. However, G~ is the sum of the transformed cavity and load

conductance; and it is the power delivered to the load that is of interest.
The net power flow into the cavity and its load is given by

P = Ph.(1 – r’). (42)

The fraction of thk power delivered to the load conductance is

!1()
b,”

92~,
P,=P

()
~ 2 + gcb;92 ~2

and the insertion loss in decibels is given by

[ 01b,”
l+ b?9c +92 –

L = 10 log,o b’

()

bl 2

492 &

(44)

This equation is identical in form with that of Eq. (24) for the lumped-

constant circuit.
Calculation of Q.—As has been indicated at the beginning of this

section, the calculation of QOfor a cavity of simple design, such as a right
cylinder, is a straightforward procedure, and formulas are available for
a number of different designs.1 These have been derived by calculating

the ratio of the energy stored to the energy dissipated per cycle. How-
ever, the quantity of direct interest is not this ratio but the rate of change
of input admittance with frequency (or alternatively, the variation of
insertion loss with frequency). Therefore, let Q
way as before,

Q=~:”

The problem, therefore, is to determine udb/d~.

For convenience, variables are changed from

be defined in the same

(13)

u to k = 2T/A = @/c.
This is done because in microwave experiments wavelength is the varia-

ble that can be measured conveniently. It can be shown that the
derivative of the input admittance of a section of transmission line

: Vol. 11, Chap.5, andthe referencesthere cited.
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terminated in an admittance }’.., is

1 d }’,.

()

~? 1 dl’out—=j~l ~
1 + (j}-,. ‘ d(ln k) + 1 + (jl’...)i d(ln k)’

(45)

~vhereK = 2W &, and kflis the ~vaveltmgth in the transmission line under
consideration, and all admittances have been normalized with respect to
}’.,’ For waveguide of a high-pass type, & and A are related by

(46)

}vhere X, is the cutoff ;vavelerlgth. TJYOother useful relations are

(48)

It can lx- seen from Fig. 2. I la that 1-.,,, = g, + jh, and at resonance

}’ti = g – ~bl (the reference plane is j~l>t to the right of b]); hence

()t), 2
If the relationships g = g, ~ + g,b; and

ancf I“; = I-,. + ~bl are substitlltcd into I;(I. (,50),

I
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where n is the number of electrical half wavelengths most nearly equal

to the length of the cavity.
To determine Q, Eq. (13) is used, and for the loaded Q

1 dIm( Y,)

Q“=Em
b~mr

“[1 +’4)2+ ’4(:)’

[ 10
–1 2

QL, = ?!!~ ;+g+9c ; .
1

(52)

This expression is completely analogous to the corresponding one for
the lumped-constant circuit, Eq. (17).

If the coupling susceptances are large, then Eqs. (51) indicate that
the conductance will change slowly with frequency, relative to the rate
at which thesusceptance changes. Therefore, it is usual to approximate

a resonant cavity by a simple parallel-resonant circuit with a constant
conductance equal to the actual value of the circuit at resonance, and to
choose L and C to”give the same Q as the actual circuit. In ordinary

cavities this approxirnatio nissufficientl yaccurateto predict the perform-
ance at frequencies different from the resonant frequency by Au/u = 3/Q,
despite the fact that the admittance has a pole at a frequency relatively
close to the resonant frequency instead of at infinity.

Voltage Transformation Ratio.—The voltage transformation ratio of a
resonant cavity used for a TR tube is of considerable importance since
it is one of the factors that determine the amount of leakage power
reaching the crystal detector. Two transfor-
mation ratios are of interest. Th6 first ratio
refers to the behavior of the resonant cavity
and is the ratio between a voltage applied to
its terminals and the voltage across the gap
bejore a spark has jormed. The second is the
ratio of the voltage drop of the discharge
maintained across the gap to the voltage

appearing across the load. Although both of
these quantities have to do with leakage
power, they are functions of the linear properties of the cavity and,
therefore, will be discussed here.

Let us consider the case of a simple section of resonant line with no

spark-gap posts, Fig. 2.12. At the plane i-i, the power flowing to the
right is u~G~;similarly, at the plane O-O the power flowing to the right is

II~GO. If there are no losses between the two planes, the two quantities

ii 10
I

I
vi i,”

o
b,l Ibz

,

!.i i.
FIG 212.-Resonant line with

susceptances b, and bx.
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must be equal. If Eq. (39) is used for Gi,

Pi=v:[G,(;)2+b;alYo]

If the cavity losses are assumed to be negligible (cd = O) then

and
Vo
– = b,,
Vi

[SEC.2.3

(53)

(54)

which is the voltage stepup ratio from plane i-z’ to plane O-O.

Consider how ~avity dksipation affects thk ratio. Practical design
considerations generally require that at the input terminals to the cavity

the apparent shunt conductance be of the order of one-third the load
conductance. This amounts to about a 30 per cent power loss in the

o

m----i
I jbl I

J

----

k;
o

FIG. 2.13.—Equiv-
alent circuit of half
of line in Fig. 2.12.

cavity and, therefore, Pi will be about 15 per cent
greater than PO because of loss through the first half

of the cavity.
If the center of the cavity O-O is chosen as the

reference plane, Th4venin’s theorem may be used to
replace the actual generator to the left of i-i by an
equivalent one at O-O. The equivalent generator

has an internal admittance Y’ obtained by open-
circuiting the actual current generator and observing
the admittance seen looking to the left from 04
The intensity of. the new current source equals the
current flowing througha short circuit across O-O.

Equation (4o) gives the equivalent generator admittance

To obtain the short-circuit current through O-O, the various incident

and reflected waves are added, Fig. 2.13. If the currentreflection coefE-
Cient r’l = (Y — YO)/( Y + Yo), then the total current at O-O oan be

shown to be 1101 = 1/bl for bl large. Now, the ‘voltage at the input
terminals is the current I divided by the total conductance or

I
Vi =

()

2“
l+gcb; +gz :
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The voltage at the center of the cavity is found in a similar manner,

I 1
““=Gl

1

–+$+$+:b:

and
Vo—. b
v; 1, (54)

which is the same result that was obtained when cavity dissipation was
neglected. Thus, it is seen that the voltage stepup is proportional to the

square root of the input Q (similarly the voltage stepdown is proportional
to the square root of the output Q). This could have been anticipated
on a conservation-of-energy basis, since the admittance transformation
is proportional to the external Q.

(a) (b)
FIG. 2,14.—Cavity with capacitive posts and equivalent circuit.

A practical TR tube will differ from this cavity in that it will have a
pair of posts across the guide at a voltage maximum to form a small
spark gap, Fig. 2.14a. The gap, of course, adds a capacitive load across

the cavity. However, more detailed examination indicates that there is
an inductive reactance in each of the posts forming the gap and, there-
fore, the equivalent circuit is similar to that of Fig. 2“14b. The net
susceptance across the center of the cavity is

jz)o = –j(x. – xc)–’.

In a similar manner it can be shown that the voltage stepup ratio
from the external terminals to the center of the cavity is proportional
to the corresponding external Q. However, the voltage across the gap v.

is greater than the cavity voltage Vo by a factor

and the total transformation ratio is

(55)

v= b.
–= b,—.
v, b. – b.

(56)
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The Q of such a cavity can be shown to be

Q.,= 21~+’)K1(;~+’o,

( )
;+ $+9,

1

(57)

27r
‘0 “f b, and b,>> b,.

‘here ‘1 = ‘an-’ F, = 5 – 31

Direct-coupling A ttenuation.—During the transmitting period there is

a discharge across the gap which for all practical purposes may be, con-

Y++y’
(a) (b)

FJ~. 2.15.—Cavity with short-circuited post and equivalent circuit.

CEKl

(a) (b)
FSQ.2.16.—(a) Magnetic field in a cavity with short-circuited post. (b) Cylin&lcal

cavity with two output lines.

sidered to have zero dynamic impedance. Since the discharge only
short-circuits the capacitor X. in Fig. 2.14, the total susceptance across
the guide is not iniinite, but is equal to ‘jb.. As a result, the attenu-
ation between the input and the output terminals will be large, but finite.
To calculate the attenuation, all voltages and admittances are referred

to the center of the cavity, Fig. 2“150. Toward the left from the
post, there is an admittance Y = l/b~ – jbJ2, and toward the right
Y’ = g,/b: – jbo/2 and, therefore, the circuit is that of Fig. 2.15b. The
ratio of the power delivered to the load, gz~b~, to the available power is

Thus, the direct-coupled

P 4g*
P-— = b:b;(bo + b.)’”

(58)

power is inversely proportional to the product
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of the external Q’s, and it also varies inversely with the square of the post
5UsCeptanCebL.

A qualitative but useful concept of direct-coupling attenuation
assumesthat the cavity short-circuited by the post, Fig. 2.16a, may be
thought of as two waveguides in parallel that are beyond cutoff at the
operating frequency. The incident power is exponentially attenuated

betweenthe input and output terminals of the cavity, and the attenuation
increaseswith the diameter of the center post. This, of course, is simply
a restatement of the fact that the attenuation increases with the post
susceptance. If a cylindrical cavity is considered, Fig. 2.16b, it becomes

apparent that the attenuation decreases rapidly as the angle a between
the input and the output lines is made less than 180°.

2.4. Comparison of Loop-coupled and Ins-coupled Cavities.-In the
analysis of resonant cavities thus far, it has been assumed that the

external cavities have been connected to the resonant structure by direct

inductive or capacitive coupling.
That is, it has been assumed that
there is no mutual reactance be-
tween the couplings and the reso-
nant c i r c u it. The equivalent
circuit assumed may be either the
simple one in Sec. 2-1 or the more
exact one shown in Fig. 2.llb.
A better representation of the

m 92

FIG. 2,17.—Equiva1ent circuit of TR tube
including losses.

TR tube is shown in Fig. 2.17 where b, and b~ are the coupling sus-

ceptances, bOis the equivalent capacitive susceptance of the gap and
posts across the cavity, g. is the shunt conductance of the cavity. If

b = blbO/(2bl X bo), and b! is similarly defined for bz and if bl and bg are
large,

(59)

All these calculations and equivalent circuits are based on the assump-
tion that no mutual couplings exist between b, and bz and the rest of the
circuit. This condition is satisfied if thin inductive or capacitive irises
areused for bl and bz, Fig. 2.18u.1 However, coupling to a cavity can be
done equally well by means of a loop linking the magnetic field of the
cavity, Fig. 2.18b. If this is done, it is necessary to consider the mutual
coupling between loop and cavity, and the equivalent circuit may be

1For equivalent circuits of various obstaclea in waveguidea, see “Wave Guide
Handbook,” RL Report No. 432/7/44, and Vol. 10 of this series.
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drawn as in Fig. 2.19. It has been shown by W. W. Hansenl that the
transformed conductance seen at the input terminals varies inversely
with the square of the mutual conductance Ml and Mz for bl and bz large,

(a)
EkG.2.18.—Iris-coupled cavity (a) and loopcoupled cavity

(b, = l/JJ. The mutual inductance is proportional to
and at resonance

Gi = Gc(A/Zi)2 + G~(ze/zi)’

(b)
(b).

the loop area

(60)

where Gi is the input conductance, A is the area of the cavity in a plane
parallel to the E vector, Z1 and 2.
are the areas of the input and out-

-lJN~@’2 %:%!!::;:::::::

sions for Q and direct ‘coupling
which are completely analogous

F1o. 2.19.—Equivalent circuit of loop- to those for the iris-coupled cavity
coupled cavity.

can be derived.
Although a detailed discussion of methods for coupling to cavities

will be reserved for a later section, it is of interest to make a simple ‘

(a) (b) (c)
Fm. 2.2C.-Methods of coupling to a cavity.

comparison between loop and ins coupling. There are three cases to be
considered:

1. If the coupling iris is a small circular hole in a thin plate, Fig. 220a,
the susceptance is inductive and varies nearly as d-g.

1W. W. Hansen,J. App. Phgm, 9, 654 to 603 (1938).
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2. If the iris is symmetrical, of the type shown in Fig. 2.20b, the

susceptance is inductive and varies nearly as d–z.

3. If the coupling is a small loop, Fig. 2.20c, the inductance is pro-
portional to its length and the susceptance, then, varies as d–l.

The admittance transformation ratio N in these three cases may be

tabulated as in Table 2“1.

TABLE 2 1.—ADMITTANCETRANSFORMATIONRATIO N FORTHREECASES
coupling N varies as

Circular iris bz, d-6

Symmetrical inductive iris b,, d-,

Small loop b,, d-,

It should be pointed out that these variations are for small loops or
irises. For irises it is further assumed that the metal plate is very thin.
As the opening of the iris or the length of the loop is made larger, the rate
of change of b with d becomes slower. The rates indicated in the last

column may be deceptive because, although the tolerance on the circular
iris is the most severe, a round hole may be made to much closer toler-
ancesthan is possible with the other structures.

A symmetrical inductive iris is more difficult to make to accurate
tolerances; but most difficult of all is the loop which is made of fairly
thick wire, to give it rigidity, but is bent on a radius which is only a few
times the thickness of the wire. Despite this difficulty, it was possible

to make coupling loops for 10-cm TR tubes in which the admittance
transformation ratio was held to a tolerance of about +10 per cent.

2.6. Methods of Tuning.-It is usually required that a given TR
tube operate anywhere within a band of frequencies that is wide com-
pared with its bandwidth (Aw >> a/Q). The resonant circuit, therefore,
must be made tunable. From a consideration of Fig. 2“17 it is seen

that variation of either the gap capacitance or the cavity inductance
changesthe resonant frequency. It is not desirable to tune by varying

the coupling susceptances since the insertion loss and leakage power
change rapidly while the tuning rate remains very slow.

Variation of the gap capacitance is a convenient method of tuning
if the mechanical design of the tube permits a mechanical motion to be
transmitted into the low-pressure region where the spark gap is located.

Several TR tubes have been designed with such a tuning system. The
high-frequency end of the tuning range is generally limited by the leak-
agepower, which increases with the gap length. It is usually possible in
this way to get a tuning range of 10 to 15 per cent and still maintain

satisfactory leakage power levels.
The inductance of the circuit maybe changed by a variety of mechan-

ical schemes. Basically, what is desired is to change the magnetic field

strength in a given region, and thus change the energy storage or the
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inductance. A vane across a waveguide acts as an inductive lumped

susceptance, Fig. 2,21, because it causes a local concentration of the
magnetic field. Thus, the cavity can be made tunable as shown in
Fig. 222. Sliding irises which continually make good contact with the

n ,

Magneticlines(H)
kl~, 2.21.—Waveguide with inductive vane.

g o
-, u,,

~~ BInductive Variableinductive
coupling tuningirises

irises
FIC. 2.22.—Variable inductive irises

for tuning a cavity.

top and the bottom of the guide present a design problem which is
mechanically very difficult. Figure 223 shomx an equivalent scheme

commonly used with cell-type TR tubes, In tubes of this type the gap
and low-pressure region are confined within a glass envelope whose
diameter is small compared with the cavity diameter. .4 metal slug,

Met
slug

(a) (b)
FIG.223.-Metal slugs for tuning a TR cavity.

usually a screw, is pushed into the cavity. This adds a lumped induct-
ance in parallel with the rest of the circuit, and the frequency increases

as the slug is pushed into the cavity. A change in the cavity diameter has
an equivalent effect, and in fact, the slug may be considered simply as a

partial change in the equivalent cavity diameter.
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A third method of tuning involves changing the total circuit capaci-

tance by means of a metal slug that can be moved in and out radially,
but which is insulated from the cavity, Fig. 2.23b. Although the geo-
metric capacitance of the slug does not vary with position, the electric

field varies from a maximum at the center to zero at the outside of the
cavity, The displacement currents flowing through the capacitance

between the slug and cavity increase as the slug is moved toward the
center. Moving the capacitive slug toward the center decreases the resonant

frequency of the cavity.

A method that is markedly different from those just described
employs an auxiliary cavity tuned by one of these methods, and coupled
to the main TR cavity in such a way as to act as a variable eusceptance
in parallel with it. The susceptance can take on positive or negative
values as the auxiliary cavity is tuned to higher or lower frequencies than
the incident frequency. In general, this scheme introduces a certain

amount of excess loss into the circuit. It has the advantage, however,
that a precise tuning mechanism may be built into it which may be
calibrated. This is not generally possible in the TR cavity. The two
catities may be butted together and coupled by an iris, or they may be
joined by a transmission line about k/2 long and coupled either by loops

or by irises.
2.6. Equivalent-circuit Calculations. Inse?tion Loss.—In previous

sections it was shown that a resonant cavity could be represented to a
good approximation by an equiva- 1A
lent parallel-resonant circuit. The ‘
plane of reference is arbitrary; but
it is generally convenient to refer
all admittances to the input ter-

Smminals. This is indicated ~in Fig. ‘
2.24 where all admittances have &=or T
been normalized with respect to Fm. 224.-Cavity and equivalent circuit

Y,, g: = gJ~ is the apparent cavity referred to terminals AA.

conductance, g~ = g&/bJ 2 k the apparent load conductance, and b is
the input susceptance. On the basis of this simple circuit, a number of

useful relationships involving Q, insertion loss, and input standing-wave
ratio may be derived.

The transmism”on T of the circuit is the ratio of the power dissipated
in aL to the Dower available from the generator. The insertion loss L.—
will be defined as – 10 loglo T,

T = (1 + 9.%)’ + b“

where the generator is assumed to have unit internal

(61)

conductance.
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Cam’ty Q.—In Sec. 2.2 an expression for Q wasderived. Equation (52)
may be rewritten in the following forms:

‘0 = &d(:k)~b
1 —= Qo&lQLI = 2(9;+ I) ~(lnk)

1’

(62)

1 db
Qo -&_+-.Q~2=2(g:+l+ g.)_=

where Q’ is the unloaded Q of the cavity; QL1is the Q of the cavity loaded
only at its input terminals by a matched generator; and QL2 is the Q of
the cavity loaded at both the input and output terminals.

The standing wave set up in a transmission line by a discontinuity
is equal to the sum of the incident and the reflected waves. The ratio
of the maximum voltage to the minimum voltage of the standing wave is
the ataruling-waue ratio T, and is defined by

(63)

where r is the voltage reflection coefficient, For the cavity whose input
atilttance is

r=

/rl =

If this is substituted

Y = (g. + g:) + jb,
YO– Y= 1 – [(9L + d) + ~bl,
Y,+Y 1 + [(g~ + g;) +@l

v’(1 – g. – g;)’ + b’.

v’(1 + g.+ g:)’+ b’

into Eq. (63),

(64)

N(1 +g. +g:)’+ f)’+ <(1 – g. – g;)’ +b’
(65)

‘=ti(l+g ~+g:)’+b’ -~(l-g. -g:)’ +bz”

Examination of Eq. (61) indicates that the power to the load g. falls
to half its maximum value when Ibl = (1 + gL + g.), and for this condi-
tion the standing-wave ratio will be

(1 + g. + g:) + <1 + (gL -t 9:)2.

‘}’ = (1 + gL + 9:) – %“1 + (9L + 9:)2

If the input standing-wave ratio at resonance is

(66)

1rg= g-l=
(gL + g:)’
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then

(67)

It should be noted that a substitution of l/@ for ~ results in the identical
equation.

Similarly, Eq. (65) may besolvedforb, and

b=- (68)

Figure 2.25 is a plot of the standing-wave ratio against frequency,
measured at the input of a typical TR cavity with no output loading.
A curve of b, calculated from the
data by means of Eq. (67) s super- 10-
imposed. The curve of b is a

9 -
straight line over the range con-
sidered, which is what would be
obtained from a simple parallel-
resonant circuit.

Optimum Coupling. —Maximum
power is delivered to the load g~ for
a given g; when gL = 1 + g:. Simi-
larly, a reduction in g: results in an
increase in T. It is generally nec-
essary, however, to make the best 1 -
possible compromise between leak-
age power and insertion loss.

-2 -1

Leakage power will be discussed
Af Mc\sec

in detail in Chap. 5; however, it has
already been seen that the direct-
coupled power varies inversely as F]Q. 2.25.—Input standing-wave ratio

the product of the input and output
r, and susceptance b for a 1B27 TR cavity;
@ = a’, = 1.30, fO = 3260 Me/see, QO =

Q’sfor a given tube and cavity, and z~cu # = I91o.
it will be seen later that the arc
leakagepower and spike leakage energy are substantially independent of
the input Q, but vary inversely with the output Q.

It is important to choose the best operating point for a certain speci-

fied insertion loss that will give usable values of direct-coupled and arc
leakage power, and spike leakage energy. Figure 2.26 is a plot of inser-
tion loss L in db vs. g. for various values of g:. It is obvious that there
are an infinite number of combinations of 9L and g: that will give the

same loss. Since the arc leakage power and spike energy increase with
increasing g’, only values of g~ ~ (1 + gj) will be chosen.
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Let us investigate the conditions that give maximum direct-coupling
attenuation for a given value of L. In Eq. (61) let b = O and substitute
the following quantities: g: = N~., g~ = N1/N2. Then solve for the
product N1N2 which is proportional to the direcbcoupling attenuation,

N,N2 =
N;

2
––l– Nlgcf2
T -“ ‘6’)

If the derivative d(NIN,)/dNl k set equal to zero, a solution for the points

FIG.

~o 1 OL 2 3
I 1

Max.directcouplingattenuation

-1

~ -2 , , < [/ 1 I ~r
&
0 %’

(l+ Lre+9L)2
-3

/

.4~LJ I
2.26.—Plot of insertion loss in decibels as a function of g~ for various values of 9‘6

of maximum or minimum direct-coupling attenuation for a given value
of low-level transmission may be obtained,

d(N,N,)

4(2-$) +;(1-+)=” ’70)
=N; +N; :+Nl~

dN,

The roots of this equation are most easily found by assuming specific
values of T, and then using Homer’s method or some similar approxima-
tion. only positive, real roots are of interest. Investigation shows that
these roots do indeed correspond to a maximum value of NINZJ and, there-
fore, represent maximum attenuation. These solutions-are plotted in Fig.
2.26 superimposed on the loss contours as the locus of points giving maxi-
mum direct -coupling attenuation. For values of g: >0.1, the optimum
coupling condition lies somewhere bet ween “ equal” coupling (Nl = N2),
and “matched-output” coupling (g& = 1 + g: or Na = 1 + Nlg,).
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For best performance in the receiving period it is desirable to use a
“matched-output” coupling since variations in the load conductance gh

cause the least change of T in this region. This is important because

of the comparatively large variations that are found in the admittance
of crystal detectors. The conductance spread may be as large as 4 to 1

(from g. = YO/2to 2Yo), even after the crystal mount has been designed
to minimize this spread. In Table 2“2 the insertion loss L in decibels

and relative leakage power are listed corresponding to a crystal con-
ductance g= = Y,/2, Y,, 2Y,. The leakage power has been separated

into direct-coupled power, and gas (flat or spike) leakage power. The

latter is simply proportional to Nil while the former is proportional to
(NIN,)-’.

TABLE2,2.—COMPARISONOF1NSEETIONLoss, GASLEAKAGEPOWER,ANDDIB~CT-
COUPLEDPOWERFORTHREEDIFEEEENTCOUPLINGCONDITIONS

Alladjustedto L = –1.25dbforg. = 1

Insertion loss db Gas leakage power Direct-coupled power
i

%0 Matched Equal &latched Matched ~ou-~qual Matched Matched ~ou- ‘qua’ Matched
cOu-

input output input output input
pling pling output

pling
— — — .—

0.5 –2.46 –2.14 –1.76 0.375 0.5 0.666 0.57 0.5 0.58
1 –1.25 –1.25 –1 25 0.75 1 1.33 1.15 1 1.16
2 –1,0 –1.06 –1.76 1.5 2 2,66 2.3 2 2.32

Examination of Table 2.2 indicates that the direct-coupled power is a

rather insensitive function of the particular coupling. The insertion
loss undergoes the largest excursions Trith matched-input coupling.
Conversely, theleakage powerissmallest for matched-input and largest

TABLE2.3.—SUMMARYOF FORMULASFORCOUPLINGTHROUGHA TR CAVITY

Input standing-
wave ratio

T

Q.,

“c
QLI

Qo

hfatched input

1

l–g:=l–2p

1–Td=—
2 2

1–T4?:
l+g:–2– T

Equal coupling 3fatchcxl output

1+9=2 (>-1)
1 + 2g:

()

–2
1+; = (1 –p)’ (1 +g:)-’ = 1 –2?p

~ — 1–<T 9: 1–T

2+g:– 271 + d 2

9: 2(1 - W)— 9:
l+g:–

— 1–T
2 – ~–T l+g; –
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for matched-output coupling. Equal coupling has the advantage of

ease of mechanical construction if the line to the receiver is of the same
type as the transmitter line (same size coaxial line or waveguide), since
the tube can be made symmetrical.

Special Ca.ses.-A few special formulas may be derived for the three
couplings just described and the results are shown in Table 2,3.

2.7. Electromagnetic Calculations of Cavities. -Although the basic
phenomena of the resonant cavity are extremely simple, the exact
calculation of the resonant frequency Q voltage-stepup ratio, and
equivalent shunt conductance becomes very difficult when practical
shapes of cavities Wust be analyzed. Fairly straightforward methods
~f analyzing cylindrical, spherical, and similar cavities have been derived
by a number of authors. 1,2 For TR cavities or klystron cavities (rhumba-
trons), the fields can no longer be expressed by simple functions, but
must be compounded out of a sum of many different modes, so adjusted
as to satisfy the boundary conditions that tangential E is zero at the
metal walls.

At the present time, an exact solution has not been obtained for the
cylindrical cavity with conical posts. Extremely accurate calculations
have been made, however, in which the posts were assumed to be right

circular cylinders, and where suitable means of estimating the equivalent
diameter of the cylinder were determined .3,4J By these means it has
been possible to calculate the resonant frequency with an error of less
than 1 per cent.

The mathematical techniques used in these calculations will not be
discussed here since they are long and involved. The solutions obtained,
however, give the resonant frequency in terms of an effective parallel

L and C, where the C is a function of the static capacitance of the post,
and L is associated with the energy storage in the annular ring between

the posts and the outer walls.
A more recent and advanced method in the art of treating cylindrical

resonant cavities has been used by N. Marcuvitz of the Radiation Labora-
tory. This methodh considers the cavity as composed of several radial
transmission lines of various impedances (heights) and lengths (radii).
Although this method has not been applied to TR cavities, its use would

1W. W. Hansen, Jour. App. Physics 9, 654 (1938); 10,38 (1939).
zS. A. Schelkunoff, Electromagnetic Waues, Van Nostrand, N, Y., 1943.
3H, A. Bethe, R. E. Marshak, J. Schwinger, “ Theoretical Results on the TR

Box)” NDRC Report D1-116, Jan. 20, 1943.
4H. A. Bethe, R. E. Ivlarshak, J. Schwinger, “ Theory of the TR Box, ” NDRC

Report 14-128, May 14, 1943.
5J, Schwinger, “Theoretical Treatment of a Cylindrical TR Box, ” RL Group

Report 43-8/26/42,
s Vol. 8, Chap. 8,
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result in great mathematical simplification, when radial-transmission-line
charts become available.

The coupling between the cavity and an external load or source of

power may take any of several forms. It may be a small hole in the wall

of the cavity, a loop, or a capacitive probe. The first two, the hole and

the loop, are used almost exclusively in TR cavities. The small hole or
iris is equivalent to the large shunt inductive susceptances in the equiv-
alent circuits of Sees. 2.1 and 2.2; the loop has been briefly described in

Sec. 23.
The calculation of the power flow through an iris involves the match-

ing of three fields: the unperturbed field in the cavity, the unperturbed
field in the waveguide or space into which the iris allows power to flow,

and the field in the immediate vicinity of the iris. Here again, the

mathematical complications grow roughly exponentially with the size
of the hole. If the hole is very small, then it can be assumed that the
field in the cavity and waveguide are completely undisturbed by the
presence of the hole, except in its immediate vicinity. Furthermore, it
can be assumed that the tangential H will be constant in magnitude
and phase over the entire window. With these limiting assumptions,
it has been possible to calculate correctly the loading and frequency

shift caused by inductive irises in TR cavities.1,23,4
Loop coupling, although basicaily very simple, is complicated by the

finite thickness of the wire and the standing wave along the loop. As a
result, no accurate solutions exist for this problem.

2.8. Cell-type TR Tubes. Tube Types.—The cell-type TR tube is a
unit consisting of a spark gap in a low-pressure gaseous atmosphere,
enclosed in a glass envelope. Electrodes are brought out through the
glass for connecting to an external cavity, which in combination with the
TR tube is a resonant circuit. The tube is placed in the cavitv so that
there is a maximum voltage across the gap.

One of the earliest 10-cm microwave TR tubes is shown in Fig. 2.27.
It was developed by J. L. Lawson at the Radiation Laboratory, and con-
sisted of a spark gap in a small glass tube which plugged into a cavity.

The leakage power of this tube was undoubtedly high, and because of the
small gas volume its life was short; however, it had only to protect a
grounded-grid-triode first detector, which it did. The first “modern”

] H. A, Bethe, “Lumped Constantsfor Small Irises,” RL Report 43-22,Lfar. 22,
1943.

zH. A. Bethe,“Theory of SideWindowsin Waveguides,’]RL Report 199,Apr. 4,
1943

3H, A, Bethe, “ Excitation of CavitiesthroughWindo\vs,” RL Report 202,Apr. 9,
1943.

4H. A, Bethe, “Theory of Diffraction by SmallHoles,” RL Report 128,Jan. 2?3,
1942.
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microwave TR tube was the so-called soft Sutton tube developed by the
simple expedient of admitting gas into a Sutton reflex klystron tube
and using it, cavity and all, as a TR tube. One cavity and three tubes
were used to tune the three bands 9.1 cm + 1 per cent, 10 cm + 1 per
cent, and 10.7 cm ~ 1 per cent. The tubes were identical except that

FIG. 2.27.—Early 10-cm TR tube.

they were pretuned by varying the
gap spacing before they were
evacuated.

The 721.4 TR tube and later
the 724A tube, were engineered
by a group under A. L. Samuel at
the Bell Telephone Laboratories. 1
These two tubes are used in the

9-cm to 1l-cm and 3. l-cm to 3.5-
cm bands respectively, and,
together wit h the 1B27 tube
developed cooperatively by the

Radiation Laboratory and Syl-
vania Electrical Products Com-

pany, are the most widely used
microwave cell-type TR tubes.
They are illustrated in Fig. 2.28.
The spark gap is formed between
the small ends of two copper cones.
The cones are drawn from “thin
copper sheet and have circular

flanges at their bases. A cylinder
of low-loss glass separates the two
flanges. In order to make a butt

seal between the glass and the copper, it is necessary to balance the strains
by simultaneously sealing glass cylinders to the backs of the flanges, as in
Fig. 2.29. After the disk seals have been made, the keep-alive electrode
is sealed in at one end, the tube is pretuned and evacuated, and the other
end is sealed off.

Two other microwave cell-type TR tubes that have been used at
longer wavelengths (about 25 cm) are the 1B23 tube and the 1B40 tube.

The spark gap in the 1B23 tube, Fig. 2.30, is between the inside of thecone

and the wire electrode. The 1B40 tube is clifferent from any of the other
tubes in this group, in that it has no r-f electrodes within the glass
envelope. It is used with a cavity such as that shown in Fig. 2.31, and
an electrodeless discharge is struck between the two cylinders of the

1Samuel,Mccrae, andMumforal,“ GasDischargeTR switch,” 13TLMM-42_14@_
26,Apr 17,1942.
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external cavity. Although this simplifies the design, the leakage power

of this tube is very large and is tolerable only in certain special applica-

.-

FIG.228.-TR tubes types lB 27.724 B, 721B.

tions. The construction is very simple for it involves only Kovar-glass

seals.
The cell-type TR tubes have the advantage that they may be used

in a variety of circuits and cavitieq
and over a wide range of frequencies
With suitable cavities the 1B27 tube
has been used at wavelengths ranging I

from 8 cm to 13 cm. The 721B, 724B, Cower
1B23, and 1B40 tubes are jixed-tuned ‘Ianges

lass

By varying the spacing each
ers

tubes.
is adjusted to resonate at a specified
frequency in a cavity of standard
dimensions. Once the, tube is sealed

FIG.2.29.—Firststagein assembling
cell-typeTR tube. Glasscylindersare

off, no further adjustments of gap sealedsimultaneouslyto both sidesof

spacing can be made, and the com-
the flanges.

plete TR assembly is tuned by inductive or capacitive slugs in the
external cavity as described in Sec. 2“5. The 1B27 is a tunable
tube. The gap spacing may be varied by means of a differential screw
mechanism that moves one of the cones in or out. The cone is sealed, of
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course, to maintain a low-pressure region around the gap. In a given
cavity, it is possible to tune the 1B27 tube from 10 to 15 per cent.

FIG. 2.30.—1B23 TR
tube.

keep-alive
electrode

Fx~. 2.31.—1B4O TR tube.

The critical dimensions of the 721B, 724B, and 1B27 tubes are shown
in Fig. 2.32. These dimensions are the glass diameter, the distance

+D3+

9

t-- %-4
FIG.2.32.—Critical dimen-

UiOnSof i’21B, 724B, and 1B27
tubes given in Table 2.4.

between flanges, the cone angle, the gap spac-
ing, the cone diameter, and the flange diam-
eters. Table 2.4 gives the dimensions of these
three tubes.

The use of high-Q cavities with large
admittance transformation ratios requires that
the losses in the cavity be held to a minimum.
The glass cylinder between the disks of the TR
tube is in a region of moderately high field.
The dielectric loss in the gltms can make a con-

siderable contribution to the effective shunt
conductance gc of the cavity. Corning 707
glass has the lowest dielectric loss of any of

the common glasses. Only fused quartz and
Corning “Vicor” 709 glass, which is about 90
per cent quartz, have lower losses. These,
however, cannot be sealed to copper because

of their high melting points and low coefficients of expansion. In Table 2“5
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TABLE24.-CRITICAL DIMENSIONSOF CELL-TYPETR TUBESAS INDICATEDIN FIG.
232

Dimensions are in Inches

Dimensions 721B

D, 1*
D, 1+++

D, 1***

D, 0.075

9 0.030
18°

; 0.825
t 0.030 I

724B

0.372
0.622max.
0.615min.
0.622 max.
0.615 min.
0.020
0 030

18°
0.410
0 030

1B27

;*&

1 062

I.000

0.125
o.oo2t00.035

18°
0.670
0.030

the complex dielectric constant c = c’ + jc” is given for Corning 707 glass
and 705 glass.

TABLE2.5.—COMPLEXDIELECTRICCONSTANTOF 707AND705 GLASSES

707glass 705glass
A

e’ t“/t’ t’ C“/E’

25 cm 4.0 0.0019 4 72 0.0047
10 cm 4.0 0.0019 4.72
3.2cm

0.0052
3.99 0.0021 4.71 0.0061

The’ copper flanges extending beyond the glass are made thin so that
they can be deformed by the clamping rings of the cavity, and can also
be pressed tightly against the cavity shoulder without breaking the glass
seal. This allows the resistance of the contact between the flanges and
the cavity to be held to a minimum.

Cavities ad Tuning.—The TR cavity most commonly used in the
3-cm and lo-cm bands is illustrated in Fig. 2.33. It is cylindrical, and
operates in what may be described as a modified TEO1o-mode. There
is no variation of the field with angle, and except in the vicinity of the

posts, there is no variation of E between the top and the bottom of the
Cavity.

For a given tube, the height h of the cavity is usually maintained

constant, and the diameter D is varied to make cavities for various tuning

ranges. To permit the tube to be connected into the cavity, the cavity
issplit into two halves along a diametral plane. Since the lines of current
flow are radial on the top and bottom faces, the break between the two
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halves of the cavity does not cut any current lines, and therefore there are
no losses from radiation or from Poor contacts.

Since the current flow in the top and
bottom faces is radial, an intimate con-
tact must be made between the tube
flanges and the cavity in order to hold
to a minimum the I ‘R lossesat the j oint.
This is done by exerting enough pressure

to deform the flange and cause it to
flow against the cavity. Figure ‘2.34

shows the details of two such arrange-
ments. In Fig. 2.34a the clamping ring
A is drawn down against the flange by

six screws spaced around the circum-
ference. This makes an excellent con-
tact, but it is difficult to replace tubes
quickly in such a cavity, Figure 2.34b

shows an alternative method wherein
a clamping nut B forces a ring C against
a neoprene gasket D, which in turn
presses against the tube flange. The
gasket, by virtue of its flexibility, forces
the flange to make good contact with
the cavity despite any high spots on the

cavity or misalignment between the ring and the cavity. The screw-
clamping mechanism is commonly used on the 1B27 and 724B TR tubes,

T
6 Eqbally spaced screws

I

I

B

(a) (b)
FIG.2.34.—Methods of clamping cell-typeTR tutw into cavities,

except that it has been found unnecessary to use the gasket on the 724B,
presumably beoause of the small flange diameter. In the 1B27 tube (or
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the 72lB), failure to use the gasket may result in an increase of insertion

loss of 1 or 2 db.
The fixed-tuned tubes (721B,

724B and 1B23) can each be char-
acterized by a curve which gives
the resonant wavelength as a
function of cavity diameter. Fig-

ures 2.35 and 2“36 show these
curves for the tubes, 721B and
724B. Figures 2’37 and 2“38show
atypical cavity and a tuning curve
for the 1B23 tube. The curves

are nominal, and production tubes
lie within a band less than +0.5
per cent a r o u n d the average
curve. The tubes are all pretuned
in a standard cavity by changing
the gap spacing before the tube
is sealed off until resonance is ob-

tained at a standard frequency.
This means that if the cone diam-

~ 11-
&
:E>UIIJ
= .E
g
g 9

1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6
Cavity diameter Din inches

FIG. 2.35.—Tuning characteristics of
721B TR tube as a function of cavity diam-
eter. The cavity is loop-coupled to a
loaded Q of 300.

eter or glass thickness (for instance) varies from tube to tube, although

$44”

0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70
Cavity diam. D in inches

Fm. 2.36.—Tuning characteristics of 724B
TR tube aea function of cavity diameter. The
cavity is iris-coupkxf to a QL*of 200.

t

T*
1

FIQ. 2.37.-Csvity for 1B23 TR tubes.
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the tuning will be correct at the standard frequency, for diameters larger

or smaller than the standard cavity the slope of the A vs. D curve will

Diameter and height of cavity A in inches

F1~. 238.-Tuning curve for 1B23 TR
tube for cavity shown in Fig. 237. (Data
are from Western Mectric Co.)

vary and the spread will increase.

Figure 2.39 shows the tuning
effect of inductive tuning plugs on
the resonant wavelength of cavities
of various diameters. Two plugs,
diametrically opposite, are inserted
equal distances for these curves.
The mechanical design of inductive

tuning plugs is difficult. Figure
2.40 shows two possible construc-
tions. The tuning screw in Fig.
2.40a is required to make good con-

tact only somewhere near the cavity
wall, as i n d i c a t e d. Its tuning

range, however, is small. If the %-in. screws shown in Fig. 2.39 were

replaced by +-in. screws, the tuning range (AX/k) would be only about 2

to 3 per cent, as compared with
the 10 to 15 per cent obtained
with the large screws. The screw

shown in Fig. 240b completely
fills the space between the top and
the bottom of the cavity, and the
tuning ranges indicated are ob-
tained. To be effective, however,

the screw must make a good elec-
trical contact with the cavity at
its inner- end, as shown in the
drawing. This is a difficult con-
dition to satisfy. The threads in
the cavity wall only span about
15° to 20° and they lack precision
for, in order to facilitate produc-
tion, they are tapped rather than
machine cut. Furthermore, be

cause the threads must be silver-
plated, it is not possible to specify
a tight fit because the plating jams
the threads, and makes it difficult

12

E.
~ 11
a

H

a+
~6>,,; d

: 10 * ?38,,
s
T &
:9 * 1.91,,
2
z

8
0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8

Pluginsefilon-d in inches

FrQ. 2.39.—Tuning characteristicsof
721B TR tube as a function of plug inser-
tion, QLZ = 300.

or even impossible to turn the screws by hand. As a result, when the
lock nut is loosened, the resonant wavelength of the cavity may jump back
and forth erratically as the contact changes, and, therefore, make it very
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Must make contacthere

(a) Cavi

F1~. 2.40.—Inductive tuning screws.

Section “AA”
/- 4 $&s$a;d ~A

FIG.2.41.—Expanding inductive tuning screw.

7
Insertion into cavity 1in inches

FIG.242.-Capacitive tuning dug in 2.16-in. diameter 1B27 cavity.
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difficult to tune the cavity to a new wavelength. These effects become
worse as the radial travel of the tuning screw increases. In 10-cm tubes

these effects are pronounced, whereas in 3-cm tubes they are hardly
noticeable.

In order to overcome this contact trouble, a number of schemes have
been considered. It is possible to use spring loading, but in order to

maintain constant pressure on the

screw, the spring must be several
times as long as the maximum
travel of the screw. This makes
the cavity assembly very large and
bulky. Figure 241 shows an ex-
panding tuning screw that has
been used successfully. It allows
a continuously variable pressure

to be exerted between the end of

num
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\ c.
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F ‘\
~..

u-u 7.5 ~
024681

Turns of tuning screw

Increasing gap spacing ——————

Fm. 243. Fxa. 24.4.
Fm. 2.43.—Differential tuning-screw mechanism for IB27 TR tube,
FIG. 2.44.-Tuning rauge of 1B27 TR tube in various cavities: Curve A, coaxial cavity;

Curve B, cavity 2.150” ID on 11” X 3“ wavcguide; Curve C, 1.800” ID cavity looP-
coupledto i“ coaxialline; CurveD, 1.550” ID cavity loop-coupled to ;” coaxial line;
Curve E, 1.400” ID ATR C8VitYon 11” X 3“ guide; Curve F 1.400” ID cavity on
1}” X 3“ guide.

the screw and the cavity, and thus permits the operator to loosen it ta
the point where it can just be turned by hand and still maintain a good
contact during rotation.

Figure 2.42 indicates the tuning ranges which can be obtained with a

capacitive tuning slug. Since no electrical contacts are involved, the
tuning is very smooth. No measurements of the loss introduced by the
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currents in the slug, or by the presence of the polystyrene sleeve around
theslug have been made, but casual observations indicate that they are
not excessive.

Capacitive tuning slugs have found very little use thus far, partly
because of the mechanical-design difficulties associated with getting a
smooth driving mechanism on the polystyrene rod, and partly because
of the advent of the TR tube which has an adjustable gap.

These tuning difficulties are avoided in the 1B27 tube, which is
tuned by varying the gap spacing with the mechanism shown in Fig. 2.43.
The aluminum shell which carries the tuning mechanism is cemented
to the glass cylinder sealed to the back of one of the disks. Smooth

J-1.000’~1

FIG. 2,45.—TR tube in coaxial cavity.

tuning, without the necessity of using lock nuts to secure a given setting,
is obtained over a range of 10 to 15 per cent in a given cavity. Figure
2.44 shows the tuning characteristics of the 1B27 tube in cavities of
various diameters D. Examination of the curves shows that the cavity
diameter required to tune to a wavelength of 13 cm would be about
2.5 in. Howeverj in certain lightweight airborne radar equipment, the

space and weight allotted to a TR cavity to tune to 13 cm were extremely
small. The cavity shown in Fig. 2.45 was designed for this application.
It may be considered either as a capacitance-loaded coaxial cavity or as
a folded TEOIO-cavity. It is only lfi in. ID by 1 in. long, but it tunes

over the range indicated in Fig. 2.44 according to the Curve A. It is
almost impossible to fabricate such a cavity as a split unit, with the
parting line always parallel to the current flow. It was therefore decided

to make the cavity a “plug-in” type. The two flanges on the 1B27 tube
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have, a difference in diameter of & in. This allows the tube to be
inserted from the end A, Fig. 2.45, and have its large flange clamped
at this end by a suitable ring, while the smaller flange is forced into the
spring fingers at B. If. these fingers are properly tempered they will

deform the tube flange and make a good contact. A tube can be inserted
into a cavity of this type only a few times before its small flange is
permanently deformed and will no longer make a good contact. This is
objectionable for laboratory u’se; but where the life of the complete

equipment is only two or three times that of a

w

w

TR tube, this is not a serious defect.
The unloaded Q of the coaxial cavity is only

about one half that of the conventional cavity.
As a result, either higher leakage power for a given
insertion loss compared with a TEolO-cavity, or
more insetilon loss for a given leakage power must

Fm. 2.46. — Modified be accepted. In high-performance equipments,
flange for use in Plwin this definitely rules out the coaxial cavity; but
cavity.

where weight and size are of paramount import-
ance, the loss in performance (about l+ db) can be accepted.

An improved design for a plug-in tube has been reported by the
British. In this design the small disk on the TR tube is formed as
shown in Fig. 2.46. The bent-over small disk is stronger than the straight

type and presents a greater area to the contact fingers.
2.9. Tunfng Temperature Compensation.-Military radar equipment

must operate at maximum efficiency under a great variety of conditions.

In particular, airborne equipment must be subjected to temperatures
ranging from – 55°C to 100”C. This imposes the first requirement on

components—they must not break or otherwise fail because of extreme
temperatures. The next requirement imposed is that every component

must function electrically over a temperature range from about —15°C to
100”C. There is no clear limit on the low-temperature point; this limit
is estimated by assuming that the average temperature rise within an
operating radar equipment is 40°C over the external ambient temperature.

The characteristics of a TR tube which are temperature sensitive,

are tuning, leakage power, and recovery time. The leakage power and

the recovery time will be discussed in Chap. 5. Except at the start
of the operation, it is undesirable and often impossible to tune the TR

tube in an aircraft. This initial tuneup usually occurs on the ground
where the temperature may be widely different from the temperature
under which the plane operates when aloft. The change of temperature
changes the resonant frequency of both the TR cavity and the trans-
mitter. It is required, of course, that the two frequencies either remain

constant or change by the same amount.
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The magnetron transmitter used at microwave frequencies is in

almost all cases of all-copper construction. As its temperature changes,

therefore, it expands in all dimensions by an amount determined by the
coefficient of expansion of the metal. If all the linear dimensions of a

resonant structure are multiplied by a constant, its resonant wavelength

is multiplied by the same factor; therefore a copper magnetron changes
frequency at a rate of 16parts per million per “G-the frequency decreases
as the temperature increases.

For ease of machining, cavities for cell TR tubes are usually made of
brass. The temperature coefficient of brass is not much different from
that of copper, varying from about 17 to 20 parts per million per “C.
The glass cylinder between the copper disks has a much lower coefficient

of expansion (3.1 X l@/°C) than copper, and, therefore, the distance
between the flanges is practically independent of temperature. The
copper cones, of course, expand with temperature and, therefore, the gap
between them decreases. Since the external cavity expands at about the
same rate as a copper cavity, and the gap decreases with increasing tem-
perature and thus increases the capacitance loading, the resonant fre-
quency of the TR tube decreases faster with increasing temperature
than does the resonant frequency of the magnetron.

The problem involved may be stated in the following way. Let the
height of the cavity be h, the length of the posts 1, the gap length 6, the

coe5cient of expansion of the cavity a., and that of the glass a~. Then
at some temperature to,

&o=h– 21. (71)

At any other temperature to + At, if the cavity were all copper

& = (1 + a.At)(h – 21). (72)

For thki same temperature, the gap in the TR cavity is

Y’ = (1 + aOAt)h – 2(1 + a.At)l. (73)

The difference between the two,

8’ – Y’ = h(a, – ag)At, (74)

is the amount by which the cones in the cell TR tube must be pulled

apart at (fo + At) in order to tune this tube to the same frequency as
that of an all-copper cavity at this temperature.

In the 721B and 724B TR tubes the gap spacing is compensated by
proper shaping of the disk between the base of the cone and the inside

of the glass. This is a purely empirical process, but it is known that
almost any temperaturetuning curve which is desired can be obtained

by giving the disk the appropriate initial curvature. The 1B27 TR
tube has one of its cones exposed to the atmosphere and connected to a
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tuning-screw mechanism, Fig. 2.43. The temperature coefficient of this
tuning mechanism may be used to make the proper correction to the

cavity. Let the length of the screw (from the cone to the first thread
-in the housing) be 1. and its coefficient be a.; the length of the housing

from the glass to the first thread be h and its coefficient ah; and use th~
same quantities for the glass cylinder i~ and a~. The motion of the end

F]Q. 2.47.
TR tube temperature ‘W

—Tuning-temperature characteristics of 721A TR tube. A comparison
of flat and wrirdded disks, measured in a brass cavity.

is made

of the screw relative to the disk (assuming the copper is easily deformed)
is

A = (l@ag+ l~a~ – l,a,)At. (75)

If A is positive and equal to Y – 8“, as given by Eq. (74), the cavity will
be properly compensated. The housing shell of the 1B27 tube must be
light since it is cemented to the glass. This automatically restricts
the choice of material to some grade of aluminum with an a of about

23 X 10-’/OC. The length maybe

{~~~~a considerations. sneAn

varied within reasonable limits, but
it is basically restricted by mechan-

Eq. (75) must be positive, a, < ah.
Kovar withan a of only 5 X 10-’/OC
is a suitable material for the screw.

(a) (b) After a reasonable mechanical ar-

FIG. 2.4S,—Comparison of plain (a) rangement of the tuning meohanism
and temperature-compensated (b) TR- has been made, even if the tuning-
tube cones.

temperature curve which results is
either over- or undercompensated, it can be corrected by proper shaping
of the disk which carries the stationary cone.

Figure 2.47 shows the difference in temperature-tuning character-

istics between a flat disk and a disk which has a wrinkle, Fig. 2.48. The
wrinkled disk, in addition to giving almost the same tuning slope as an

all-copper cavity, has almost no hysteresis, whereas the flat dkk has
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both a very large tuning-temperature slope and hysteresis. If the disk
were perfectly flat between the seals, it could equally well buckle in or

out with an increase in temperature. On the other hand, if it has an

initial concave curvature (seen from the gap), it tends to become even
more concave at higher temperatures, and thus pulls the gap apart and
gives the proper sign to the slope of the tuning curve. If the dkk is
simply bowed the cones move in the desired direction, but there is con-
siderable hysteresis in the motion. The wrinkled disk shown in Fig. 2.48
overcomes this objection and gives the performance shown in Fig. 2.47.

Figure 2.49 shows the temperature-tuning curves of a 1B27 TR tube
in a brass cavity tuned to several different frequencies. The couplings
to a 1B27 cavity are normally
adjusted to make QM about 350.
Under these conditions the band-
width (to half-power transmission)
is 9 Me/see at AO= 9.5 cm. Com-
parison of the tube characteristics
with that of a copper cavity at a

temperature rise of 60°C above
the initial tuning temperature in-
dicates that the TR and mag-
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FIQ. 2.49,—Tuning-temperature curve
1B27 TR tube.

of

netron cavities will cliffer in frequency by about 2 to 4 hIc/sec. The
detuning losses are of the order of 0.7 to 2.3 db.

2.10. Cavity Couplings. -Thus far in the equivalent-circuit calcula-
tions the couplings to a cavity have been characterized by a susceptance
in the case of the iris, or by a reactance and mutual inductance in the
case of a loop. In practice these quantities are almost never measured
directly, and are only of academic interest to the engineer. once a
particular TR tube and external cavity have been chosen, then only the
couplings remain to be adjusted in order to get the desired insertion loss
in the desired manner (equal coupling, matched input, and so forth).
Thus, in order to adjust the coupling to the proper value it is necessary
to measure the input admittance at resonance, first with no load to
determine the value of g: and then with the proper output load to deter-
mine (g: + g~). These two measurements, plus a measurement of Q,
completely specify the low-level properties of the cavity. These measure-
ments are not enough, however, to determine the coupling susceptances
bl or bz.

Equation (76) is the expression for the Q of an iris-coupled cavity

( )QL, =A ;+#+gc-’,
1 2

(76)

It is possible to measure QL1 or Q~Z directly and then to compute QO;
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however, no measurements made at the external terminals (input or

output ) can define the magnitudes of b1 and bz unless either g. or A is
known. The shape and capacitive loading of the cavity determine the
constant, A. In particularly simple cases, aa for a cavity made of a res~
nant length of rectangular waveguide, the iris susceptance may be found
in various handbooks, 1 or computed from the length of the cavity and
its propagation constant. In principle, this can still be done in cavities

of even more complicated shape, but the mathematical complications are

~ Cavity

(a)

u
(b)

I

*+!i$l-
(c)

FIO.2.50.—Methods of coupling a cavity to a coaxial line; (a) series (iris) coupling, (b) loop
coupling, (c) capacitive (probe) coupling.

so great as to discourage such computations. As a result, the data
available consist of curves of the apparent shunt conductance g: of a

given TR cavity coupled to transmission lines of a given type as a function
of the dimensions of the iris or loop.

The frequency of operation and the type of set under consideration
determine whether a TR cavity is to be coupled to a coaxial or to a wave-
guide transmission line. Figure 2.50 illustrates three methods of coupling
a cavity to a coaxial line. Figure 250a shows series, or iris, coupling
in which the outer conductor is cut so that the transmission-line current

is interrupted by the cavity. Figure 2.50b shows a loop-coupled cavity
in which the current in the loop sets up a magnetic field that couples to
that of the cavity. Figure 2.50c is a capacitance-coupled cavity in which

1 (1Waveguide Handbook, ” RL Report 43-2/7/44 and “ Waveguide HandboOk

Supplement,” RL Report No. 41-1/23/45; also Vol. 10, Radiation Laboratory Series.
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the probe acts as an antenna and the voltage drop along it excites the E
field in the cavity. The first two are fairly common methods of coupling;
but the last one has never been used on any microwave TR cavities,
since the electric field in the outer portions of the cavity, where a probe
can be inserted, is so weak
coupling.

that it is difficult to obtain ‘sufficiently-tight

(c)
FIG. 2,51.—hIethods, of coupling a TR, cawty to a rectangular wavegulde; (a) series

couphng, (b) shunt rouplmg, (c) feed-through coupling,

Figure 2.51 shows three common methods of coupling TR cavities

to rectangular waveguides. Figure 2.51a shows series coupling in which

the cavity is mounted on the broad face of the waveguide, so that t,he

coupling hole interrupts the longitudinal line current. Figure 2.51b
illustrates the so-called shunt coupling in which the cavity is mounted
cm the narrow face of the guide so that the coupling hole interrupts the

vertical currents in the wall. 1 Figure 2,51c is the so-called “feed-

‘ For :1 more complete discussion of the meaning of “series “ and “shunt “ cOl1-
nections to waveguirles, sw ~hap. 7 of this volume,

E= G. & G. LIBRARY
us VEGAS BRANCH
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through” coupling in which the cavity is mounted on the end of the
waveguide and, therefore, the coupling is of the type discussed in Sec. !2,2.

At 10 cm, the couplings illustrated in Figs. 2.50a and b and Figs.
2.51b and c have found the widest use. At 3 cm, coaxial lines, because

of their comparatively high attenuation are never used as main trans-
mission lines, and the 724 ‘1’R tube has been used exclusively with the
couplings shown in Fig. 2.51a and b.

An iris cut into a cavity as shown in Fig. 2.51 acts as an inductive

1.0

~ 0.9-

; 0.8-

:: 0.7~
: 0.6

.5 0.5-
zg 0.4

~ 0!3-
&
~ 0.2

~ 0.1-
0

0 0.10,20.30 .40.50.60.7 0.80,9
6 in inches

FIG. 2.52.—Reflection coefficient of induc-
tive and capacitive irises in waveguide 0.400
in. by 0,900 in, at A = 3.2 cm.

susce~tance if its height is equal
to the height h of the cavity. If
the cavity were made of a section
of waveguide of the type discussed
in Sec. 2.2, the irises could be
made either capacitive or induc-
tive by bringing the irises in from
the top and bottom, or from the
sides. The susceptance resulting
from a given opening 6 between
the irises is much greater for an
inductive than for a capacitive
iris. For this reason larger open-
ings and less critical mechanical
tolerances are allowable with in-

ductive irises. Firz-ure 2.52 is a
comparison of the reflection coefficient of symmetrical capacitive and
inductive irises & in. thick in waveguide 1 in. by 0,5 in. by 50-mil wall at
k = 3.2 cm.l

The coupling iris between a circular TEO1@-cavity and a waveguide

(as seen in Fig. 251a) which is made by slicing off a segment of the cavity,
is rectangular. Its height h is always equal to that of the cavity, while
its length 1 is determined by the distance from the center at which the
slice is made. The length of the hole for any practical TR-cavity
coupling is less than a half wavelength; it is of the order of A/1, and,
therefore, it acts as an inductive susceptance whose magnitude varies

inversely with 1. The actual susceptance of the hole varies not only
with its length, but also with its thickness. An iris of zero thickness
appears as a pure shunt susceptance across the guide. If the thick-
ness t # O, then the equivalent circuit is that shown in Fig. 2.53.2

Figure 254 is a plot of the variation of B. and B, as’a function of t
with d = 0.375 in., a = 0.900 in., and b = 0.400 in. at A = 3.20 cm.

I ~~waveg~id~HandbookSupplement,“ RI, Report h“o. 41-1/23/45.
2“ WaveguirleHandbookSupplement,” ‘rhe discussionand examples will be for

round holes, but the general application to rectangular or elliptical holes is valid.
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Let us now examine the input susceptance to this network terminated

in a conductance g,

y = _j& , (Q – jhJ( –jbb)
g – j(t). + b,)

gb, – j(gz + b: + bab~).
= –jb. + b, –- ~ + ~ljo + bt)z

Fort = O,b, = c@, andb~ = –2.3, Y = g –j4.~; butatt = 0.020in.,
bb = –28, and bu = –2.7, Y = 0.83g – j5. 13. Thus, the apparent

Reference planesm-L”
d

-?-

~t~

o 1 1 0
FIG. 2.53.—Equivfilent circuit of thick iris.

susceptance has been increased by about 10per cent, and the conductance

transformation through the hole is about 1.2; theref ore the diameter of the

0.8-
h=%”

8r ? 0.7-

87
I

~b
(s5 \

,: :O\\ {q
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;4
In
g3 \ ~ Z!J%

z=
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\ & BbJYox 0.1 : !,~
o

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 :750.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 l.’!
Holethickness - tinches Wtndow length 1 in inches

FIQ. 2.54.—Variation of series and FIG.2.55.—Conductance of 721 TR cavity,
shunt susceptances of a 0.375-in. hole 2.67-in. ID, shunt-coupled to 1~ in. by 3 in.
in a diaphragm across a waveguide waveguide as a function of window length 1,
0.406in. by 0.900in. at X 3.2cm. A = 10.7 cm, Qo = 2500.

hole required to produce a certain coupling to a cavity must be increased
with increasing thickness of the hole.

For several different coupling schemes the following curves show the

vsriation in equivalent cavity conductance with the variation in size
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of the coupling window. Figure 2.55 shows the variation for a 721A TR
cavity, 2.67-in. ID, coupled to the narrow side of I+in. by 3-in. wave-
guide at X = 10.7 cm. The thickness of the iris was that of the guide
wall, 0.080 in. Figure 256 shows the coupling of the same cavity to a
1#-in. coaxial line by means of an
iris; the equivalent cavity con-
ductance g. is plotted against the
chord 1 of the intersecting circles.
Figure 2.57 illustrates a 721A
cavity iris-coupled to a ~-in.

1.0

0.8

I____!?

o “
\

cavity

~; 0.6

0.4
@ ;,,

0.2

0
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

1 inches

FIG. 2,56.—Conductance of a 721
TR cavity, 2.67-in. ID, iris-coupled
to 1&in. by l-in. diameter coaxial
line, A = 10.7 cm, QO= 2500.

T TR tube

line
ductor

FIG. 257.~Dimensions of 721 TR cavity,
iri%coupled to coaxial line; d = 1.439”
for u’. = 0.30; d = 1.219” for g’c = 0.10;
Qo = 2500.

coaxial line, measured at A = 9.4 cm. Figure 2.58 gives g: vs. 1, at 8.5
cm and 10.7 cm, for 1B27 cavities coupled to the narrow side of a I+-in.
by 3-in. waveguide.

Figure 2.59 shows the effect of placing a sheet ~ in. thick of dielectric

0.4

0.3

m

AB
“-” 0.2

0.1
0
0.6 0.8 1,0 1.2
Window length (t) in inches

FIG. 2.58.—Transformed cav-
ity conductance g’. vs. coupling-
window length 1 in 1B27 cavities
on narrow side of 1}-in. by 3-in.
waveguide. Curve A is for A =
S.5 cm, cavity diameter of 1.40”,
window thickness of 0.040”;
Curve B is for X = 10,7 cm,
cavity diameter 2,15”, window
thicknees 0.080”; Qo = 3000.

(,’ =- 3.5) ~ver the iris of a 1B27 TR cavity;
it also shows the frequency sensitivity of
the coupling. Within the accuracy of the

experiment, the curves are straight lines and
thus indicate that the effective coupling
susceptance of the irk increases as the
square root of the wavelength, since
g: = b~g,. This is unexpected, since it would
have been predicted that an inductive

susceptance w ou 1d vary directly with
wavelength.

In Sees. 2.1 and 2“2 it has been seen
that the coupling susceptances cause the
loaded cavity to resonate at a frequency
different from that of the unloaded cavity.
Inductive irises cause the loaded cavity to

resonate at a lower frequency than the unloaded cavity. Capacitive
irises or loop couplings cause the loaded cavity to resonate at a higher
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frequency than the unloaded cavity. Figure 2.60 indicates the change in

resonant wavelength of a 721A cavity as a function of the orientation
of the loops. When the plane of the loop is at 90° to the magnetic field,
the coupling is a minimum. The frequency shift is of the order of

~ per cent when QLZ is 250 and QOis 2500. Measurements on a 724A-
tube cavity coupled for matched input with inductive irises give the

,;~* ~~

9.8 10.0 10.2 10.4 10.6 108 11.0 112 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1,0
Wavelengthhincm cm @

FIG. 2.59.—Frequency sensitivity of iris FXG,2.60,—Effect of loop coupling
coupling to cavity on end of 1}-in. by 3-in. on cavity resonant wavelength for a
waveguide and effect of polyglas sheet placed 721A TR tube; cavity 1.S75” diameter
over the iris. coupled to a 72-ohm coaxial line by a

loop $ in. hy ~ in. made of ~-in. wire.
The angle of orientation is d.

results tabulated below, where 11and 12are the lengths of the input
and output windows. The wavelength shift is about 1* per cent from

the lowest to the highest loaded Q; the wavelengthincreases with increased
loading.

TABLE2.6.—MEASUREMENTSON724A-TuBECAVITYCOUPLEDFOR MATCHEDINPUT
WITH INDUCTIVEIRISES

l,, in. I 1,, in. I A, cm I QL2

0.23 0.216 3.13 320
0.275 0.244 3.205 178
0.315 0.275 3.23 133

2.11. Direct-coupling Attenuation. -Direct-coupling attenuation was

discussed in Sees. 2.2 and 2.7, where it was shown that the attenuation is
proportional to the product of the input and output Q’s and to (bo + b.)’
where b& is the susceptance of the post across the cavity and bo is the
suaceptance of the cavity inductance.

The order of magnitude of this attenuation in I&cm. TR tubes loaded
to Q~2 = 300 is 60 db. However, if the TR tube is connected as shown
in Fig. 2.61 and its impedance is very small compared with the line
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impedance, then the ratio of the available power to the direct-coupled
power is 4 times as great as if the TR tube were connected directly across
the generator terminals. Thus, because the critical quantity is the leak-

age power when the TR tube is used as in Fig. 2“61, it is customary to use
this new definition for direct-coupling attenuation (leakage power/trans-
mitter power) and the value of 60 db quoted above should now read 66 db.

The direct-coupled leakage power with 106 watts transmitted is 0.25
watts if the attenuation is 66 db. Experience has shown that 10-cm
silicon crystal detectors withstand
pulses of 5 to 10 watts for short
times, but they show a steady slow
deterioration at leakage powers of
the order of 0.15 to 0.2 watt. It

Q

Antenna
1 1

TR tube

Generator

G2

FxG.2.61.—TRtube
connection for direct-
coupling attenuation.

)“

‘-c
721A % Sutton cones

2 60
cones=

Ig 15°

m

* 1-
~

D
: 50

40 t--l 875’*

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Average cone diam. in inches D

FIG. 2.62.—Direct-coupIing attenuation
as a function of mean post diameter.

thus becomes apparent that TR tubes for high-power radar sets need
direct-coupling attenuation greater than 66 db.

R. L. McCreery has made a series of measurements of the attenuation
through a 721A cavity and through a Sutton-tube cavity.’ Figure 2.62
is a curve of the attenuation, in a cavity of 1.875-in. diameter with two
conical posts short-circuited across the gap, against the average diameter
D. The cavity was coupled to give a value of Q., of 320 when the gap
between the posts was adjusted to produce resonance at A = 9.1 era;
the insertion loss was about 1 db. The attenuation measured is the
insertion loss of the cavity, and the direct-coupling attenuation in a

system would be 6 db greater.
Although it would appear that the TR-tube cones should be made

large in order to get optimum performance, it must be recalled that the
use of a larger post has one of two effects: (1) If the gap capacitance and,
therefore, cavity diameter are to be kept constant, the gap length must
be increased, and this increases the arc leakage power (see Chap. 5); (2)
If the gap length is kept constant, the capacitance is increased, and the
cavity diameter must be decreased to resonate at a given frequency; this

1R. L. McCreery, “Direct Couplingiu the TR Box,” RL Report No. 352,Nov. 3,
1942.
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seriously restricts the high-frequency tuning range. A compromise

between the two must be effected, and historically, the 721A, which was
already in production at the time

“:o&

of these measurements, seemed to ~ ~loo
be a reasonable compromise.

Measurements of high-level
leakage power as a function of Z ~ ~ ‘--”
transmitter-power level have been
made on 721A TR tubes in a num- 100 200 300 400 500

ber of different cavities.’ Figure
Transmissionpulsepowerinkw

FIG. 2.63.—Direct-coupling attenuation
2.63 is a plot of such data. Table through 721A TR cavity on waveg.ide

2.7 compares the direct-coupling E-plane T; X = 10,7 cm, QO= 2000, L =
– 1.54 db. The slope of the curve gives a

attenuation through 721A TR value of the d]rect coupling attenuation of

cavities coupled in several ways. 6%8db.

Values are corrected to QO = 2000, L = – 1.5 db, matched input.

TABLE 2.7.—DIRECT-COUPLINGATTENUATIONTHROUGH721A TR CAVITIES
CORRECTEDTO Q, = 2000, L = –1.5 DB,g: + W = 1

A

10.22
10.22
10.75
10.75
10.75
10,75
10,8
10.8
10.8
10.8

Original conditions

QO

2550

2463
2000

2200

2160

2180

2000
2000
2065
2065

db
L

0.95
1.15
1.54
1,54
2.2
2,14
0.74
0.74
1.34
1.34

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

Corrected
db

attenuation

66.9
68
68.6
68.6
66,8
66.8
67
67.7
68.4
69

Method of coupling

Iris on ~“ coaxial
Shunt T on ~“ coaxial
E-plane waveguide T
E-plane waveguide T
Shunt Ton ~“ coaxial
Shunt T on ~“ coaxial
Iris on ~“ coaxial
Iris on ~“ coaxial
E-plane waveguide T
E-plane waveguide T

In the course of a series of measurements of leakage power through a
721A TR tube, it was observed that the leakage power measured was
dependent upon the insertion of the inductive tuning slugs if they com-

pletely filled the cavity (>in. screws in an +&-in .-high cavity); but smaller
tuning screws (&in. dia.) had no effect on the leakage power.

Figure 2.64 illustrates a cavity that was developed for the 721 ATR
tube for use at line powers of the order of 500 kw or greater. It is
larger in diameter than the usual cavity used to tune over the range from

1L. D. SmuUin, “ Meesurementa of 721A TR-Tube Leakage Power,” RL Report
No. 249, Mar. 9, 1943,
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10.3 to 11.1 cm (3.25 in. compared with 2.67 in. ) but four tuning slugs,
two of which are fixed, are used to tune over this same range. The effec-
tiveness of this arrangement is indicated in Fig. 2.65 which compares the
leakage power through the large cavity with the standard cavity. The
quantity plotted is the average rectified crystal current produced by the

leakage power. Since the duty factor is 1/2000,the peak rectified current
is of the order of 10 ma or greater. The degree of saturation of the crystal

is indicated by the curve of leakage power through the 2.67-in. cavity,
with plugs clear out, against line power. The leakage power through

the large cavity is plotted against plug insertion for a constant line power
of 690 kw. It can be seen that the leakage power at wavelengths between

Movable tuning screw

\

Fixed tuning scr w
?

FIG. 2.64.—Large cavity for 721A TR tube.

Plug. insertion z in inches
o 62 0.4 0.6 0.8
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Pulse line power in kw
FIG. 2.65.—Comparison of leakage

power through 2.67-in.. and 3.25-in.-
diameter cavities. Curve A shows
i vs. p for 2.67-in. cavity at X = 11.1
cm; Curve B show i vs. z at 690 kw.

11.1 and 10.3 cm is well below that of the smaller cavity with no tuning

plugs at the same power level. Since the small cavity had a measured
direct-coupling attenuation of 66 db, and the large cavity, when tuned to
10.7 cm and with a line power of 690 kw, had a leakage power correspond-
ing to that through the smaller one at a line power of 110 kw, its direct-
coupling attenuation is greater by 7.9 db, or is equal to about 74 db.

Harrrwnic.s.-The transmission characteristics of the fired TR cavity
at frequencies higher than the fundamental or carrier frequency of the
transmitter are of considerable importance. Sideband frequencies for
microsecond pulses are restricted to a relatively few megacycles per

second above or below the carrier, and are attenuated to the same extent
as the carrier in passing through the fired cavity. Harmonics, however,
are not necessarily attenuated to the same extent. Since the two “wave-
guides” around the short-circuited center post of the TR cavity are no
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longer small compared with A/2 for the second or third harmonics, it
would be expected that there would be relatively little direct-coupling

attenuation at these higher frequencies.
Unfortunately, no quantitative data are available to illustrate this.

When the cavity is coupled to a waveguide, there is no way of determin-
ing in what modes the harmonics are propagating, since they may choose
any or all of four or five different modes depending upon the shape of the
exciting feed and upon various obstacles in the guide. It is therefore
dangerous to synthesize the operating conditions by feeding in signals at
these harmonic frequencies and measuring the attenuation directly

because these synthesized conditions may be different from actual
operating conditions by as much as 10 db.

Tests made on a 1B27 TR cavity normally tuned to 10.7 cm in a
2.15-in. ID cavity indicated as little as 6-db attenuation at a wavelength
of 5 cm. If these measurements are typical, the pulsed magnetron is an
exceptionally good oscillator, since measurements of actual harmonic
leakage powerl have given maximum values of a few tenths of a watt
when the pulse power at the nominal frequency was 50 kw.

If the harmonic leakage power becomes excessive, there is little that
can be done to the cavity to reduce this power. Crystal mixers for high-
power 10-cm radar sets usually have harmonic-suppressor chokes built
into them. About 10 to 20 db of protection can be obtained in this way.
Difficulty with harmonic burnout of crystals has been encountered only in
the highest-power sets, where it has been remedied by the use of a pre-TR
tube (see Chap. 4).

2.12. Integral-cavity TR Tubes.—The cell TR tubes discussed in

Sec. 2.10 are comparatively inexpensive to manufacture, and they have
the advantage of being adaptable for use in a variety of different cavities
and circuits. As the frequency increases, the tube becomes smaller; but,
because of the requirements for strength, the thickness of the glass
cylinder separating the two disks remains constant and, consequently,

occupies an increasingly larger fraction of the volume of the cavity.
This results in dielectric losses which increase rapidly as frequency
increases. A further consequence of the presence of the glass is that it
addsa proportionately greater capacitive loading to the cavity at higher
frequencies, and thus forces the spark-gap capacitance to be reduced by
increasing the gap for a given cavity diameter. Or if the gap is kept
constant, the cavity diameter must be reduced to keep the resonant
frequency constant, thus increasing the copper losses. In any case, a
cell tube is practically out of the question for use in the 1.25-cm region;
and in the 3-cm band it is just usable, QObeing about 1500 or less.

1B. Cork, “ Transmieaion of Higher Harmonics through a TR Cavity,” RL Report
No. 361, Jan. 11, 1943.
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Since the excess loss results mainly from the presence of the glass in a
region of high electric fields, the obvious step is either to remove the glass
entirely, or to place it where the field is weak, that is at the outer diam-
eter of the cavity. F@re 2.66 shows an early 3-cm TR tube built by

Wm. Preston of the Radiation Laboratory early in 1942. It consists

of a resonant length of waveguide with a spark gap at the center, and
the coupling irises covered by glass windows. At the time this tube was
made, it was not possible to seal the flat windows into the cavity and

therefore, it was necessary to wax them in place. As a result, when the
724A cell TR tube was developed, further work on this tube wasdropped.

As interest in the 1.25-cm band developed, it became obvious that a
cell tube would be quite impractical. A group at the Westinghouse

Research Laboratories, under the direction of S. Krasik and D. Alpert,

FIG. 266.-(3ld 3-cm TR tube.

developed an integral cavity by a new technique. 1 The glass was sealed
directly to a Kovar ring, and the combination then soldered to the copper

cavity. At the time the tube was first demonstrated there were no
1.25-cm radar sets ready for production; but 3-cm sets were experiencing

considerable difficulty with the 724A TR tube in the form of crystal
burnout, short tube life, and frequent tube breakage. It was, therefore,
requested that a similar integral-cavity tube be developed for 3 cm.
The Westinghouse group made such a tube, and J. B. Wiesner and F. L.
McMillan of the Radiation Laboratory perfected leakage-power char-
acteristics. This tube was the 1B24 and was put into production by the
Westinghouse Electric Co. at Bloomfield, N. J., and the Sylvania
Electric Products Co. at Salem, Mass. The 1.25-cm tube was developed
at a slower pace under the joint efforts of the Westinghouse Research
group and C. W. Zabel, at the Radiation Laboratory. Its production

1D. A1pert, ‘( Kovar to Glass Disc Seals, Some Applications in Micro-Wave Equip-
ment, TR Box Group Report No. 1,” Research Report SR 19$, Westingnoum Raearch
Laboratories.
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form is known a8 the 1B26 and was made by Westinghouse and Sylvania.
Figure 2.67 shows these two tubes.

At the request of ihe Navy Bureau of Ships, H. J. McCarthy of
Sylvania made a similar tube, the 1B50, to operate in the 4-cm region.

Before entering into a detailed description of these three tubes, the
general characteristics which favor the use of the integral-cavity over
the cell TR tube will be discussed. At the highest frequencies glass
losses become excessive in the cell tube. The 724 has a (?o of about
1500, whereas that of the 1B24 is 3000 or more. Because the glass
diameter of the 724 tube is not very much smaller than the cavity

d

diameter, there is little room for inductive tuning screws and the maxi-
mum tuning range obtainable in an ordinary cavity is 2 to 3 per cent. A
double-mode cavity that can be tuned over a 12 per cent band has been
designed for use as an .4TR switch (see Chap. 4) but it wasnever applied
to a TR switch.

The integral-cavity tubes are capacitance-tuned. This is done by
varying the gap spacing by means of a differential screw which acts
on the back of one of the cones, as in the IB27. The resulting tuning
range is of the order of 10 to 15 per cent of the nominal frequency.

The 724 tube is not very large, and the cavity into which it must fit
has a number of small parts all of which must be assembled at once.
Under extreme conditions of military service, even the simplest repair
‘ob becomes an intolerable burden; and complicated tasks are either
~oorly executed or not performed at all, It was felt that the use of an
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integral-cavity tube, mounted in some simple manner between two
waveguide choke connectors, would greatly improve the ease of main-
tenance of the radar equipment, and that the ultimate in TR design
would be achieved when it would be possible for a “chambermaid with

FIG.268.-Cut-awayview of the 1B24 tube.

boxing gloves” to change tubes
in the field successfully. A final
advantage of the integral-cavity
tube is that it is possible to add
an external gas reservoir to it in

order to increase its life. This is
hardly possible, in the cell tube
because of the way it is clamped
into its cavity.

The fact that Q, is higher for
an integral-cavit y TR tube permits
looser coupling (larger coupling
susceptances) with a consequent
increase of the transformation
ratio so that for a given insertion
loss, if all other factors are equal,
the high-level leakage power will
be smaller than that from a cell
TR tube.

To offset these advantages
there is the obvious fact that the
integral-cavity tube is more com-
plicated and more expensive to
make. The cavity for the cell
tube is a permanent part of the
duplexer, and is not thrown away
whenever a tube is replaced; but
the entire cavity and tuning
mechanism of the integral-cavity
tube are scrapped each time a
tube is discarded. Although this
would be an important economic

consideration in normal peace-time undertakings, the life of the 1B24
integral-cavity tube is several times that of the 724, and therefore, the

cost peT houT of operation of the two are roughly equal.
Figure 2,68 is a cut-away view of the 1B2-I tube, which shows the

tuning mechanism, cavity, coupling window, keep-alive electrode, and
gas reservoir. The 1B26, except for a 90° change of position of the
reservoir, is a scaled-down version of the 1B24. The cavity is made out
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of an oxygen-free, high-conductivity (OFHC) copper or selenium copper
block, with the cones silver-soldered in place as shown, and the windows
set into the face. The block itself has both faces parallel and they are

of the proper diameter to act as the cover for a waveguide choke connector.
Glass

ft adder

(a) \/
CuBJock (b)

FIG. z .69.—Methods of sealing glass windows into copper blocks.

The windows are glass disks sealed into Kovar rings which are in turn
soft-soldered to the block. The original windows were made as shown in

Fig. 2.69a. The Kovar disk was flat. As a result, it soon became
apparent that when the copper
cooled, after soldering, it con-
tracted enough either to squeeze
the Kovar and thus crack the
glass, or else to cause the solder
to flow beyond its elastic limit
with the result that when the tube
was warmed up again the solder

cracked and allowed the tube to
leak. The wrinkled Kovar disk
shown in Fiz. 2.69b allows the
outer diameter of the Kovar to be

squeezed without cracking the
glass, and the bevel on the edge,
with solder confined to the top as
shown, prevents the type of solder
leak just described.

The windows are made by seal-
ing glass disks to the oxidized
Kovar ring in an induction heat-
ing coil. A eutectic soft solder,
67 per cent tin and 33 per cent
lead, with a melting point of
180”C, or a pure tin solder, is used
to solder the Kovar to the copper.
This is the final assembly operation
tuning. Because of the difficult{

on the tube before final exhaust and
w encountered initially, it is now

required that a tube withstand at least fifty c.vcles of half-hour periods

at the extreme temperatures of —40”C and 100”C without leaking.
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The 1B50, Fig. 2“70, is made somewhat differently in that its body is
fabricated out of three pieces of steel: a cavity block, and two cover
plates. Since the diameter of the cover plates must be 2% in. to match
the connector chokes, if the tube had been made of a solid piece of copper
it would have been very heavy and expensive. Steel has the advantage
that after heating it does not become dead soft as copper does, and there-
fore, it can be used in relatively thin sections. Its coefficient of thermal
expansion is only 10 X 10–e/OC as compared with 16 X l&G/OC for
copper, which makes it easier to solder the windows in place. In fact,
they are hard-soldered to the block in this tube and can withstand over
100 of the temperature cycles de-
scribed. A steel cavity would have
a very low Qo. To overcome this,
the cavity is copper-plated and then
heated in a hydrogen atmosphere
which causes the copper to flow and

Windo

FIG,271.-Overlapping gap of 1B50 TR FIG. 272.-CV221 (British) 3-cm integral-
tube. cavity TR tube.

form a homogeneous surface over the steel. The gap of the 1B50, Fig.
2.71, is different from the gap of the other two tubes. In order to make a

tube whose leakage power does not vary with tuning, the cones are made
to overlap, so that the gap spacing remains constant as the tube is tuned.
The use of an overlapping gap imposes severe requirements on the tuning
mechanism. In order to make the tuning curve smooth, it is necessary

to restrict the wobble of the movable cone to less than 0.0002 in.
Figure 2.72 shows a British 3-cm, integral-cavity TR tube, C~221.

The body is copper and the windows are similar to those in the 1B24.
Tuning is accomplished by squeezing the strut mechanism shown below
the tube, and thus moving the lower cone up or down.

In Table 2% some of the more important electrical low-level character-
istics are listed, These tubes all have equal input and output couplings

and, if they are terminated by a matched receiver, the input voltage

standing-wave ratio will be 1.2 to 1.3. They are designed to be mounted
between waveguide choke connectors as shown in Fig. 273, and the body
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TABLE 28-b3W-LEVEL CHARA-RISTICS OF 1B26, 1B24, AND 1B50 TR-TuzEs

I I Minimum tuning range I
Mc/zec

Insertion Waveguide

‘be ‘0” 10SS(db) QL
flf

sise,in.

max min
—

1B26 1.4 220 24,580 23,420 * X * X 0.040 wall

1B24 1.2 300 9,600 8,500 1 x + x 0.050wall

1B50 1.2 7,100 6,000 1+ X * X 0,064 wall

diameter is large enough to allow the use of a pressurizing gasket as

shown in the illustration.

r TR tube

FIG. 2.73.—Integral-cavity TR tube
mounted between waveguide choke con-
nectors.

FIG. 2.74.—Tuningcurve for 1B24 TR
tube. (D&z are from the SUlvaniaEledrti
Producls Co.)

Table 2.9 gives the critical dimensions of the three tubes.

TARLE 29.-CItIT1CAL DIMENSIONSOF 1B26, 1B24, 1B50 TR TUBES
—

Dimension I 1B26 I 1B24 IB50

Cavity diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘ 0.250” 0.500” 0.725”
Cavity height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.238” 0,454” 0.525”
Window diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.148” 0.333” 0,494”
Cone tip diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0,002” 0.004”
Cone separation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,, ., ..,. 0.006”
Cone travel.................,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.009” 0,018” 0.070”
COne angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36° 36” 36°
Body diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,015” 1.760” 2.625”

Figures 2.74 and 2.75 are tuning curves for the 1B24 and 1B26 TR

tubes. The number of megacycles per second per turn is fair~y high and,

therefore, in order to ensure smooth tuning with little backlash, the
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differential tuning screw must be spring-loaded as indicated in Fig. 2.68.
The 1B50 has a similarly shaped tuning curve.

The shift of resonant frequency with temperature in a 1B24 TR tube
is shown in Fig. 2-76, with a curve for an all-copper cavity superimposed,
and lines which indicate the detuning that will cause ~ db and 1 db loss.
The 1B24 and 1B26 tubes are of all-copper construction except for the
tuning mechanism. By proper choice of materials for the shell and the

Turns of tuning screw counterclockwise

TR tube temperature in ‘C

o
0 20 40 60 80 100 1:

1 - \

\
2 - \

\

3 -
\
\
\

4 -
\

All-copper ~1

5
cavity \

!0

FIG. 2.75.—Average tuning curve for FIG. 276.-Typical temperatur~tuning
1B26 TR tube. (Data me from We&W- curve for a IB24 TR tube. (Data are
house Eledrti Corporation.) from Westi@ouse Ele&ic Corporation.)

The initial tuning was at 9380 Mc /see, and
QL2 = 300.

two screws, the combination can be made to move the cone at a rate

nearly equal to that of an all-copper cavity. The 1B50 has a steel cavity

with copper cones and diaphragm. Its over-all tuning changes at a

rate of approximate y —0.22 NIc/sec/°C. At 6500 Nlc/sec an all-copper

cavity changes at – 0.10 &Ic/sec/°C. With a rise of 80°C, the TR cavity

will resonate at a frequency about 9.6 Me/see lower than the frequency

of the copper cavity; and if ~Lz = 250, the signal loss will be increased by
about 2 db.



CHAPTER 3

BANDPASS TR TUBES

BY WALLACE C. CALDWELL

3.1. Introduction. -Early in the development of microwave radar it
became evident that the presence of numerous tuning adjustments on
the r-f components seriously handicapped maximum system efficiency.
Although these controls presumably allowed the set to be tuned to its
peak sensitivity, the complicated tune-up process that was necessary
because of the interaction of the various controls usually resulted in a
mistuning of the sets, with sensitivity down by 10 to 40 db. Early sets
had the following adjustments: magnetron impedance tuner, TR phase
shifter (to provide ATR action), TR tuning, two tuning adjustments

on the crystal, four on the local oscillator, and an antenna tuner. By
1943 many of these controls had been eliminated by careful design of
r-f components, so that their impedance was within about 10 per cent of
line impedance in a 10 to 20 per cent frequency band. Eventually, a

typical set had only the following r-f tuning controls: TR and ATR
tuning, Iocal-oscillat or tuning, and local-oscillator coupling t o the crystal.
The advent of the thermally tuned local-oscillator and automatic-fre-

quency-control circuits eliminated that manual adjustment, and the
local-oscillator coupling could be set once for a given tube, and then
ignored. This left only the TR and the ATR tuning adjustments.
These elements with loaded Q’s of 200 to 400 were still very sensitive
to transmitter frequency, and it was not uncommon to find radar sets
in the field with sensitivities 6 to 12 db down from optimum performance
merely because of poor TR tuning.

The combination of the tunable-cavity magnetron, the band-pass

TR tube, the 1ow-Q ATR tube, and the thermally tuned local-oscillator
tube made possible a (‘single-knob” tunable radar. The first and most
obvious advantage of such a set is its operational simplicity. Second,
the simple tuning adjustment allows selection of an operating frequent y
that will minimize interference from other radars and from enemy
jamming. This frequency may be changed more or less continuously
without interrupting regular operation, and intentional r-f jamming

becomes almost impossible. The ability to adjust frequency during
operation makes it possible to learn more about a particular target by
observing its amplitude as a function of frequency. Echoes from targets

67
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such as corner reflectors, cliffs, or battleships, have more or less charac-
teristic frequency dependencies.

Thus the need or justification for a low-Q or bandpass TR tube is
obvious. Historically, its development was the result of other require-

ments. In 1941, the development of a high-power 10-cm search set to

operate at levels in excess of 500 kw was undertaken at the Radiation
Laboratory. TR tubes were only in their infancy, and it was not
believed that the soft Sutton tube (high-Q) could be used at such high

powers. As a result, A. Longacre and his group developed the so-called

“beetle” TR tube which was simply a Iow-Q resonant slit enclosed in a
glasa bubble, and designed to be clamped between two sections of l~-in.-
by-3-in. waveguide. These tubes had large leakage powers, but since
they were required only to protect thermionic diode detectors, they were
adequate. Two of these tubes were used in tandem; the first reduced
the power incident on the second. These tubes were turned over to the

General Electric Co. for further development and manufacture. M. D.
Fiske of that company used several low-Q resonant irises to form a band-
pass structure and began to work on this conception. Meanwhile, it was

discovered that the 721A TR tube was able to protect crystals at powers

in excess of 500 kw. Because of this, a last-minute change was made in
the high-power systems just being produced by installing duplexers with
721A TR and ATR tubes, and with crystal mixers.

Thus, the original incentive for producing low-Q TR tubes, that is,
high power, was removed; but interest in the bandpass features of the
tube was aroused, and Fiske and his group continued their work under
an OSRD development contract, sponsored by the Radiation Laboratory.
The culmination of this work was the introduction of four TR tubes
designed for use in the 3-cm and 10-cm bands, two pre-TR tubes, and
nine low-Q ATR tubes for use in the 1.25-, 3-, and 10-cm bands. The TR
and pre-TR tubes will be discussed in this chapter, and the ATR tubes
will be discussed in Chap. 4.

The techniques that were used to develop a bandpass TR tube
centered first around the fact that the reflections from small, identical,
impedance discontinuities spaced h/4 apart along a transmission line
tend to cancel each other, and, secondly, around the design of a glass-
covered resonant window whose frequency can be accurately controlled,

and which is able to withstand the action of an intense r-f gas discharge
along one face. In the bandpass TR tube, there are a number (2 or 3)

of resonant slits (elements) spaced one-quarter guide wavelength along a
piece of waveguide; the ends of the guide are closed off by glass-covered
windows. The slits and windows are all tuned to the same resonant
frequency. The loaded Q of the elements is usually of the order of 10,
and that of the windows 2 to 5, as compared with 300 for a typical high-Q
tube.
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FIG.3.1.—Athree-gap bandpass TR tube.
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FIQ. 3.2.—A two-gap bmdpass TR tube.
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The development of any desired bandpass characteristic is a com-
paratively simple task. It becomes difficult only whenthe leakage-power

requirement imposed upon a TR tube has to be considered. Then, since
minimum leakage -power and maximum bandwidth are not obtained by
the same design, compromises must be made in order to get the best
over-all performance. This chapter will discuss the low-level design
considerations, and the leakage power, or high-level characteristics, will be
considered in Chap. 6.

At the beginning of this discussion, it is important to consider the
physical form of a bandpass TR tube. Figure 3 1 shows a typical three-
gap tube. A clifferent shape of gap is used in the two-gap type’ shown
in Fig. 3.2.

In the following sections the single-element circuit and then the
multiple-element circuit will be presented. These will serve as an intro-
duction to the experimental data and to the final discussion of achieve-
ments to date, and of problems still pending solution,

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

3.2. Resonant Elements.—Let us consider a thin diaphragm with a
rectangular opening soldered into a waveguide as shown in Fig. 33a.
The size of the opening may be chosen so that nearly all the energy of a

(a) Rectangular slot

(d) Dumbell

(g) Posts and diaphragms

Glass

(b) Window (c) Tilted rectangular slot

(e.) Dumbell-pointed posts (f) Dumbell-pointed
posts-tunable

(h) Truncated cones and (i) Circular hole-post
diaphragm

(j) Crescent

FIG. 3 3.—>liscellaueous rexanant elements in rectangular guide,
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given frequency incident cm the diaphragm is transmitted through the
diaphragm. Elements of a great variety of shapes may be made to

resonate. The rectangular slot may be tilted with respect to the guide

or it may be filled with dielectric. A resonant element of the dumbbell
type may be made with a number of variations. In elements of some
types, posts or cones are used which enable the resonant element to be
tuned conveniently. A variety of elements are shown in Fig. 3.3.

To use the elements of Fig. 3.3 in complicated combinations, it is
desirable to know the dependence of resonant frequency on the geo-
metrical parameters of the elements, as well as to know the frequency
dependence of transmission or reflection. Moreover, the energy lost
in the element because of currents in the metal parts or displacement
currents in the dielectric should be known. Unfortunately, even the
simplest of the resonant elements—
the rectangular slot—has not been
analyzed theoretically to the extent of
obtaining a numerical result. The
problem may be attacked by finding mLG c Y.

experimentally the equivalent circuit ~+
of the resonant element. This equiv-
alent circuit serves as the basis for x

calculations on the more complicated FrG. 34.-An equivalentcircuit of a

multiple-element circuit. An equiva-
resonantelement,

lent circuit will be assumed, its behavior analyzed, and the assumption
verified by comparison with experimental data.

For analysis the resonant element may be regarded as a lumped
inductance, capacitance, and conductance shunted across the line as
shown in Fig. 3.4.

The susceptance B of the equivalent circuit of the resonant element
may be defined by

The frequency where B = O is the resonant angular frequency m,

The loaded QL, is defined (Sec. 22) by

(1)

(2)

where M and wl are the frequencies where the susceptance equals plus and
minus the total conductance. They are given by
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1
@2c — — = +(21’o + G),

UJJ

(3)
1

d — — = –(2Y0 + q.
u IL

If the positive roots of Eqs. (3) are chosen,

(JL2 = ~oc
2% + G“

(4)

Some investigators’ have used a slightly clifferent definition of QL2.

They have defined

QL2 . #.-
fJ2 — d

(5)

where u; and u{ are the frequencies for which half the power is reflected.
This definition is somewhat different from Eq. (4) if the conductance

of the resonant element is not zero. Equation (3) gives the frequencies

at which half of the power is transmitted by the resonant element, and
these frequencies are not the same as W; and u;. To estimate the magni-
tude of inconsistency that might be expected, the power reflection at w
will be computed. It is given by

B=2YO+G. (6)

The admittance looking from left to right at X-X in the circuit of Fig. 3.4
is given, at CM,by

Y= Yo+G+j(2Yo+G). (7)

The reflection coefficient is

G +j(2Y0 + G)
‘=–2YO+ G+.7’(2YO+ G)’

(8)

from which the fraction of the power reflected is

~
l~lz = ; + ‘2

2(2% + G)z”
(9)

The resonant elements discussed in this chapter usually have a value of
G less than 0.1YO. This means a difference from half-power reflection

of about 0.2 per cent. The effect of conductance in the resonant element,

therefore, may be considered to be small, and either definition of Q~2may
be applied.

I 8ee Ref. (4) in the bibliography at the end of the chapter. Hereafter superscript
numbers refer to this bibliography.
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The equation for the circuit of Fig. 3,4, relating
frequency in terms of QLZ, is

()~ = 2~L,(2% + G) ‘+ “

Also, the power reflected has already been obtained

Irl’ = (2Y,Gj2)~i B’”
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the susceptance to

(9a)

It is often useful to have an expression for B in terms of r since it is r

that is obtained by measurement. It is easily found that

[ 1~= (Y8 +YoG)(T–1)2 – T@ ‘,
r~l.

r
(lo)

A measurement of r at the resonant frequency, that is, at the frequency
for which B = O, can be used to determine G,

G = Y,(r – 1), rzl. (11)

In Fig. 3.5 are shown curves representing Eq. (9a) for G/Y, = O and
G/Y, = 0.3. Such a large value of G is not typical for the resonant

0 0.8 1.6 2.2

B/Y.

FIG. 35.-The absolute mag-
nitude of the reflection coefficient
as a function of susceptance of a
single resonant circuit.

Waw+length in cm

FIG. 36.-l3omparison of experimental data
with a theoretical resonant-circuit curve.

elements discussed in this chapter. The large value was chosen to give
better portrayal of the curves.

In Fig. 3.6 the calculated reflection coefficient is plotted as a function

of wavelength to compare with data taken on a resonant element. The
calculations were made using the values of the resonant frequency and
the Q~2 obtained from the experimental curve. The data for Q.* were
taken at r = 2 or \rl = 0.33; therefore the theoretical and experimental
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curves should match at the resonant frequency, except for the fact that
loss was neglected, and their width should be the same at Irl = 0.33.
The fact that the experimental points lie closely on the theoretical curve
indicates that, over the frequency range of the curve, the physical struc-
ture is well represented by the assumed circuit as far as reflections are
concerned.

Throughout this discussion of the single resonant element, an equiv-
alent circuit has been considered from the standpoint of the reflection
characteristics of the element. To understand the gas-discharge proper-
ties of the element, it is important to know the electric field in the gap
in terms of the voltage in the guide. For the simple circuit, if the
capacitance were assumed to be concentrated in the gap, the voltage
across the gap would be the same as across the waveguide. However, a
rough measurement on a gap of the post type seems to indicate that the

ratio of the voltage across the gap to the voltage across the guide is about

II Lp

ml

q

~
Iy

/

L c

1P

Llll 4

FIG.3.7.—Equivalent circuit of resonant gap.

ten. This measurement was made by placing a platinized-glass resistor
across the gap and measuring the standing-wave ratio at resonance. The
resistance of the platinized-glass resistor at the microwave frequency
was taken to be the d-c resistance. Furthermore, it is known from theory
and from experiment that a post in the plane of the electric field in wave-
guide behaves as an inductance shunted across the line. In a resonant
element of the post type, the inductance of the post would be expected
to be in series with the capacitance of the gap. Both the rough experi-
ment and the analysis of the resonant element in terms of simpler struc-
tures leads to an expectation of a stepup of gap voltage over guide voltage.

It is well to assume a very simple circuit to estimate the stepup in

voltage. In Fig. 3.7 L, is the inductance of each post, and L is the
inductance associated with the magnetic-energy storage due to the

narrowing of the guide. It is assumed that there is no mutual coupling
between L and L,. The discharge, or gas breakdown, takes place across
the condenser C. The ratio between the voltage across the gap and the
voltage across the guide may be calculated for two special cases. In the
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fired condition the gap circuit may be represented as in Fig. 3“8a and
for the unfired condition as in Fig. 3“8b.

The ratio @’/cl for Fig. 3.Sa is

E Zox x z,..-=
e #z:(x + x,)’+ x;x’ “ x, ~=”

In the unfired case and where X = uLI and X. = 2aLp at resonance, the
ratio E/e for Fig. 3 .8b may be written as

E x
–= x+x,’e

since XC = —(X + XP), at resonance.
In the first case, it was assumed that the gap was broken down and

that as a result, the gap voltage was held constant. In the second

(a) (b)
FIG.3S.-Circuit of resonant gap for (a) firedcondition;(b) unfired.

case, the gap is not fired and interest is in the gap voltage corresponding
to a given fixed line voltage. The Q of the circuit of Fig. 3.8b is given by

()~=:X; XP2=KX;2XP.
.

Let us now assume that the gap will ionize at some definite voltage .?,
that this voltage is proportional to the gap spacing g, and that X, m g~a,
~vherea is the area of the end of the post, Then at resonance,

g = kaXc = ka(X + x.),

and the critical line voltage will be

~=~ x
X+xp

= liaX.

This equation indicates that for a fixed resonant frequency, the
critical, or breakdown, voltage E is proportional to the area of the ends

of the posts and the reactance X of the inductive iris. ~xamination of

the equation for Q shows that if X is held constant, the loaded Q can be
reduced by making XP smaller without affecting l?. Since 1?is a measure

of the spike energy, it should be possible, by proper shaping of the elec-
trodes, to obtain a minimum value of Q for a given spike energy.
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The assumptions and calculations made above are only the most

elementary since they do not take into account mutual interaction
between the fields of the inductive irises and the posts, nor do they
consider the relative magnitude of the “stray” capacitance and the
“lumped” capacitance of the gap. However, for a resonant iris of thk

type across a waveguide, the detailed solution of the boundary-value
problem has never been carried out, and it is, therefore, necessary to
approach the problem from the much simpler point of view used here..

3.3. Multiple Resonant Elements in Waveguides.-Several methods

of analysis and representation have been used in the analysis of the
problem of circuits containing more than one resonant element. As an
introduction to this problem, a simplified method of calculating the power

reflection and the insertion loss of
the three-element circuit shown in

3j%p2j>fl

m “’;p;E’’’”calcu”u”

tlons, a hne a quarter-wavelength
long between the elements is as-

3 2 1 sumed to be independent of fre-
FIG. 39.-Three resonantelementssepara- quency. Let the susceptance of

ted by quarterwavelengthsof line.
the end elements be aB, and the

susceptance of the center element be B. The following equations use
normalized admittances, that is, ~ = Y/Yo.

If YI, vZ, and ~S are regarded as the admittances looking from left to
right at the appropriate terminals as shown in Fig. 3.9,

yl = 1 + jab, (12)

y2=jb+~=jb +--&=
l–~bz+jb

1 + jab l+ jab “
(13)

and

1 – abz + j(2ab – azba)
y~=jab+~=

l–ab’+jb “
(14)

By the use of

~=1–y3

1 + Y3’

the reflection coefficient is then

j(b – 2ab + a2b3)

r = 2 – 2ab2 + j(b + 2ab – a2b3)’

The reflected power becomes

]rlz = bz(l – 2a + azb’)’

4 + b2(l – 2ci + ~zbz)z”

(15)

(16)
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It is convenient to detine power loss L as the reciprocal of the transmitted

power expressed in decibels, thus

L = 10 log,,
Input power .

Output power
(17)

If there are no resistive losses in the circuit, the loss may be written in
~ermsof the reflected power,

1— .
L = 1010g’O 1 – lrl’

(18)

For the case under consideration

[ 1L == 10 log,, 1 +~(1 –2a+a2b2)’ . (19)

If Cz=l,

[ 1
L=lolog,o 1+:(1 –bz)? (20)

Ifa =$,

.( )L=lologl” 1+ (21)

If the circuit is composed of
more than two elements with
quarter-wavelength separation be-
tween elements, zero loss occurs
for values of b of the individual

elements other than zero. Be-
tween zeros the loss may be signifi-
cant; the greater the number of
elements, the larger may be the
loss. It should be observed that
the zeros can be eliminated by
proper choice of the susceptances

for the various elements. For the

w’
-1 I—AYA

@Ei!EElc
-1 I-A%

D

-1 !--%
circuit of Fig. 39 it can be seen L
from Eq. (19) that the loss has a
single zero only when a = +. The --l t-- ‘Y4
loss curve obtained for a = + is
analogous to the loss curve for a
critically c o u p 1e d double-tuned
circuit. For a number of partic- FIG. 3.10,—MuItiple-element resonant
ular circuits shown in 17ig. 3.10, circuits. The transmission characteristics

are given ill Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 presents the reflected

power and the ratio of input power to o[ltput power as a function of b.
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1,0 1,2 1.4
B/YO

I I
1.6 1.8

FIG. 3.11,—l)andpass charactcristiw according to the >Implc theory for the circuits of
FIG. 310.

‘~ABLIL!31.-THE REFLEITur] I’(JJVER.ixl>THEliATIOSor.’~NI)CT~’C\YEIITOOIJTJ,Lr
POWER,EXPRESSEDIN TERMSOF b FORSBVER.4LNICLTIELEMEXT{’IR,ITIT.

Elements arc separated by a qu:wter wa~elength of line for the frrqtlcn(.j
corrrspondlng to b = O. T}IC frequency rfepen(lcnce of the line length

is ncglcctcd,

I Iuput pojver
Circuit of Fig. 310 Iteflcctwlpo!vt,r

output p[)lvcr
I I

.4

II

c

1)

E

b?
.l+b~

b,

4+b~
b,

64 + bG

b,
i36 + b’ l+g
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For the circuits of Table 3“1, Fig. 311 gives loss as a function of b.
It is interesting to note that a condition can also be found for a four-
element circuit which makes the loss characteristic a monotonically
increasing function of b. For the four-element circuit the susceptance

of the two end elements should be 1/(1 + @) times the susceptance of
the central elements.

The importance of the magnitudes and the phases of both reflected
and transmitted waves becomes clear in the discussion of microwave
duplexers in Chap. 7 and in Vol. 16. The criterion of transmission band-

F1~. 3.12.—Reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient for circuit C of Table 3.1.

width of the TR tube may be considered to depend on the type of duplexer

in which the tube is used.
From Eq. (15) and the expression for the transmission coefficient in

voltage,

(22)

The reflection coefficient and the transmission coefficient can be presented
asa polar plot on a Smith chart. These quantities are shown in Figs. 3.12
and 3.13 for two three-element circuits (C and D of Table 31). The
susceptance is indicated along the curve. The phase of the reflection
coefficient is measured at the element nearest the generator; the phase

of the transmission coefficient is measured at the element nearest the
load, with respect to the phase of the incident wave at the element
nearest the generator.

The transmission coefficient is rotated through 180° corresponding

to two quarter wavelengths of line at midband. In Fig. 3.12 only values
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of the reflection and transmission coe5cients for positive B were
plotted since the curve is symmetrical about B = O. It should be

observed that for B/ YO between zero and 1.2, the angle of the reflection
coefficient for the three-equal~lement case varies between the limits
270° >0> 180° and – 30°< @ < OO; for the unequal elements the
range is 90° > 0 > 20°. Although neither of the circuits possesses a

90”
1.0

270°
FIQ.3.13.—Reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient for circuit D of Table 3.1,

simple resonance behavior it seems more likely that, in the use of the
TR tube in the duplexer, the unequal-element tube could be improved
at the band edges by matching elements.

3.4. Wave Equilibrium Calculations. -By an equilibrium method of
analysis, an expression can be obtained for the loss of a network com-
posed of an arbitrary number of identical shunt elements equally spaced
along a transmission line; and the frequent y dependence of the spacing
between elements need not be neglected. The presentation below was

first used by FNke and WarnerT and later generalized by Marcus.’
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In Fig. 3.14 are shown shunt elements with arbitrary spacings 6P
along a transmission line. To obtain either the reflection or the trans-

mission from this complicated system, the multiple reflections could be
considered, and the appropriate sum taken of the successive reflected and
transmitted waves at the individual elements of the system. This
becomes very complicated for more than two elements. A simpler
method and the one adopted here relates the total traveling-wave ampli-
tudes proceeding in each direction on each section of line in the equi-
librium state to the amplitudes on the adjacent sections of line.

Let A, and BP represent the voltage amplitudes of waves traveling
in the forward and backward directions at a reference position just after
the pth element. Let t.and r, be the reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients for a wave advancing upon the pth element from the left, $ and

--11- - p-l— p -

:i3iii:m:E:
1 2 P-1 P Ptl N-1 N

FIG. 3.14.—N lumped elements spaced at arbitrary intervals along a transmission line.

r; the coefficients for a wave advancing from the right. The electrical

line length between the (p – l)th and the pth element is O-, = 2U ~
9

where lP–I is the distance separating the elements. The total voltage

wave advancing in the forward direction can be written

(23)

if it is remembered that A ~, A ~–1, and BP are all measured at the same
instant of time; but the contribution to A ~ from A ~_1 was made earlier
by a time interval corresponding to ff~l, hence the negative sign. For
the wave in the negative direction,

From Eqs. (23) and (24), B may be eliminated by solving Eq. (23), for
BW,, substituting Bp~.i into Eq. (23), solving Eq. (24} for BP and then
putting B, back in Eq. (23). The result is

Ap+I + [(rp+rj+i )–%+11:+1 e-je. _
t;+l 1‘h]@,Ap~

“ ltp #8rb.l)A*l =++

rpttil
O. (25)
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This equation may be simplified by assuming that the elements are
all identical and are identically spaced. If Tp=T, r;= T’, t.=t; =t,
and OP= 0, are put into Eq. (25), it becomes

[
~ , + (r?-’ – p)pe _ @

f-t
t 1

A, + A*1 = o. (26)

For the n elements of Fig. 3.14, p runs from 1 to n – 1. To obtain the
n ratios A 1/Ao, . . . , A “/A o requires one more equation. An additional

equation is provided by the boundary condition that no wave is incident
from the right, B. = O. From Eq. (23),

As = te-ieA._l. (27)

The general solution of Eq. (26) is given by

A, = Mepa + Ne–~”, (28)
provided that

@ — (m/ — ~2)e-le
cosh a =

2t ●

(29)

From Eq. (28)

A,= M+N,

and from Eqs. (27) and (28)

A. = Mena + Ne-”a = te-i’[llfef”-’~- + Ne-(”-’~”]. (30)

The transmission coefficient for the n elements, T%, is defined by

(31)

From Eq. (28)

M— g.. + ~-na

T. = ‘T—. (32)
~+1

If Eq. (30) is solved for M/N to substitute in Eq. (32)

T. =
k–i” sinh a

sinh na – te-~esinh (n – l)a’

or more conveniently

1 e e + (ml — tj)e-~~ sinh na

z = Cosh ‘“ + 2t sinh a “

(33)

(34)

In a similar manner the reflection coefficient R. = B,/A o is found to be

[

sinh na — -$ cosh a sinh (n — l)a
R. = ~e–Zi8

sinh na — 1
(35)

trig sinh (n – l)a “
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If the transmission and the reflection coefficients of the individual ele-
ments are known, from Eqs. (33) and (35), the transmission and reflec-

tion from the network is known. It is convenient to write the equations

in terms of circuit parameters. As yet, the elements have not actually

been restricted to a shunt component; the elements may still be regarded
as general T-sections. Since in this book, however, the general formulas
will be applied only to shunt susceptances, Eqs. (34) and (35) are written
in terms of shunt susceptance. For a symmetrical T-section r = r’.

In terms of b, the reflection and transmission coefficients may be written

2
‘=2+jb”

(37)

Equations (35) and (36) become

and

where

If the line is

1

(

b

)

sinh na

T. =
coshna+j sine +jcose —

<inh a“’

1 23 l+~ei~ sinh (n + l)CK——.—
En=–b sinh na ‘

~o~a=co~o_~sino
2“

terminated in its characteristic admittance,
to know the absolute magnitude of the transmission

k!=1+(%3
or

1’

F.
=l+f.

(38)

(39)

(40)

it is sufficient

(41b)

The information provided in Eqs. (41) makes it possible to obtain,

for a given b and 0, either the loss, the reflected power, the transmitted

power, or the voltage standing-wave ratio. It is convenient to prepare
a chart as shown in Fig. 3.15 in which 213/7ris plotted against b for con-
stant values of j. On this chart may be superimposed a curve relating

the frequency dependence of susceptance of the individual element to 0.
Points of intersection of this latter curve with the constant-f curves give
t!ata on voltage standing-wave ratio as a function of the susceptance

of the individual element.
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As an example of the use of the fiker chart, consider four identical
high-Q shunt elements usually spaced a quarter-wavelength apart. The
term high-Q implies that the element separation remains essentially a
quarter wavelength, or that 28/u = 1 over a wide range of b. Along the
line 20/m= 1, as b increases from zero at midband, the standing-wave
ratio increases to slightly over 2.5 and then decreases to unity for b = 1.41.

As b increases from 1.41, the standing-wave ratio increases rapidly. If
the frequency dependence of the spacing may be neglected, the trans-
mission band will be symmetrical with respect to b = O. The result
of this procedure leads’ to the same result as that derived by the simple
theory and shown by curve F in Fig. 311.

If the Q of the elements is so low that the electrical-line-length sepa-
ration of the elements varies considerably over the transmission band,
the frequency sensitivity of the element susceptance should be given as
b z j(219/7r). The bandpass char-

acteristic can be traced out by
following the b = j(219/7r) curve
just as, in the preceding case, the
curve 29/3r= 1 was followed.

For negative b, to use the same
chart, 29/3rhas to run in the direc-
tion opposite to that for positive b.

On the chart is superimposed a
curve relating b to 28/T for ele-
ments in standard 3-cm guide,
whose Q~Zis four and whose reso-

nant wavelength is 3.33 cm.
Figure 3.16 shows the voltage
standing-wave ratio as a function
of b from data extracted from the

3.0

2.6

2.2

1.8

1.4

1.0
3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6

kin cm
FIG. 3,16.—Four-equal-element band-

pass characteristics extracted from Marcus’
chart.

chart. It is interesting to compare this curve with curve F of Fig. 3.11
which neglects the frequency dependence of the separation of the elements.

It should be pointed out that f is periodic in 20/r with a period
of 2. Therefore, if a susceptance curve runs off the top of the chart,
it may be continued at the bottom. The value of 20/7rwhich yields
the broadest transmission band is then near one. The reader should
be interested in superimposing a family of susceptance curves on the
chart with 20,/7at b = O as a parameter. From this family of curves

and for the susceptance characteristic chosen, the optimum element
separation for maximizing the bandwidth should be evident.

3.5. Mat.rh Method .-The use of the matrix notation leads to a fairly
simple formula for loss. This methodz maybe applied satisfactorily to a
multiple circuit of nonidentical elements, a difficult case to handle by the
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equilibrium method. However, the general expressions for the loss of

I, 1~ n elements, which are obtained by
- —- the equilibrium method, cannot be

a ““ D obtained easily by the matrix
method.i 4

(a)
If the four-terminal network

of Fig. 3.17a is linear and passive,
and if reciprocity applies, two

11 12 13
linear equations relate any two of

+ 4 + the quantities 11, VI, 12, and Vz

v, ~ to the other two. For example,

V, = aV, + bIl, (41)
(b) ZI = cV* + d12:

I, 12
In the matrix notation

- +

m~b~ H=(::)[:))’42)
where a, b, c, and d are constants

(c) defined by the electrical constants
FIG. 3.17.—Susceptancecircuits-(a) a composing the net w o r k. The

four-terminalnetwork; (b) two successive
four-terminal networks; (c) a shunt suscep- parameters must satisfy the follow-

tance. ing conditions:

1. For a lossless network the diagonal terms of the matrix are real

and the off-diagonal terms are imaginary.
2. If reciprocity applies,

ad+ bc=l.

3. If the network is symmetrical,

a=d.

If there are two successive networks as in Fig. 3.17bj for the second
network

and by substitution of Eq. (43) in Eq. (42), for the two networks

(43)

(44)

By multiplying the matrices of Eq. (44) and by using the first condition

of the preceding paragraph, there is obtained for a lossless network

(45)
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where VI and 11 represent the input voltage and current to a sequence
of networks, and V Sand Ii represent the output voltage and current.

In the present calculations, only shunt elements and !engths of line
without loss are of interest. For the shunt element of Fig. 3.17c

v, = v,, (46)

1, = jf)v, + 12.

The matrix representation of the shunt element is therefore

A line length of t may be represented by

[)(

v, = Cos e jZO sin 0

I, jYO sin 8 cos e )
where

~ = %1.

A,

V2
12

(47)

(48)

Eauation (48) may be verified by reducing it to the usual expression
for th~ transformation of impedance~hrough a length of line

~ = ,Z2 + jZO tan e
1 ~Z,YO tan 0 + 1’

where ZI = V1/11 and Z2 = v2/12.

(a) (b)
FIG. 31S.—Parametersfor definitionof insertionloss.

For the multiple-element network, it is desired to calculate the inser-
tion loss. The insertion loss is the logarithm of the ratio of the power

delivered to a load of unit relative impedance with the network removed
from the line to the power delivered to the load with the network included.
By reference to Fig. 3.18, it can be seen that the insertion loss is defined as

LlL = 10 loglo } 2.

From Fig. 3.18a,

[:11 = [: :) (:)”

(49)
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From Fig. 318b,

With some manipulation

L = 10 log,, [1 + *(B – c)’]. (50)

The method outlined will be applied to calculate the insertion loss
due to a particular network includ-

11 12
ing the frequency dependence of-
line length. The network of Fig.

lt~ , 319willbe consideredandnor-
realized admittances will be used.
The middle element may be divided

F1~.3.19.—Athree-elementcircuit.
into two equal shunt elements.

This permits transformation through the network by means of two
identical matrices,

[1’1=‘A[01
where

10

1
j;l”

(51)

(52)

After the matrices of Eq. (52) are multiplied, it is relatively easy, by
means of Eq. (50), to evaluate the insertion loss.

{[ 1}
2

L= lolog,o 1 + {(bsin 0–4cos0)(b sin0–2cos O) . (53)

3.6. Numerical Results.-The results for transmission loss, obtained
either by the equilibrium method or by the matrix method, should be
presented in such a way that they can be compared easily with the
experimental results. Experimentally, loss (standing-wave ratio, or

reflection coe5cient) is measured as a function of frequency or of fr~

space wavelength, whereas theoretically, loss is related implicitly, through
the relation of susceptance and of phase separation between elements, to
free-space wavelength. It is of in+west to rewrite several of these
implicit formulas for loss.

For three identical elements equally spaced,

‘=1010g10{1+:[4(:sine-cOs’)-lT‘M)

I
I

I
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for three equally spaced elements of which the end elements have half

the susceptance of the central element,

([
~(b sin 0 – 4cos O)(b sin O – 2COS t?)II

2

L = 10 log,, 1 + ; (55)

and for four identical elements equally spaced,

L = 10 loglo

{~+4~’(cos@-:sin ey[2(.ose-:si~@)2- 1~} (56)

In these expressions 8 = 2u(l/&-) where 1 is the distance between the
elements and k. is the guide wavelength, The wide wavelength is in
turn a function of free-space wavelength and
the waveguide. It is given by the relation

where ~ is the cutoff wavelength of the guide.
which hold well over the ~ 6 per

TR-tube studies, will be used for
the sueceptance. The experiments

show that b is proportional to the
difference in wavelen@h from the
resonant wavelength.

Since some TR tubes are built
with elements which have a loaded

Q., of approximately four, several
theoretical curves are preecmted for

~L, = 4.0. Figure 3’20 shows two
theoretical bandpass curves for
three identical elements spaced one-
quarter guide wavelength apart for
a free-space wavelength of 3,33 cm.
Curve B represents the result when
the quarter-wavelength spacing is
assumed to be independent of fre-
auencv. Curve A is a dot Of %.

also of the dimensions of

The experimental results,
cent frequency range important in

.

A l=fl?.)

h in cm
FrQ. 3.20.—Comparison of two theories

for three identical elements for which
QLZ = 4.0,

(54) &ich takes into a;count the frequency dependence of the spacing
bet ween elements. The theory that assumes constant spacing predicts a
broader transmission band and a higher loss in the pass band. The same

general result may be observed in a comparison of the two theoriee applied
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to a three-element circuit in which Q~Z of the end elements is half the
value for the; central element. This comparison is shown in Fig. 3.21.

Note that the loss characteristic is very flat throughout the pass band.

Since 0 depends on the guide wavelength, it can be expected that the
percentage bandwidth will change if the center of the band is shifted
and Q~2 of the elements kept the same. Waveguide of one size is used
for three bands of particular interest centered about wavelengths of
8.475, 9.245, and 10.715 cm. In Fig. 3.22 the loss curves for three
identical elements, Q~z = 4.0, with quarter-wavelength (center of the
band) spacings, areplotted asa function of ~/X, tomake the comparison

A l=f(x)

B 1= ‘0%

1.0

l-l

Ao

3.0 3.1 3,2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6
A in cm ~,

FIG.3.21.—Comparisonof twotheories for FIG. 322.-E6ect of center band wave-
three elements for which the middle element length on insertion loss characteristic.
has QL, = 4.0.

obvious. If the interval between the zeros of loss is used as a criterion

of bandwidth, the percentage bandwidths are 10.0, 9.75, and 8.85 per
cent respectively. The band becomes narrower and the loss in the pass

band becomes less as the center wavelength approaches the cutoff wave-
length for the guide. Curve D of Fig. 322 shows the pass band when
the frequency sensitivity of the line lengths is neglected.

All the calculations presented in this chapter have been based on the
assumption that the individual resonant circuit is lumped at a point
along the transmission line. It is also assumed that the coupling between

the resonant elements is
tion may not be valid.
data is made in Sec. 3.7.

negligible. At short wavelengths this assump-
The comparison of theory with experimental
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.7. Multiple-element Circuits. -C’onsiderable data have been taken

on loss or, more usually, voltage
wavelength for circuits with sev-
eral elements. Qualitatively, the
agreement between experiment
and theory is good. No precision
measurements have been taken
because experimental research was
concentrated upon the more for-
midable gas-discharge problem.

One set of data is available
for which the theoretical calcu-
lations have been presented. In
the 3-cm region three identical
quarter guide wavelength, have
decibels is plotted as a function

standing-wave ratio, as a function of

0.4
G
.E
z 0.2cj

3.1 3.2 3.3 3,4 3.5 3.6
1 in cm

FIG. 3.!23-Experimental results on
three-eleme~lt bandpass 62L2of each ele-
ment = 4.0.

elementsp with equal spacings of a

QL2 = ~.o. h Fig. 323 the loss in
of wavelength to permit comparison

with the theoretical curves of Fig. 3.20, one side of the band- is not

4.2

3.8

1
3.4 ~

3.0

~ 2.6
>

2,2

1.8

1,4

1.0I
3.0

h in cm
F1~. 3.24.—Experimental bandpass characteristic for one, two, and three eIemente,. All

elements essentially identical.

well defined because of lack of data; nevertheless it is fairly clear that

the experimental result lies between the two theories. It would be

expected that the experimental data would agree more closely with that

theory which includes the effect of frequency dependence of line length.
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The failure of the data to agree with this theory maybe attributed either

to coupling between the elements or to lack ‘of precision in the measure-
ments. It would be interesting to make more precise measurements in

order to make a more reliable comparison with theory.
Another set of data’ at 3-cm wavelength is shown in Fig. 3.24. The

bandpass characteristics for one, two, and three elements were measured
in terms of the voltage standing-wave ratios. These elements have a

FIG. 3.25.—Three-element bandpass char-
acteristic for elements with QL~ = 29.

loaded Q.2 of 4.8 which is higher
than the value for which theoretical
calculations were made. Neverthe-
less, the three curves show clearly
that the transmission bandwidth
increases as the number of elements
increases. For the three-element
characteristic, three minima occur
which correspond to the three zeros

of loss in the theory of the three-
element circuit. The three-element
characteristic is not symmetrical
beeause the elements are not all
tuned accurately to the same fre-
quency. For proper gas-discharge
characteristics, the gap in the ele-
ment has to be made small. A
small gap implies that the ratio of
the resonant-frequency shift to
change in gap spacing is large; con-
sequently, accuracy of tuning of
the individual elements is one of
the difficult problems in the manu-
facture of the bandpass TR tube.

Another example oi a three-element bandpass characteristic is shown
in Fig. 3.25 for the 10-cm band and for elements with Q~Z = 29. For

such large values of Q~a,the bandpass width agrees closely with that pre-

dicted by the simple theory. Actually there is little departure from the
simple theory for QLZ above ten.

F@me 3.26 shows the effect of tuning each element of a two-element

circuit to slightly different frequencies. q Curve A represents both
elements tuned to AO = 9.692 cm. For curve B one of the elements has
been tuned to a different resonant wavelength, h = 9.592 cm. When
the two elements are tuned to the same frequency, the bandpass char-
acteristic is centered about the resonant frequent y; when they are tuned
to different frequencies, the band center is at the mean of the frequencies.
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For elements tuned to different frequencies, any gain in bandwidth is

achieved at the expense of low loss within the band.

r

FIG.3.26.—Effeet of stagger-tuning two elements.

(a)

I&E&k’
A 11=12=LC 9/4

I

{

* 1,+l~=ko g/2
1,=0,72 12

I

(b)

0.8 0.8

A
0.6 < 0.6

Ill

0.4 0.4
B

0,2 . 0.2

o.
9.4 9.6 9.s 10.0 10.2 9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8

h in cm
1010 10.2

FIG. 327,-Element spacing altered from >00/4.

From Fig. 3.15 it has been seen that, in order to achieve maximum
bandwidth for a circuit with four equal elements, it is best to space the
elements about a quarter guide wavelength apart. This is also true for a

three-element circuit, However, it is interesting to see the effect on
n
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the bandpaas characteristic as the spacing between elements is permitted
to depart from a quarter guide wavelength, This effect is, in general, a

destruction of the symmetry of the bandpass charaderistic as shown by
the curves’ in Fig. 3“27. The elements in these circuits were tuned
individually in a piece of waveguide and then removed to be incorporated
in the multipleelement circuit. Another examplee of the effect of alter-

ing the electrical spacing from a quarter wavelength is shown in Fig. 3.28.
In both examples in Fig. 3.28 the elements of the circuit were tuned by
the maximum-transmission method. Curve A was obtained when the
tube was tuned to a center wavelength of 8.4 cm, for Curve B the tube
was tuned at 8.54 cm. F@res 3.27, and 3.28 indicate that the band-
width is increased by spacing the elements more than a quarter wave-

length apart. For the increased spacing there is greater loss in the

50 -

\
A l,=l@og/4

4.0 B 1,={2=1 .29 hw/4 m

IIA
ko=8.4cm

.x
$3,0 Qu=5.5
>

2.0B

1.0
7.8 8.0W:;u 8.2 8.2

Aincm
8.4 S.6 8.8

I’m.
h in cm

3.28.—E1ement suacine altered FIG. 3.29.—Phase-shift method of tunin~
from kOO/4 tuned by maximum - transmi~
sion method.

transmission band. By a different tuning procedure, the phase-shift
method, the bandpass characteristic can be made flat, Fig, 3.29. This is

accomplished, perhaps, by compensating for the departure from quarter-
wavelength spacing by a slight stagger-tuning. It should be observed

that when the elements are tuned to give the flat bandpass characteristic,
the bandwidth has been reduced. It seems likely that little can be

gained by a combination of stagger-tuning and spacing of the elements;
elements with quarter-wavelength spacing and identical tuning seem to
yield the optimum bandwidth for elements all of which have the same

QL2.
The four-element bandpass characteristic shown in Fig. 330 is

interesting in that it confirms the theoretical result for a multiple-element
circuit with the QL2 of the end elements lower than that of the central
elements. The central elements had a Q., of 4.5. Both the experimental
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~
curve and curve D of Fig. 3.11 show a monotonic increase of loss with ~

wavelength ofl the band center. The immediate supposition is that, if
the Q.z of the element is increased gradually, keeping the network
symmetrical, a family of band-
pass characteristics is obtained as
curve D of Fig. 3.11 goes over into
curve F. By accepting a some- 3.0
what increased loss within the pass
band, it maybe possible to extend
the usual four-element band in

2.6

this fashion.
The theoretical calculations 2.2

with which the experimental data *
have been compared all neglected 1.8

the resistive losses in the resonant
elements. If these losses were 1.4
taken into account, the effect
would be to increase the insertion 10

ub

\

.2=;

1= AOg
~

).. =3.33cm

1u.o

loss slightly over the pass band. ‘“~.l 3.2

0

3.3 3.4 3.5
This is illustrated in Fig. 10.88 in ~ in cm

vol. 9 of this series.z The band- FIG. 3.30.—Four-elementbandpasschar-
acteristic.

width over which the loss is less

than a given small amount is reduced somewhat. The effects are, on the
whole, -rather small, and their neglect is justified for most cases.

3.8. Bandpass-TR-tube Design.—Throughout the preceding sections
attention has been devoted solely to the consideration of multiple-
resonant elements in waveguide and their effect on the transmission
band. N“ow it is appropriate to mention briefly several additional
factors which influence the design of a bandpass TR tube.

The most important factor is the fact that the TR tube must have

such gas-discharge characteristics that the radar receiver is short-
circuited promptly when the magnetron starts generating r-f power. In
other words, the gas discharge in the gaps of the resonant elements must
be formed so quickly that insufficient r-f power is transmitted to the
receiver to burn out the mixer crystal. Crystal protection is the prime
requisite of the TR tube. It will be seen in Chap. 5 that the gas dis-
charge is initiated more quickly for a small gap spacing than for a large
one, which implies that the resonant element has a high QL2. The gas-
discharge phenomena dictate an upper limit to gap spacing and to a

certain extent, a lower limit to Q~z.
Since crystal protection demands a high Q.,, and since an increase in

bandwidth may be achieved only by reducing QL2,a compromise must be
reached. To ensure that such a compromise approach an optimum,
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considerable data have been accumulated on QLZ, and on gap spacing of

the resonant element as a function of its shape and size.
To build a tube which retains the appropriate gas at low pressure and

which permits the transmission of r-f energy, a window is needed at each
end of the tube. It is well to keep in mind the schematic diagram of

the internal structure of the 3-cm band and the lo-cm band TR tubes
which is shown in Figs. 3“2 and 31. The windows are made by sealing
glass to a metal frame. If the proper dimensions are chosen, these

windows can be made to resonate at a prescribed frequency.
Absorption loss has been neglected in the theory, and in the experi-

mental results so far presented it has been negligible. In a TR tube
which requires glass windows, however, the absorption loss may become
quite important. In Sec. 3.10 it will be noted that the absorption loss
and Q~z (Q)z of the window is considerably less than that of the resonant

gaps) increase as the window is made narrower. Here arises another
compromise with gas-discharge phenomena. Heating of the window and

attenuation of the transmitted radar signal, due to the gas discharge,
decreases as the window is made narrower.

In the next two sections detailed information will be presented on

both the resonant gap and the resonant window. Such information
must be obtained before it can be hoped to design a TR tube which
approaches optimum bandwidth. After the data on the resonant gap

and the resonant window have been investigated it will be possible to
decide just how the results for experimental multiple elements can be

applied in the design of a bandpass TR tube.
3.9. Resonant-gap Data.—As a result of a gradual metamorphosis,

the resonant gap used’ 1’12in the present designs of bandpass TR tubes has
changed in shape from the rectangular resonant slot of Fig. 3“3a to the

tunable-post forms of the resonant gap shown in Fig. 3“3j, g, h. To
ensure rapid formation of a discharge in the gap, the gap spacing must
be small. If the distance across the rectangular resonant slot in the
direction of the electric field is made small, it is obvious that the capaci-

tance will be large, which implies that % will be large. TO retain a

small gap spacing and at the same time reduce % only a small section
of the rectangular slot may be left small (preferably a central section
where the electric field is highest) and the remainder of the slot broad-
ened out, as in the dumbbell slot of Fig. 3.3d. Dimensions other than

the gap spacing of the central section are used to adjust the inductance
in the circuit to ensure that the element resonates at the proper frequency.

Historically, the next step was to make the central section of the

dumbbell slot pointed as in Fig. 3.3e. For practical application to the

TR tube, the gap spacing must be less than 0.010 in. This imposes such

stringent tolerances cm the gap spacing that the resonant structure can-
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not be fabricated and tuned outside of the tube and then inserted in the

tube with the expectation that it will remain tuned. This situation can
be alleviated most conveniently
by using a post fitted with a
screw mechanism. F@re 3“3j, g,
h shows structures used at pres-
ent in TR tubes and in Fig. 3-32’is
a resonant element of the type
used in r-f filters.

In the 3-cm region the first
detailed data were accumulated
for a structure of the type shown
in Fig. 3.31. In Fig. 3.32 are pre-

sented datal on gap spacing and FIQ. 3.31.—Single resonantelement with

~LZ as a function of diaphragm posts.

opening with the post diameter and the angle of the conical point as
parameters. In general, as the opening of the diaphragm w increases,

;3W
350 400 w 450

d.60

L I
300 350 400 w 450

FIG. 3.32.—Gap-spacing and QL, data on
the tunable-post gap of Fig. 3.31. All
dimensions are in roils.

the gap spacing g increases to
maintain the circuit resonant at

the same frequency. This means
that with a decrease in capacitance
in the gap, there is a correspond-
ing increase in the opening of the
diaphragm which represents an

increase in inductance. This is in
the right direction for qualitative
agreement with the theory of the

FIG. 3.33.—Single resonant element with
truncated cones.

inductive diaphragm. As has been mentioned earlier in the text, in the

present state of development of the theory, the shape of the resonant gap

of Fig. 3“31 presents too difficult a problem for theoretical analysis. It
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is also interesting to note that QLZdecreases asthe capacitance of the gap
decreases which agrees qualitatively with Eq. (4). Since the variation

of QLZ with the angle of the conical point is less than the experimental
error of measurement, such a set of curves does not appear in the figure.

Additional data’z on the 3-cm band were obtained for a resonant gap

of the truncated-cone type which is shown in Fig. 3.33. For this gap,

QL2and the gap spacing are tabulated as a function of diaphragm open-
ing, of cone angle, and of diameter of the apex of the truncated cone in
Table 3.2. From Table 3.2 it is of interest to note that ~L2 is a minimum
for an angle of about 35° and changes very slowly with o on either side

of 35°. The gap spacing seems to be relatively independent of angle
over the range of angles presented in Table 3.2. Data on Q~* and gap

TABLE 32,-TRUNCATED-CONEGAP RESONANT1~AT A = 3,33 CM
a. Dependenceof Qr,?on diaphragmopeningw,coneangle0,andconediameterd.

d
roils

15

30

45

w
mils

258
284
320
343
398
446
451
467
502

258
284
320
343
398
446
451
467
502

258
284
320
343
398
446
451
467
502

15°

6.6
6,3
4.6
3.6
2.8
2.1

2.1

6,6

6,3

4,3

3.8

2.9

2.0

2.0
1.7

6.1
5.3
4.5
3,.5
2.6
2.3
2.0

1,5

30°

4,9

3.2
2.9

1.8

1.3

4.6

4.1

2,9

2.2

1.6

4.5

3,2

2.8

2.2

1.6

cone angle@

35°

4.4
3.8

2.7
2.1
1.6

1.5

4.3

4.0
2.9
2.1
2,1
1.6

1.5

4.1
3,7
3.1
2.4
1.9
1.5

40°

4.5
3.8

2.7
2.0
1.4
1.7

1.2

37
39
2.6
2.1
1.5

1.4
1.2

4.2

3.0
2..5
1.9
1,5

1.2
-

45°

4,4
3.9
3.1
2.6
1.9
1,5

4.4
3,6
2.8
2.6

1.6
1.4

4.0

2.8
2.5
1.8
1.4

1.4

50°

41
3.6
2.8
25
1,9

1.5
1,3
1.2

4.0
37
27

2.0

1.5
1.4
1.1

3.9
3.5
2.s
2,2

1.4
1.5
13
1.2

60°

5.0
4.3
3.3
2.8
2,2

2.1
1.7
1.6

4.8
4.2
3.0

2,1
1.6
1.9

1,.5

4.7

4.7

3,1

2.5

1.5

1.6

1,8
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TABLE 3t2.—TEUNCATED-CONEGAP RESO~ANT” AT x = 3.33 c~.—(Conlinued)
b. Dependence of gap spacing g on diaphragm opening w, cone angle 8, and cone

diameterd.

d
mila

15

30

45

w
roils

258
284
320
343
398
446
451
467
502

258
284
320
343
398
446
451
467
502

258
284
320
343
398
446
451
467
502

15”

1,8

2.4

5.0
6.4

14
26
25
31

9
13
18

22
36
.56

65
84

20
27
34
48
62
84
84

30°

3.0

7.5
9.0

31
55

g,~

13

22
39

70

20

34
41
63
85

35°

10
2.5

8.0
17.0
26.5

39.0

9
12
1!9
24

41

61

69

19

24

34

38

60

87

Coneangle@

40°

1,0
3.0

70
20
36
37

64

13
19
23
40
61

67

15

33
40
60
86

45°

1.5

3.0
7.0

10
23
40

8,5
12
18
25

65
79

17

33
40
66
92

50°

1,2
3,0
6
9

23

43
51
74

6
12
19

41

63

76

15

20
31
36

84
86

suacimz have been extracted from the tables for a cone angle of 35° and
p~otte~ in Fig, 334. Since Q., is independent of the diameter of the

apex of the truncated cone, only one curve relating QL, to w appears.
Such a wide range of data results from the fact that the experiments were
exploratory. Before thedata were obtainedj the appropriate dimensions

for resonance had to be ascertained bytrial and error. For application
to the bandpass TR tube, the curves may be demonstrated for a specific
case. Suppose mechanical considerations demanded that d be no less
than 0.030 in., and the gas-discharge considerations demanded that g be
no greater than 0,010 in. Then for the gap to resonate at 3.33 cm, w

must be 0.266 in,, and QL* will be 4.1.
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All values of Q., at 3.33 cm were obtained by evaluating dlr{/~
near resonance from a plot of data on Ir I as a function of Xusing Eq. (9”11)
of Chap. 9. The conductance G of the resonant gap was so small that

this method gave reliable results. The values of II’! were obtained from

standing-wave measurements using a calibrated crystal detector. Meas-

urements of length were made on a traveling microscope to an accuracy
of 0.0001 in. From the scattering of the experimental points, it can be
seen that the data on Q~z are consistent to within 10 per cent in the
case of Fig. 3.32 and 3 per cent in the case of Fig. 3“34.

Direct coupling is another quantity whose importance becomes evi-

dent during the study of the gas-discharge problem. BY direct coupling
is meant the insertion loss of the element when it is highly detuned, that

5[ I I 150. ..-.1- .-

4 40

Q3 30 ~
L2

2

1 10

0 .~ o
240 28o 320 360400440480520

w
F1~. 3.34,—Ga&spacingand C?LZdata

on the truncated cone gap of Fig. 3.33
for h= 3.33cm, O = 35°.

40

% 30
c.-

0
200 300 400 500

w
Fro.3.35.—Direct coupling of

truncated cone gap for A =
3.33C]Il.

is, when the gap is short-circuited by the discharge. From Fig. 335
it can be seen that for practical dimensions of the resonant gap, the
direct coupling’ may range from 25 to 35 db.

Not so broad a pass band is required for the lo-cm tubes as for the
3-cm tubes. This circumstance makes the compromise between linear
and nonlinear operation of the tube so easy that manufacture of 10-cm
tubes was commenced on the basis of very few measurements on the
linear characteristics of the resonant gap. However, further measure-

- ments have since been made with the intention of improving the produc-
“ tion design. Table 33 presents data on gap spacing, QL~, and direct

coupling as functions of diaphragm opening, cone angle, and diameter

of the apex of the truncated cone. Reference should be made to Fig. 3.33
for the meaning of the symbols. The results obtained at 10 cm are
similar to the results obtained in the 3-cm band.

To scale by wavelength the dimensions of a gap, resonant at one

frequency, to the appropriate dimensions for a gap resonant at another

:, -,.
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TABLE 3.3.—TRUNCATED-CONEGAP RESONANTAT x = 10,4 CM
Dependence of gap spacing, ~L 1, and direct coupling on cone angle, cone diameter,

and diaphragm opening. ]z All dimensions expressed in thousandths of an inch,

d

o

20

29

44

w

795
1010

1200

1400

795
1o1o
1200

795
1010
1200

795
1010

d

o

20

29

44

Gap spacing

Cone angle O

25° 35°
— —

o

2 12

70 155

1

15

60

8

27

94

24

58

w

795
1010
1200
1400

795
1010
1200

795
1010
1200

795
1010

45° 55°
. —

o
0 28

38 157

233 364

3 7
22 36

128 183

5 9

38 65

22 29

80 113

QL,

Cone angle 9

25”

2.4
1.75

Direct coupling

35°

3.5

2.4
1.65

4.2

3.3
2.2

5.0

3.2
2,2

4.8

3.1

45° / 55”

—l—
4.3

2.96 2.8
2 04 1.90
1,39 1.40

I
4,6 4,2

2.9 2.8

2.3 2.0

4.6 4.3

2.9 2.7

4,5 4.0

3.1 2.9

—
Cone angle O

25”

9.2
12.8

35°

19.0
15.4

8,3

26.5

22
19

27.7

22.6

18.8

26.5
23.5

45°

23,9

18.6

15,2

28.3

21

20

27.2

23.6

28.6

23.9

55°

28,5
24.1
21.2
17.9

28
25
21.4

30.0
25,1

29.8
24.5

E G. & G LIBRARY
W VEGAS BRANCH
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frequency can be done only very roughly. Even though the scaling is
rough, it serves as a guide to give the range of dimensions to be investi-
gated. It is possible to check the results of such scalings by using

Tables 3“2 and 3“3.
3.10. Resonant-window Data.-Before the resonant glass window is

considered, it is appropriate to turn attention to the rectangular resonant
slot. The resonant window has the same shape as the rectangular slot

except for the corners or ends which are rounded in order to avoid local
stresses in the glass. For the rectangular resonant slot there is good
experimental co%rmation of theory.

Thk theory14 proposes that the characteristic

tangular guide is

impedance of rec-

(57)

where p is the permeability, c the dielectric constant, and a and b are

the wide and narrow dimensions of
the guide. It can be seen that as

4.0-

either a or b is changed the other may A= 9.80cm
P

be altered to retain the same value 3.o
/

E
; 2.0- /
.0

1.0-

4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0
a in cm

FIG. 3.36.—Junction of two guides: FIG.. 3.37.—Rectangular slot in
or a diaphragm with a rectangular slot diaphragm. Comparison of theory and
in waveguide. experiment.

of 20. It is interesting to assume that two guides of different dimensions

but the same characteristic impedance should yield no reflection at their
junction. Equation (57) may be rewritten in the form

“=iz’[a’-w (53)

Equation (58) represents a family of guides all of which have the same
characteristic impedance, and all of whose corners lie on a hyperbola as
shown in Fig. 3.36. The minimum width of the guide is just equal to

half the free-space wavelength; 2a = A.
The diagram of Fig. 3“36 may represent not only the junction of two

waveguidea, but it may also represent a waveguide with a rectangular

..’,

,., ,.,’,. ,.
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aperture in a transverse diaphragm. Such a diaphragm maybe regarded
as a short length of guide joining the two guides on either side of the
diaphragm. Normally the two guides that are connected tvill be of
the same size, and for this case Fig. 3,37 presents a comparison of experi-
mental data8 with the constant-impedance theory. It maybe observed

that the agreement is good for large apertures, but for small apertures
the length of the slot a must be about 1.5 per cent less than the length
predicted by the theory.

100
80- 1 I 1

\ ~ Standard 1~’~ x 3“guide
60

A=1O cm

40 -
\

\

20
t=1.00“

\

QU 10

8
\o.50”

6 \\ w

4 -
\

0.063”

2 \
\

1
10 20 40 60 80100 200 400 600 800x 10- “3 in.

b
F1~.3.38.—QL* of rectangular dot for three diaphragm thicknesses.

As the frequency of the electromagnetic wave is changed, the char-
acteristic impedance of the short length of guide in the diaphragm
aperture will change at a different rate from that of the connected guides.
This means that on either side of a given frequency, a reflection will

occur at the diaphragm. The frequency dependence of the reflection is
important for practical applications. This has been measured for three
thicknesses of diaphragm and has been expressed as QLZ by evaluating
dlI’1/dl near the resonant wavelength, that is, the wavelength of mini-
mum reflection. In Fig. 3.38 extensive dataa on a thin diaphragm,
0.063 in. thick, show that a log-log plot of QL* as a function of b yields a

straight line. Straight lines were therefore drawn through the very
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sparse data on half-inch-and one-inch-thick diaphragms. Even though
these data may not be so reliable, they are important in that they indi-

o.090’fi ~

(b)
F1a 3.39.—(a) Window

the 3-cm band; (b) window
the 10-cmband.

cate a trend toward higher QLZ as
the joining section of guide is made
longer.

The general structure of the
resonant window, a slotted metal
frame filled with glass, is clearly

shown in Fig. 3.39. It is difficult
to obtain adequate data on window
dimensions since to do so requires

the preparation of glass-to-metal

w
in,

0.60

0.56

0.52

M
0’482.9 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.7

Aoin cm

dimension8 for FIG. 3.40.—Resonant wavelengths for the
dimensions for 3-cm band window of Fig. 3.39a.

seals and careful grinding tothe desired thickness. However, for a given

2.1

* 1.9~

:.-
C
: 1,7

1.5 1
8 10 12

ho in cm

F1rJ. 3.41.—Resonant
wavelengths in the l(Lcm
region for the window of
Fig. 3.39b.

window height h at 3 cm and at 10 cm, the

length of the window as a function of resonant
wavelength is presentedls in Figs. 3.40 and 3.41.
From Eq. (57) it may be observed that if the
height of the slot remains constant, to maintain

constant impedance

4a2 – AZ = constant, (59)

which gives for the rate of change of a with
respect to X

da A= —.
ch 4a

(60)

Application of this equation to the l~cm window
which most closely resembles the rectangular slot
yields

dL A =055—=— .,
dh 4L

(61)
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for h = 10.0 cm and L = 1.8 in. Data taken from the curve of Fig. 341

give a slope equal to 0.37 which is considerably below the 0.55 obtained
from the theory. The effect of the dielectric is immediately questioned.

However, Eq. (57) seems to imply that given a length of slot, no matter
what the dielectric and its resonant wavelength, the rate of change of
length with respect to resonant wavelength should be independent of the
dielectric.

Additional data” on windows for the 3-cm band are tabulated in

Table 3.4. The variables are window height, thickness of glass, and

TABLE3.4.—DATAON WINDOWSRESONANTAT L = 3.33CM

L
h, g,

roils roils
——

250 312
250 312
125 187
125 187
125 187
62.5 93.2
62.5 93.8
62.5 93.8

t,
mds

33.5
33.5
33.5
33.5
23,0
33.2
33.1
24.2

w,
roils

5641

580

487

512

551
459

467

487

glass

705
707
705
707
707
705
707
707

I d&e
with respectto

. —

Q
dh,

cm/mil
. —

1.3 0,0037
1.2 0.0030

2.1 0.0062
2.8 0.0047
2.1 0.0075
4.3 0.0020
6.5 0.0063
4.4 0.0070

dt,
:m/mil

0,039
0,043
0.055
0.042
0.065
0.130
0.037
0.051

dw,
cm/mil

0.0062
O.oom
0.0120
0.0067
0.0083
0.0050
0.0074
0.0070

One-way
powerloss

%

3.0
2.1

8.3
5.0
4.3

17.0
13.0
8.5

db

0.13
0.09
0.37
0.22
0.20
0.81
0.61
0.39

kind of glass for which the appropriate window length is presented, for
resonance at XO= 3.33 cm. Note that for t = 0.0335 in. and 705 glass,
both Q.z and the insertion loss increase as the window height is decreased.
The value of Q.a increases and the insertion loss decreases as the glass is
changed from 705 to 707, which has a lower value of both real and
imaginary parts of the dielectric constant. Furthermore, as the glass
is made thinner both ~L2 and insertion loss decrease. The values of the

dielectric constant for these two glasses are given in Table 2“5, Sec. 2.8.
It will be recalled that the narrow-band TR tubes have an insertion

loss in the range from 1.0 to 1.5 db at midband. The bandpass tubes
are intended to extend the band without appreciably increasing the
insertion loss and, of course, it is desirable to decrease the loss. It is

apparent then that with two windows in the bandpass TR tube, they
should have a height greater than a sixteenth of an inch to avoid too
large an insertion loss.

The three columns of data in Table 3.4 on rate of change of resonant
wavelength with respect to window height, length, and thickness are
useful in pointing out the mechanical tolerances imposed on the window.
It is not yet known how closely the individual elements of a multiple-
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element circuit must be tuned to the same frequency in order to attain
the optimum bandpass. It will be recalled from Fig. 326 that stagger-

tuning two elements by about 1 per cent resulted in a very poor bandpass
characteristic. These elements had values of Q., low enough to obtain

nearly 10 per cent bandwidth when tuned to the same frequency. If it
is arbitrarily required that the individual elements must be tuned within

0.5 per cent of the center frequency of the band, the tolerances on the
dimensions may be evaluated. For the use of the window in the fifth
line from the top of Table 34 for which Q~Zis 2.1, a 0.5 per cent change

in resonant frequency corresponds to a wavelength deviation of i 0.017
cm and consequently to

Ah = tO.0027 in.,

At = k 0.00026 in.,

or
Aw = t 0.0021 in.

Equation (2. 13) gives a value of susceptance tolerance of the window
equal to +0.042, from which the voltage standing-wave ratio is found
to be 1.05. In order to adhere to the 0.5 per cent tolerance on resonant
frequent y a VSWR of 1.05 at the center-band frequency must not be
exceeded.

3.11. Present Band Coverage.—The microwave spectrum has been
divided into bands according to the nominal range of frequencies of radar
transmitters. The band designations and frequency or wavelength

band limits are given in Table 35. In order to design a TR tube for a

TABLE35.-h”• MINAL TIIANSMITTEI+FREQUENCYBANDS

Band
designation

K
X8
XL
Sw,
SW2
SA,
SA,
Ssl
l%
&l
%1

Center
wavelength,cm

1.25
3.23
3.43
8.285
8.640
9.020
9.455
9.s40

10.170
10,515
10.900

Band limits

3. 13–3 .33 cm
3.33–3,53cm}
3550-3700Me/see
340Ck3550Me/see}
325&3400Me/see
3100-3250Me/see }
3000-3100Me/see
2900-3000Mc /see }
2613w2900Me/see
270S2600Me/see }

Percentage
bandwidth of

major bands, %

12

8.45

9.23

6.67

7.14

given band, it is more important to know the percentage bandwidth

than to know the absolute bandwidth. The percentage bandwidth is
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the ratio of the bandwidth in frequency to center frequency multiplied
by 100. It is the percentage of frequency deviation from the resonant
frequency which determines the susceptance of a resonant element and
the deviation from one-quarter guide wavelength of the separations of the
elements. The percentage bandwidths have been given for the major
bands rather than for each subband since it has been found possible to
design TR tubes that successfully cover the major bands.

N-o attempt has been made to build a bandpass TR tllhe of the
multiple-element type for the l-cm band. The scheme outlined in this

chapter, however, is quite applicable and it would be interesting to build
a l-cm tube for comparison with data on 3-cm and 10-cm tubes, especially

L-..”. ,.
FIG. 342.-Photograph of 9.2-cm-hamd I

---
~andpassTR tube showing internal structure.

with regard to gas-discharge phenomena. The window would be more

difficult to build but the gap should present no unusual problems. A
somewhat different approach to a broadband l-cm duplexer is described
in Chap. 8,

It is difficult to arrive at the present design of the bandpass TR tubes
from a logical consideration of the data and discussions of this chapter
and of Chap. 6. The tubes were developed hurriedly and grew into
their present forms as a result of a series of small changes and necessary
compromises. Bandpass TR tubes have been designed for the 3-cm band

and for several subdivisions of the 10-cm band. The manufacture of the
lo-cm tubes was commenced before the design of the 3-cm tube was
worked out. The three lo-cm tubes are consequently quite similar in
design and also somewhat different from the 3-cm tube.
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The 1O-CVZTubes.—All the 10-cm tubes have the structure exemplified
by the 9.2-cm bandpass TR tube shown in Fig. 3.42. The internal struc-
ture of the tube is shown with the gaps and windows held together by the
same rectangular rods that fit into the corners of the tube body and serve
as spacers for the gaps. Three gaps with Q.z equal to about six were

used in these tubes and the windows were designed with a very low Q~z,
about one. It was intended that the gaps with much higher Q., than
the windows should govern the bandpass characteristic almost completely.
In fact it is true that the bandpass characteristic of the three gaps is the
same whether the windows are soldered in place or not.

TABLE3.6.—GAFDIMENSIONS,WINDOWDIMENSIONS,ANDELEMENTSPACINGSFOR
THREE TUBES FOR THE 1O-CMBAND

Dimensions

Part and figure
reference

Gap dimensions, refer to
Fig. 344

Window dimensions. refer
to Fig. 339

Element spacings, refer to
Fig. 3.45

Letter
dimen-
sions

a
d
6
h
T
8

w

8

9
QLZ
1
h
t

Q.,
glass
a
d
L
?../4

8.463cm
1B55

O.125in.
0,313
0.182
1.000
0.171
No. 10-32

0.812
60°

==0.008
5.5
1.560 + .OCE
0,875
0,060
0.8

707
1.02
1.34
4.73
1,03

Center wavelength

9.238 cm
PS3S”

0.12.5in.
0.313
0.182
1.000
0.187
No. 1CL32

0.875
60”

=0.008
7.0
1.665 + .00
0.875
0.060
0.8

705
1.15
1.15
4.61
1.17

10,708 cm

1B58

O. 125 in.

0.375

0.130
1.080

0.250

No, 8-32

1.125

60”

=0.003

5.5

1,905 + .004

0,875

0.060

0.8

705

1.70

1.63

6,66
1.57

* SperryGyrmcow Co. number.

The bandpass characteristic for each of the lo-cm tubes is shown in
Fig. 3.43. These curves are quite similar to both the theoretical and
experimental curves shown earlier in this chapter. It can be seen that
the voltage standing-wave ratio for each of the tubes is less than 1.5
over the entire bandwidth to be covered. The 9.2-cm tube is not
centered properly but this situation will probably be rectified by the
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time this book is published. It should be noted that r equal to 1.5 cor-

responds to a loss in power of only 4 per cent or 0.2 db.
In Table 3.6 are given all the essential dimensions for three tubes

for the lo-cm band. The gap dimensions may be interpreted by reference

2:6

2.4

2.2

2.0

~ 1.8g

1,6

1,4

1.2

1.0
8.0 9,0 10.0 11,6

Wavelength h in cm

FIG. 3.43.—Bandpass characteristics for the lo-cm tubes.

to Fig. 3.44. These dimensions were the result of a relatively few
experimental attempts to obtain a resonant gap with the appropriate

gap spacing, Q.z, and resonant frequency. There was no mapping of
gap spacing or of Q.z as functions of various dimensions for a given
resonant frequency. The general
trends shown in Figs. 3.32 and

3“34 and Table 3.3 are pertinent.
Table 3.6 and Fig. 3.39 provide

the window dimensions for reso-
nance at the center wavelength of

each of the bands. These data
may be compared with the curve

of window length as a function of
resonant wavelength in Fig. 3,41.

The element spacings as given
in Table 3,6 with reference to Fig.

345 are all a quarter of a guide
wavelength, Xo/4, with the excep-
tion of those for the 8.5-cm tube.

F1o. 3.44.—Gap dimensions of 10-crn TR
tubes,

When the 8.5-cm tube was designed it was thought that increasing the
spacing between elements would increase the bandwidth. When the
elements are tuned to avoid any large bumps within the band, the band-
width is quite comparable to the bandwidth with quarter-wavelength

spacings. It is evident from this fact that the separation between
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elements is not at all critical. This point was discussed earlier in

the chapter and data on the 8.$cm band were presented in Figs. 3-28
and 3.29.

Only the reflected loss is included in the bandpass characteristic.
The absorption loss at midband is of the order of 0.5 to 0.8 db; of this

Whdow

/ Y I

[,,,,,,

t-a-t-’-+-’++
~L~

FIG. 3.45.—Spacing of elements of 10-cm TR tubes to accompany Table 3.6,

amount 0.05 to 0.1 db is caused by dielectric loss in each window, and the
rest is resistive loss in the tube walls and the resonant gaps. Doubtless

this loss will decrease a little as production methods are refined.
The 3-cm Tube.—It is of interest to mention that a few three-gap

tubes were built for the 3-cm band according to a design that was essen-

.-

1’1o. :3.46.—A 3-cm band TR tube, three-gap bandpass.

tially the same as for the 10-cm tubes. A picture of one is shown in
Fig. 3.46. By the time a few of the three-gap tubes were being built in

pilot-plant production, a better understanding of the gas-discharge
phenomena was being acquired. This better understanding prompted a

design of a two-gap tube. IIhen a single-gap tube is nearly satisfactory,
This will be made clear in Chap. 6. The two-gap tube, shown in Fig.
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3.47, represents an improvement over the three-gap tube in that it is
characterized by better gasdischarge and bandpass characteristics, and
shorter length; it is easier to manufacture, and easier to tune.

-i
FIG. 3.47.—A 3-cm band TR tube, two-gap bandpass.

In Fig. 3.48 is shown a bandpass curve for the 3-cm TR tuk. The
pass band of the tube covers the entire 3-cm band which is 12 ~-r cent
wide. The 3-cm band is wider than any one of the 10-cm bands, and

TABLE 3.7.—GAP DIMENSIONS,WINDOW DIMENSIONS,AND ELEMENTSPACINZ FOP.
THE 3-cM TR TUZE (1B63)

Center wavelength . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..3.33cm
Gap dimensions (refer to Fig. 333)

W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...0275 in.
d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...0.025
e... . . . . . ., .,,. .60”
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. L3.0138
QLZ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., ..,4. o

Window dimensions (refer to F,g. 339)
2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.551” (0,580t)
h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, .,. . .0.125(0.250)

t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0230 (O. 0335)

AL, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .21 (1.2)
glass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .707(707)

Tube length L.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1555
Element spacings a= d . . . . . . . . . . . 0.489
Quarter guide wavelength x,/4 0.478

* Windowat high-powerendof thetube.
t Windowat mixerendof the tube.

considerably more care is required in the tube design to ensure crystal
protection and complete band coverage simultaneously,
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The tube dimensions are given in Table 3.7. It shotdd be noted that

~L2 for the gaps is much lower than for the 10-cm tubes and that the
gap spacing g is about the same.

Windows of two different sizes are used in the 3-cm tube. One is

chosen with a high QLz so that the bandpass characteristic more nearly
simulates the three-element case. Not so high a QL~as is desirable can

be used because the insertion loss of the window becomes excessive.
The high-QLZ window is smaller and is used at the end of the tube which
carries the high-current r-f discharge. The spacing between elements

is the usual quarter wavelength.
The absorption loss at midband maybe as low as 0.4 db for this tube

if it is constructed carefully. A loss of 0.2 db in the high-QL* window,

2.2
()

2.0

1.8 . L

h 1.6 JL

1.4 /

1.2 1.

/

1.0.
3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6

A in cm

FIG. 3.48.—Bandpass characteristic for 3-cm band TR tube (1B63),

0.1 db in the Iow-QL, window, and 0.1 to 0.2 db in the resonant gaps and
tube body add up to 0.4 to 0.5 db.

3.12. Suggestions for Further Improvements.—The linear problem of

the bandpass TR tube resolves itself into two parts. The one part
pertains to the problem of multiple-resonant circuits; the other part
involves the study of the individual circuits. And this problem as a

whole must be attacked with its limitation by the gas-discharge properties
always in mind.

The multiple-resonant-circuit problem is the problem of finding the

appropriate combination of elementary circuits which yields a maximum
frequency range throughout which the insertion low never exceeds some
arbitrary value. The bandpass-TR-tube problem is related to the filter
problem which has been considered in some detail by Fano and Lawson. z
As the criterion of filter effectiveness, Fano has taken the ratio of the

steepness of the sides of the insertion-loss characteristic to the maximum
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loss within the pass band. A similar general analysis should be applied

to the bandpass-TR-tube problem with the less restrictive criterion of
bandwidth required of the TR tube. The bandpass TR tube is not
intended to act as a filter and the steepness of the sides of the insertion-
10SScharacteristic is not important.

It has been shown that the bandpass characteristic depends on the

.Q.~ of each element, the number of elements, the separation of the ele-
ments along the transmission line, and the resonant frequency of each

element. It is desired to know the values of these four parameters
which yield the maximum bandwidth consistent with the gas-discharge
requirements. At present no method of analysis yields these parameters
directly. Theoretically the problem has been approached by calculating

the frequency dependence of insertion loss for various particular values
of the four parameters. Experimentally the gross effects of each of the

four parameters have been investigated. Nfore detailed systematic
measurements are needed in order to provide a complete understanding

of the multiple-circuit portion of the bandpass-TR-tube problem.
To obtain more information on the bandpass characteristics of a

multiple-element circuit, the experimenter should consider using the
technique whereby a plot of transmitted power as a function of frequency
is presented on an oscilloscope. This technique requires the use of an

oscillator whose frequency can be swept over the range to be studied.
The method can be made more sensitive to small values of insertion
loss by using an r-f bridge in such a way that the power reflected from
the circuit being studied is presented on the oscilloscope. It would be
desirable to design the experiment so the parameters QL2, the separation

of the elements, and the resonant frequent y could be varied continu-
ously. However, such a design might lead to insurmountable mechanical
difficulties.

The second part of the linear problem—the study of the individual
circuits—may be divided further into the consideration of the resonant
gap and of the resonant window. Considerable data have been obtained
in the 3-cm band on the resonant gap for shapes that have been thought

proper for the optimum compromise between QLZ and crystal protection.
As will be seen in Chap. 6 the experimentation on crystal protection has
not been extensive enough to predict the best shape of the resonant gap.
Further research should be conducted on this problem using wavelengths

near 3 cm at first, because a start has already been made there, and then
later using other bands because the frequency dependence of the gas-
discharge phenomena is not yet clearly understood. The remaining
linear problem in regard to the absorption loss in the resonant gap is not
important at present. The absorption loss due to two or three gaps is

usually less than 0.1 to 0.2 db if the gaps are carefully soldered,
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In the resonant window, absorption loss is important. It has been
seen in Sec. 3.10 that the loss is 0.20 db or more in windows with QLZ
equal to 2.1 or greater. It is desirable to use narrower windows than

are used at present without sacrificing on absorption loss and without
increasing QL, too much. An improvement of thewindow in which the

absorption loss is decreased demands new dielectric materials that have
lower intrinsic losses. Two possible materials are quartz and mica;

quartz because it has especially low loss, and mica because it can be
cleaved so thin that its losses are unim~ortant. These possibilities

will be discussed further in a later section devoted to the fabrication
of bandpass TR tubes and tube parts.
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CHAPTER 4

CHARACTERISTICS OF ATR SWITCHES AT LOW POWER LEVELS

BY HAROLD K. I?ARR

This chapter will be restricted to the distinctive aspects of the ATR
switch, since much of the material already presented in connection with
the TR switch applies directly to the ATR circuit. The discussion will
be further restricted to the consideration of the ATR switch as an
isolated circuit component; the dependence of duplexer performance
on the ATR characteristics will be considered in Chap. 5.

4.1. Equivalent Circuits.—.4n ATR switch is a device which, placed
in series with the transmitter line, has zero impedance at high level and
infinite impedance at low level, and which, connected across the trans-

J4’
I
I
I
1

$
1 z

-- Antenna ; 1 : Transmitter --I A
I I

;
t 1

M B
c? 0

(a) (b)
FIG. 4.1.—ATR switch at low level; (a) cavity and transmitter line in cross section; (b)

equivalent circuit.

mission line, gives an infinite impedance at high level and a zero imped-
ance at low level. Either the shunt or the series arrangement fulfills
the requirements of an ATR switch. This switch is required to permit
the flow of power from the transmitter toward the antenna, but to isolate
the transmitter from the rest of the circuit during reception.

More accurately, a section of transmission line with an ATR switch
mounted on one side as in Fig. 4.la should be considered, at low level, as
a four-terminal network. The ATR switch is then adequately described
if its buhavior is known in terms of measurements made at the two
pairs of terminals, A and B. All the necessary electrical information
is available if the impedance at A, for a known impedance at 1?,can be
ralr (Ilated. Such a circuit can be represented at one frequency as a
T-network similau to that of Fig. 4.lb.

115
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An ATR switch is usually symmetrical about some plane MM’, and
if the reference planes A and B are taken at an equal distance on either
side, the equivalent T-network is also symmetrical, and Z1 = Z8. It is
thus possible to describe an ATR switch in terms of two complex con-
stants, Z, and ZZ. The values of these constants depend on the location

of the reference planes A and B. These planes may be so chosen as to
simplify the equivalent circuit. The end B is terminated in a matched

load, and therefore, it is unnecessary to specify the exact location of the
B plane; then the ATR cavity is tuned to resonance as indicated by a
maximum standing-wave ratio measured at A. The reference plane A
is located at that point closest to the cavity where the impedance is real.
This point is usually very close to the center line JVIJM’.

When the ATR cavity is mounted on the broad side of the waveguide
it is said to form an -lI-plane junction with the waveguide, since the center
lines of cavity and waveguicle lie in the plane of the electric vector. For

such a junction, the real impedance which appears at A is high compared
with the characteristic transmission-line impedance. The ATR cavity

itself usually presents a high impedance at the window at resonance,

since at resonance the fields inside the cavity are highest, resulting in a
high voltage across the window which is interpreted as a high impedance.
The high cavity impedance may be verified by removing the cavity
from its side-arm mounting and connecting it to the end of a waveguide
for impedance measurement. Since the E-plane mounting leads to a
high impedance opposite the ATR cavity, the cavity acts somewhat as
though it were in series with the line at that point, and that junction is
referred to as a ‘i series junction. ” An ATR cavity which is coupled

to a coaxial line by means of an iris in the outer conductor behaves in a
similar manner.

The reference planes have been chosen in the manner indicated, and
the values of the circuit constants of the equivalent T-network may now
be found. A cavity mounted in the E-plane with the window flush
with the waveguide wall will be considered first. For this case a careful
determination of these quantities has been made with a 1ow-Q ATR

cavity of the 11352type for the 8-cm region. The cavity was tuned to

resonance at one wavelength, and the circuit constants were determined
for various wa~’elengths in this region without changing the tuning. It
was found that in all cases the real part of 22 was about 300 times the
line impedance, which meant that Z~ could, within the limits of experi-
mental error, be considered to be an open circuit; that is, the ATR cavity

could be accurately represented as an impedance in series with the line
at the reference point determined according to the above convention.
In this case, therefore, the naive conception of the series circuit is vindi-
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cated, a condition which is not at 011an obvious consequence of the
complicated fields existing at the junction.

The verification of the simple series representation of the ,?plane
mounting greatly simplifies the conception of the low-level ATR behavior.

It permits the definition of ZI + 23 as the ATR impedance and, through-

out this chapter and Chap. 7, Z will be used to designate this quantity.
The value of Z and the position of the reference plane gives all the impor-
tant information. Another important convention which wilf be used

throughout this chapter and Chap. 7 follows. If any particular imped-
ance has been defined by some subscript such ass, the real and imaginary
components will be designated as R, and X,. Thus Zs = R. + jX,.
The corresponding admittance will be Y., = G, + jBs = 1/2,. The
reflection coefficient obtained by terminating a line of characteristic
impedance 20 in the impedance Z, will be r, = (2s – 20)/(2, + 20),

o

L >:. /.

TO receiver
antennaline To transmitter

o 0 0
FIG.4.2.—Equivalent circuit for an ATR FIG. 43.-Equivalent circuit for series

cavity. mount.

and the voltage standing-wave ratio (WSWR) set up by this termination
will be r, = (1 + lr,l)/(1 — Ir.1). Unless otherwise stated, it will be
assumed that the impedances used have been normalized with respect
to the characteristic line impedance so that 20 = 1.

If a matched load is connected at the reference point B, and the
impedance is measured looking into A, Z is merely this impedance minus
one. Determined as a function of frequency, Z is usually found to
follow a rather simple law. If 1/2 = Y = G + jB, it must follow from

the choice of reference plane that B = O at resonance. It is also found
that G is constant with frequent y whereas B varies almost linearly over
a frequency range of a few per cent near resonance. This behavior is

characteristic of a simple shunt-resonant circuit like that. of Fig. 4“2.
On the basis of the theory of resonant cavities developed in Chap. 2,

this is just the circuit that would be expected for high-Q cavities. Even
with a cavity for which the frequent y sensitivity is kept as low as possible
(loaded Q of 5 or 10), the simple shunt-resonant circuit is a surprisingly

good approximation. Hence, for an -E-plane junction, the four-terminal
network of Fig. 4.1 may usually be reduced to the circuit of Fig. 4“3.
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The data on the equivalent circuit constants of the 1B52 tube, which
have been mentioned, illustrate this behavior. For one tube, the con-
ductance G, measwred at seven different wavelengths over a wavelength

~ (%)---

FIG. 44.-Suweptance of an ATR cavity.

band 6 pe~ cent wide, remai~ed
between 0.016 and 0.019, or nearly
constant within experimental error.
The susceptance B for the same
tube is plotted in Fig, 4.4 as a
function of the percentage wave-
length deviation AA/Ao from reso-
nance. The deviation AA is equal
to Al – XO where Al is the wave-
length at which B is measured and
XOis the wavelength at resonance.
The experimental points are indi-
cated as circles and the solid line
is the best straight line passing
through the origin. It is clear that

B is very nearly linear with wavelength, - -
Since B is linear, three parameters suffice to describe the ATR circuit

once the reference plane or electrical center of the tube has been estab-

lished. These quantities are the resonant wavelength xO, the cavity
conductance G, and the loaded Q, QL. This last parameter may be
thought of as a means of specify-
ing the slope of the curve of Fig.
44 according to the expression

B = –2(1 + G)QL ~ (1)

From thk definition it is seen that

QL is also the Q of the circuit of
Fig. 4.5, obtained by connecting

FIG.4.5.—Loaded-Qof anA1’R cavity.

the ATR circuit of Fig. 4“2 to a matched generator. In this circuit the
total loading is 1 + G and the susceptance is given by Eq. (1) when
AX/kOis small.

For ATR measurements, the circuit of Fig. 4.2 is approximated if

the cavity is mounted at the end of a transmission line and not on one

side. Although the behavior for this mounting is well represented by the
circuit of Fig. 4“5, the values of the parameters may differ from those
for a side-mounted tube. It is usually more accurate, therefore, to make
measurements with the tube mounted as it will be used in practice. For
a series-mounted tube, measurements should be made using the circuit
of Fig. 4%a. The loaded Q of this circuit is different from that given by
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Eq. (1) since the loading is now (~ + G). The original definition is
retained, however, since it is desired to use Q~ as a parameter that
characterizes the cavity rather
than the circuit in which the cavit y
is used. With the circuit of Fig.
4.6a, therefore, ZI is measured;

then B, the imaginary part of
Y = 1/(2, – 1), is found; then

Q. is evaluated by means of Eq.
(l). Even if this is done, it should
not be assumed that the same

value of Q~, or for that matter of
XOor G, will be found when the
cavity is mounted at the end of
a waveguide as for the side moun~
ing. For hi g h-Q cavities the
agreement between the different
types of mounting may be fairly
good, but in low-Q devices the
field in the vicinit y of the junction
makes an important contribution
to the cavity parameters which,

ATR

m
(a)

E
(b)

FIG. 4.6.—Circuits for parameter measure-
ments.

therefore, depend on the type of junction.
It has been seen that an ATR cavity mounted on the wide side of the

guide effectively places a high impedance in series with the transmission

To antenna-
receiver line

/

To transmitter

0 / —
o

FIG. 4.7.—Eqtivalent circuit for shunt
mount.

line at resonance. As has already
been p o i n t e d out, however, a
cavity is equally effective if it
causes a short circuit across the
line. If a cavity is mounted on
the narrow side of the waveguide
in the so-called H-plane and the
real-impedance point is located at
resonance as was done for the
reference point A, this point will
again be found close to the center
line of the cavity, but its magni-
tude will be very small compared
with the waveguide characteristic

impedance. Since the cavity itself
is known to have a high impedance, there must be a phase reversal between
the 11-plan~mounted cavity and the main waveguide. This is equiv-
alent to connecting the cavity across the main line through a side arm
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one-quarter wavelength long, as in Fig. 4“7. Because nearly all of the
work on broadband ATR circuits has been done with the E-plane mount,

3’
(a)

FIG.4,8.—Equivalent circuits for a shunt-
mounted cavity. (a) Shunt-resonant ele-
ment with h/4 line. (b) Series resonant

the experimental verification of
the circuit of Fig. 4.7 for the H-

plane mount has not been as com-
plete as that for the E-plane.
Nevertheless, for the present, this
representation will be assumed to
be valid.

There is an alternative way of
representing t h e sh u n t mount
~vhich establishes an interesting

correspondence with the series
mount. In Fig. 4.80, the imped-
ance of the shunt-resonant circuit
with a quarter-wavelength line is

‘l=~=y=G+’(-
In Fig. 4.8b the impedance of the series-resonant circuit is

‘2 ‘R’+++
In order to have Z, = Zz it is necessary only that R’ = G, L’ = C,

C’ = L. If each circuit is connected to a matched generator, the loaded
Q’s will be the same, for the conductance loading on the shunt circuit is
then 1 + G and Q~ = C~/(1 + G). Similarly, the loaded Q of the series
circuit is L’w/(1 + R’) = Q.. Furthermore,

4=&, =-&=wo>

and the three circuit parameters are therefore related by

Thus the E-plane mount can be represented as a shunt-resonant circuit
in series with the line, while the H-plane corresponds to a series-resonant
circuit in shunt with the line.

A very useful equivalence between the two types of mount is illus-
trated in Fig. 4.9. For the series mount, Z, = Z + 21 and for the
shunt mount, ZI has the same value since

z1=&2=Y, =Y’+ Y,=&+& =2+2*.
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A series mount can evidently be made equivalent to a shunt mount by

shifting the ATR circuit one-quarter wavelength along the line, provided

the effective ATR impedance Z is the same in either case. If an actual

0

\
z, - Z*- Z3+ z,

- z’o

z ,
+ A,/2 .-l

1/ Ag
o

7

z,
z, -

0
(a) (b)

FIG. 4.9.—Equivalence of shunt and series mounting. (a) Series mount with k/2 line,
(b) Shunt mount with A/4 line.

cavity were moved from the series position to a shunt position one-

quarter wavelength down the line, the observed impedance 21 would
change somewhat because of changes

1
~~ -EL

.JL’

1! 2

jXC
jXb

in tuning, in QL, and ao forth.

-I:L jX~

1 ~- 2

‘Yb

1 jXa

o 1 1 0 0 1 0
(a) (b)

Fm. 4.10.—(a) Equivalent circuit of E-plane junction. (b) Equivalent circuit of H-plane
junction.

However, the correct positions for locating series and shunt ATR cavities
relative to the TR junction always differ by one-quarter wavelength
plus the small correction due to the shift of the reference plane.
Because of this equivalence, the parameters for the shuntimounted

cavity can be measured in the same manner as that described for the

series case. For the shunt mount the impedance measured at the refer-
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ence point A is Z2, and its reciprocal Z I corresponds to the impedance
measured at A with a series mount.

If a cavity is mounted on a side arm at a distance from the main

transmission line, the cavity and the junction may be considered sepa-
ratel y. It has been shown elsewhere that a simple waveguide junction

of this kind in which the side arm makes an angle of 90° with the two arms
of the main waveguide may be represented, at any given wavelength,
by the circuits of Figs. 4“10a and b for E- and H-plane junctions respec-
tively. 1 The terminals of the main waveguide are referred to the plane

of symmetry and those of the side arm to the wall of the main waveguide
as indicated by the broken lines in the sketch. Actually any measure-
ments must be made in the ~vaveguide one-half or one wavelength back
from these positions because the fields are quite different in the region

of the junction.
For a waveguide of internal dimensions 0.400 in. by 0.900 in., and

for a free-space wavelength of 3.20 cm, the values of the circuit elements
of Figs. 4.10a and b are given in Table 4“1. One of the elements B. is
given as a susceptance and the others as reactance Xc, X6, . . The

TABLE 4.1 .—EQUIVALENTCIRCUIT ELEMENTSFOR IVAVEGUIDET-JUNCTIOAW
E-plane junction H-plane junction
B. = –0.096 x. = 0.17

x, = 0.50 x, = 0.19

x. = –4,85 xc = –1,04

X. = –0.56 x, = 1.00

numbers represent values which have been normalized with respect to
the line impedance. It should be remembered that such a representation

is valid only at one frequency and that the behavior as a function of
frequency is not necessarily given by such a simple circuit.

To find the complete circuit of the cavity on the side arm, it is neces-

sary only to connect to terminals (3) a transmission line of the length of
the side arm, terminated in Z, which is the impedance of the cavity as
measured at the end of a straight waveguide. Neglecting the real part

of Z, jX, can be the impedance of the side arm and cavity as it is seen
looking back at the cavity from terminals (3). The value of X. should
be adjusted to cause an open circuit in the line between terminals (1)

and (2); that is,

++ 1Xd +x,=
o

c
(2)

for an E-plane junction.
The impedance seen at terminals (l), however, will not be infinite

because of the admittance jBa. Hence, in terms of the convention

stated above for the reference plane, A will not appear at the center of

1 RL Series,vol. 10.
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the junction to which the terminals (1) are referred, but will be displaced
to the left an amount 1 where B. = tan (27rl/&). For the constants
given in Table 4.1, 1 = 0.027 in. This shift of the electrical center from

the geometrical center seems to be greater for a simple waveguide T-junc-
tion than for a flush-mounted cavity.

4.2. General Considerations of Design and Testing.-In this discus-

sion of the design of an ATR switch, it will be necessary to make use of
some of the results of Chap. 7, in regard to the dependence of duplexing
losses on the ATR impedance. It is shown there that the loss depends
on both the conductance G and the susceptance B of the cavity, so that
the results obtained over a band of frequencies depend on all three
parameters ho, Q., and G.

For a fixed-tuned cavity, k“ is usually set near the center of the band;
and for a tunable cavity, it is set at the operating wavelength. As the
losses almost inevitably increase \rith the susceptance, B is kept as small
as possible. For a tunable cavity this is easy, but for a fixed-tuned

cavity operating over a band of frequencies, it means that QL must be
made as low as possible to reduce the losses at the edge of the band.

For a tunable cavity which is always operated at resonance, the
maximum loss in decibels, according to Sec. 7.5, is L = 20 loglo a where

input voltage
=l+~G.

a = output voltage

For such a cavity it is necessary, therefore, that G be as small as possible.
For a fixed-tuned cavity, however, there is usually an optimum value of G
which is somewhat vague since it depends partly on what sort of loss
distribution is acceptable. The maximum possible loss, for a given ATR

impedance, is usually determined by the real part, R = G/(G2 + B2),
according to a = 1 + (1/2R). If G is made either too small or too large,
the maximum losses will be high. Setting G equal to the value of B
at the band edge minimizes the maximum loss, but a considerably smaller
value of G will usually be preferred because of the loss at other points.

The measurement of R is a rather convenient method of determining
the cavity parameters. An adjustable short-circuiting plunger may be
placed as shown in Fig. 4.6b and the impedance Z1 of the combination
observed; the plunger adds a variable reactance X’ to the impedance of a

series-mounted ATR switch so that Z I = R + jX + jX’. The resulting
voltage standing-wave ratio is least when X + X’ = O and is then equal
to R. Hence, to evaluate R it is necessary only to read the standing-
wave ratio when the plunger is adjusted to make it (SWR) a minimum.
Thk is also true for a shunt-mounted cavity.

The resonant wavelength k, is that wavelength at which R is greatest.
Furthermore, G = l/R at this point. If G is known, B can be found
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at any wavelength by measuring R ==G/(G2 + B2), whence

If B is known as a function of frequency, Q. can be found from Eq. (l).
It is important to notice that the measurement of R by the plunger

method (Fig. 4.6fJ) is a much more sensitive method of determining small
values of B and, hence, also kOthan that involving the use of a matched
load (Fig. 4.6a). To understand this let r, and rz represent the voltage

standing-wave ratios which must be measured in the two methods. At
resonance the VS WR measured in the plunger experiment is rz = R = 1/G
while that measured with a matched load is rl = 1 + l/G. Since G
is usually quite small, rl and 72have about the same value at resonance.

Farther from resonance, however, r, falls off much more rapidly than r,,
for the impedance measured in the latter case is Z, = Z + 1 and the
reflection coefficient is

Z,–1 1
rl=z, +l .— ,

1+;

+=11+ 2YI=<(I +2G)2+4BZ=(1+2G) J,+4(&).

If only values of B and G which are small compared with one are con-
sidered, then

1-=‘1+2G)[1+2(+d1
r,

; +1
()

B’
l+G+ 1+2G .

TI = —=
1 ._ ~

()

B’
r, ‘+ 1+2G

1
r~=—

G + B“

Grz=R=
G2 + B2”

As B increases, rz begins to decrease appreciably as soon as B’ becomes
comparable with G2. No appreciable change occurs in rl however,
until B2 compares with G. Hence the plunger method for determining
resonance is more sensitive by a factor of I/G.

This comparison of r, and rt also shows that a measurement of the
standing-wave ratio looking past an ATR cavity with a matched load
beyond is a very insensitive check on its performance. The performance
is indicated by R which gives the maximum 10SSand R can become
quite small before r, drops appreciably.
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If G is known and R is measured at the two ends of the band, a good
check can be made on the performance of the ATR switch over the band.
It will be seen from the results of Sec. 7“10 that setting a lower limit
on R fixes the maximum loss, and setting an upper limit on G ensures

that for most transmitter impedances the loss will be small compared
with the maximum. This indicates that ATR cavities can be tested by

measuring the SWR at the center of the band using a matched load and
at the two ends using a short-circuiting plunger adjusted for minimum
SWR. The use of the matched load to make the SWR as nearly inde-
pendent of frequency as possible is the best method of measuring G.
In this way it would probably be possible to test tubes by measurement
at the nominal center frequency without the necessity of locating the
resonant frequency. The plunger adjustment in the band-edge measure-

ments would be aided by a directional coupler to measure the reflected
power. It must be admitted that these tests, although sensitive, might
be rather slow for production checking.

It is convenient to know that whatever design is used for cavity and

junction, it is always possible to tune the cavity so as to get complete
isolation between the two branches of the transmitter line provided
only that the losses are small enough to be neglected. This is readily
proved if it is assumed that the junction is a perfectly general network
with three pairs of terminals, and that the A’17Rcavity can be adjusted

to produce any desired reactance at one pair.
If the terminals are labeled (1), (2), (3), the currents and voltages

at the various terminals are related by the equations

3

Ei =
z

.Zi,I~, (i = 1, 2, 3). (2)

)

If an impedance z representing the ATR cavity is connected to the
number (3) terminals, then E3 = —zls and the last of Eqs. (2) becomes

23111+ 23212+ (233+ 2)13 = o.

If this is used to eliminate 1, from the first two of Eqs. (2)

The coefficients of II and 12 are the elements z~j of the impedance
matrix of the 4-terminal network derived from the original 6-terminal

network by connecting z to one pair of terminals. The condition that
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there be no coupling between terminals (1) and (2) is z~j = O, that is,

All the elements zii are purely imaginary since there is no loss in the
network and there is, therefore, a solution z of this equation which is
purely imaginary provided z13# O and z23# O. The last two con-
ditions merely state that there must be coupling between arms(1) and (3)
and between arms (2) and (3). Granting this, there is a reactance which,
when placed at (3), results in no coupling between (1) and (2).

The design of tunable ATR switches usually presents no particularly

new problems compared with the corresponding TR switch. The same
electrodes may be uwd and the cavity can be similar except for having
one window instead of two. Where separate tubes and cavities are
used, the same tube can usually be used for either a TR or an ATR switch
although it is unnecessary to provide any keep-alive current for the
ATR tube.

The coupling window is usually made larger in an ATR cavity since

the high Q. often used for TR cavities is undesirable. As the window
opening is increased, it becomes necessary to move the electrodes closer

to the main waveguide until finally the electrodes are in the plane of
the waveguide wall. Further reduction of Q. can be accomplished by
increasing the electrode gap until, as in most low-Q tubes, the only

electrodes are the edges of the window.
.

In any application of a fixed-tuned ATR cavity to a frequency band
about one per cent wide or greater, the attainment of a sufficiently
low Q. becomes the paramount problem of the low-level design. The
effectiveness of an ATR switch depends on the substitution at low
level of a high impedance for the low impedance produced by the arc
at high level. At microwave frequencies a high impedance can be
obtained only by some sort of stub or cavity since a simple “open circuit”
causes radiation. Any such cavity must store a certain amount of r-f
energy which makes a contribution to the loaded Q. Further energy
may be stored in the electrodes, the glass window, and the waveguide
junction. The L and C of our equivalent circuit represent all this

reactive energy lumped together.
The most obvious way to make an open circuit is by means of a wave-

guide one-quarter wavelength long, short-circuited at the far end. When
such a “quarter-wavelength stub” is mounted on the side of a trans-
mission line, it effectively isolates the two ends. Of course, the l~gth
of the stub, measured from the inside wall of the waveguide, is not exactly
one-quarter wavelength because the junction is not an ideal series or
shunt circuit. The stub length to give an open circuit can be found by
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experiment, or it can be calculated if the circuit constants are known
for the equivalent circuit of the junction.

If a window is sealed to the opening of the stub flush with the wall
of the main waveguide and the resulting tube filled with gas at low
pressure, the arc discharge across the window at high level gives con-
tinuity to the main waveguide. Most of the fixed-tuned tubes have been

built in this manner.
If a glass window is added to a quarter-wavelength stub, the window

can cause an appreciable change in the admittance. Compensation can

be made for this by changing the length of the stub, or by proper design
the window can be made “resonant” so as to add no susceptance to the
stub. A resonant window is one which has been designed to give no

reflections when placed across a waveguide. The design of such a
window is the same as that for a broadband TR tube, and from the low-

level point of view the important problem is to keep the susceptance as
low as possible.

Since the change of ATR impedance with frequency is such a serious
problem, an effort is made to effect an improvement by using more than
one resonant element, as is done in the broad-band TR tube. It will be
seen in Chap. 5 that good results can be obtained by using two or more
resonant elements spaced along the transmitter line. As each of these

requires a separate arc gap or window, it is preferable to use a network
which is connected to the transmitter line at only a single junction.
Nothing is gained, however, by adding additional reactive elements to a
single junction, for Foster’s reactance theorem states that the curve of
susceptance versus frequency for any purely reactive physical network
has a positive slope. It is, therefore, impossible to add any pure sus-

ceptance which will reduce the rate of change over the band.
Something might be accomplished by adding resonant elements with

appreciable dissipation, but there may be some difficulty in int reducing
sufficient loss to obtain the necessary negative s]ope of the susceptance
curve without at the same time increasing the cavity conductance
unduly. Since no such network is known at present, it will be assumed
that the problem is to minimize ~. by keeping the frequency sensitivity
of each element of the ATR circuit as small as possible.

4.3. Low-Q ATR Switches. -It was suggested in Sec. 4,2 that the
various elements of an ATR circuit—the cavity, the window, and the

junction—all contribute to QL. It is not possible to calculate all of
these; but, by making some assumptions about the equivalent circuit
and using experimental results, the relative importance of the different
elements can be appreciated and it can be seen why such high values of

Q. are observed.
For a waveguide A’I’R switch made up of a quarter-wavelength stub
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and a resonant window, the equivalent circuit can be derived by writing
down the circuit for a T-junction and connecting to it the window and
the stub. This involves the assumption that the three components can

be treated as distinct even though some higher-mode interaction, at least
between the window and the junction, might be expected.

For an E-plane junction the susceptance B. of Fig. 4.10a is very small
(Table 4.1), and its contribution to Q.t can be neglected. The stub
reactance X,, which is connected to terminals (3) at resonance, is given
by Eq. (2) which becomes X, = – X. – xd = 5.41. Since this is in

series with X~ and is large compared with it, xd will be neglected.
The junction susceptance will be called Bj = – I/X., the window

susceptance Bm, and the stub susceptance B, = —1/X,. There is some
question as to whether the window, which is also in series with arms
(1) and (2), should be shown as connected across X= plus X,, or con-

B,
Q

Xb Bj

Bw

(a) (b)
Fx~. 4.11.—Circuit for calculating QL for a low-Q ATR switchfrom the parametersof a

T-junction.

netted only to X,. These two possibilities are shown in Fig. 4.11.

They are equivalent, for by neglecting G in Eq. (l), QL can be defined as

()Q.=+ ‘~xO=–~B’,

where B k the total susceptance in series between arms (1) and (2),
and B’ k the logarithmic derivative of B. Let Bl = B. + Bj, then in
Fig. 4.lla

B=–
1

X, –
1“

B, + Bw

If the derivative of this is taken and it is remembered that B, + Bw = O
at resonance, B’ = B( + B;. In Fig. 4.1lb
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If the stub and window are each tuned to resonance separately, B, = O,

and again B’ = B{ + B:. In either case

B’=B:+B; +B;

and the QL of the ATR switch is therefore independent of X~ and is the
sum of the individual Q’s of stub, junction, and window.

For the window Q the values of B: can be taken, measured with the
window placed across a straight section of waveguide. The stub Q is

easily calculated if the stub length 1is known. For, if

*=&l,
A,

(3)

then
B, = – cot 0. (4)

If the familiar waveguide equation,

is differentiated with respect to A, there results

()(ix ~a_Q .

d~~’

(5)

(6)

since the cutoff wavelength k. is a constant which depends only on the
size of the waveguide. Taking the logarithmic derivative,

()~1=~% _%.
9 dh – h“

therefore

()
2

B;=t?’csc20 =-0 ; CSC2e,

or

()Q. =$0 ~2csc20. (7)

It is not so easy to calculate the junction Q since the frequency
dependence of Bi is not known. For the susceptance Bi of a simple
capacitive iris across a straight waveguide B: = – (&/h) ‘Bi. Since
Bj should behave in approximately the same fashion, B; can be written
as B; = —a(X~/X) ‘Bj where a is a factor which should be of the order of

one. Since Bi = – B,,
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and, by using Eq. (4)

()
Qi=~ ~ ‘Coto. (8)

By using experimental values for the other quantities, a can be
calculated. Table 4.2 shows the results for measurements on the 1B52
type of switch mentioned previously. The observed values are AO,t?,Q.,
and Qw. Equation (5) is used to calculate ~, and Q, is calculated by

Eq. (7). BY setting Q] = Q. – (Q. + Q,), Qj is found, after which Eq.

TABLE 42.-THE DeCOmpOSitiOn OF QL FOR AN ATR SwlmH

Ao (k,/A)’ e Q. Q. Q. Qi a

8.35 1.49 0,82 4.7 2.0 1,2 1,5 2.2

9.10 1.65 1,06 3.85 2.0 1.2 0.7 1.5

10.70 2.22 1,15 4.1 2.0 1,5 0.6 1.2

(8) suffices to determine a. The fact that a is somewhat greater than one

can be explained if Bj is considered as the sum of two susceptances of
opposite sign. These would give a greater variation with frequency

than the simple element that was assumed. The data in Table 4.2
indicate that all three components make a significant contribution to
Q. although the window accounts for nearly half. The fact that the

junction contributes to ~. and that ~. depends markedly on the type of
junction was noted by Samuel, Crandell, and Clark of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories. 1 Their measurements were made on a low-Q, fixed-tuned

ATR tube for use at wavelengths between 3.13 and 3.53 cm. Since the
electrodes were designed especially for better firing and lower arc loss,
the Q. was somewhat higher than that quoted in Table 4.2. Table 43
gives the values of ~. for a tube of the same type mounted in different
fashions. The total change in B o~rerthe wavelength band, which is the

T.iBLE43-QL FORJ CNCIIOX. OF J-ARIOCS TYI,E.

1

90° E-plane ; 90° H-plane ~ 120° fI-plaHc
Combined TR

IZnd on
junction ~ junction

and ATR
junction

~ junction
l—— –-——- 1

average value of B’ over the band rather than its value at the center, was
used to determine QL. The 90° junction has the ATR cavity mounted

on one side of a straight section of waveguide. In the 120° version the

1A. L. Samuel, C. F. (’randell, and J. 13. (lark, “ Broadband TR and Anti-TR
tubes,” NDRC, Div. 14, Report No. 402, September 30, 1944.
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axes of the cavity and the two waveguide arms all make equal angles
with one another. The combined TR-ATR junction consists of a 120°

H-plane junction for the TR branch with the ATR cavity mounted on the
axis of the junction as shown in Fig. 816 in Chap. 8. It is important

to notice that the 90° E-plane T-junction has the lowest Q. of any
junction shown, although the value for the 120° E-plane junction might
be interesting if known.

It has been customary to tune the window to the resonant frequency
of the ATR switch on the assumption that this would give the lowest QL.

If the window susceptance differs from zero at the frequency where
resonance is desired, it is necessary for the cavity to introduce an opposite
susceptance. Although the two susceptances have opposite signs, their

derivatives always have the same sign, and this would be expected to
increase QL.

Some data bearing on this question wve taken in an effort to deter-
mine the feasibility of designing a switch to operate at wavelengths in the
neighborhood of 8.45 cm with windows which were available only at
resonant wavelengths of 9.1 cm or 10.7 cm. It was desired to compare

these windows with one tuned to 8.45 cm, but the only one available
for the experiment was tuned to 8.3 cm. Table 4“4 gives the values of

Q. for each window with the ATR switch tuned to resonance at 8.45 cm
in each case by adjusting the stub length to cancel the window sus-

TABLE 44.dL OF AN ATR SWITCHTUNED TO 8.45 CM FOE VAZUOUSWINDOWS
Resonant wavelength of window (cm) Over-all QL

8.3 5.85
9.1 6.5

10.7 6.76

ceptance. Unfortunately, no data were taken for windows tuned to

shorter wavelengths, but those available confirm the assumption that ~L

is least when the window is tuned to the resonance point of the ATR
switch.

4.4. ATR Switches in Use.—In reviewing the .4TR switches that
have been in actual use, it is natural to divide them into two groups—the
tunable and the fixed tuned. These same groups could also be called

high-Q and low-Q respectively since there have been no high-Q flxed-
tuned circuits or 1ow-Q tunable circuits. The cavity of the high-Q

switch is separate from the electrode tube. The tube is the same as
that used in the corresponding TR switch, and the cavity is similar to the
TR cavity except for having but one window. The low-Q tube com-

prises cavity and electrodes in one unit. It has a window of the same
type as the fixed-tuned TR tube but does not use the extra gaps.

The tunable cavities have been used at 3-cm and longer wavelengths
but not at 1.25 cm. The reasons for this are partly historical since the
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fixed-tuned cavities and 1.25-cm systems were both developed more
recently. Systems developed since the fixed-tuned cavities became

available have used them almost exclusively.
Few data are available on the use of ATR switches in coaxial circuits

although such use is quite feasible. One switch described in Chap. 8,
although identical in design with a coaxial ATR switch, is different in
function.

14
FIG. 4.12.—Cross section of the 3-cm wide-range ATR switch.

In the 10-cm region the 721A and 1B27 tubes have been used in
tunable ATR circuits for waveguide as have the 724A and B tubes at
3 cm. An experimental tube for 3 cm was built by the Westinghouse

Manufacturing Company to tune over a wider range than that available
with the usual cavities for 724 tubes. It was similar to the 1B24 TR

tube but had a larger input window and no output window. Another
tube corresponding to the 1B26 was built by the same company for 1.25
cm. Neither of these tubes wasput into production because of the advent
of the fixed-tuned tubes. It should be noticed that TR tubes, such as
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the 1B24 and 1B26, should not be used as ATR tubes without increasing
the size of the input window. The high Q. of these tubes leads to a high
value of the conductance. An ATR tube made by short-circuiting the

output window of a 1B24 tube, for example, would have G = 0.3 which
could result in a loss as high as 1.2 db. For the similar ATR tube with
the larger window mentioned above, G = 0.055 which would keep the
loss below 0.23 db.

A 3-cm ATR cavity which was designed for tuning over a band 12 per
cent wide is of some interest here as almost the only tunable circuit, that
is much different from those discussed in Chap. 2. Such cavities were
developed at Radiation Laboratory and at Bell Telephone Laboratories
at about the same time. Previous cavities using the 724tubes were tuned
by inductive screws in the magnetic plane which permitted a frequency
range of about 2 per cent, .i tuning screw is usually much more effective

0 0.050 0.100 0.
plungeropeningininches

50

FIG.4.13.—Tuning curve of the 3-cm wide-rangecavity.

if used as a capacitive element. In an ordinary cavity using tubes of

the 724 type, however, most of the capacitance is in the electrodes which
are fixed. In the present device a second resonant circuit is formed
by extending the cavity in the direction of the magnetic plane and adding
a capacitive plunger as shown in the sketch of the Radiation Laboratory
design in Fig. 4.12. Since both circuits are in the same cavity, they are

tightly coupled and only one resonant mode is observed within the tuning
range of 3.10 to 3.50 cm. The curve of Fig. 4.13 shows the resonant
wavelength as a function of the distance between the end of the plunger
and the bottom of the cavity. The cavity is mounted with shunt

coupling to waveguide of 0“.400in. by 0.900 in. ID with the window

opened to the full height of the guide and width of the cavity. This
gives G = 0.10 at 3.5-cm wavelength and G = 0.05 at 3.l-cm wavelength.

F@me 4.14 is an exterior view of the Radiation Laboratory model.
The fixed-tuned cavities which have so far been put into manufacture

consist of a quarter wavelength of waveguide with a short circuit at
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tube des-
ignation

.—

1B36
1B35
1B37
1B52
1B53
1B57

1B56
1B44

Band
designa-

tion

K
xc
XL
SW,
SW,
SA,
SA,
Ssl
SS2
SC,
SQ,

Nominal
reconant

wave-
ength,cm

1.25

3.23

3.43

8,285

8,640

9,020

9.455

9.840
10.170

10.515

10.900

TABLE 4.5.< HAItAC,rERISTICSOF FIXED-TUNEDATR TUBES

Transmitter band

3,1&3 .33cm
3,3&3 .53cm
3700-3550Me/see
355&3400Mc/see
3400-3250Me/see
325W31OOMe/see
3100-3000Me/see
300W2900Me/see
2900-2800Mc/see
2800-2700Me/see

Specifiedupperlimit

High
level

VSWR

1.10
1,10
1.10
1.20
1.20
1.20

1.15
1,15

Q.

7.5

6..5

6.5
5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

—

G

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.05
0.05

Measured values

Q.

6.0

5.0

5.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

G

0.055
0.035
0.035

0.015
0.015

0.015

Inside
waveguide

dimensions, in.

0.170 X 0.420

0.400 x 0.900

0.400 x 0.900
1 340 x 2.340

1.340x2.840

1.340 X 2.840

1.340 x 2.840
1.340X2.840

Manufacturer

GE, Sylvania
GE, Sylvania
GE, Sylvania
Sylvania
Sylvania
Sperry

Sperry
Sperry
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one end and a resonant window at the other end. The 3-cm and l-cm
tubes include a gas reservoir made by extending the waveguide beyond
the short-circuiting plate. The latter has a small hole which allows the
gas to circulate but does not affect the
electrical properties.

An outline of the characteristics
of these tubes is given in Table 4,5.
The transmitter band denotes the
range of frequencies covered by the
corresponding transmitting t u b es,
Ko definite bands can be assigned to
the ATR tubes since the usable band
depends on the amount of loss that
can be tolerated and the number of
ATR tubes used. The measured
values of G and Q~ refer to representa-
tive values of measurements made at
Radiation Laboratory and at Evans

S i g n a1 Laboratory. The specified
upper limit of a quantity denotes the
present JAN specification for the 3-cm !
and l-cm tubes and that proposed for :.+._. .
the 10-cm tubes. The waveguide F1~.414.-The 3.cm-wide-rangeATR

dimensions refer to the transmission switch.

line on which the tube is mounted. In all these tubes, except the 1R36,
the cavity is made of a section of rectangular waveguide of the same size.
For ease of manufacture and mounting the 1B36 cavity is made from
cylindrical tubing.

w. .- —-7 . ~... --—— —.= .
1535 NE@ “$

@’

~... f

‘.
IB36 ,:1

e“”..

,, -i
.i,8 .1

# ~ ‘1
-..,..—-——. ... . . . ---- --~.

FIG.4.15.—Fixed-tunedATR tubes.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 are photographs of some of these tubes. They
are all designed for mounting on the broad side of rectangular waveguide
(series circuit) with the window flush with the waveguide “wall. Those
made at General Electric and Sperry are held at the correct resonant

frequency by careful control of the window and cavity dimensions.
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Sylvania makes use of a tuning adjustment which is set at the factory.
On the 1B36 tube this consists of a tuning screw in the back of the cavity

which is accessible through the evacuating tabulation before the latter

k’
Tuning strut is sealed off. The 3-cm and 10-

cm tubes have a deformable dia-

phragm in the back of the cavity
which can be adju~ted by means
of a strut that passes out through
the tabulation as shown in Fig.

F1~. 4.17.—Sylvania method of presetting
ATR tubes.

4.17. The strut is removed b;
fore the tabulation is sealed oE. 1

Fixed-tuned tubes of the vari-
ous types are distinguished largely
by their sizes and methods of
mounting. The mounting is an
important problem since the tube
must be easily replaced and yet
must make good electrical connec-

tion with the waveguide waLl all
ar?ucd the crening. For broad-
bs.d applications, the flush
mounting, the proximity of the

‘1’R tube. anti possibly. also, of an.,,
additional ATR tube leave insufficient space for a choke coupling of the

type used to connect two waveguides. Hence, aii these tubes rely on
actual contact.

‘ SylvaniaElectric Producti, Publication No. IE&S, “Report on OSRD Tube
DevelopmentSub-contracton RL PurchaeeOrderDIC 182022.”
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In the 1B36 tube this contact is made by means of a beveled edge as

shown in Fig. 4.18. Because of the circular outline, the bevel can be
machined accurately, making the contact uniform all around the tube.
Care must be taken to ensure that the beveled seat for the tube is not too
large in diameter. If the diameter is too large, the face of the tube pro-

F[G. 4.lS,—1B36 tube and mount

trudes into the interior of the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 4“19, and the
susceptance of the combination is altered. The change in susceptance

ABisproportional to the insertion d, and

AB = 0.013d

if d is measured in thousandths of an inch.
The 10-cm tubes have a fine coiled spring around the periphery which

is compressed between the edges of the tube and waveguide. For
systems using a pressurized transmission
line, a flat rubber gasket under the flange
makes the assembly airtight.

The 3-cm ATR tubes were too small t o use

the coiled-spring contacts, and the circular &

mounting of the type usedwith the 1B36 tube FIG-.4.19.—Effect of too large
a seat for 1B36 tube.

was too bulky for certain 3-cm-band applica-

tions. A flat flange permitted sufficiently accurate machining to ensure
good contact but did not provide a contact which was flush with the inside
surface of the waveguide wall. The flange was, therefore, set back one
wavelength from the main waveguide wall as shown in Fig. 4.20 and a
little space was left between the tube and mount on all four sides of the
tube. This space formed a small waveguide which, being one wavelength
long, transformed the short circuit at the flange to one at the main wave-
guide wall and thus provided the necessary continuity between the ATR
tube and fibe main waveguide. A flat nickel gasket a few thousandths of
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aninchthick wasprovidedwith each tube to improve the contact at the
flange. In principle the little waveguide could have been one-half wave-

FIG.420.-1B35 tube and mount

length instead of one wavelength long.
However, a higher-mode resonance,
which appeared only when the shorter

length was used, gave rise to some
reflections on high-level operation,
and for th s reason the half-wave
length mount was ruled out.

The length of the little waveguide
wasmade slightly greater for the 1B37
tube than for the 1B35 tube in order
to keep the high-level reflections as
small aspossible. To accomplish this
the 1B35 tubes were designed with a
plane flange and the mount wasmade
just one wavelength long at the center

of the 3.23-cm band. The 1B37 tubes
were then built with a small groove

around the inside edge of the flange.
The width of the groove is the same
as that of the little waveguide, and

its depth is such’ that it extends the waveguide sufficiently to make it

just one wavelength long at the
way the same mount may be used
for either tube. i

An interesting 3-cm ATR tube,
illustrated in Fig. 4.21 was devel-
oped but not put into product ion. 2
It made use of a pair of sharp-
pointed, closely spaced electrodes
placed a short distance behind
the window to reduce the arc loss.
This permits high-level operation
at considerably lower powers than
is possible with the other low-Q
tubes but seems to result in a
slightly higher QL. For this tube,

center of the 3.43-cm band. In this
. . .

e A “
“@

., e,,-.....
0

!!!’e— ,.
FIG. 4.21.—B1’L design of fixed-tuned

3-cm ATR tube,

Q. = 6.3, whereas for the 1B35 and 1B37 tubes, Q. = 5.0.

I W. C. Caldwell and H. K. Farr, “ Mounting for 1B35 aad 1B37 Fixed-tuned
ATR,” RL Report No. 53, Aug. 12. 1944.

z Samuel, Crandell, C1ark, op. cd., Sec.43.



CHAPTER 5

MICROWAVE GAS DISCHARGES

BY LOUIS D. SMULLIN

5,1. Introduction. -In the preceding chapters the discussion was
centered on the linear properties of TR and ATR tubes. With the excep-

tion of the treatment of direct-coupling attenuation, and the standing-
wave ratios produced in the main line by the fired TR tube, the discussion
was limited to the operation of these tubes at power levels less than that

required to initiate a discharge in the tube. In this chapter some of the

characteristics of the high-frequency gas discharges of the type occurring
in TR and ATR tubes will be discussed.

To understand nonlinear phenomena is always difficult, and gas-dis-
charge phenomena are especially noted for their complexity. Although
a complete theoretical understanding of the quantitative relations has not
been achieved, the processes are well known, and a vast body of literature
exists describing d-c and low-frequency gas discharges. The domain of
high- and ultrahigh-frequency discharges has received comparatively little
attention. It is only in recent years that sufficiently intense power
sources and accurate measuring equipment have become available which
permit quantitative experiments to be made at these high frequencies.
Before 1941 little or no data on gas discharges at frequencies higher than

300 Me/see were available. Since that time, however, because of the
rapid development of microwave radar, most of the studies of ultra-
high-frequency gas discharges have been in the 3000-10,000- and 24,000-
Mc/sec bands.

Because the goal of the work in the years from 1941 to 1945 was the
development of better TR tubes or new TR tubes to be used in new
equipments, and because so little time was available, only recently has
a systematic study of the discharge itself apart from the TR tube begun.
However, the properties of the fired TR tube that were measured were
those that directly affect its quality. These quantities are

1. Leakage power.
2. Arc power.
3. Recovery time.
4. Power range.
5. Life.

139
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The leakage power includes all the r-f power incident on the receiver
during the transmittliig period. It may be subdivided into the following

components: spike, arc leakage power, direct-coupled polver, and harmonic—.- .-.
power. The last two are really linear properties of the fired TR cavity,

ind have been discussed in Chap. 2. The spike leakage energy is the

energy transmitted to the receiver during the time interval between the
beginning of,the transmitter pulse and the establishment of the r-f steady-
state discharge. During this interval the voltage across the gap builds
up to several times the sustaining voltage of the discharge. The total

time involved is usually less than 10–Bseconds,

h

and the energy is of the order of 0.1 erg or less.
Flat The arc leakage power is the power incident

on the re~~lver caused by the voltage drop across
the discharge. As is true for many low-frequency

FIQ. 5.1.—EnveloPe of and d-c discharges, the voltage drop across the

TR-tube leakagepower. r-f discharge in the usual operating range is very
nearly independent of the current which it

carries. The envelope of the leakage power from a typical TR tube is
shown in Fig. 5.1. The “ flat” is the sum of the arc leakage power,

direct-coupled power, and harmonic power.
The spike energy and flat leakage power of a TR tube are the quanti-

ties which determine whether or not it is possible to protect the receiver
from damage by the transmitter power. In all modern microwave radars

superheterodyne receivers are used with silicon, or germanium, first-
detector crystals. To achieve good sensitivity it is necessary to use a
rather delicate cent act between the tungsten (‘ cat whisker” and the
silicon crystal. As a result, it is possible to damage the contact with
impulses (duration 10–s see) of 0.2 to 0.5 erg energy, or with steady-state
leakage powers of the order of 1 watt. To ensure adequate factors of
safety, most TR tubes are designed to have a spike leakage energy of
less than 0.1 erg, and an arc leakage power of less than 100 mw.

The power dissipated in the discharge is called the arc power. This

power is important, first, because it must be furnished by the transmitter,
and thus represents a loss, and second, because it is a source of heat
that warms u~ the TR tube, and in extreme cases may cause it to crack
or break. H~at which results from arc loss is of par~icular importance
in low-Q ATR tubes, pre-TR, and bandpass TR tubes. Finally, the

intensity of the discharge affects the rate at which the gas content of the
tube is changed.

In order for a radar set to detect echoes from near-by targets, the
attenuation through the cavity must decrease rapidly from its value of
60 to 70 db during the transmitting period to its ‘‘ cold” value of about
1 db. This means that the gap must be rapidly deionized. Deion.iza-
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tion cannot take place instantly, but it can be made to proceed at a rate
fast enough to bring the attenuati on down below 3 db in lessthan 10ysec.
The time for the attenuation to fall to some specified value, $uch as 3 or
6 db, is called the recovery time. In extreme cases, if the recove~ time
is too large, the ability of the radar set to detect small, near-by objects
will be limited; or targets detected at long range will be lost when they
move in to a shorter range lying within the recovery period.

The range of powers over which a TR or an ATR tube will operate

may be defined in several ways. It maybe defined in terms of the ability
to protect the receiver; in terms of the effect upon the transmitter; or,
finally, it may be in terms of the possibility of damaging the tube itself.
To ensure satisfactory crystal protection, the power incident on the crystal
must be limited to a safe value for any incident power greater than zero
and less than the maximum rating of the tube. This is necessary to
ensure protection against stray radiation from nearby radar sets, where
the power incident upon the TR tube may be many decibels below the
transmitter power level, but is still large enough to damage a crystal
unless it is suitably clipped or attenuated. Similarly, the power reflected
from large nearby targets may be large enough to burn out crystals unless
it is suitably attenuated. If the leakage power is limited to about 0.5
watt for incident powers between O and 20 watts, the protection is con-

sidered satisfactory, even though a limit of less than 0.1 watt is required

for normal operation. This larger leakage power is permissible only

because it is never applied to the crystal for any considerable length of

time. At a repetition rate of 400 pulses per second, a pulse leakage
power of 50 mw will cause no change in crystal characteristics over periods

of 1000 hours or longer. Pulse leakage ‘powers of 200 to 300 mw will
cause deterioration of about 1 db in signal-to-noise ratio of the crystal
for every hundred hours of operation.

The minimum power level at which the arc loss becomes small
enough to be neglected is considerably higher than the minimum firing

power of the tube. In a multigap tube the input window may break
down at a power level of the order of several hundred watts. Until it

does break down the short circuit in the TR tube is one-quarter guide
wavelength from the correct position to ensure proper transmitter action.

The breakdown power of the window is the quantity that determines
the minimum transmitter power at which a 1ow-Q tube may be used.

The maximum power at which a tube may be used is specified in
terms of crystal protection and possible damage of the tube. The spik~
energy and arc leakage power are remarkably independent of line power,
but “d-irect-coupled leakage power imposes a definite limit to the use of

high-Q TR tubes. In some high-Q tubes a secondary glow discharge
is formed at high power levels across the input window or inside the glass
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cylinder adjacent to it. This secondary discharge greatly reduces direct-

coupled power, but the heat generated often damages the tube. No
direct-coupled power is passed by pre-TR and bandpass TR tubes and
they protect crystals at all powers available at present, with no evidence
that they cannot be used at still higher pulse powers. However, these
tubes have an upper avwagepower limit determined by the heating of the
input window. Thus, at low duty ratios, extremely high peak powers
may be safely used (10 Mw or more). If the duty ratio is increased
the maximum allowable transmitter pulse power is correspondingly

decreased.
The life of a TR or an’ATR tube, if physical breakage from mishand-

ling and the results of ex~osure to excessive power are ignored, is limited

Trwtter Antenna

TR switch

—

1
Receiver

FIG. 6.2.—A TR tube mounted between the
main transmission line and the receiver,

by th~ rate at which the~s”’~on-
tent of the tube is changed by the
r-f discharge or the d-c discharge
of the keep-alive electrode. De-
pending upon the type of tube
under consideration, the end of
the useful life produced “by a
change in gas content will be
indicated by an excessive increase

either in recover~time or in leak-
age power. A tube to be really

.-.
useful should have an operational.

-life of at least 500 to 1000 hours. 1 Most TR tubes just meet this requirem-

ent. Recent 1ow-Q ATR tubes have lives in excess of 2000 hours,
while some TR tubes have indicated lives of more than 1000 hours.

Before presenting detailed experimental data and theoretical inter-

pretations of the data, a brief phenomenological description of the fired

TR tube will be made. In most respects the TR and the ATR tubes

behave alike, and therefore unless specifically noted to the contrary “ TR”

will include tubes of both types. Figure 5.2 shows a TR tube mounted

in a conventional manner between the main transmission line and the

receiver. The tube is on a T-junction, often one-half guide wave-

length from the main transmission line. When the TR cavity is detuned
by the discharge across the gap, the high input susceptance is reflected
as a short circuit in the }vall of the main guide, and power flows from the
transmitter to the antenna without reflection. If the transmitter pulse
has a flat top, the envelope of the leakage power will be as shown in

Fig. 5.1. In most high-Q TR tubes, the arc leakage power is constant
during the pulse-~o”~~~hin”a-few per cent and is usually independent of
tlie transmitter power over ranges of the order of 10$or more, In the——.—-_
721A TR tube this is true for transmitter pulse power Icvels from 100to
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106watts. It is independent of the cold resonant frequency of the TR
cavity over very wide limits.

In a given tube the spike energy has been found to be remarkably
constant for a wide range of variables. Within the experimental accu-

racy; *”1 db, the spike energy is constant over as wide a range as is the

arc leakage power. It is also independent of the relative tuning of the
TR cavity and the transmitter over a range of at least 6 ao/Q.2 (six

half-widths of the resonant circuit). It is not known how the shape of
the leading edge of the transmitter pulse affects the spike energy. Until
1945 when oscillographs with very fast sweeps and high resolving power
were developed, there was no method of correlating changes in spike
energy with changes in the transmitter pulse shape. From measure-
ments of the frequency spectrum of the energy in the spike, the duration
of the spike has been estimated to be between 2 and 6 X 10–gsec for most
high-Q TR tubes.

The energy in the spike maybe reduced considerably if electrons from
an external source are present in the r-f gap at the beginning of the pulse.
The source of these electrons is the keep-alive discharge. The keep-alive
discharge is a d-c discharge maintained between the keep-alive electrode
and some portion of the tube, so located as to have a minimum effect

upon the r-f fields in the cavity. The spike energy is inversely propor-
tional to nO, the number of electrons in the gap at the beginning of the
transmitter pulse. It is not possible to increase nOindefinitely, however,
because of the effect upon the low-level properties of the cavity. The

electrons in the gap have an equivalent admittance that is proportional
to their density. In practice it is usual to limit nOto a value such that
the electronic admittance causes less than 0.1 db loss of received signal.
By using a pulsed keep-alive discharge, ‘‘ prepulsing, ” just before the
transmitter pulse, a large value of no may be used and the spike energy
may be reduced to very low levels. During most of the receiving period
the discharge will be out, and the keep-alive will have no effect upon the
low-level insertion loss of the cavity.

When the transmitter is turned off, the excitation is removed and
there is no further ionization of the gas in the r-f gap. The electrons
and ions already present in the gap do not, however, disappear or recom-
bine instantly. If the filling of the tube is a gas with a closed electron
system such as Hz, Nz, A, Ne, or He, the only process which can be used
for the removal of electrons is diffusion. This is an extremely slow proc-
ess, and the recovery time is hundreds of microseconds for such fillings.
If, however, a gas with a large electron-capture cross section is used, the
removal of electrons will be greatly accelerated and recovery times of the
order of a few microseconds may be obtained. Such gases are OZ, H@,
the halogens, SO,, and NO.
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The gas fillings most commonly usedin TR tubes are H, and H,O
or A and HZO at about equal partial pressures and at a total pressure of
10 to 30 mm Hg. Operated on pulsed power alone, at a duty ratio of
about ~, and with no keep-alive discharge, high-Q TR tubes maybe run
for several thousand hours with little or no effect upon their charac-
teristics. If a d-c keep-alive discharge is maintained, however, then the
tube life may be shortened to as little as 250 hours. Two distinct proc-

esses operate to cause this short life. The slower, and therefore less

important, process is the gradual reduction of the gas pressure by sput-
tering. The other process is the reduction and change in “gascontent by
chemical action. The water, under the action of the discharge, is dissoci-

ated according to HZO ~ H+ + OH–. The OH– radical reacts with the

copper walls of the tube to form cuprous oxide, and free hydrogen is
released. In this way the partial pressure of H1O is rapidly reduced, while
that of HZ is actually increased. The result of this process is, first, an

increase in recovery time caused by the removal of HZO; and second, an
increase in leakage power as the total gaspressure is reduced by sputtering.

The rate of gas cleanup, and therefore the tube life, is largely deter-
mined by the current flowing in the keep-alive dificharge. In fact, the

life varies inversely with the keep-alive current to a good approximation.
Usual operating currents are from 100 to 200 pa. Lower currents would
be desirable but although satisfactory levels of spike energy may be held
with currents as low as 50 pa such low-current discharges are likely to

be unstable. If the discharge is unstable and extinguishes occasionally,
very large levels of spike energy may reach the receiver while the dis-
charge is out.

The discharge in high-Q TR tubes takes place between the ends of the
cones and is usually of a pale blue color. The peak light intensity is

moderately high, but at a duty ratio of ~, the average light flux is
low. If the transmitter pulse power is too high for the particular tube
used, a secondary discharge may take place across the glass adjscent to

the input coupling. In the pre-TR tube, 1ow-Q ATR tube, and band-
pass TR tubes, the main discharge takes place across the inside of the
input window, and completely covers it with a smooth glow. The
internal gaps in a bandpass TR tube break down in a manner similar to

the breakdown in a high-Q tube.
In the following sections of this chapter, the material will be presented

in the following sequence: (1) A brief view of the more important char-

acteristics of the high-frequency discharge and a comparison with d-c
discharges. (2) A detailed discussion of leakage power with a presenta-
tion of pertinent data and theoretical interpretations where possible.

(3) Recovery-time data and theory. (4) Keep-alive and gas-cleanup

problems,
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6.2. High-frequency Gas Discharges.-The high-frequency gas dis-
charge is different in many ways from the low-frequency or direct-current
discharge. (1) Fwst, its superficial character or structure is different.

The high-frequency glow discharge presents a smooth appearance and
no particular structure is apparent. This is in contrast with the d-c

glow discharge with its various bands or bright and dark spaces. The
appearance of the high-frequency discharge is most like that of the positive
column in the d-c glow discharge. It will be shown later that this

resemblance is more than superficial. (2) The electrodes in the r-f dis-
charge play a very minor role as compared with the major role which
they often play in the low-frequency discharges. An extreme example

of this is the high-frequency electrodeless discharge, in which the elec-
trodes are completely insulated from the discharge. (3) In low-frequency
discharges, both positive and negative ions, as well as electrons, acquire
appreciable energy from the applied field, and take part in the ionizing
process. At high frequencies, only the electrons acquire any appreciable

energy, and all electron production is by energetic electrons. At 10W

frequencies, ions acquire enough energy to cause heating of the electrodes
and to produce sputtering. At high frequencies, this process is of little

consequence except in discharges of very high power. (4) The electron
density of the high-frequency discharge may reach very high levels before
the glow discharge is transformed into an arc. Electron densities have

been estimated to be as high as 101sper cm3, and current densities have
been estimated to be of the order of 15 amp/cm’.

Before considering the much more complicated problem of the actual
gas discharge, let us consider two fairly simple problems. First, consider
the motion of a charged particle of mass m and charge e in a vacuum
under the influence of an electric field E sin d,

m ‘~z = eE sin d
dt’ t

(1)

where x is the direction of the applied field, and VOis the initial velocity
of the particle. The particle has a continuous x-directed motion upon
which is superimposed an oscillating motion in time phase with the

electric field. The energy of the particle is

W=~mv2=~m
[( ) 1

~ ‘(l–cos ut)’+2e# (l–cos@t)+ffi (2)
urn

If the initial velocity is small compared with that derived from the field,
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the energy acquired by the particle is inversely proportional to its mass
and to the square of the frequency.

K. K. Darrow has suggested a simple but illuminating method of
accounting for the effect of collisions upon the motion of an electron in
a field. 1 This method, although admittedly crude, gives an insight into
the general mechanisms involved. It is assumed that the gas molecules

are so massive compared with the electron that they are stationary, and
also that their density is great enough to make the collisions of the
electron with the molecules act as a net frictional force opposing the
motion of the electron. Using g for the ‘‘ coefficient of friction,”

daz dx
rr-+g-=eEsinwt

dt’ dt

‘=%=+:b(;sin”’-ucos”
‘[+’%)+vo]e-:” ‘3)

As before, there is an oscillatory and a drift velocity. The latter, how-

ever, is exponentially damped by the “frictional” force, and is small

compared with the oscillatory speed.
Since ne (dx/dt) is the current density across a given plane, where n

is the number of charged particles per cubic centimeter, Eq. (3) also
represents current flow. In-phase and out-of-phase or quadrature com-

ponents of current relative to the applied voltage are recognized. The
in-phase component varies inversely with frequency and has its maximum

value at w = O. The quadrature component has a maximum value at
~’ = gZ/m’, and is zero at ~ = () and ~ . Increasing g by increasing

the gas pressure reduces the quadrature relative to the in-phase com-
ponents of the current.

A” conductivity” and ‘‘ dielectric constant” of such a cloud of charged

particles may be defined. From Eq. (3), the in-phase current is

ne’g
E sin d = SE sin d.

uzm’ + g2
(4)

Similarly, the total quadrature current across the gap, including displace-
ment current, is

(5)

1K. K. Darrow,BeltSyst. I’edm. J., 576(October 1932),
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which gives the familiar result that the dielectric constant of a space-
charge region is less than that of vacuum.

This highly simplified theory indicates the following important facts:

1.

2.

3.

It

The in-phase current carried by the electrons decreases with
increasing frequency.
At very high frequencies, the quadrature component exceeds the
in-phase component.
The relatively heavy positive and negative ions, m; 2 1847m,,
get very little energy directly from the electric field.

has been stated that the r-f discharge strongly resembles the d-c

positive column. Some of the salient featu~es of the ‘positive column are
listedl here:

1. No net chargeaqual numbers of positive and negative charges.
2. Low gas temperature, about 100”C.

3. Low ion temperature; high electron temperature.
4. Voltage gradient less for monatomic than for diatomic gases.

The r-f discharge has no net charge, since the entire ionization takes
place within the discharge itself, and the drift velocity of the charged
particles is very small. The instantaneous gas temperature of the r-f

discharge has never been measured. However, under pulsed, high-
current operation, the window of a low-Q ATR tube may attain a steady
temperature in excess of 100”C with a transmitter duty ratio of ~m.
Thus, the maximum gas temperature must be much higher than 100”C.
Since the r-f discharge current is measured in amperes or tens of amperes,
whereas the d-c glow discharge current is usually measured in milli-

amperes, the clifference in temperature is not surprising. The ion
temperature in the r-f discharge is low compared with that of the electrons
since the ions, because of their large mass, get little energy from the field
but get all their energy by collisions with electrons. The total voltage
drop across the r-f discharge is lessfor monatomic than for diatomlc gases.
The order of the various gases may be seen in the comparison in Table

5.1. The first row of the table is taken from Cobine2 and gives the

TABLE51.-C• MFAIUSONOFVOLTAGEDROPACROSSR-F DISCHARGEIN VLRIOUS
GASES

Air 0, H, x, He Nc A

‘i—
E./p (positive column) 17 14 8.5 4.3 2.3 0.45 I 0.22
Arc voltage (r-f discharge) 3.3 2.9 3.1 1,4 1.2 ; 0.65

] Cobine, Gaseous cmiductors, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941, p. 233.
2 Cobine, op. al., Chap. VIII.
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electrical gradient along the column divided by the gas pressure for a
given shape of discharge tube and at currents of 0.1 to 0.2 amp. The
second row is derived from measurements of the arc leakage power of a
1B27 TR tube at a pressure of 10 mm Hg, and the numbers are in arbi-
trary units. It is felt that the exact ratios between the values for the

various gases have no significance because the shapes of the discharge
tubes and the discharge currents are so different in the d-c ancl r-f cases.
Nevertheless, the orders in the two cases are about the same.

Spectrographic observations were made of the r-f discharge, and no
particular features were noted that distinguished it from the low-fre-

FIG. 5,3.—Spectograms of r-f discharge in several IB38 pre-TR tubes.

quency discharge. Figure 5.3 is a reproduction of a few typical spectro-
grams of the light from 10-cm, argon-filled, pre-TR tubes. 1 A“o accurate
measurements of the efficiency with which light is produced by the r-f

discharge have been made. The light from a 10-cm pre-TR tube was
measured with a General Electric photographic exposure-meter. Ilith a
line power of 5 X 10swatts and a duty ratio of ~~, the indicated average

surface brightness was 2.5 X 10–3 lumen/cmz. This instrument has a
barrier-layer photovoltaic cell with a nonlinear characteristic and there-
fore the maximum brightness was probably much greater than the calcu-
lated value of 5 lumen/cm’.

In a self-sustaining discharge, the rates of production and destruction,

or removal of ions, are equal. Deionization in a low-frequency discharge
may take place by tJvo processes only: recombination, and diffusion.

I These were made by R. lIc\’ally, Jr., of the Spectroscopy Laboratory of M.I. T.
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Recombination of a positive ion and an electron is a relatively improbable
process,l and can usually be neglected in comparison with the loss of
charge by diffusion to the walls or electrodes. Since most of the negative

charge inthed-c discharge iscarried by free electrons, the more probable
recombination of positive ions and negative ions can also be neglected.
Inthe r-f discharge, the entire alternating current is carried by the free
electrons. This means that capture of electrons by neutral atoms or
molecules to form negative ions effectively “deionizes” the gap in the
sense that its current-carrying capacity is reduced. Thus, in the d-c
positive column, ionization must take place at a rate equal to the deioniza-
tion by diffusion whereas in the r-f discharge it must equal the com-
bined rates of diffusion and electron capture.

The processes involved in the transition to a self-sustaining discharge
are markedly different in the low- and in the high-frequency regions.
In both cases, theinitial ionization must result from some outside source,
for example, cosmic rays or photoelectric emission from the cathode.
Theelectrons producedin this wayareacce’eratedby the applied field

until they in turn can make ionizing collisions, and thus release more
electrons. It is here that the differences become important. In the

d-c discharge there isafairly rapid drift of the electrons in the direction
of the field. They eventually reach the anode where they are lost to the

discharge. If only ionization by energetic electrons is considered, the

number of electrons between the anode and cathode is

n = noe’ (6)

where no is the number of electrons produced at the cathode by an external

source, z is the distance measured from the cathode, and a is the number
of ionizing collisions made by an electron per centimeter of path in the
direction of the field. Clearly, the anode current is directly proportional
to no and will be zero when no is zero. Thus, a self-sustaining discharge

cannot be achieved at low frequencies if ionization depends entirely
upon electrons. Recognizing this, J. S. Townsend proposed a second
method of ionization, ionization by positive ions. 2 This resulted in the
equation,

n = no (cl – 6),(”-8)’
(7)~ _ @t(.–d). f

in which P represents the number of ionizing collisions made by a positive
ion per centimeter of path in the direction of the cathode. If the denomi-
nator of Eq. {7) can be made equal to zero, n will increase without limit,

1Laeb, Fu&mental Processes bf Electrical Dischargesin Gases,Wiley, New York,
1939,Chap.2.

sFor a more completediscussionof cumulative ionization in d-c discharges,see
Loeb, op. cit., Chaps.9 and 10.
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and thus become independent of no. Although considerable doubt now
exists as to the actual physical process described by Townsend’s second
coefficient /3,it is agreed that some secondary ionizing process is necessary
to produce cumulative ionization in a d-c field. Derivations based on
the assumption that the secondary process consists of release of photo-
electrons from the cathode by light generated in the discharge have the
same form as Eq. (7).1
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FIG. 54.-Effect of water vapor pressure on breakdown potential (from Cobine, Gaseous
Conductors,McGraw-Hill, 1939.)

In the high-frequency discharge, the drift velocity of the electrons
is much less than in the d-c case. If the extreme case where the drift
velocity is zero is considered then, except for those electrons that are
within one mean free path of the electrodes, there will be no loss of elec-

trons from the discharge and each electron can make a limitless number
of ionizing collisions, ‘Once the process is
source may be removed without affecting

1Loeb, 10C.al.

started, the initial
the final current.

electron
At the
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extreme frequencies of 3000to 10,000 Mc/secthe existence of a secondary
ionizing mechanism of the type postulated by Townsend, ionization by
positive ions, seems highly improbable; however, the production of
photoelectrons at the electrodes or in the gas by light from the discharge

cannot be ruled out until measurements of the ionization process have
been made in detail.

The presence of a gas such as H~O, which has a comparatively high
probability of capturing a free electron to form a negative ion (high

electron-capture cross section), effectively increases the breadkown volt-
age of a gap. Capture of electrons effectively removes them from the
discharge since the probability of ionization by negative ions is very small,
and energies of the order of 3 to 4 volts are needed to detach an electron
from a negative ion. Figure 5.4 illustrates the effect of water-vapor
pressure on the breakdown voltage of rod gaps, suspension insulators,
pin and apparatus insulators, and bushings. 1

A similar result would be expected in high-frequency discharges. So
far, at least, in the pressure region of 5 to 30 mm Hg, the observed effect

of HZO on spike energy, which is proportional to the breakdown voltage,
does not permit such a generalization.

6.3. Leakage Power and Crystal Burnout.-The most difficult require-
ment placed upon the TR tube is that the leakage power be limited to a

value low enough to ensure the protection of the silicon crystal used as
the first detector of the receiver. At frequencies below 1000 Me/see
the conversion of the received signal to a lower, intermediate frequency
may be performed in diode or triode vacuum tubes with excellent signal-
to-noise characteristics. Such tubes are rugged and are not easily
damaged by pulsed leakage power of the order of tens of watts. In the
microwave region, however, transit-time effects make the construction
of good thermionic tubes very difficult because of the delicate and minute
spacings between electrodes which are necessary in order to obtain good
performance. Diode converters have been built for use at 10 cm; but
their performance (signal-to-noise ratio) has always been poorer than
that of a silicon crystal by about 6 db.

Silicon crystals have been brought to their present state of excellence
by improving the purity, the etching, and the polishing of the silicon,
and also by better control of the location and shape of the tungsten
‘{cat whisker. ”z Typical performance characteristics of crystals for
the 10-cm, 3-cm, and 1.25-cm bands are given in Table 5.2.

This excellent performance is the result of the extremely small con-
tact area between the tungsten and the silicon, which is of the order of

I Joint Committee on Insulation Research, EEI-NEMA, “Recommendations for
High-voltage Testing,” Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Erqrs., 59,598 (1940).

‘ See Vol. 5 of this series, Crystal Rectifirs.
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TABLE 5. 2.—TYPICAL CRYSTAL PERFORMANCEFIGUEIES

Type I Band, cm
1

Conversion

1

A’oise;
loss, clb factor

1X21B 10 5.5 1.3
11T23B 3.3 6 1.5
1N26 1.25 7 1.5

* Thenoisefactorexpressesthenohepowerasa multideof thenoi,eproducedat roomtemperature
by m idealreniatorof a resistanceequalto thatof thecrystal.

3 x l(FE in. z Most of the ohmic resistance of the crystal is in the volume
immediately adjacent to the contact and, consequently, despite the high
melting point of tungsten, the power density is so great that only a few

watts are required to fuse the tungsten point and to destroy the recti-
fying contact.

There are two important ways in which the leakage power can change

or impair the performance of a crystal. One is characterized by a slow,

continuous degradation of the signal-to-
t)

L
noise ratio of the crystal at leakage

V. - powers of the order of 200 mw. The
rate of deterioration depends only upon

1, the total time of application of the
power. Thus, at a duty ratio of ~~,

~ r-------- ;
e, the crystal changes by about 1 db per

to t, ~ hundred hours with 200 mw applied.

FIG. 55.-Waveform of test volt- If the same power is applied as con-
age applied to silicon crystals in tinuous wave power, the crystal changes
simulated spike burnout tests. 1000 times as fast. Damage of this

type is not the result of heat, and is probably associated with the total
charge transported across the rectifying layer.

The other type of crystal failure is thermal “burnout” in which local

heating permanently changes the contact between the cat whisker
and crystal. Thermal burnout may be divided into two general types

according to the manner in which the power is applied. In one, the
power is applied for a time long compared with the thermal time constant
of the crystal contact. The final temperature is directly proportional

to the power dissipated at the contact. In the other, the power is applied

for a time short compared with the thermal time constant, and the tem-
perature of the contact is proportional to the total energy dissipated at
the contact, that is, the heating is ballistic.

Theoretical studies and the experiments on crystal detectors indicate
that the shortest thermal time constant of any consequence is of the order

of I&s sec. Crystals are required to withstand a d-c pulse of the type
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illustrated in Fig. 55 and still have satisfactory signal-to-noise charac-
teristics. The decay time constant t, is 5 X 10-’ see, and tO<< tI. This

pulse is obtained by-suddenly discharging a capacitor through the crystal.
The total energy dissipated in the crystal in these tests varies from 0.1

erg in the 1N”26to 2 ergs in the 1N21B. At energies roughly twice these
test levels, a large fraction of the crystals are damaged.

When the study of crystal burnout was first begun only “steady

state” burnout by the application of long pulses (1 ~sec) was considered.
Early crystals (1943) w;ere impaired by powers of 0.5 to 1 watt. With
improvement in the crystals this power has been increased, and modern
crystals will withstand 3 to 10 watts without serious damage. It soon

became apparent that most TR tubes had flat leakage powers of the
order of 100 mw or less, so that steady-state burnout was really no prob-
lem. The energy in the spike of the average TR tube, however, was
much closer to the danger level. For this reason, it was decided to

specify crystal burnout properties n terms of ballistic heating as just
described.

In Sec. 5.1, it was pointed out that the envelope of the TR leakage

power could be divided into two parts, the spike and the flat, as shown”
in Fig. 5.1. This picture can be seen if the leakage power is rectified

and passed through an amplifier of 5- to 10-Me/see bandwidth before
being displayed on a cathode-ray-tube screen. It has been determined
by experiment that the duration of the spike is usually less than 10–’ sec
and, for high-Q TR tubes; is from 3 to 6 X 10–’ sec. The energy in the

spike is about 0.05 erg for most high-Q tubes. Bandpass tubes usuallY
exhibit a spike energy two or three times as great.

The arc leakage power lies between 10 and 50 mw for practically all
microwave TR tubes, and therefore this in itself can hardly damage a
crystal. The flat leakage power, however, is the sum of the arc, harmonic,

and direct-coupled leakage powers, and care must be taken to ensure that
harmonic and direct-coupled leakage powers do not reach dangerous
levels.

5.4. The Spike. -On the basis of the introductory description, the

spike can be defined as follows: the spike energy is that energy trans-
mitted to the receiver during the time interval between the beginning

of the transmitter pulse and the formation of the steady-state discharge
across the gap of the TR tube. Figure 5”6 shows, on an expanded scale,-
the presumed envelope of the leakage power through the TR tube near
the start of the transmitter pulse.

Until recently, the exact-shape of the spike had never been observed

directly. Conventional video-frequency amplifiers and cathod~ray
oscillographs are incapable of resolving transients whose duration is
lb’ sec or less. As a result, the analysis presented in the following
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sections was developed by inference or deduction from the observable
properties of the spike: total energy and spectrum. In April, 1946,
C. W. Zabel succeeded in obtaining an oscillogram of the spike energy
leaklng through a 1B38 pre-TR tube. This was done in the Insrda-
tion Laboratory of the Nlassachusetts Institute of Technology on the
high-speed oscillograph developed by Lee.’ The results of these measure-
ments are entirely consistent with previously developed theoretical
analysis.

Step by step, the processes in the spike are as follows. At the very
beginning of the transmitter pulse, there is an initial number of electrons
n, in the gap of the TR tube. As the transmitter voltage increases, the

voltage across the TR gap also increases, but at a slower rate because of
the comparatively high Q! of the TR cavity. In bandpass TR tubes,

the voltage buildup follows that of the transmitter with no appreciable
time }ag. Thk will be discussed in
greater detail in a later section. The
electrons are accelerated by the volt-
age across the gap until they attain

~ sufficient energy to produce further
.%
5 ionization. The electron density in
~

the gap then increases very rapidly
and begins to short-circuit the gap
and to reduce the power transmitted

FIG. 56.-Presumed shape of spike through the TR cavity to the re-
Ieakage envelope relative to magnetron
buildup. ceiver. The rate of ionization con- ~

tinues to increase as the power I
increases until an equilibrium is reached with the incident power. The
leakage power in the equilibrium condition is called the arc lealcagepower,
P..

The detailed structure of the spike cannot be observed easily, but two
simificant measurements can be made which characterize it. These are
measurements of the total energy in the spike, and measurements of its
frequency spectrum. The spike energy W, can be measured in several
different ways (see Chap. 9). From a measurement of the total leakage
energy for two different transmitter-pulse widths, assuming that W,
and Pa are independent of the pulse width, W, can be computed. Alter-
natively, the fact may be used that the attenuation through the TR
cavity, during the steady-state discharge, is of the order of 60 db and
is only a few db during the spike. This allows the arc leakage power to
be canceIed with a small amount of power obtained from the main trans-
mitter line through an attenuator, without altering the spike envelope,

‘ Gordon M Lee, “A Three-beamOscillographfor Recordingat Frequenciesup
to 10,WO MegacycIea,”Pmt. Innt. Radio Enur8,, N. Y., 34, 121a (March 1946).
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Under this condition the spike energy may be measured directly. The

two methods, if used under the proper conditions, give equivalent results,
and good TR tubes have spike energies of the order of 0.05 erg per pulse.

The measurement of the duration of the spike is much less certain
than the measurement of the energy. The only direct experimental

method is to measure the frequency spectrum of the spike when the flat
leakage power is canceled as just described. Such measurements are

restricted to the amplitudes of the various frequency components. Since
phase measurements are impossible with present techniques, the shape of
the spike cannot be reconst rutted by the inverse Fourier transformation.
However, on the assumption that the spike is rectangular, and by the
use of the relation between pulse width r, and the frequency interval
Aj between the first two minima in the spectrum,

2
‘8 = If’

the duration has been estimated to be about 5 x 10–g sec in a typical
high-Q TR tube.

The spike energy is of primary inte~est because of the problem of
crystal burnout. Most of the measurements quoted in the following sec-

tions will relate to it, whereas measurements of spike duration will receive
rather scant att ent ion. A simplified theory of the spike will be presented

first and then the dependence of spike energy upon the following para-
meters will be discussed:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Gas content.
Initial number of electrons, no.
Gap shape.
Tuning of TR cavity.
Transmitter power level.
Transmitter-pulse shape.
External circuit.

The variation of spike energy with the gas content of the TR tube
is a straightforward measurement and has received more attention than
the other measurements. No absolute measurements of the effect of

no upon W, have been made because of the difficulty of measuring no.
Qualitative results, however, have been obtained. Gap shape has been
investigated only by varying the gap length of a given tube and by noting
the variation in W,. The effects of tuning and transmitter power level

have been measured, and coherent results obtained. No data are avail-

able on the effect of the transmitter-pulse shape. Some data exist on
the effect of the impedance and Q of the external load upon W,.
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6.6. Linear Theory of the Spike. —There is, at present, nothing that

can be dignified by the title of “theory of the spike. ” It is known that
at the start of the transmitter pulse there are a few electrons in the gap.
These are accelerated by the high-frequency field until their energy is

sufficient to cause ionization and produce more electrons. The number

of electrons increases exponentially with time until the electronic r-f
admittance across the gap becomes very large and the discharge passes
into the steady-state or flat condition. It is not possible yet to calculate

the rate at which the ionization process takes place even for simple gases
like helium, and for gaseshaving many excitation levels at energies below
the ionizing potential such calculations are even farther from realization.

Even with these limitations, it is possible to make some pertinent

calculations on the basis of a much simplified model. The justification

for the use of the simple model lies in the fact that the calculations based
on it give results that agree with experiment. This simple model of the

TR
Z.

m

L

Magnetron
c

G Zo= Yy
o

*

FIG. 57.-Lumped-constant circuit of TR cavity loaded with magnetron oscillator and
antenna.

spike assumes that the electronic admittance across the gap of the TR
tube is negligible until a critical voltage is reached, at which time the
gap ionizes instantly and completely. The linear transient response of

the TR cavity to the transmitter pulse is calculated up to the time i, at
which time the gap breaks down. It is assumed that the spike energy

is the energy calculated in this manner.
A further sophistication of the theory includes the effect of electronic

loading on the transient response. The rate of ionization is calculated

but it is assumed that inelastic collisions that do not ionize can be
neglected. This calculation involves a knowledge of the velocity dis-
tribution functions of the electrons and the probability of ionization
corresponding to different electron energies. T. Holstein of the West-

inghouse Research Laboratories has studied this problem in considerable
detail, but no results are yet available.

In this section the behavior of the simplified linear model described
above will be presented. The electrical circuit of the r-f section of a

radar set including the transmitter, TR tube and receiver, and the
antenna, may be represented by the equivalent lumped-constant circuit
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of Fig. 57. The TR cavity is assumed to be connected in series with the
transmitter line, and the generator and antenna are matched to the
characteristic admittance YO of the main line, while the receiver has a
conductance G. The differential equation for the voltage V across the
resonant TR circuit is then

(8)

If the generator voltage V,(t) is known, it is possible to solve for V

and finally get an expression for the energy dissipated in the receiver
load G for any assumed time interval between t = O, the start of the
transmitter pulse, and T, the beginning of the discharge. The first prob-

lem, then, is to choose the proper function for V,(t).
First, it is necessary to consider only self-excited oscillators such as

the magnetron, since master-os’cillator–power-amplifier combinations are
not yet available in the microwave region. It is known that the oscilla-

tions in a self-excited thermionic oscillator build up from zero in the
following manner. As the anode voltage is increased, current begins to

flow. At low voltages the gain around the positive-feedback loop is not

sufficient to make the oscillator have a negative dynamic conductance

equal in magnitude to the total conductance loading the tube, and there
are no self-sustained oscillations. There is, however, noise power

delivered to the load. As the voltage and gain of the tube increase,
the negative conductance increases until
finally self-sustained oscillations begin.

In the magnetron, while the voltage. is
still below the cutoff level, the rotating g
space charge has two effects. First, it acts ~
as a noise generator; and second, the noise E

voltages induced in the resonant cavities ~

k

~ Exponential

couple back to the space charge, like posi- rise

tive feedback, and tend to bunch it. At I Noise; linear rise

the critical voltage, the coupling between o t ~ tz

the space charge and the resonant cavities t
of the magnetron becomes so tight that FIG. 5.S.—Envelope of build-

oscillatory energy may be delivered to an
up of oscillations in a pulsed
magnetron.

external load with enough voltage left over

to keep the space charge properly bunched, and thus maintain stable

oscillations in the circuit.
The output power of the magnetron is shown in Fig. 5“8. In the

interval O < t < h, the tube has an increasing, positive value of Q and
is driven by a constant-current noise source. The output noise does not

have the usual wide noise spectrum, but has the frequency characteristics
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determined by the effective Q of the tube. The noise output power
increases linearly with time. At time tlthe negative electronic conduc-
tance becomes greater in absolute magnitude than the total dissipative
conductance. The Q of the tube becomes negative, and the amplitude
of oscillation increases exponentially with time until it reaches a limit

imposed by the external power supply, cathode emission, and space
charge.

For purposes of analysis of the spike, it will be assumed that the
magnetron has a constant, high, positive value of Q during the noise
buildup. The noise source is the space charge and is assumed to have
a very high impedance. It may be considered as a constan~current
source whose strength increases linearly with time. The output power
of the magnetron during this period, and under these assumptions, con-
sists of a narrow spectrum of noise, narrow compared with the TR-cavity
bandwidth, about a center frequency u, and with amplitude increasing
linearly from zero. Because the Q of the magnetron is so high in the
interval O < t< t],the output power is essentially a continuous wave
in terms of the comparatively low-Q TR cavity. During thk noise-

buildup period

V.(t) = ~ t sin d O<t <t,. (9)

For t > t,,the output increases exponentially and

v,(t) ==~~a[~-~l)sin~~ (lo)

Let us consider the response of the TR cavity to these two fuxictions.
Measurements on 10-cm magnetrons indicate that the maximum noise
power is of the order of 20 watts when the magnetic field is 1300 gauss,
and the r-f pulse power is about 50 kw. Atypical value is VO = ~2~,
where YOis the characteristic admittance of the transmission line coupled
to the magnetron. The time t,depends upon the steepnese of the applied
d-c pulse, and is about 10-’ sec.

To get the response of the cavity to this linear rise, Eq. (8) is rewritten

This equation is conveniently solved by the method of the Laplace trans-
formation,’ The transformation of the differential equation into an
algebraic equation gives

VoYa

[ 1
++G ~ ~

—–—–----= V(S) s’+.Ts+—
2t 1 (s2 ;sO’)’ LC ;’

(12)

I Gardner and Barnes, Tran.siknts
1942.

in Linear Syaterns, Vol. I, Wiley, brew York,
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where V(s) is the &transform of V, and s is the Laplace operator. The
solution for V(s) is

82
(13)‘(s) = * (s’ + U’)2 (s + ,8 +j@) (s + P –j@)’

where l/LC = w2, @ = (YO/2 + G)/2C = u/2QLl and u >>8. If the

inverse, or C–l, transformation is made

– ‘-;(l-e-’’)lsin@’ +[i-i(l-e-;lcOsw’l “4)

~ = VOYO
‘t,cp {[

Usual values of Q. for a TR cavity are between 300 and 400; therefore

B = 107 see–l. With w = 2 X 10’0 see-’, @ may be neglected
parison, and Eq. (14) becomes

VOYO
v—

= 4t,cp [ 1
t– ~ (1 – e–@) sin d.

P

If e-s’ is expanded in powers of Ot,

VOY,
V = ~ t’ sin d.

The power dissipated in the conductance G is

v, y2(J
P = IVIZG = *t’sin’ at,

1
and the energy dissipated in the time r is

or

by com-

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

If it is assumed that the gap breaks down instantaneously at the
time 7, then Eq. (18) gives the spike energy W, dissipated in the conduc-
tance G. Experimentally, it is known that W. is independent of trans-

mitter power over a range of at least 1000 to 1. For Eq. (18) to I
correct W must be independent of VO. If it is assumed that the gap
breaks down at a critical voltage V’, then, from Eq. (16),

If Eq. (19) is substituted into Eq. (18),

(19)

(20)
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Thus, W is not independent of Vo and does not satisfy the experimental
results, unless V’ is also a function of Vo as defined by Eq. (20). More-
over, if numbers are put into Eq. (18), then for VO = v’~0, tl = 10–s
see, Q = 300, T = 5 X 10–gsee, and YO = G, the computed energy is too
low by a factor of more than 1000.

Thus, it has been demonstrated that the value of W. calculated on

the assumption of an instantaneous breakdown of the gap at a critical
voltage V’ is much too low if available estimates of the rate of noise
bu~dup are used and the computations are confined to the linearly rising
portion of the magnetron-starting characteristic. Further investigation

shows that W. is not independent of the cavity tuning. That is, for
l/LC # a’, the energy delivered to G varies with the value of LC. Let
us now investigate the energy dissipated in G during the exponentially
rising voltage output period, tl < t < h.

To simplify notation, let us shift the time scale so that t, is zero time.
Then V,(t) = Voe”’. Since the energy contributed by the linear rise is

so small, it will be neglected here, and it will be assumed that at t = O,
V,(t) is suddenly applied to the network. If the solution for V is found
in the same way as before, the ~-transform equation is

(21)
‘(s) = %&a+ju) (s–a –jti)s(s +-B+j@)(s+d -j@)’

Finally, if w>> P,a

(22)

The energy dissipated in G is

(23)

The quantities YO,B, C, and G are defined as before. The time constant

of the magnetron is a = 0:’2Q~, where the buildup Q has a typical value
of Q~ = – 25. In the 10-cm band a = 4 X 108see–l. Since the values

of 7 are between 5 X 10–g and 10–g see, Eq. (23) cannot be expanded
into a short series of one or two terms as was done for Eq. (15). A
graphical solution of Eq. (22) and Eq. (23) shows that for ~ > 2 X 10–g
see, the energy is independent of VO over a wide range. Furthermore,

if VO = {20, YO,G = 1’0,a = 4 X 108,/3= 2.5 X 107,C = 3 X 10–8Y0,
and 7 = 9 X 10–g see, then it is found from Eq. (23) that U- = 0.07 erg,
which is in good agreement with experiment.

Since this simple theory agrees with experiment when the magnetron

and TR cavity are tuned to the same frequency, Uz = 1lL~, it is inter-
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esting to see what happens when the two are tuned differently, and

& = (u + Au)’.

If this relationship is substituted into the initial differential equation,
then the ~-transformed equation is

vO@Yo ~
v(s) = ~

(s–a+ju) (s–a–@) [s+ L!&w+Au)][s+B-j(u+Au )]” ’24)

The inverse transformation of this equation gives

where w is large compared with a, f?, and Au. This expression may be

rewritten as

v=
VOYO

4C /(Aw)2 + (a + @)’
[(e”’ – e-~’ cos Ad) sin (d + ~)

– e-~~ .OS (tit + ~) sin Ad], (26)

where @ = tan–l [(a + @)/Ao]. The absolute value is

Iv] =
VOYO _ <e,d - Ze(.-d)f + 1,

4C /(Au)’ + (a + /3)2
(27)

This equation is similar in form to Eq. (22) and for t greater than 5 or
6 X 10–9 see, a change of Au has the same effect as changing V,, and
therefore has no effect upon the spike energy. This agrees with experi-
ment which has shown that W, is independent of Aw over a range of at
least

Thus, an extremely simple empirical theory of the spike has been

formulated. Its claim to validity rests upon the fact that if typical

data for magnetron starting, TR-cavity Q, and spike duration are used,
the calculated value of spike energy W, agrees with experiment and also
upon the fact that it predicts the independence of W. upon VO and Au,
which is consistent with experiment. The two assumptions involved

concern the starting of the magnetron and the instantaneous breakdown

of the gap.
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5.6. Nonfinear Theory of the Spike.-If a cloud of electrons in a gas
subject to an accelerating field is considered, the rate of increase of

electrons may be written as

(28)

where n is the electron density, S is the average electron speed, L the

mean free path, and p is the probabilityy of ionization per collision. This
may be written

(29)

where V k the voltage across the gap. It will be shown in Sec. 5.13
that the r-f admittance of a cloud of elec-

Vm trons is proportional to n, and therefore,

1 dg.
~e ~ dt

— = I#l(v), (30)
.

where the electronic admittance is as-

(a) sumed to be a pure conductance g,, The
% equivalent circuit is shown schematically

D

v in Fig. 5.9a. The solution of the nonlinear

differential equation of this circuit for V

- ~ (t)
is a tedious task. Numerical solutions

‘e 1 have been carried out by T. Holstein of

the Westinghouse Research Laboratory
but reports of this work have not yet

(b) been published.
~IG. 5.9,—Circuitfor analysisof Fh-st, let us consider the circuit of Fig.

spikeenergy.
5.9b. This circuit represents a nonreso-

nant (or very-low-Q) TR tube such as a pre-TR or bandpass tube. In
this circuit the voltage across the gap is given by

v= .& ‘g(t)” (31)

For simplicity, let it be assumed that @(V) in Eq. (30) is a linear function
kV, That is, the probabilityy of ionization increases linearly with the
applied voltage. Now, if Eqs, (30) and (31) are combined,

kV=~d*=
g, dt $2G ‘g(’)”

Integration of Eq. (32) gives

(32)

(33)
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where go is the electronic conductance corresponding to no, the initial

electron density in the gap, furnished by the keep-alive discharge. Since
the circuit is assumed to be nonresonant, the periodic generator voltage
V,(t) may be replaced by its envelope Vo(ta’ – 1), where VOand a are
the quantities defined in Sec. 5.5. The numerical solutions of these

equations are present ed in Fig. 5.10, where all the constants have been
normalized. These results indicate that the spike energy is rela~ively
insensitive to rz~(or g~), in view of the fact that a range of 100/1 in go
is represented by the extreme curves. The area under the squares of
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FIG. 5.10.—Calculated spike transient of low-Q TR tube.

these curves is proportional to the energy delivered to the load. For
the three values of go assumed, the energies lie in the ratio 1, 1.4, and
2.6 for go = 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 respectively.

Similar results have been obtained by Holstein for the high-Q case.
It is interesting to note that this theory predicts the existence of a
“pseudo-flat.” This is the flat portion after the initial spike transient;

it is at a considerably higher level than the arc leakage power of the
steady-state discharge. The pseudo-flat lasts until the transmitter

power has reached its peak and leveled off, at which time the steady-state
discharge is established. Until recently it was impossible to prove or to
disprove the existence of the pseudo-flat. Figure 511 is a retouched
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of this oscillograph is very low and therefore it is impossible, unfortu-
nately, to record the breakdown transient in a high-Q TR tube, where the
spike leakage energy is about 10–4 that in the 1B38 pre-TR tube.

The calculated curves of Fig. 5“10 show a comparatively slow drop

in voltage after the peak of the spike. This is in strong contrast with

the assumption made in Sec. 5“5 that the breakdown is instantaneous.
This same contrast is furnished by the oscillogram shown in Fig. 5“11
where the breakdown time is as long as the buildup time or longer. The
numerical calculations for the high-Q circuit made by Holstein show the
relatively short breakdown time assumed in Sec. 5.5 Thus, there appears
to be a difference between the spikes in low- and high-Q TR tubes. This
is probably best explained if, in Eq. (22), it is noted that the voltage V
is independent of the load conductance G in the time interval under
consid~ration. This is equivalent to saying that the surge admittance

of the cavity is very large compared with Yo. Since go is about 0.01YO,

g./g0 m~lst reach very much larger values than are required in the non-
resonant TR tube in order to produce a given reduction in voltage.

Since n, or g., grows exponentially, Ivhen the voltage is reduced by elec-
tronic loading, it falls very rapidly, and gives a sharp breakdown
characteristic.

One of the larger voids in the understanding of TR phenomena con-
cerns the relationship between spike leakage energy and the Q of the
TR cavity. Quantitative experiments to determine this relationship
have been few, and the results are conflicting. It is known, however,
that although W, is relatively independent of the input coupling (Qm),

it is a strong function of the output coupling (Q~”,). These relationships
hold for a given TR tube in the region 100< Q,., <400.

The jump from high-Q TR tubes to bandpass tubes, however, where

Q., = 5 is difficult to understand, since W, in the bandpass tubes is

about 0.1 erg as compared with 0.03 erg in the high-Q tubes. Moreover,
where 0,1 to 0.3 erg of spike leakage energy from a high-Q tube damages
many crystals, the same total energy from a bandpass tube, if allowed
to fall upon a crystal for hundreds of hours, does not damage it. The
difference is believed to result from the difference in shape of the spike
in the two tubes. In a high-Q tube, the energy is confined to a time

interval short compared with the thermal time constant of the crystal.
In the bandpass tube, the slower breakdown, it is believed, causes the

spike energy to be dktributed over a longer time interval. If this time
is longer than the crystal time constant, then burnout is caused by a
combination of ballistic heating and steady-state heating. Estimated
time constants are of the order of 10-’ see, whereas the duration of the
spike is about 5 X 10-9 sec for the high-Q tubes, and 10–6 sec for the
bandpass tubes. Thus, the bandpass tube is just in the borderline
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region, and the explanation given above is at least plausible. Further
experiments and continued study of these phenomena should not prove
too difficult and should yield interesting results.

6.7. Effect of no upon Spike Leakage Energy.—The curves of Fig. 5“10
indicate the dependence of W, upon nO, the number of electrons initially
in the TR-tube gap. It has been observed from experiment that the

spike leakage energy varies inversely with no; however, no quantitative
data which give the exact relationship exist.

The nature of the TR tube is responsible for this gap in the basic

understanding of the breakdown. The initial, or priming, electrons are

furnished by the d-c keep-alive discharge. The density no of these
electrons can be controlled by varying the discharge current, or by chang-
ing the position of the discharge relative to the gap, but neither of these
parameters bears a simple relation to rLO.Furthermore, in normal
engineering practice, it is usual so to arrange the keep-alive electrode
that with a normal current ( = 100 pa) the keep-alive interaction, the

reduction in low-level transmission due to go, is about 1 per cent. The
rest of the tub~gas, shape, and coupling—is then adjusted to make
the spike leakage energy low enough for safety. Thus, the desired results
are measured directly rather than by means of the rather academic
quantity no.

However, it would be of value to have experimental results of the
effect of no on Ws. In principle, at least, no can be measured directly

by means of d-c probes in the gap. In cell TR tubes, it is possible to

measure the current collected on the cone across the gap from the keep-
alive, when it is at a small positive potential. Thus, a calibration of no
against keep-alive current can be obtained, and can then be used to
interpret a curve of W, as a function of keep-alive current.

The interaction of noupon the low-level transmission maybe measured.
A cloud of electrons in a gas may be represented (see Sec. 5“13) by an
admittance YO = go + jbo referred to the input terminals of the TR
cavity, the cavity losses may be represented by g:, and the gem rator
and load conductance by unity. ‘The relative transmission of power

to the load in such a circuit is

“’(’+$+i’+(v (34)

Measurements on a special tube indicate that the electronic admittance
is mainly real (g. > bo).l Then, if b. is neglected, the solution for go is

1Ting-Sui K&andL. D. Smullin, “A IQw Power X-Band R-f GasSwitch,” RL
Report No. S41,Oct. 19,1945.
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where

()
,—2

T= l+% .

Since go c no,

()
l–a

‘“E9”=;F a ‘
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(35)

(36)

where a = 4Te/T. Thus, Eq. (36) is a means of determining “the

relative vaiues of n“ in a given TR
tube for various conditions of the ~,
keep-alive circui ~.

& 0.6

“ L

Keep-alive off
Figure 5.12 shows the spike a

leakage energy through a 724A TR ~ 0.5
tube, operated without a keep-alive al 0.4

discharge, as a function of trans- $10.3
mitter repetition rate. In this ex- ~ 0,2
periment the electrons in the gap S

~ 0.1
at the start of a pulse were those
left over from the- previous r-f dis- oo~

charge. Thus the higher the repeti- Transmitter repetition rate- pulses/see

tion rate (shorter time between FIG. 5.12.—Effectof transmitter repe-

pulses), the greater is nO, and the tition rate on sp,ke leakage energy for a
724A tube at a line power of 20 kw,

smaller is IV,. An experiment of
this type, coupled with the recovery-time analysis discussed in Sec. 5.13,
might give some interesting quantitative results regarding no.

5.8. Effect of Gas Filling upon Spike Energy.-In the preceding sec-
tions an attempt was made to present a more or less rational explanation
of the gross aspects of the spike, and of the process of breakdown. No

attempt, however, was made to explain the detailed process of ionization.
This involves accurate knowledge of the excitation and ionization levels
and cross sections of the particular gas under consideration, and a means
of calculating the actual electron energy distribution function at every
instant during the breakdown process. Thk has not yet been done and

is certainly beyond the scope of this book.
From the engineering point of view, however, what is desired is a

knowledge of the effect of pressure and of the particular gas or mizture
of gases upon W,. These data have been obtained from measurements
upon particular TR tubes. Because the work at the time was urgent,

emphasis was always placed upon the development of a particular tube.
As a result, complete sets of measurements on a particular tube, using
different gases and pressures, are almost nonexistent. No attempt has
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been made to correlate the optimum pressure (minimum W,) with gap
spacing and frequency. It is doubtful whether the data now available

would be amenable to such analysis.
The variation of W, with the kind of gas used seems to be consistent

for tubes of different types and of different frequency bands. The TR
tubes have been filled with mixtures of either H, and H,O or A and HuO.
The water vapor is used to ensure short recovery time, while the hydrogen
or argon is used to ensure adequate crystal protection at sub-zero tem-

peratures and also to increase tube life.
Figure 5.13 is a plot of the spike leakage energy W, through a 1B27

TR tube operating at 9.1 cm with ~L2 = 300. The data were obtained

FT~.5.13.–
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-Spike leakage energy TV, through a 1B27 TR tube for various gases.

by measuring the leakage power through the TR tube at two pulse
widths and assuming that the arc leakage power was flat and independent
of pulse length. No attempt was made to view the leakage pulse on an

oscilloscope during these experiments. These precautionary statements

are made principally because of the curve for Oz. The other gases
behaved as expected; but the very low spike energy obtained with oxygen
was somewhat startling. Because thase particular tests were made at

the end of 1945, there has been no opportunity to check them. It
might be concluded that monatomic gases would ionize more easily than
diatomic gases, since diatomic gases can absorb electron energy in mole-
cqlar vibration thus reducing the probability and the rate of ionization.
The curves of Fig. 5.13 do not support this conclusion. On the other
hand, Fig. 5.14 represents data taken on a 1B26 TR tube at 1.25 cm in
which the minimum spike energy for argon is about one-eighth that for
hydrogen. In this case W. was measured by canceling the flat leakage
power with power through a linear attenuator which did not passthrough
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the TR tube. Measurements on the 3-cm bandpass TR tubei give the
same relative spike leakage energies for the noble gases, argon, neon,

and helium as those shown in Fig. 5“13.
Many measurements of spike leakage energy which are not presented

here had to be omitted because of the questionable purity of the gases
used. The effect of impurities is apparently most serious in the case of
the noble gases.2 Ordinary TR tubes do not easily lend themselves to

1,0
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0.02 \ !
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0.008 I I

0.006 - I
o 10 100

partialpressure of A or Hz- (mm - Hg)

FI~, 5,14.—Spike-pressure characteristic for a 1B26 T R tube at 1,25 cm.

high-temperature outgassing because of soft-soldered joints, or compara-
tively weak copper-glass butt seals. Thus, these data must be treated
aarepresentative of leakage energies that can be expected from commerical
tubes rather than as an indication of the intrinsic properties of the par-
ticular pure gas.

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the effect of the addition of water vapor
to an H#illed TR tube upon W8. In both the 1.25-cm and the 10-cm
tubes, the use of H*O makes the spike energy surprisingly independent

1M. D. F~ke, (‘Final Technical Report on OSRD Contract OEMsr-1306,” GE
I&search Laboratory, Nov. 7, 1945.

zLoeb, “Fundamental Processes of Electrical Discharges in Gases, ” Wiley, New
York, 1939, Chap. 2.
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of the partial pressure of H2 or H20. Thus, the choice of the proper gas

filling must be dictated by considerations other than spike leakage energy.
These factors, arc power, recovery time, and life, will be discussed in

succeeding sections.
Although Fig. 5.14 indicates that the use of pure argon results in

exceptionally low values of W,, this is of little importance in a TR tube
designed for radar use because of the extremely long recovery time of such

I

s O,*
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0.1 10-3I I I 1 1
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0.02I I I I I 1 1 I I I I
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Partial pressure of H2- mm of Hg

FIG. 5.15,—Effect of addition of water vapor to H~filled 1B27 TR tube.

a tube. The addition of sufficient water vapor to ensure short recovery
time and reasonably long tube life, makes the A and H20 spike energy

about the same as that for the Ha and HZO mixture.
Eflect oj Gap Length upon W,.—In the TR tube, spike leakage energy

increases with increasing gap length, if other factors (except tuning)
remain constant. Figure 5.16 shows the characteristics of the 1B24

(3-cm) and lB27(10-cm) TR tubes; W, is plotted against revolutions of
the tuning screw, which produce a linear motion of the cone. These data
were obtained With the exciting power coming from a fixed-frequency
magnetron and, therefore, the TR cavity was detuned from the magrw

tron by alxwt f 6 per cent at the extremes of the tuning range. Other
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tests in which the magnetron frequency was varied over a comparable
range while the TR cavity waskept tuned to a constant frequency showed
variations of W, of 1 db or less. The curves of Fig. 5.16 obviously obey

different laws. How much of this results from differences infrequency
and how much from electrode shape is not known.

Some indications of a minimum spacing, below which W. starts to
rise again, have been found. This occurs in the 1B27 at a spacing of-,
about 0.005 in. No quantitative
data of this part of the curve

exist, and no data exist for other
frequencies. Accurate measure-
ments of this minimum as a func-
tion of frequency and pressure
should prove valuable in affording
a clearer insight into the funda-
mental processes. It is believed

that this minimum has the same
significance as that of the Paschen
curve for low frequencies. When
the gap becomes short enough, a
large fraction of the electrons in
the gap may be lost to the elec-
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FIG. 516.-Variation of spike leakage energy
with gap length in 1B27 and 1B24 TR tubes.

trod& ‘before they can contribute to the further ionization of the gas.

5.9. Arc Leakage Power.—The arc leakage power is the power dissi-
pated in the receiver load and results from the steady-state voltage drop
across the high-frequency discharge in the TR tube. In the normal
pressure and current range encountered in TR tubes, the voltage drop

across the discharge is very nearly independent of the current carried by
it, and for most cases the discharge can be treated as a zero-impedance,
constant-voltage source.

Some of the similarities between the high-frequency discharge and the

positive column of the d-c discharge have been indicated earlier in this
chapter. In this and the following sections, the self-sustaining r-f dis-

charge in TR tubes will be discussed, in which the quantities of interest
are the arc leakage power and the arc loss, the power dissipated in the
discharge. Some of the independent variables that affect the discharge
are:

1. Gas content.
2. Transmitter power level.

3. External circuit (cavity couplings, etc.).
4. Gap shape.

The only quantities which can be measured conveniently are the arc
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leakage power, arc loss, and the transformed discharge impedance. No
measurements have been made of the electron density or of temperature
in the discharge, although estimates of the former have been made. It

should be possible to measure the electron temperature by means of probes
similar to those used in the study of d-c discharges. 1

Before presenting the experimental data, or discussing some of the
theoretical aspects of this problem, let us see how the measured leakage
power varies with the design of the TR cavity. Figure 5.17a is a
schematic diagram of a TR tube connected in series with a transmission
line which is energized by a matched generator and terminated in a
matched load. The TR cavity is loaded by an arbitrary, real conduct-
ance G/YO = g. The equivalent lumped-constant circuit is shown in
Fig. 5.17b,where the reference plane has been chosen at the center of the

Z.

T-E Z. +

b__ -- Reference

i

plane

G

2b2Z.

m“

(a) (b)
FIG. 517.-Equivalent circuit for arc leakage power.

TR tube. The equivalent generator seen at the center of the TR tube is
obtained by the use of Th6venin’s theorem. The internal impedance is

2b2Z0and the open-circuit voltage is bE, where B/ YO = b is the suscept-

ance of the TR-cavity coupling irises. If b = 10, then the generator

impedance seen from the gap is 200Z0. If a line power of l-kw peaks, and

a 50-ohm coaxial transmission line are assumed, then E = 1400 volts rms,
and the transformed generator voltage bE = 14,000 volts. Measure-
ments made on the 721A TR tube indicate that the voltage drop across
the discharge, ea,is about 100 voltsz when an H*-H,O gas filling is used,

and is 200 to 300 volts in the argon-filled 10-cm pre-TR tubes. This
large ratio between emand bE allows the discharge to be treated as if it
were energized from a constant-curmzt source. The magnitude of the dis-

charge current depends upon the transmitter power, upon the amplitude
and phase of standing waves in the main transmission line, and upon the
coupling to the TR cavity.

1Cobine, Gaseous Coraducfw-s, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941, Chap. 6.
2 Bethe, Marshak, Sclfainger, “Theoretical Results on the TR-Box, ” NDRC

Report D1-1 16, Jan. 20, 1943.
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Itis an experimental fact that within the accuracy of the experiments,

the arc leakage power of a TR tube into a given load is independent of
transmitter power over a range of several thousand to one. This means
that the arc- voltage remains-constant while the
current is varied by a factor of fifty or more, and
allows the discharge to be treated as if it had a
zero dynamic impedance and constant voltage
drop.

The power delivered by a constant-voltage

generator to a load is P = E2g, where g is the
conduct ante of the load. The load susceptante
has no effect upon the total power absorbed by
the load. Measurements of arc leakage power
as a function of load admittance give contours
of constant power which fall upon lines of con-
stant conductance on transmission-line charts,

12
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FIG. 5.18.—Variation

of arc reakage power with
transmission through the
TR switch.

and which show lit tle or no dependence on the susceptance. The receiver

conductance seen by the discharge is g/b~, and therefore, the leakage
power is

pa = ~:~. (37)
2

The external Q of the output circuit is

Q,., = I+
.

and therefore

‘“ ‘&”
(38)

For convenience in calculating, this simple relationship may be expressed
in terms of some other parameters.’

1, For a cavity coupled for matched input conductance,

2. For equal input and output coupling (1/b~ = g/b~),

(39)

(40)

where T is the signal transmission ratio, the ratio of transmitted power to

the available power, and gc is the cavity conductance. Figure 5.18 is a

I S~muel, McChea, and Mumford, “The Gas Discharge TR Switch,” BTL MM-
42-140-26, April 17, 1942.
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plot of Pa for these two cases as a function of T. Note that Pm is directly
proportional to the cavity conductance g., and therefore, for a given inser-
tion loss, the arc leakage power varies inversely with the unloaded Q of
the cavity.

The power dissipated in the discharge may be calculated in a similar
manner, 1 The current in the discharge is

and the power is

P, = iae= = e.
4P1%

b

(41)

(42)

As before, the power dissipated in the gap may be rewritten for two
special cases.

1. Matched input coupling,

(43)

2. Equal couplings,

P, = dP,Pa. (44)

Thus, the dissipated power is proportional to the geometric mean of the
line power Pl, and of the arc leakage power P.,

These relations indicate that in order to describe the leakage power

of a TR tube, either the output coupling, or the cavity transmission,

02 4 6 8

Turns of tuning screw
Decreasing gap ~

FIG. 5.19,—Variation of arc leakage power
with gap length.

ing the TR cavity by varying the

shunt conductance, and ratio of
input to output coupling corre-
sponding to any given value of P.,
must be specified.

Detuning the TR cavity from
the transmitter frequency by
means of tuning plugs in the TR
cavity (or detuning the trans-
mitter) has practically no effect

upon the arc leakage power.
Once the gap has broken down,
the conductance of the discharge
is very large compared with the
susceptance introduced by the
detuning of the cavity. Detun-

gap spacing has a marked effect
upon Pa. Figure 5.19 shows the variation of Pa with gap spacing (adjust-

1Ibid,
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ment of the tuning screw) in the 1B24 and 1B27 TR tubes. These data

were taken at the same time as those of Fig. 5.16 on the respective tubes.
These curves have the form Pa = Cekr, where C and k are constants and 1

is the gap length. On a linear plot of Pa, the data might be fitted by a
square-law curve, Pa = A 12,where A is a constant. A simple picture of

the discharge postulates a constant gradient, the voltage drop varies
linearly with spacing, and the leakage power therefore varies with the

square of the spacing. As an engineering approximation, it is probably
safe to assume that the arc leakage power is proportional to the square
of the gap length.

5.10. Dependence of Arc Leakage Power upon Transmitting Power.—
The arc voltage e. is independent of the discharge current in radar equip-

ments operating under normal conditions. At line powers just above the
minimum breakdown level, the discharge exhibits a decided nega-
tive characteristic. Figure 5.20 illustrates the linear variation of leakage

FIQ,

v I
Line power

S.20.—Leakage power at very low
levels as a function of line power.

I.&Lp(E)
/

d(E)

i E’ E
FIG. 5.21.—Production and destruction of

electrons as a function of field strength.

power with line power up to the point of breakdown, beyond which it falls
off with increasing power and finally reaches a constant level. A theory
to explain this behavior has been advanced by Margenau. 1

Let us consider the following differential equation, which is simply a
statement of equilibrium,

dn
x

= p(,!l)n – d(E)n = O, (’!5)

where n is the number of electrons per cubic centimeter in the discharge,

and p(E) and d(E) are the voltage-dependent rates of production and
destruction (diffusion) of electrons. This equation has only one equilib-
rium voltage E; at which p(n) = cZ(E), Fig. 5.21. The number of elec-

trons n does not affect the result, and consequently, if this equation
described an r-f discharge, its voltage would be a constant, independent of
current density. However, a correct theory should predict the experi-
mental curve of Fig. 5.20.

1H. Margenau, “Theory of Alternating Current Discharges in Gases, ” RL Report
No. 967, Jan. 10, 1946.
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Equation (45) may be modified by adding to it a constant term c.

Then, at equilibrium,

dn
at = [P(E) – d(E)]n – c = O, (46)

and

n=p(~) : d(n)”
(47)

Figure 5.22 is a plot of Eq. (47). The left portion n(l?) is negative and

has no physical significance; however, the right portion, if replotted with

the axis suitably rotated, gives a curve of the same form as Fig. 5“20.
This constant c is physically significant for it implies a mechanism for

the destruction of electrons at a rate
I

K

independent of n. It can be shown that
/

/

L

the capture of electrons by neutral atoms
/

I ,’TL
or molecules to form negative ions obeys

o \
1, such a law. Some gases such as the

,~ E’ E noble gases, hydrogen, and nitrogen,
. . .

p-d have zero electron-capture cross section;

A
7/ others, however, like oxygen, the halo-

gens, and water vapor, have compara-
F1~.5.22.—Stabilityconditionsfor a tively large electron-capture cross sec-

steady-statedischarge.
tions. Let us consider a TR tube which

has an atmosphere, part of which has a finite electron-capture cross
section. The analysis will use the following symbols:

n = electron density.
Y = number of neutral captors.

Y’ = number of negative ions.
M= Y+ Y’.

Q = collision cross section of electrons and gas molecules.
h = probability of electron capture per collision.
h~~= probability of electron release per collision.

v = electron velocity.
C = Quh.,p = probability of electron capture per sec.

R = Qvh,,l = probability of electron release per sec.

Then,

dY’
dt

— = C’n(M – Y’) – RnY’. (48)

Since only the steady-state discharge is considered, n may be assumed
constant. Then by solving for Y’, the following equation is obtained,

Cluf
— [1 - e-’’+’)”].“=R+C

(49)
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In the discharge, the electron temperature is high, probably about 10

electron volts, and the probability of release is much greater than that
of capture, R >> C. Then at t = m,

yl=#=hmD ~; M.
,0

(50)

Thus for a given concentration M of captor molecules, the number of
negative ions formed is a function only of the ratio of the probability of
electron capture to that of release when the electron energy is high.
There will be a continual diffusion of Y’ out of the discharge to the walls

or to the electrodes. This rate will be independent of n and independent
of E. Therefore, once steady-state conditions have been reached, elec-

trons will be captured at a rate just rapid enough to make up for the num-
ber of negative ions lost by diffusion, and thus a physical process
corresponding to the constant c of Eq. (46) results.

If this theory is correct, it would be expected that a TR tube filled
with gas such as argon would not have a negative slope in the leakage-
power characteristic, whereas a tube containing HzO would be expected
to have a large negative slope. Before determining whether this con-

clusion is justified by experimental data, the ~ctual measurements
involved should be considered. The measurai-,le quantities are arc
leakage power, which is proportional to e:, input admittance of the fired
cavity, incident power, and power
dissipated in the discharge. The
easiest combination to measure is
incident power as a function of
arc leakage power, as in Fig. 5.20.

~~Although this curve contains all ‘- -
of the information which is needed

1

from the viewpoint of practical FIC. 5.2. .—Diagram to illustrate admittance

duplexer design, it really tells very
relations in a cavity.

lit{le about {he discharge itself. This is ‘)ecause the abscissa, or line

power, is an unknown function of the actual discharge current.
Consider the circuit of Fig. 5.23. The cavity is loaded at its center by

the discharge admittance Y.. With Y= = O, the cavity is presumed to be

resonant and the admittance at the center M Y. + (Yo/b~) = Y. The
input admittance is

Y, Y – jb,

Y,
— = Jll + ~ _ ~ybl’ (51)

If this equation is separated into its real and its imaginary parts, and if
b? >>1 is assumed,

Y,
~ = (1 + bf$ + g’b: [ 1

+ ~ ~, + (b’ – bb, + g’ – l)b, ~52)

(1 + bbJ2 + g’b~
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Examination of Eq. (52) indicates that when gaand ba are of the order of
magnitude l/b~, the input susceptance will be a strong function of Y.. As
the arc admittance increases, however, the input admittance approaches
a limit,

lim Y, = $ + jb,, (53)
y,,+.

and it becomes difficult to make accurate measurements of the imaginary

30

Relative current

Fm. 5.24.—Relative r-f current and voltage of discharge at low levels.
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FIG. 5,25,—Magnitude of r-f current vs. voltage in helium,

component of Y., although the conductance will be directly proportional
to the input standing-wave ratio.

1 + Irl
2b1+ l+;

~’=l–lrl= 2
= gabl. (54)

z

Thus a measurement of the leueland the .standing-waueratio are sufficient

to give numbers proportional to the voltage and current in the discharge.
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If the shape of the cavity is accurately known, the absolute voltage and
current in the discharge can be computed.

2

-4 -3 -2 -1 0
lma~inary part of current in ma

FIG. 5,26.—Real vs. imaginary parts of r-f current in helium discharge.

Figure 5.24 is a curve of the relative current vs. voltage in the dis-
charge of a 1B24 TR tube filled with 15 mm Hg each of Hz and HZ().
Figure 5.25 is a similar curvel
measured in a special cavity filled 11
with helium at 3.2 mm pressure
and A = 9.8 cm. By standing- lo L.
wave measurements it was possi-

:ble to find the phase angle of the .
current with respect to the volt- ~d~

age. Figure 5.26 shows the real ~ \ Partialpressure
part of the current plotted against s 1 of H2=10 mm Hg

the imaginary part. 58

Figure 5.27 is a similar plot for ~
a number of different gas fillings ~

in a 1B24 TR tube. The two 7-
figures do not necessarily agree Omm’

Hg. H20
since they were taken with differ-

ent tubes, tuned to clifferent $00 0
200 300 400

frequencies.
500

Incident power, P,nc in mw
5.11. Effect of Gas Filling FIG. 5.27.—Leakagepoweras a func-

upon Pm.—As in the case of the tion of incident power in a 1B24 tube with

spike, it is difficult to predict various fillings.

theoretically not only how gases will cliff er in arc 1eakage power, but also

how they will vary with pressure. It has been seen, however, that the

1M, A. Herlin and S. C. Brown, Bull. Amer. Phys. Sot. 21, 28 (1946).
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order of the voltage drop for various gases in the r-f discharge is the
same as that for the positive column in the d-c discharge.

The characteristics of a gas which affect the r-f voltage drop can be

listed. First to be considered, referring to Eq. (45), are the rates of
production and destruction of electrons as functions of gap voltage.
Destruction can be limited to diffusion, since the recombination of an

electron and a positive ion is an extremely improbable event. The

diffusion is of the so-called ambipolar type which takes place at about
twice the rate of diffusion of gas molecules. Thus, it would be expected
that the lighter gaseswould diffuse more rapidly, and the sustaining volt-
age would be increased. The rate of production of electrons, or of ioniza-

40

20

: 10
8.5

~6

R4
&lJ
;2
2a

;::
0,6

0.4

12 4 6 810 20 40 60 100
Gaspressure in mm hg.

FTC;,52S.-.4w le:IkiIw ~mn-rt fronl~ 1B?7 TR tuh as a function of pressure.

tion, is dctcrmilletl ill p:~rt I)y tl~e ionization potential, the number of

excitation levels belolv the ionization level, and the number of molecular

resonances which can al)sorb electron energy without resulting in further

ionization of the gas.

Figure 528 is a plot of the arc leakage po~ver in a 1B27 TR tube as a

function of the pressure of the various gases tested. These curves were
obtained from the same experiment as those of Fig. 5“13, and the same
comments apply, The rmblc gases lie well be]o~v the other gases. In

these curves, the minimum vdIIc of Pa for argon is about 0.05 that for
hydrogen. ( )t Iler itlvrst igat ors report m-err lower values for argon.

l;xtwrne purity apparently results in the lmvcst ~:llues of P. for argon,
NTOrelial)le data exist F(J[,those mi~turrs of noble gases \vhich gi~,e a very

low breakdolvn voltage in d-u LIis(llarges.
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Margenau, in a theoretical study of the r-f discharge,’ has proposed a
similarity principle for such discharges. On the assumption that the

sources of ionization remain in play over the range considered, he derives
an expression for the minimum of the voltage-pressure curve for a given
gas, which states that at the minimum,

w
=a

i
E.- =b I

(55)

P

where a and b are constants, p is the
angular frequency and amplitude
of the impressed field. This state;
that the pressure for minimum volt-
age drop, and the actual value of
the minimum drop, are proportional ,

I

gas pressure, and u and E are the

I

,
to OJ. Figure 529 illustrates this n
relationship. This theory has not

been checked with data taken with

ml
a single tube of fixed shape. The ,.”” ~ , ~
experiment is not difficult, and it 1’1 P2 P3
should prove valuable in extending F1~.5.fKl—Diagramto illustratesimilarity
the understanding of the r-f principlefor r-f discharges,

discharge.
5012. The Recovery Period.-The recovery period is the time after

the transmitter power has fallen to zero. During this time the gap in the
TR tube deionizes, and the attenuation through the TR tube drops from
the value of 60 or 70 db during the transmitting period to 1 or 2 db. In

Sec. 52 a crude formulation of the admittance of a space-charge region
was presented. If the electrons are in a vacuum they lose no energy by
collision with heavy atoms, and the current represented by their motion
is in quadrature with the applied field, and therefore the space-charge
region appears as a pure admittance with a dielectric constant lessthan
unity. If the electrons are not in a vacuum and therefore make collisions
with atoms or molecules, some of the oscillatory energy the electrons
obtain from the applied field is changed into thermal energy by the
collisions, and cannot be returned to the external circuit. There is there-
fore a net input power to the discharge, and the gap admittance has a

real component.
The electron energy in the r-f discharge is comparatively high, and

it is much greater than that of the gas. Because of their random motion

I H. Margenau, “Theory of Alternating Current Discharges ia Gases, ” RL
Report No. 967, Jan. 10, 1946.
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there is a constant diffusion of electrons out of the gap. The rate of this
process is retarded by the positive ions in the discharge Irhich exert a
field opposing the rapid outward motion of the electrons. The net drift
of electrons and positive ions is referred to as ambipolar diffusion, and
takes place at a rate corresponding to twice the mobility of the ions,
When the excitation is removed, the electron temperature is quickly
reduced, by collisions, to the temperature of the gas. It reaches a value

of twice the gas temperature in about 1 psec. It will be shown that the

diffusion processes much tooslow to bereliedupon for the recovery of
TR tubes.

To make the recovery time sufficiently short, it is necessary to remove
electrons by some other means. Electron recombination by means of a
three-body collision has little probability, and therefore cannot cause a

sufficiently rapid recovery. Capture of electrons by neutral atoms or
molecules has a comparatively high probability. The use of a gas such
as HZO with a large electron-capture cross section gives tubes with a
recovery time of only a few microseconds. .

In the following sections the theory of the recovery period will be
presented first. This will be followed by a discussion of the properties
of various gases and a presentation of experimental data.

6013. Theory of the Recovery Period.-The following analysis is due
to Margenau. 1 In Sec. 5.12, three possible mechanisms for reducing the
electron density in the discharge were mentioned: diffusion, recombina-
tion, and capture. These Ii-ill be examined in this order.

Diflusion.-In order to calculate the rate of diffusion, it is necessary

to know the electron and ion temperatures. During the discharge the
electron temperature is very high, many thousand degrees. In the
recovery period this energy is reduced by collisions with gas molecules.
The rate at which this reduction takes place may be determined as fol-
lows. Let u be the average electron velocity, L the mean free path, 2’ the
electron temperature, and TO the gas temperature. Then the mean loss

of energy by the electron per collision is

AE = ~mk(T – TO),

The rate at which the mean energy decreases is

() ()31cT ‘i 4m— ;L ~lcT =k(T– TO) —
m m“

(56)

(57)

‘ H. Margenau, “ Theoretical Interpretation of the Recovery Time of TR Boxes;’
RL Report No. 929, Jan. 9, 1946.
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The solution of this is

(58)

where the subscripts 1 and O refer to initial and final conditions, and

8

()

km g

9=7ZZ “3- “

The time required for the average speed to drop to a times its final value
is given by

t. = +0 in S (59)
a—l

where TI >> TQ.
For argon at a pressure of 10 mm Hg and a = 2, the relaxation period

is about 1.5 psec. Thus, for times
longer than 5 or 10 psec, the elec- Pre-TR tube

trons may be considered to be at
the gas temperature TO.

The calculation of the rate of
diffusion of eIectrons out of the ‘0=’0

gap of a high-Q TR tube involves
some very difficult computations,
and has not been carried out.
However, as a pertinent example, -1
let us consider the recovery of a FKG.5.30.—Dischargein pre-TR tube and

pre-TR tube, where the discharge
equivalentcircuit.

is assumed to be in the form of a thin slab of thickness d adjacent to, and

covering, the low-Q input window, Fig. 5.30.
The diffusion equation is

(60)

where n is the electron density and D is the mobility or coefficient of
diffusion. For the shape under consideration, if the electron density nO
is uniform at the end of the transmitter pulse,

‘“”OI’(%)-:[’(%9 -4%)1) ‘“)

/
r)(u) = ~ = e-z’ dx.

*O

In Eq. (61) the assumption is made that the diffusion takes place only
to the input window, and that since d is small, the loss of electrons from
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the edges of the discharge is negligible. The diffusion coefficient D is
not that predicted by kinetic theory for a cloud of electrons. The difiu-

sion that takes place is called ambipolar. 1 It takes place at a reduced

rate because the massive, slow-moving positive ions act as a broke on

the electrons. Thus, as soon as a few electrons hare left the discharge,

a positive space charge is set up that inhibits the loss of any more elec-

trons until an equal number of positive ions have diffused out of the dis-

charge. The net rate is about tmice that of the gas molecules alone.

In the 1B38 pre-TR tube filled with 10 mm Hg of argon, the ambipolar

diffusion coefficient is about 5 cm’~sec, and if the thickness of the dis-

charge d is 1 mm, the recovery time would be several thousand micro-
seconds. Since it is necessary to have recovery times of the order of 1 to
10 ~sec, diffusion alone can contribute very little.

A calculation of the effect of the recombination of electrons and posi-
tive ions on recovery time indicates that about 1 sec would be required
to deionize the gap sufficiently. Since diffusion and recombination as
mechanisms for obtaining short recovery times have been discussed, let

us next consider the capture of electrons by ne~tral atoms.
In the calculation of the effect of capture upon arc leakage power

(Sec. 510), the electron density n was considered constant. In the
recovery period there is no production of electrons and the constant term

is the total negative charge,

N = const = n + l“.
As before,

M = const = 1’ + 1“{.

The rate of chsmge of electron density is

In the recovery period, after the first microsecond, the electron energy
is low and h,.1 = O. During the first few microseconds, the electrons are
losing energy rapidly and neither ha. nor h,el are constants, and the solu-
tion of Eq. (62) becomes extremely difficult. Later, however,

dn

x=
— vQh_P (M — N)n = —vQh_PMn, (63)

where the initial number of neutral atoms Y“O= M >> no.
This is an expression for the rate of change of electron density. Let

us now see how this causes the attenuatiori through the TR tube to vary
with time. The transmission through an attenuating medium between

1Cobine, Gaseous Conductors, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941.
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two uniform, nondissipative media may be writtenl as

E. = cos yld + jsin Tld

z

co’’~-$(2+2)sin@’

(64)

where E. and Ei are the output and input fields: T1 and YZ are the propa-
gation constants in the nonlossy and 10SSYmedia, Z2, T2
respectively; Z 1and 22 are the respective charac-
teristic impedances; and d is the thickness of the z, -r, Zj, -f,

attenuating medium, Fig. 5.31. The character-
istic impedance of a waveguide is -Ei

t tEO

z=:= ~:,
u ’65) @ Q

“= - (;)+@)+u’66) ,~,,:-T,
ogy for tranamisaion

where E. = E.eird, a is the wide dimension of the through attenuating

guide, and u is the conductivity of the medium. medium.

If yd is assumed small, Eqs. (65) and (66) are substituted into Eq. (64),

and u = u, + jai, then

(68)

This equation is of the same form as the expression for the attenuation
due to a lumped-constant shunt admittance replacing the discharge,
see Fig. 5.30, where the transmission is [(1 + g/2)2 + (b/2) 2]-l, and g
and b are the normalized components of the discharge admittance.

Conductivdy oj the Ionized Gas.-Margenau2 has shown that if the

electron mean free path, and the frequency and the amplitude of the
impressed high-frequency voltage are adjusted so that the electrons make
relatively few collisions per cycle, and the electron energy is below the
ionizing level, then the distribution of electron velocities will be ~Maxwel-

] J. A. Stratton, Ekdroma#ndti !/VwW,McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941,p. 511.
* H. Margenau,“Dispersionof High FrequencyRadio Wavesin Ionized Gases,”

RL Report No. S36,Oct. 26, 1945.
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lian. At the operating pressures encountered in TR tubes (10 to 30 mm
Hg) these conditions are satisfied in the recovery period where the

impressed voltage (received signal) is relatively weak, Under these

conditions the conductivity of the gas is

4
‘2Ln, [Kz(x,) – j.rl}’K;2(x,)],

u = 3 (27rmk7)~~
(69)

where e, m, and n are the electron charge, mass, and density; L is the

electron mean free path; k is the Roltzmann constant; T is the abso]ut e
temperature; X1 = m(&) 2/21iT; and the functions KS and K44 are’

In TR tubes with u = 2 X 1010and L = 0.005 cm, Z1 > 100 and
the following limiting forms may be used,

If these limiting forms are substituted in Eq. (69),

(71)

(72)

At a frequency of 2800 Me/see and a gas pressure of 5 mm Hg the
numerical results are

u, = 1.9 x 1O–%,
(inks units)

Ui = 1.6 X 10–’2n.

The imaginary term of Eq. (72) will be recognized as the result which
would be obtained for electrons in a vacuum. This term varies inversely

with frequency, and is independent of pressure. The real component of

u, however, has a maximum value when the mean free time between
collisions is about equal to the period of the impressed r-f voltage,
t = %r/co. Specifically, the maximum occurs for a value of

muLZ
“ = 2’1 = 2kT

For a given set of conditions, frequency and pressure, the density of
electrons n that will result in a certain value of attenuation may be calcu-

I The exponentialintegralE; ( —ZJ andthe error functionErf (&) aredefied in
JahnkeandErode,Table oj Fundiorw, Stechert, New York, 1938.
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lated, if the shape is known and is amenable to computation. In the

present example of the pre-TR tube, with the discharge confined to a

thin slab of thickness d, Eqs. (68) and (72) can be used to make this
conversion. By this method, measured recovery-time curves have been

converted to n-vs.-time curves, and from a knowledge of the partial
pressures of the gases present, electron-capture cross sections may be

computed.
The attenuation varies with the square of the shunt admittance; there-

fore, for the gas discharge, it varies with nz.
6.14. Electron-capture Properties of Various Gases.—The mechanism

by which electrons are captured by atoms or molecules is not simple, nor
is it unique.1f23 The electronegative character of the gas is one of the

more important factors which influence capture. The kinetic energy
of the electrons is important. Depending upon the particular gas under

consideration, the probability of capture may either increase or decrease
with increasing electron energy. As in most discharge phenomena,

impurities play a role that is not very well understood.
In the recovery period of a TR tube, interest is primarily in fairly

weak signals of the order of 10–6 to 10–12watt intensity. The electric

fields produced by such signals across the gap of a typical high-Q TR
tube, will be smaller than the breakdown potential by a factor lying in the
range between 10 and 10,000. Consequently, it is assumed that the
energy imparted to the electrons by the received signal is negligible com-
pared with their thermal energy. This thermal energy will be a function

of the gas temperature and the time that has elapsed since the end of the
transmitter pulse.

The electron affinity of an atom may be described in terms of the
work done on an electron by the field between it and the atom. Atomic

oxygen and the halogens have electron affinities of 3 or more electron
volts. Hydrogen, on the other hand, has a value of 0.76 ev, and the
noble gases have negative values which indicate that they form unstable

ions. A more useful way, for our purposes, of comparing gases is in
terms of their electron attachment coefficient 8, where d is the average
number of collisions an electron must make with the atoms of the gas
before it is captured. In Table 53, there are tabulated for several gases
values of 6, of N, the number of electron collisions with gas molecules per
second at one atmosphere and room temperature, and of t= = 6/N, the
average time required for an electron to be captured. 4

The capture of electrons by molecular gases may take place by a

1Loeb, op. cit., Chap. 6.
2 Massey, Negoliue Ions, Cambridge Tracts, MacMillan, New York, 1938.
8Cobine, op, cit., Chap. 4.
4K. T. Compton and I. Le.agmuir, Rev. Mod. Phgs. 2, 193 (1930).
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TABLE5+L-ELECWFKON.*TTACHMENT~OEFFICIENT,COLLISIONSPISRSECONb, AND
TIMEFORCAPTUREFORVARIOUSGASES

Gas 16

,\-Ohlegases, >-j, and
H, m

co 1.6 X 10E
NH, 9.9 x 107
h-,o 6.1 X 10’
Air 2.0 x 10’
0, 4.0 x 104
H,O 4.0 x 10’
cl, 2.1X103

2.22 x 1011
2.95 X 10’1
3.36 X 10”
3.17 x 10’1
2.06 X 10’1
2.83 X 1011
1.5 X 10L1

0.72 X 10-3sec
3.35 x 10-4
1.82 X 10-0
0.63 X 10-’
1,94 x 10-7
1.41 x 10-7
0.467 X 10-’

number of different processes. On the basis of a series of measurements
made by Bradbury, 1 and Bradbury and Tatel, 2Loebt has postulated a
number of different reactions which are presented in Table 5-4.

TABLE5.4.—MINIMUMELECTEONENERCYANDMEcHANISMOFELECTRONCAPTURE
IN VARIOUSGASES

Gas

Cl,, Br,, I,
HC1, HBr,

HI
NH,
N,O
co,
H,S
0,
0
so,
NO

H,O
H,O

Ground
state

A’eg. ions
of gas
formed

No
No

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yea
Yes
Yes

No
No

l~in.
electron

mergy for
ttachmenl

o
0.4 ev
in HC1
3 ev
1.7ev

3.7ev
o
0
0
0

0
5,4ev

Reaction

Cl, +e ~C1- + Cl + (4.1 – 1.5)ev
HC1 + e + (4.5 –4,1)ev+H + Cl-

NH8+e+3ev-NH-+H,
N~O+e+l,7ev~0-+iY2

H,S+e+3.7ev-+HS-+H
O,+e+O~
o+e+o-
So, + e + so;
2N0 ~ (NO), + e ~ N’O-

+ No

2(H,0) + e - 2(H,0)-
H,0+e+5.4ev-HO-+H

Gaaes such as OZ and SO, form negative molecular ions directly
by the capture of electrons. Molecular i&s are formed by NO; but the
probability of electron capture is dependent upon pressure and it is

xBradbury,J. C?wm. Phya,, ‘2,827 (1934); 2, 840 (1934).
2 Bradbury and Tatel, J. Chem. Phy8., 2, S35 (1934).
8Loeb, “Fundamental Procemea of Electrical Diechargea in Gawa,” Wiley, New

York, 1939, Chap. 2.
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assumed that a complex, (NO)%, must be formed. This complex is then
assumed to capture an electron and form NO-, the excess energy of the

6 HzO II,;m~~
O 2 4 6 8101214161820 24681012141618~

P
100~

,,
so - 0

02+Ar 02+ He

.0060

:
40-

20 -

0 I , 1 { ! !
o 24 68.

3

2
‘0

:
11P

C12+ A
0

a
0

0

0

Q~
02468101214

3
z

2.4

- ;1

so~

2.0

% 1.6

~ 1.2 \
i
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(J,4.’4,

J
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z

FIG. 5.32.—Probabilities of electron capture for various gases.

electron being carried away by the neutral N’(l. Alone, l&O should not

capture elect rons, since it has a closed electron system. With sufficient
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energy, z 5.4 ev, an electron will dissociate the water into HO– and H.
However, it is true that water has a large electron-capture cross section
for the slow-moving electrons. Bradbury and Tatel report that the

probability of capture of slow electrons in H20 is strongly pressure-
dependent. At a pressure of 2.5 mm Hg of H20 no capture of slow elec-
trons was observed. At higher pressures, the probability of capture rose
rapidly. This was taken as evidence that a complex, 2( H20), was
formed, which could then be ionized directly. Figure 5“32 gives the
probability of electron capture h as a function of the parameter z/p for
various gases, as measured by Bradbury and Tatel. In this case z is
the voltage gradient, ‘and p the pressure in mm Hg. Figure 5.32a shows
the values of h for 02. As z/p increases from very low values, h drops
rapidly. At x/p = 5, the curve rises sharply. At this point the electron

energy is about 1.6 ev, corresponding to a met astable excitation level in
02. Electrons which make these inelastic collisions have their energy

reduced to a level at which the probability of capture is again high.
Figure 5.32b shows the eilect of mixing argon, helium, or nitrogen, with
02, in equal volumes.

Figure 5.32c shows the pressure dependence of electron capture in

NO which has been discussed. Figure 5.32d shows the probability of
capture in a mixture of argon with Clz. The gas Cl~ is a chemically

inert gas which has a closed electronic system, and therefore Cl; ions
cannot be formed. Inst cad, it is believed that the ionizing process is
the one indicated in Table 5.4. Figure 5.32e is for electron capture in
SO,, and SO, plus A.

Figure 5.32f shows the pressure dependence of electron capture in
HZO. This is explained by assuming the formation of nuclei of condensa-

tion, which then makes these complexes capable of capturing low-velocity
elect rons. Impurities such as C02 or OJ are presumed to aid this effect,
whereas A or N2 do not. In the next section (Sec. 5“15) the available data
on recovery time in TR tubes will be examined to see what can be learned

about effective probabilities of electron capture.
5.15. Recovery-time Data.-The recovery characteristic of a TR

tube is a curve in which attenuation through the tube as a function of the
time after the transmitter pulse is plotted. The attenuation plotted is
the difference in decibels between the instantaneous value and the
attenuation through the “cold” or unfired tube. Time is measured from
the end of the transmitter pulse.

Figure 5,33 shows typical recovery curves of a 1B27 TR tubel meas-

ured at several different levels of transmitter power. The tube is filled

with a mixture of 10 mm Hg, each, of Hz and HZO. Figure 534 shows

‘ Smullin and Leiter, “The IB27 TR Tube,” RL Report No. 594, Oct. 4, 1944
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FI~, 5.33.—Recovery curves of 1B27 TR tube for three incident power levels.

the effect of the water-vapor content upon the recovery time of a 1B27

TR tube, when the partial pressure of HZ is held constant.

Recovery curves for 3-cm and l-cm
TR tubes are similar in shape to those
shown here; but the time scale is con-

siderably shorter. N’o quantitative
explanation of this difference has been
proposed. It is thought, however, to

be the result of the smaller volume of
the discharge in the high-frequency
tubes, which allows diffusion to play
a relatively more i m p o rt an t role.
M. D. Fiske has proposed a “sweep-

ing” type of diffusion. In this, right
at the end of the transmitter pulse,
some of the high-energy electrons near
the electrodes actually reach the elec-

trodes and are lost. This produces ‘a
positive space charge near the elec-
trodes which attracts electrons from
the center of the discharge. Some of
these electrons go right through to the

Partial pressure of H20 in mm Hg

FIG. 5.34.—Recovery characteristics
of 1B27 TR tube as a function of pres.
sure of water vapor. The transmitter
power was 100 kw, and the partial pres-
sure of Hz was 10 mm Hg.

electrodes, and are lost, and so on. No quantitative analysis of this
mechanism has been made; but it seems a plausible process, since the
effect should be larger for the smaller tubes.
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The life of most TR tubes is limited by the rate at which the water
vapor is cleaned up, or decomposed, thus increasing the recovery time.
Because of the relatively short life of pre-TR tubes operating at high
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FIG. 535.-Recovery characteristic of well-baked 1B38 tube filled with pure argon.
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line powers, a study of various gaseswasundertaken to determine whether
a substitute for HzO might be found. The measurements were all made

in 1B38 pre-TR tubes at a line power of about 700 kw. The gases used
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inthese measurements were the purest obtainable commercially, and the
tubes were carefully cleaned and pumped before filling.1 The following

curves are taken from these experiments.
Figure 5.35 is the recovery characteristic of a carefully cleaned and

baked tube filled with commercial “spectroscopically pure” argon; this
tube has an extremely long recovery time. Figure 5.36 showsthe recovery
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FIG. 5.37.—Recovery characteristic of oxygen at various pressures.

time for various mixtures of HZO and A.; Fig. 5.37 is for various pressures
of pure OZ; Figs. 5.38 and 5.39 are for mixtures of argon and chlorine,

and argon and pentene. Other gases tested, but not shown here, were
H2S, CH,, C,H2, CZH1, benzene, iodoform, and methyliodide. All of

these exhibited short recovery times. The purity of the organic gases
was more or less uncertain, since the chemical reactions involved usually
produce a number of different gases besides the interesting gas.

The importance of a high degree of purity is best illustrated by the
experience with CO. Commercial 1B38 tubes are filled with 10 mm Hg

1F. L. Mc Millan, 1. H. Dearnley, C. H. Pearsall, “ Recovery Time Measurements
in Bandpass TR’s for Various Gases, ” RL Report N’o. 895, Dec. 18, 1945.
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of commercial argon. The tube itself is assembled with soft solder, and

therefore it cannot be outgasseci by baking. As a result, even though
no water is put into the tube, the recovery time of most of the tubes is
short. Spectroscopic measurements made on a large number of these
tubes showed, among the other things, that CO was almost invariably. . . . .

Tirhe u in sec

Fm. 5.3S.—Recovery of argon-
chlorine mixture.

present m tubes bavmg a short recovery
time. Although it has been reported to have
zero electron-capture probability, 1 it was
decided to test a CO-A mixture. Independ-
ent measurements by Fiske at the General
Electric. Research Laboratories and McMillan

at Radiation Laboratory showed very short
recovery times for such mixtures. Subse-
quent tests, however, with pure CO, prepared
chemically in the vacuum system, showed
that CO really had no effect upon the re-
covery time, and the initial results must have
been caused by some other gas present as
an impurity.

Let us now consider some of these curves
in detail. The variation in recovery time
with line power, illustrated in Fig. 5.33,

shows the expected phenomenon of longer
recovery times for higher powers. This, of
course, can be interpreted as corresponding
to larger values of na, the electron density
in the discharge, since the rate of capture

of electrons dn/n dt is constant, regardless of line power.
Figure 5.34 shows clearly that the rate of capture of electrons is

dependent upon the amount of water present, and that HZ has a small,
perhaps zero, electron-capture cross section.

Figure 535 shows the expected long recovery time for pure argon.
If the data are recalculated to give a curve of n vs. t, it can be shownz
that the function – td(ln N)/dt is about 3, where N = nd, d being the
thickness of the discharge. If only diffusion is operative, this quantity

cannot have a value greater than ~. Thusj the recovery time is shorter

than expected. Under the conditions of this particular experiment, no
impurities were present at a pressure greater than 0.01 per cent of that of
the argon. If the impurity had a capture efficiency equal to that of H20,

1Loeb, “Fundamental Processes of IHectrical Discharges in Gases)” Wiley, A-ew
York, 1939, Chap, 2.

~H. Margen au, ‘‘ Theoretical Interpretation of the Recovery Time of TR Boxes, ”
RL Report No. 929, Jan. 9, 1946.
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it would have had to be ‘present at a pressure of 0.18 mm Hg, which is
out of the question. There are thus two possibilities—the presence of
an extremely efficient electron-capture agent, or the formation of some

unknown ion, asA;. Negative argon ions seem more likely; the analogous

ion He; is known to exist.
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FIG. 539--- Rerovery of mixtures 0[ argon and pentene.

of Fig. 5.36 may be used to determine the capture crossThe data
section of HZO, by repotting in terms of in n and t, and using Eq. (63)
which may be rewritten

(73)

values for h,..
If these calculations are made with Q = 15 X 10–’8 cm’, v corresponding
to 300° K as (3kT)~5/m = 1.2 X 107 cm/see, then the
are

1.0 x 10–4 from the 2 mm curve.

0.93 x 10-’ from the 3 mm curve.
(),g~ x 10–4 from the 5 mm curve.

These capture probabilities are for thermal velocities, which have not
been obtained by any other means. They agree in order of magnitude
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with the results of Bradbury and Tatel, 1 who list values as high aa
4 x 10–4 at somewhat greater energies. The important difference lies

in the fact that no pressure dependence is indicated by these results.

This might be interpreted as meaning that single H,O molecules can
Capture thermal electrons. On the basis of present knowledge, this

seems improbable, and further study is required.
Figure 5.37 shows an interesting anomaly, which is that the recovery

time is not a monotonic function of the oxygen pressure. Margenau2
has explained this on the basis of the fact that both 02 and O are present

(a), (b)

(c) (d)
FIG. 540.-Decay of light intensity from discharge. Curve (a) is for 7 mm HzO;

curve (b) is for 10 mm argon and 1.5 mm HzO; curve (c) is for 20 mm Hg of lamp argon
(0.5’% N,); curve (d) is for 20 mm of dry tank N,.

in the discharge. The data can then be interpreted as an indication

of different electron affinities for the molecule and for the atom. If it is

assumed that most of the oxygen is in atomic form at the end of the dis-

charge, then the atoms recombine into OZ by way of a three-body col-

lision, and the rate w-ill be proportional to the square of the pressure.

Thus, O will last longer at low pressures. According to the data, then,

above 5 mm pressure 02 is the more active capture agent; and below

5 mm O is the more active. On this interpretation, 2 mm pressure, which

corresponds to 4 mm of atomic oxygen, is as effective as 10 mm of OZ.

The numerical results based on this argument are h,~~ s 3.2 X 10-4 for

O, and h.,. = 1.5 X 10-4 for 02.

LBradbury and Tatel, J. Chem. Phys., 2, 835 (1934).
2 Margenau, 10C.cit.
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Figure 539 shows the transition from conditions in which there are
enough captors to eliminate all electrons to those in which there are not
enough. The corresponding In n-vs.-t curves show straight terminal

slopes forpressuresof lmm Hgand O.1 mm Hgofpentane, but definitely
curved characteristics for the 10–Z and 10-a mm Hg pressures. The

latter two are probably tending towards a diffusion as opposed to a
capture characteristic. If the transition is assumed to lie between 0.1
and 0.01 mm Hg partial pressure, this indicates that the initial electron
density in the discharge is between 3.5 X 10’4 and 3.5 X 10” per ems.
This value is in agreement with estimates obtained by extrapolating
the curves of lnnto zero time.

In one attempt, which was unsuccessful, to devise a simple production
recovery-time test, measurements were made of the decay of light inten-
sity with time after the transmitter pulse. Figure 5.40 shows the decay

of light intensity from the discharge after the excitation, transmitter
power, is removed. These characteristics wereobtainedb yrneasuring
the light of a 1B38 pre-TR tube with a photomultiplier tube connected
to a video amplifier and cathode-ray oscillograph. The tubes filled with
argon and with nitrogen exhibit long recovery times, while in those con-
taining HzO, the light is very quickly quenched. No particular study
has been made of this phenomenon, but it is believed that the (‘after-
glow “ is caused by the presence of metastable atoms which may have
fairly long lives.

6.16. Effect of Keep-alive Discharge on Recovery Time.—In Sec. 57
it was shown that in order to make the spike energy small, and to make
the variations in energy from pulse to pulse
low, it is necessary- to introduce electrons into

~O.c discharge

the gap from an external source. This source
is a d-c glow discharge so located that the

<L
J

desired no electrons are furnished to the gap , /
by diffusion, Fig. 541. If the keep-alive elec-
trode is negative with respect to the TR tube, r’=& \
electrons are accelerated toward the gap. If ~ee~.ative
the keep-alive is positive, however, electrons electrode r

I

move away from the gap. Under these con- FXG. 5.41.—Keep-alive

ditions, the spike energy is many times larger ~~~~~~ ‘thin ‘he cone’ ‘f
than when the keep-alive is negative, and it is
usually impossible to protect crystals. For the moment the leakage-
power considerations will be neglected and the eflect of keep-alive polarity
on recovery time will be discussed.

The recovery ~haracteristics of an argon-filled 721A TR tube for

positive and negative keep-alive polarities are illustrated in Fig. 5.42.
The effect of the positive keep-alive is marked. The difference between
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the two curves can be explained if the structure of the discharge is
considered, see Fig. 5.43. With the keep-alive positive, there will be
a positive column extending toward the TR tube gap, as shown. Since

most of the voltage drop in the d-c discharge occurs near the cathode,

o 5 10 15 20
Time after transmitter pulsein A sec

FIG.542.-Recovery of a 721A TR tube
filled with 10mm Hg argon, at 50kw pulse
power with positive and negative keep-
alive discharge.

tlls will have the effect of producing

a new “virtual anode” at the cath.
ode end of the positive column.
As a result, the penetration of the
d-c field into the gap is enhanced.
The difference in position between
the virtual anode and the keep-
alive electrode may be estimated
from the fact that the length of the
cathode fall with a copper cathode
is 0.3 to 0.8 mm at a pressure of 10
mm Hg.l The distance of the
keep-alive electrode from the cone

is about 5 mm. Thus the virtual
anode is about 0.15 as far from the
gap as is dle keep-alive, with the
resulting increase of the d-c field

in the gap. The direction of the field serves to sweep electrons out
of the gap, and thus overcomes the retarding force of the positive ions.

This phenomenon has been known for some time, and suggestions
have been made for the use of an argon-filled TR tube that would have

Glass Transmitter

+
// pulse

*

/F -, n.
Approx.

(
I I

) extent of
\ ) pos column +11

.--—=

Position of
Gap virtual anode

:ti~

FIG. 5.43.—Extent of positive column and FIG. 5.44,—Pulsed keep-alive voltage,
virtual anode in keep-alive discharge.

very low leakage power with a negative keep-alive, and could be made to

have a short recovery time by making the keep-alive positive just after

the transmitter pulse. The keep-aiive polarity would vary with time

somewhat as shown in Fig. 5.44. This type of operation is entirely

feasible, and was, in fact, used by the British in one radar installation.

it has the advantage of longer tube life, since there is no chemically active

1Cobine, Gbmua Conductors, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941, pp. 215-218.
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gas such as HzO to react with the metal part of the tube. This, it will be
shown later, is the most serious factor limiting tube life in conventional
TR tubes. The disadvantage of a tube of this type is that the circuit

necessary to produce the alternately negative and positive keep-alive
is more complicated than the simple high-voltage rectifier needed for

conventional tubes. Although the actual complication is not excessive,
designers have usually avoided it on the basis that failure or partial
failure of this circuit would result in crystal burnout and failure of the
entire radar set. This is certainly moot question and should, in the

author’s opinion, receive further study.
The application of d-c sweeping fields to aid recovery time has not

been extended to bandpass TR tubes, where the recovery time of the
tube is limited by that of the 1ow-Q input window. To sweep the elec-
trons away from the window would require a grid-like electrode across
the waveguide and just behind the window. The construction of the
tube would be seriously complicated by the addition of such a structure.

5.17. The Keep -alive.-The keep-alive circuit is of equal importance
with the gas filling and the shape of a TR tube in determining the spike
leakage energy. The keep-alive discharge is generally a low-current,

d-c glow maintained between the keep-alive electrode and some portion
of the TR tube, and is so located that the resultant density of electrons

in the r-f gap is sufficient to keep the spike leakage energy W. to a safe
level. Since the keep-alive is an auxiliary device which is concerned
only with the h~gh-level operation of the tube, it must be designed to
have little or no effect upon the low-level performance of the TR tube.
This means, first of all, that the keep-alive electrode must either be

shielded from the r-f field in the cavity or, if it is within the cavity
proper, it must be so disposed that r-f currents flowing along it will be
minimized. Similarly, the glow discharge must not cause any apprecia-
ble decrease in low-level transmission through the cavity, either because
of its own conductance or because of the conductance caused by the
electrons it furnishes to the gap. This last requirement must of necessity

be a compromise with the need for having no large enough to give ade-
quate leakage-power protection. To ensure minimum interference with

the reception of weak signals, r-f noise coupled directly to the first detec-
tor, or lower-frequency noise coupled to the i-f amplifier from the dis-
charge, must be small.

It was pointed out in Sec. 5.16 that the keep-alive polarity must be
negative if electrons are to be furnished to the r-f gap. In the discussion
which follows, a negative keep-alive polarity will always be aasumed

unless otherwise stated.
In practical TR tubes it has been possible to maintain sufficiently low

values of W, with a keep-alive discharge that causes a change of low-level
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transmission of less than one per cent. The reflection and dissipation

losses caused by r-f currents flowing in the keep-alive electrode are nearly
zero in one type to be described, and of the order of 1 per cent in another
type. The glow discharge produces r-f noise so low that it makes the

measured values unreliable because of experimental errors; however, it

(a) (b) (c)

FIQ. 545.-– Types of keep-alive electrodes.

certainly causes less than 0.1 db change in signal-to-noise ratio of the
receiver. Under certain circumstances, i-f noise can be appreciable; but

it is not difficult to keep it out of the receiver circuits.
A classification of keep-alive electrodes based upon shape or construc-

tion recognizes three major types. These are the coaxial electrode,

Fig. 5.45a, and two modifications of the side-arm type, Fig. 5.45b and c.

FIG. 6.46.—Keep-alive electrode in tube inserted in cavity.

Wstorically, the coaxial keep-alive electrode is the oldest. AS sho~
in the sketch, it is mounted within one of the hollow electrodes or cones
fofing the r-f spark gap. A d-c dkcharge is maintained between the

keep-alive electrode and the inside of the cone. This type of electrode is
particularly suitable for use in the cell-type TR tube. For this tube it
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is desired to have construction that is axially symmetric in order to be
able to clamp the tube into a split annular cavity, Fig. 5“46. The keep-
alive electrode and discharges are both completely shielded from the r-f
field within the TR cavity, and thus have no effect upon low-level trans-
mission. The Vosition of the electrode within the cone, however, must

be maintained %thin rather close limits since the electron densit yin the
gap is a sensitive function of the distance of the keep-alive electrode from
the gap; and therefore, the low-level loss or “keep-alive interaction”
caused by no changes rapidly with position.

Keep-alive electrodes of the types shown in Fig. 545a and b are used
in integral-cavity TR tubes. The 1B24 tube uses a coaxial keep-alive,

while the 1B26 and lB50 use the side-arm type. In bandpass TR tubes,

electrodes similar to those of Fig. 5“45a and c have been used. The side-

arm electrode in c actually extends into the r-f field within the tube;
however, since it is perpendicular to the electric field no longitudinal
currents are induced on it. Since the electrode radius is small. the

capacitance introduced by it is small, and the resulting reflections are
negligible.

In common with many other technical problems, the design of a keep-
alive system involves a number of compromises. To reduce the spike

leakage energy to a safe level, the number of electrons no in the gap should
be large. However, no must not be so large that the low-level transmis-
sion is seriously affected. A further restriction on the keep-alive arises
from the fact that the d-c discharge changes the gas content of the tube

either by chemical decomposition of the gas, or by sputtering whereby
gas molecules are driven into the walls and captured. This process takes
place at a rate that increases with the current carried by the discharge.
Therefore, to obtain maximum R
tube life, the keep-alive discharge
should be run at a current level as t

low as possible, consistent with
v ~ c I?fl

safe values of W.. This limit is o

set by two restrictions. A limit

is determined by the current leve3
at which, for a given electrode
shape, no becomes too small. Be-
fore this limit is reached, however,

J-
t—

the discharge may become un- FI@. 5,47.—Relaxation oscihtions of a gaa

stable or break into a relaxation
discharge.

oscillation. With the discharge intermittent, there is a finite probability
that it will be out just before and during a transmitter pulse. When
this happens no will be smaU and the spike leakage energy will be very
large, and crystal burnout may result.
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l’hc relaxation oscillation encountered here is simi!ar to a gas-filled-

tube sawtooth oscillator, Fig. 547. If the resistance R, of the discharge

is small compared with the resistance of the power supply, and the voltage
V is greater than the breakdown ~oltage of the gap V~, then oscillations
of the type shown will take place. The capacitor voltage V, will rise

at a rate determined by the time constant l?C, until the breakdown volt-
age Vb is reached. At this point the gap will break down and discharge

the capacitor until the extinction voltage V. is reached. The discharge
will go out, the voltage will build up as before, and the cycle will be

repeated periodically. It is entirely feasible to make a circuit that
oscillates with a period considerably in excess of one second. The maxi-
mum frequency of oscillation attainable is limited by the deionization
time of the gap and may be of the order of several hundred kilocycles per
second.

In the keep-alive discharge, such oscillation must either be entirely

suppressed, or be made to have such a high frequency that even though
the discharge is periodically extinguished, the density of electrons in the
r-f gap will experience only small fluctuations. If the discharge current

is to be maintained within a relatively narrow fixed range, then the fre-

quency of oscillations cannot be seriously affected by a change of the

power-supply voltage V, since the series resistance R, and hence the
charging time constant, must be changed to maintain the given current
despite the change in V. If the characteristics of the gap are assumed

fixed, then the only way to increase the frequency is to reduce C. The
capacitance of interest here includes all lumped and stray capacitances
to ground, from the keep-alive electrode to the first large current-limiting
resistor. By placing this resistante right at the TR tube, the total

capacitance becomes just that of the keep-alive electrode, and is of the
order of 1 p~f. If R is 4 megohms, a typical value, the oscillation fre-

quency will be of the order of 200 kc/see. If there are several inches of

unshzkldedwire between the resistance and the tube, the frequency will
be reduced by a fact or of five, approximateely, and if shielded wire is used,
the reduction in frequency will be much greater.

Let us examine in greater detail the factors affecting the oscillation.
If R, <<R, at the instant of breakdown nearly all of the discharge current
will flow from the capacitor C. In Fig. 5.48 when V. reaches Vb the gap

breaks down and the operating point moves out to some point such as
A on the V-I curve of the discharge. As the charge on C is drained off,

the operating point moves away from A to the left until it reaches the
constant-voltage portion of the cUNe beginning at B. If the equilibrium
voltage v = VRr/(Ro + R) < VB, the discharge will go out at this
point and v., since there is go current drain, will now precede to build
up towards vb again. If, however, v = V R,/(R. + R) > V, there
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will be a stable operating point,, and a continuous discharge will be
maintained. Thus, increming V or decreasing Ii is in the right direc-
tion to stop oscillations. Similarly, redesigning the electrode or chang-
ing the gas filling of the T’R tube may change the gap resistance I?q either
up or down.

TO change the gas content in order to get stable operation of the keep-

alive discharge is usuaKy not possible since the gas filling must be chosen
for minimum leakage power, shortest reco~ery time, and longest life, and
it is too much to expect to find a single gas filling that will satisfy aH of
these conditions plus the additional one of avoiding keep-alive oscilla-
tions. Fortunately, the shape can be so modified as to eliminate osciHa-
$ions almost entirely.

In the normal glow discharge the voltage drop between electrodes is
nearly independent of the current, and the current density at the cathode

L“c

v !

Fsc. 54S.-Volt-ttmpere wrve of d-c glow discharge,

is also independent of the total current. This characteristic results

because the glow is able to cover more and more of the cathode area as
the current is increased.’ Once the entire cathode area has been covered,
a further increase of current is accompanied by an increase in vuitage
drop, and the discharge characteristic takes on a positive dynamic

resistance. Therefore, by restricting the cathode area, the current ab
which the V-I slope becomes positive may be reduced, and thus, the
current at which oscillation occurs may be decreased.

Early TIZ tubes such as the 721A and 724A, had simple kungsten

keep-alive electrodes. Some time after these tubes had been produced
and were being used, keep-alive relaxation oscillations were “discovered.”
The critical current above which oscillations ceased, was of the order of
200 to 400 Xa, By reducing stray capacitance to a minimum by placing
the limiting resistor directly at the TR tube, it wasusually possible either
to eliminate the oscillations or to make their frequency very high for

JCobinr, Gascswa C’on&ctora, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941, Chap.4,
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normal keep-alive currents. The spike leakage energy with an oscillat-

ing keep-alive discharge is illustrated in Fig. 5.49a whereas Fig. 549fI is
for a nonoscillating discharge. The individual lines represent the spike

energy in successive pulses. These variations were first measured and

correlated with keep-alive oscillations in a study of the 724A and 1B24

TR tubes. ~ Depending upon the repetition rate and transmitter power,
the spike energy during the ‘‘ oil period” of the keep-alive discharge may

be 10 to 25 db greater than the normal level.
Coated keep-alive electrodes are now used almost exclusively. They

are made by covering the electrode with a glass or ceramic sleeve down
to the end, which is exposed by
grinding off the insulation. Al-

f% though the oscillation-free region
extends to currents as low as 30

(a)
---t pa, operating currents are usually

maintained between 100 and 200

Luwumu&
~a. There are two reasons for
this. The voltage drop across the

(b) discharwe is about 400 volts. and
FIG. 5.49.—Time variations in spike therefore, the d-c resistance is

leakage energy; (a) oscillating and (b) non-
oscillating keep-alive discharge. about 4 megohms at a current of

100 Ma and about 20 megohms at
a current of 20 ~a. For military service, it is difficult to maintain a
leakage resistance large compared with 20 megohms, and the low-current
discharge may actually be extinguished by surface leakage on the TR tube.

Figure 550 illustrates typical keep-alive voltampere curves for
“coated” and “uncoated” electrodes. The uncoated electrode of the
721A tube shows a positive slope at currents above 200 pa. A coated
electrode with an exposed area of about 10-~ in. Zhas a positive slope down
to currents of 50 pa or less. The 1B24 has a coated electrode, and the
V-I curve has a positive slope down to 50 ~a. The dotted lines which
indicate regions with negative slope, are the result of d-c measurements

made while the discharge was oscillating. As a result, the readingg are
averages and have no particular significance.

Another reason for choosing the higher current is that in order to
maintain a given no in the r-f gap, the keep-alive electrode must be placed
closer to the gap for the low-current discharge than for the high-current
discharge. The mechanical difficulties involved are rather severe as can

be seen from a consideration of the actual dimension involved. The
accurate location of the keep-alive electrode within the hollow cone of a
TR tube such ae the 1324 or 724A is a moderately difiicult task. The

‘ J. B. Wiesner and F. L. McMkn, Jr., “Preignition Tmrwr&ion through TR
Tubes,” RL Report No. 254,July 3, 1943.
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only support for the electrode is at the metal-to-glass seal where it goes
through the glass envelope of the tube. This point may be as much as
two inches from the end of the electrode from which the discharge takes

place. Since it is usually impossible to locate the end of the electrode by
any jigs or spacers, it is difficult to locate the end within +0.010 in. of
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FIG.5.50.—Volt-ampere characteristics of keep-alive discharges.
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FIG. 5.51 .— Details of cones and keep-alive electrodes of some TR tubes.

the nominal position inside the cone. In the 1B27, the diameter of the
cone at the end of the keep-alive electrode is about & in. In the 1B24,

however, the corresponding diameter is only 0.055 in. Figure 5.51 shows
the position of the keep-alive electrode within the cones of the 1B24 and
1B27 TR tubes. It would be almost impossible to make a 1.25-cm TR

tube with this type of construction.
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Since nOmust be held within the limits imposed by low-level trans-
mission on the one hand and low spike leakage energy on the other hand,
let us consider what effect the location of the electrode has upon nO.
The discharge is shown more or less schematically in Fig. 5.52. The

electrons, under the influence of the d-c field, drift in the direction of the
cone. The number of electrons that pass
through the hole in the cone into the r-f gap

I
is a function of the hole diameter, the dis-
tance of the electrode from the hole, the
average temperature of the electrons, the
electron mean free path, and the discharge
current.

In the usual pressure range for TR tubes,
10 to 30 mm Hg, the electron mean free path
is of the order of 10–4 in. An electron

FIG, 5.52.—Structure of keep- makes a great many collisions per second,
alive discharge, and the influence of the field is mainly to

increase the random velocity or temperature of the electrons, in addition
to causing a relatively slow drift in the direction of the field. If it is
assumed that the positive column ends at some surface, such as that

shown in Fig. 552, the diffusion of the electrons out of it may be found,
in principle, by solving the diffusion equation. The electron density n is
subject to the boundary conditions that n = O at the walls of the cone,
and n = j(r,z) at the edge of the
discharge, r = radial and z = axial
dimensions. While this cannot be

solved formally, it can be realized
intuitively that, if the discharge
ends at a distance from the gap
larger than the diameter of the
cone, the number of electrons
reaching the gap will vary by a
factor of about 30 for every in- FIG.553.-Side-arm keep-alive electrode,

crease of this distance by one diameter. 1 Thus, if the cone is large, the
permissible absolute error in location of the keep-alive electrode for a
given tolerance in rzois larger than that for a small cone by about the
ratio of the cone diameters,

It is evident, on the basis of these considerations, that it would be

very difficult to make a coaxial keep-alive electrode for a 1.25-cm tube
because of the small size of the cones in such a tube. To avoid these
difficulties, the structure illustrated in Fig, 5.45b was evolved. In this

I This number is arrived at by analogy with the attenuation of electromagnetic
wavea in waveguidez beyond clitoff.
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constmction, the electrode is placed in a fairly large hole at the side
of the cavity, and the exit hole through which electrons dMuseis Tlq in.
in diameter. Inthisdesign, thenumber ofelectrons entering the cavity,
n., must be much larger than the number finally reaching the gap, nO.
Because the electric field is so weak in the outer regions of the cavity, this
large value of n. has very little effect upon low-level transmission,
Fig. 5.53.

The electrons spread out from the exit post according to the diffusion
equation, subject to the boundary conditions n = O at all metal surfaces.
Because the gap is partially shielded by the cones, and because of the
distance from the wall to the gap,

:<<1.

Besides the advantage of greater ease of construction in small tubes,
the side-arm electrode has the further advantage of allowing greater
freedom in the design of the r-f gap. The design of the 1B26 TR tube
required sharp points on the cones
in order to bring the leakage power
down to a usable level. This would
have been impossible on the cone

r

5=-$ -
surrounding a coaxial keep-alive. “/
Similarly, ii the 1B50 tube, ~he use =

“w
FIG. 5.54.—Overlapping gap of 1B50 TR

of a side-arm keep-alive made possi- tube.
ble a design with the points of the
cones overlapping, Fig. 5.54. This tube has nearly constant leakage

power over the entire tuning range because the gap length remains
unchanged as one cone moves axially relative to the other.

The coaxial keep-alive electcode and the side-arm electrode, Fig. 5.45a
and c have found equal use in bandpass TR tubes. The reasons for
choosing one or the other of these electrodes are still not clear. The side-
arm electrode must be accurately aligned perpendicular to the electric
field in order to avoid excessive low-level losses. On the other hand,
the coaxial electrode must be carefully aligned within the cone to prevent
short circuits. Neither of these difficulties is insuperable, and sufficiently
close tolerances can be maintained with proper jigging of the assembly.

Historically, the side-arm electrode was the first to be used in band-
pass tubes. A discharge is maintained between it and the ends of the
electrodes or cones forming the r-f gap. The resonant elements of the

bandpass tube have low Q’s, QLZ = 4 as compared with 300 for a high-Q
tube. As a result, the t ransformat ion ratio is low, and no can be much
larger than in a high-Q tube for the same low-level interaction. This is

fortunate, since it takes a large no to reduce spike leakage energy to a
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safe value. A !200+a discharge directly to the ends of the cones produces

about 0.05 db change in low-level transmission. Because the cones are

the anode of the discharge, no is practically independent of the distance
of the keep-alive electrode from the r-f gap, at a constant current level.

%
5
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~

.s 0.3
~

~ 0.2
&
2~ 0.1
u
+&
m

0.10.20.40.61 2 4 681020 40 100
Keep alive insertion loss in per cent

FIG. 555.-Efficiency of keep-alive dLs-
chiwges.

In the many 10-cm bandpawtubes
tested, including those used for
experiment al purposes and those
produced commercially, there is
no record of serious keep-alive
interaction for this style of elec-
trode with discharge currents of
less than 250 va.

In bandpass tubes it has been
observed that the coaxial keep-
alive has as much as 8 db of inter-
action when pushed too far for-
ward. Thus, it apparently can

produce a larger value of no than can the side-arm electrode. Tests
made on a 3-cm bandpass tube indicate less spike leakage energy
for a given interaction for the coaxial than for the side-arm electrode,
F& !5.55. Just why this is so is not immediately obvious, since
interaction is apparently a measure of no, unless the electrons from
the side-arm electrode are loading the fringing field of the gap rather than
the central portion where breakdown takes place. Comparison, in the
1B55 bandpass tube for 8.5 cm, of the coaxial and side-arm electrodes
indicated little difference between the two.

6.18. Keep-alive Characteristics. -Since the gas filling of a TR tube is
determined by the leakage power and the recovery characteristics, the
characteristics of the d-c discharge are more or less determined by the r-f
discharge characteristics. Figure 556 shows the dependence oft he keep-

alive voltage drop upon the gas filling of a 1B24 TR tube. The charac-
teristics of other high-Q TR tubes are not very different from these.

In Sec. 5“7 it was pointed out that no direct measurements had been
made of the electron density no produced in the r-f gap by the keep-alive
discharge. This is a serious lack in the understanding of spike phenom-
ena, From the point of view of TR-tube design, however, it is sufficient
to measure spike energy and keep-alive interaction. Thus, an experi-
mental approach to the design of a tube would be, first, to choose an r-f
circuit which has the desired Q or bandpass characteristics, and which
has a short r-f gap. Then, under high-power test, the gas pressure would
be varied, and W. and Pa measured. For each gas pressure, the keep-
alive current should be brought to a level that results in about 0,01 db

of interaction. If the current required to obtain this is too high or too
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low, the position of the keepalive electrode .shQtid be readjusted. such

a procedure would allow truf y optimum leakage power chammteristics to

I I
200024681012141618 202224262830

,

Partial pressure of H2. mm Hg

FIQ. 6.56.—Keep-alive pressur~voltage characteristic of IB24 TR tube. The discharge
current varies from 100 to 150 pa.

be obtained, but it requires an adjustable keep-alive electrode. Although
this procedure has not been followed in the past, it appears that the use
of such an electrode would result in an appreciable economy in develop-
ment time and in the number of experi-

Gas pressure
mental t u b es required. It would, mmHg of N2

furthermore, establish tolerances upon

L

6 8 10

electrode location. In the past, such 50

~

12

p

14
information has usually been obtained ~ 40 28
by making a number of different tubes .= -- --’36
with varying electrode locations, and

.
g 30 ,/’

measuring Ws and interaction. /
The interaction, or low-level inser- ~g 20 /

tion loss, can be pushed to extreme ,0
H2-H20

15-15 mmHg
limits by moving the coaxial electrode
of a 1B24, or similar tube, closer to the
r-f gap, by eniarging the hole in the end

00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Keep-alive current inma

of the cone, and by changing the gas FIG. 5.57,—Low-level signal atten-
content of the tube. In fact, d-c-con- ustioncausedby keep-alivedischarge

trolled r-f switches have been made
in modified1B24TR tube.

out of 1B24 and 1B27 TR tubes. In these, a keep-alive current of

300 pa produces an r-f attenuation of about 40 db.’ In a 1B24,

1Ting-Sui K~ and L. D. Smullin, “A hw Power X-Band R-f GasSwitch,” RL
Report No. 841,Oct. 19,1945;T. S. K&,“ h’oteon a Low PowerS-band Gas Switch,”
RL Report No. 979, Dec. 10, 1945.
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filled with 15 mm Hg each of Hz and H*O, an attenuation of about 25 db
could be obtained with currents of about 1 ma if the keep-alive electrode
were in the position to give greatest interaction. If the gas content is
changed to N2, attenuations of 40 db are obtained. Figure 5.57 shows
the variation in attenuation with keep-alive current for various gas
fillings. It should be noted that high interaction is obtained only with
negatiue keep-alive polarities.

6.19. Keep-alive Discharge snd Tube Life.-LTnder the action of the
d-c glow discharge, there is a continual modification of the gas content
of the tube. Thk change is the result of two different mechanisms:

sputtering, and chemical reaction.
Sputtering is a process in which the cathode is heated by positive-ion

bombardment to the point where particles are boiled out of the cathode
and finally condense on the anode or on the tube walls. These particles
may collide with gas molecules and carry these molecules with them to
the tube walls, where the gas is trapped. Thusj the rate at which metal
is sputtered from the cathode is a measure of the rate at which the gas
pressure will be reduced in a given tube. Table 5“5 gives the normal
cathode fall 1in Hz and A, for a number of metals, and the rate of sputter-
ing for the same metals in Hz with a cathode fall of 850 volts.

TABLE5.5.—NoRMALCATHODEFALL IN A ANDH,, AND SPUTTERING RATE IN HZ
(CATHODEFALL= 850 v) FORVARIOUSMETALS

Metal

Al
Ag
Au
Cu
Fe
Mg
Ni
Pt
Sn
w

Xormal cathode fall
~ Sputtering rate in H,,

A H,
!

pgr/a. sec

100V
130

130

130

165

119

131

131

124

170V
216
247
214
250
153
211
276
226

8
205
130
84
19
2.5

18

55
16

The onlv metals that have been used for the keep-alive electrode are
tungsten aid Kovar. Examination of the table ind~ates that, in regard

to sputtering, aluminum might have made an excellent keep-alive elec-
trode. It cannot, of course, be sealed to glass, and would have to be
welded to a suitable glass-sealing metal such as tungsten or Kovar. To
prevent oscillations, the electrode must be covered with an insulating

1Cobine,GaawuaConductors, McGraw-Hill, NewYork, 1941, Chap.8.
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material. Tungsten or Kovar electrodes are simply glasaed right down
to the end. If aluminum were used, it could be covered with a suitable

insulating cement such as Insalute cement. To the author’s knowledge,

no tests have been made with aluminum keep-alive electrodes; but the
considerations presented here might warrant such tests.

Tungsten is a very unfortunate choice as a keep-alive electrode for

TR tubes containing water vapor. Many years ago lamp manufacturers

discovered the so-called “tungsten water cycle” and learned that they
could get long life from their tungsten filaments only if water vapor were
carefully kept out of the lamps. This phenomenon involves the forma-

tion of an unstable tungsten oxide and the release of atomic hydrogen in
the discharge. The oxide diffuses through the tube, and condenses on

the walls. In time, however, the oxide is reduced and the oxygen and
hydrogen recombine to form water vapor. Thus, although the water

serves as a carrier to transport tungsten away from the cathode or fila-
ment, it is not consumed. The amount of tungsten carried away in this
manner is not large enough to destroy the keep-alive electrode in any
reasonable length of time. It is sufficient, however, to form filaments or

“hairs” and, in a small tube such as the 1B24 or 1B26, these may actually

bridge the gap between cathode and anode and short-circuit the discharge.
Exactly what determines the rate of this process is not known; but short

circuits have developed after operating times of only 10 to 100 hours at a
discharge current of 100 pa. The effect is most serious, and was first

noticed, in TR tubes with insulated keep-alive electrodes. Because of
this, Kovar is used in the tubes with glassed keep-alive electrodes, the
1B24, 1B26, 1B27, and the various bandpass tubes.

6.20. Keep-alive Circuits and Power Supplies.-The large majority
of all radar sets have used simple, d-c keep-alive discharges. These are
energized either from a negative voltage already available or from a
simple auxiliary half-wave rectifier, suitably filtered. The voltage avail-
able must be 750 to 1000 volts negative, on open circuit, and the current

is limited to 100 to 200 ~a.
In a few cases, a device known as prepulsing is used. In this device a

pulse of current of the order of a milliampere is passed through the dis-
charge a few tenths of a microsecond before the transmitter pulse, and is
made to overlap it. This pulsed discharge may be used alone or in con-

junction with a low-current d-c discharge. In this way, a large value of
no can be produced in the gap and the spike energy greatly reduced.
The fact that the interaction may also be large is unimportant, since it

occurs only for a few tenths of a microsecond at the very end of the
receiving period.

Let us first consider the external circuit of the d-c discharge. The
dynamic resistance, or slope o! the keep-alive discharge characteristic is
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small compared with the static resistance obtained by taking the quotient
of the operating voltage and current (see Fig. 5.50). In the first approxi-
mation, it may be assumed that the dynamic resistance is zero; that is,
the discharge is a constant-voltage device. If the voltage drop is V., the
current is 1, the open circuit voltage of the source is VO, and the series
limiting resistance is R,

~=~o– Va=A_V,
R R

ldIl
~dAV – AV

(74)

Thus, if either V. or Va is subject to fluctuations caused by power-line
variations or differences in individual TR tubes, the percentage of current
change for a given voltage change will be inversely proportional to
Vo – V.. It therefore appears desirable to make AV large by increasing
V,, and to maintain the proper current by a corresponding increase of R.

Most high-Q TR tubes with H, and HZO fillings have a keep-alive
voltage drop V. = 400 volts, and the operating current 1 is between 100
and 200 pa. However, because of manufacturing tolerances, V. is
allowed to vary between 350 and 475 volts in new tubes, and during the
life of the tube it may increase by 50 to 100 volts. If the design point is
at V. = 400 volts and 1 = 100 pa, with VO = 700 volts, 1 will fall to

67 ~a if V. should rise up to 500 volts. If V, = 1000 volts, 1 will fall to
83 pa for a similar increase in Vm. This might be carried to tbe extent of
making VOvery large, and thus reduce still further the variation in 1 with
changes in V.. At the operating conditions assumed above, if V, = 1000,

R = 6 megohms. Since the voltage required to fire the gap initially is
about 600 volts, it would require a surface leakage of 8 or 9 megohms to
reduce the voltage at the tube to a point where it would never fire.
Under military operating conditions, the accumulation of dirt, moisture,
or salt on insulating surfaces might easily result in leakage resistances as

low as 10 or 20 megohms. On this basis 1000 volts is usually considered
the maximum safe value for VO. In large, fixed, land installations, where
the equipment is indoors, higher values of VO may of course be used.

5.21. Prepulsed Keep-alive Circuits.—It has been indicated that the
d-c discharge changes the gas content of the tube, and thus affects the
tube life. In fact, in high-Q TR tubes, the tube life is almost independent
of the r-f discharge, and is inversely proportional to the current in the

keep-alive discharge. It thus appears desirable to reduce the average
keep-alive current to as low a level as possible. One way of doing this
is to turn off the discharge between pulses, and to turn it on only in time
to get the required value of no in the gap when the transmitter pulse

starts. Depending upon the repetition rate, the average current would
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be reduced by a factor of about 1000 if the instantaneous value of the
current were kept constant, and therefore the tube life would be increased

by a very large factor.
If the instantaneous current is made 10 or 20 times the normal d-c

value, the average current will still be 50 to 100 times less, the increase in
tube life will still be substantial, but nOwill be increased and the spike
energy decreased. If this double effect, longer life and lower W,, is to be

utilized, a knowledge of W. as a function of keep-alive current is neces-
sary, Unfortunately, no detailed information of this kind exists. From
50 to 200 or 300 pa, the spike leakage energy is nearly constant in most
high-~ TR tubes. Apparently no remains constant in this range. Thk
may indicate that the discharge extends back, away from the r-f gap,
with increasing current in this range. With currents of the order of I to
5 ma, W. is 7 to 10 db lower than at normal operating currents in high-~
tubes with coaxial keep-alives.

This reduction in W. is substantial, but prepulsing has found little
application. There is one immediate objection to a prepulsed discharge

in which no continuous discharge is maintained, that is, it is incapable of
protecting against high-power pulses from nearby radars operating in the
same frequency band, because the prepulse is synchronized to its own
transmitter, but not to nearby transmitters. In military or naval cipera-
tions, a large number of radars may be operating in a restricted area.
Once an aircraft is aloft, unless a group of planes are flying in tight for-
mation, there is little probability of crystal burnout by a nearby radar.

On the ground, however, with planes lined up close together, mutual
burnout can be a serious problem.

Because of the danger of random pulses causing burnout, the TR
tube must be capable of protecting crystals continuously with a low-
current d-c discharge. If the TR tube can already protect crystals with

a d-c discharge, it seems that little is to be gained by reducing W, another
10 db by means of a prepulse superimposed on the d-c discharge. Only
by extensive life tests on a large number of TR tubes and crystals can it
be shown whether or not any appreciable improvement in crystal protec-
tion can be obtained by reducing W..

All TR tubes now in use afford good crystal protection with a d-c
keep-alive and, although occasional “unexplained” burnouts do occur,
the same tube will again protect crystals for several hundred hours more.
If these burnouts are caused by rare bursts of large spike leakage energy,
they might be eliminated by the use of prepulsing which not only reduces
the average value of W., but also reduces the variation in energy between
individual spikes.

It is worth while to examine some of the circuits used to produce a
prepulse. The two important variables to be considered are the relative
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timing of the prepulse and the transmitter pulse, and the magnitude of
the prepulse current. Jleasurements made on a 724A TR tube using a

prepulse of ~psec duration superimposed upon a 100-pa d-c discharge
gave the results shown in I?ig. 5.58. If the prepulse starts after the

FIG. 5.5S.—Effect of prepulse timing on spike
energy of a 724A TR tube.

transmitter pulse, it has no effect
on W,. When it leads the trans-
mitter by about 0.1 psec, as in
this experiment, W, is 8 db down

from its d-c value. As the lead
is increased beyond 0.1 psec, the
number of electrons furnished to
the r-f gap by the discharge be-
comes smaller, and W. approaches
the d-c level. The increase in
W. to values 12 db greater than
normal when the prepulse leads by

5 to 7 ~sec, was caused by a posi-

tive overshoot on the prepulse, which turned off the d-c discharge and
reduced no momentarily.

A prepulse must be added to a d-c circuit in such a way that the puls-

ing circuit has little or no effect upon the d-c discharge. NTormally, Lo

prevent relaxation oscillations, a resistor of ~ to 4 megohms is put right
at the keep-alive cap on the TR tube. To produce a prepulse current of

several milliamperes with areason-
able voltage, there must be little RFC lM lo#/.lt

‘T

or no limiting resistance between DC ,+
To prepulse circuit

the source and the tube. Thus,
‘1if the prepulse circuit is connected ~

between the d-c limiting resistor
and the electrode, the stray ca- TR tube

pacitance of the prepulse circuit
—

FIG. 559. -f.3rcuit for prepulsing TR tube.
must not be large enough to allow
relaxation oscillations to take place. Figure 5.59 indicates such a con-
nection with a 10-~pf capacitor used to isolate the two circuits.

The prepulse voltage may be obtained in a number of ways. It may,
of course, be generated by a blocking oscillator or similar circuit properly
timed with respect to the transmitter. This is possible only if the trans-
mitter is triggered from some external source that can also be used to

trigger the prepulser. If a “self-synchronous” transmitter modulator
is used, such as a rotary or series spark-gap modulator, there is an uncer-
tainty in the time between successive pulses of perhaps 50 ysec. Since
all trigger voltages in such a set are derived from the transmitter pulse,
there is no way of triggering a prepulser so that it will lad the transmitter
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by a fraction of a microsecond. In such cases, and even in the case of

synchronous transmitters, it is desirable to use some voltage within the
modulator that leads the voltage on the transmitter tube (magnetron) by
the proper amount. The primary winding of the stepup pulse trans-
former that drives the magnetron is a convenient source of such a voltage.
It is possible, by taking advantage of the finite rise ‘time of the modulator
puke = * psec, and the magnitude of the pulse (several thousand volts
on the primary), to produce a high-current pulse in the TR keep-alive
circuit that leads the r-f output power of the magnetron by about %lU

~sec.
Figure 5.60 illustrates a convenient way of obtaining the necessary

prepulse voltage from the pulse transformer by means of a high-voltage
capacitor made from a length of high-voltage pulse cable. The pick-off

Cable
Brass tube insulation

Hv pulse cable

—

To pulse
transformer

uwer
jacket 1-

Corona

To TR
tube

shield
Fm. 5.60.—Voltage divider for prepulsing TR tube.

tube has a capacitance of about 5 p~f to the high-voltage lead. Thus the
total charge that can flow in the prepulse circuit is q = CV where V is the
maximum value of the pulse voltage. In a typical high-power set,
V = 10 kv, C = 5 ~pf, q = 5 X 10–8 coulomb. If the rise time is 0.1
psec, the average current is ~ amp (averaged over 0.1 ysec), and the

average d-c current is 25 pa. It is important to keep all the time con-
stants of such a circuit as small as possible, since there is probably
less than 0.05 psec that can be wasted in charging the various circuit
components.

Another method of reducing the spike leakage energy has been sug-
gested many times. This method is to insulate one of the electrodes

fmrning the r-f gap through a suitable r-f choke, and to strike a d-c dis-
charge directly across the gap just before and during the transmitter
,pulse. Such a scheme has been tested on the 1B27 TR tube, and more
recently on the 3-cm bandpass tube. The results in both cases were

surprising in that the spike energy iwemd by about 7 db when a d-c
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current of 900 ~a was caused to flow across the gap. The explanation of
this phenomenon is not yet known.

Another interesting proposal is to use a radio-frequency (about 5
Me/see) high-voltage supply for the keep-alive. This would be used
where space or weight did not permit the use of a transformer, rectifier,

and filter for 60 or 400 cps. A single oscillator tube operated from a
low-voltage supply, and a resonant transformer can furnish enough
voltage and current for a TR tube keep-alive discharge. Only rudi-
mentary tests have been made of such a system with the alternating cur-
rent applied directly to the keep-alive electrode. The measured spike

leakage energy was not appreciably different from that of a d-c keep-alive
discharge. No attention was paid to the problem of shielding this high

radio-frequency voltage and the development of simple, low-capacitance,
high-voltage shielding may be very difficult, unless the oscillator and the
TR tube are housed within a common shield. This proposal merits
further consideration.

5.22. Radioactive Priming.-To initiate a d-c discharge, it is neces-
sary to have a number of free electrons in the gap between the electrodes,
or the voltage must be raised to a level high enough to cause field emis-
sion from the cathode. Informally there are free electrons present in a
gas volume. These are released photoelectrically or by high-energy
cosmic- or -y-ray particles. A TR tube, however, is usually enclosed in a

light-tight metal container and is surrounded by fairly massive pieces of
metal, therefore the probability of ionization by external radiation is very
small. Experimental tubes that have been idle for several days become so

completely inactivated that several minutes may elapse between the
application of the keep-alive voltage and the striking of the discharge.
The length of time is determined by the probability of an ionizing ray of

sufficient energy passing through the tube.
The TR tube will not, in general, protect crystals if the keep-alive

discharge is off; and, in particular, the very first pulse of leakage energy
when the transmitter is turned on will be extremely large. Thus, rapid

and reliable firing of the keep-alive under all circumstances must be
ensured. This can be accomplished by producing a small amount of
ionization within the tube by means of a radioactive substance. Two
materials have been used for this purpose: radium bromide and an arti-
ficially radioactive cobalt chloride. The radium bromide produces a-,
P-, and yrays, whereas the cobalt chloride is only & and T-ray active and
has a half-liie of 5 years. Although this life is short compared with that
of 1690 years for radium, it is ample for most purposes. The cobalt
chloride has the important advantage of being completely nontoxic and
it is eaay to make in comparatively large quantities. During the war,
it was produced by the cyclotron group of the Massachusetts Institute
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of Technology, There seems to be little excuse to use the highly toxic
radium salts since the artificially radioactive cobalt chloride is easily

available.
In practice, the cobalt chloride is used in a water solution and diluted

to a concentration that has an equivalent radioactivityy of 0.1 ~g of radium

per drop. A drop of the solution is put on the cone adjacent to the keep-
alive electrode before sealing off the tube. During the sealing-off and
evacuating process, the water is evaporated. This amount of radio-
activity is sufficient to guarantee the starting of the tube within less than
5 sec after the application of the voltage.

5s23. Tube Life and Gas Cleanup:-The life of a TR tube is deter-
mined by the rate at which the gas cent ent changes. This rate is deter-
mined by the action of the r-f or the d-c discharge. With continued
operation either the leakage power becomes too large or the recovery
time becomes too long. Occasionally, a tube maybe found in which the
discharge has deposited a thin layer of metal upon a glass surface and
thereby has decreased the low-level transmission. However, this
phenomenon is so rare as to be considered a freak.

There is no quantitative information on the rate at which the r-f dis-

charge changes the gas content of the tube. It is known that a high-Q
tube operated without a keep-alive discharge may be run for several
thousand hours without seriously changing either its leakage power or its
recove~-time characteristics. The same tube will have a life of only 500

to 1000 hours with a d-c keep-alive discharge current of 100 ya even if
there is no r-f discharge. The usual keep-alive voltage drop is about 400

volts and the power dissipated is about 40 mw. The power dissipated
in the r-f discharge is equal to the geometric mean of the transmitter
and the arc leakage power. Typical values for these are 100 kw and 40

mw, respectively, and therefore the pulse power dissipated in the dis-
charge is about 60 watts. If a duty ratio of 1 to 1000 is assumed, the

average power dissipated in 60 mw. Thus, the average powers dissipated
in the r-f and d-c discharges are roughly equal, and the difference in the
rate of gaa cleanup must be attributed to some other factor.

The process that talies place most rapidly in TR tubes is the cleanup
of the water vapor. This apparently takes place by chemical action,

since the copper cone that serves as the anode for the keep-alive discharge
becomes oxidized, and the partial pressure of hydrogen increased sa that
of the H20 decreases.

The process involved is probably the following one. Under the
action of the discharge, OH ions are produced. In the d-c discharge of
the keep-alive, them ions drift across to the anode. They are highly

~W. G. G~dIIw, “The Chzngein Compositionof the GasResent in a 721AType
Tubeesa R.emdtof Operation,”BTL MM-43-MO-98,Sept.22,1943.
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active, and therefore, they react with the copper, forming copper oxide
and releasing atomic hydrogen. In the r-f discharge the massive ions

are unaffected by the electric field and their motion is completely random;
the number reaching the electrodes will be roughly proportional to the
solid angle subtended by the electrodes. It is probably this difference

in the motion of the ions that makes the d-c discharge so much more
effective than the r-f discharge for destroying the water vapor.

The r-f discharge across the low-Q input window of the pre-TR, 1ow-Q
ATR, or bandpass TR tubes is much more intense than in the high-Q
tubes. When the transmitter power is 10s watts, the pulse power dissi-
pated in a 10-cm pre-TR tube (lB3t3) is about 7 kw. Furthermore, the

exposed electrode area, the area of the tube walls, is much greater than in
the high-Q tubes. In these tubes, the r-f discharge plays the major role in

the decomposition of the water vapor.
An example of the comparative activity of the d-c and the r-f dis-

charges is furnished by a conventional duplexer in which the same TR
cell is used for both the TR and the ATR switches: a 721A tube, for
instance. In the TR tube a keep-alive discharge is maintained and, as a

result, after about three hundred hours the tube will have to be replaced,

because the recovery time will have become too long. In the ATR tuber
on the other hand, no d-c discharge is maintained, and although the r-f
power dissipated in the discharge is about 50 per cent greater than that
in the TR tube, the recovery time remains unchanged even after 1000
to 2000 hours of operation.

An obvious way to increase the life of a TR tube is to increase the
volume of gas cent ained in it, since the life of a tube is proportional to its
volume of gas. In a cell TR tube, the volume is limited rather severely

by the desired tuning range and by the cavities into which it must fit.
Integral-cavity TR tubes, however, may have protuberances on them
since there is no external cavity into which the tube must be clamped.
Table 5.6 lists some of the more common high-Q TR tubes and gives the

volumes of their envelopes.

TABLE 5.6.—VOLUMES OF VARIOUS HIGH-Q TR TUBES

Tube I Type I Volume, cm’

724A/B &cm cell 1.5
1B27 I&cm cell 5.3
1B26 1.2&cmintegral cavity 18
1B24 3-cm integral cavity 19
721A/B M-cm cell 25

It is to be noted that the 1B27, which has to a large extent replaced
the 721A in new equipments, has only about one-fifth the volume of the
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721A. This reduction in volume resulted from the desire to make the
tube tune down to8.0cm or less, whereas the721Awou1d go only as low
as 8.7 cm; it also resulted from the fact that the tuning mechanism
occupies one end of the tube and is at atmospheric pressure, which reduces
the effective volume to two-thirds that of a fixed-tuned tube of the same
size. This reduction in volume was realized when the tube was first
introduced, but the advantages of smooth, single-knob tuning, and the
wide range of frequencies that could be covered with various cavities
made it seem worth while to examine the possibility of artificially increas-
ing the tube life. A similar problem had been faced in the case of the
1B24 and 1B26 TR tubes. In these tubes the cavity proper is very

small, 1 cc or less; however, the use of an external reservoir increased the
gas volume to about 25 cc, and resulted in excellent tube life. Such a
solution was not possible for the 1B27 tube.

5.24. Chemical Reservoirs.-The life of the 721A tube was barely
long enough to make it a usable tube, for, after approximately 300 hours of
operation, the recovery time became excessive. The 1B27 tube, with

only one-fifth the volume, would be completely useless if its life were cor-
respondingly reduced. R. Levine suggested that a chemical water
reservoir in the form of a hydroscopic salt be incorporated into the
1B27 tube. In this way a large quantity of water could be stored
in a few milligrams of salt and the effective volume of the tube would
be greatly increased. An investigation of pertinent data was made to

determine if there were any salts with suitable characteristics. The
most important characteristic to be considered was the variation of
vapor pressure with temperature. Military conditions require tubes to
withstand temperatures of —55°C to 100°C, and to give satisfactory
operation within a range of – 10”C to 100”C. Therefore, a hydroscopic
salt, in order to be useful, must have a maximum vapor pressure of 20 to
30 mm Hg at 100”C to prevent the leakage power from increasing to the
point where crystal burnout is likely to occur. On the other hand, the
vapor pressure at —10”C must be of the order of a few millimeters to keep
the recovery time reasonably short (see Fig. 5.34).

Data on various salts indicated that above 40°C, the increase in
vapor pressure was so rapid as to make most of the salts useless.‘,z
F@re 5.61 is a typical curve of HZO vapor pressure plotted against
temperature. Nickel and cobalt perchlorates have satisfactorily flat
pressure characteristics, but their explosive nature would probably
decrease rather than increase the life of the tube.

1International Critical Tables, McGraw-Hill, 1933.

i R. Levine, F. L. McMillan, “Chemical Methods for Maintaining the F%rtial
Resewsof Water in TR Tubez,” RL Rqort No. 593,July 13,1944,
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Water can be obtained by an equilibrium reaction with H,O as an end
product, for example

TlOH e T120 + H20.

Here too, however, the rate of evolution of H!() is too great at tempers,-
tures above 60°C.

Finally, absorbents and absorbents were considered. In the first

50. group are activated alumina and
silica ge~. Figure 562 gives the

* 40
Zu

,/

pressure-temperature characi,er-

.s istics for these substances. The
eE30
‘E silica gel was 14 to 20 mesh, and
EI
.2 0
& =. 20

was dried in a vacuum at 100”C”
before being charged by exposure-; ~

& 10 to an atmosphere of 23 mm Hg of
H20 at 90°C. Thk charge gave a

o
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

water-vapor content for the silica

Temp ‘C gel of 2.6 per cent by weight. The

~1G.5.61 .—~apor pressure BS a func- activated alumina was 8 to 14
tion of temperature for a typical hydrate:
NiClv4H,0 = NiClr2Hz0 + 2H,0.

mesh, and after having been dried
at 10O°Cwas charged in an atmos-

phere of 18 mm Hg of HZO at 98°C; the water-vapor content of the
alumina was 1.33 per cent by weight.

Although far from perfect, both of these substances showed enough
promise to warrant life tests in TR tubes. The 11327TR tubes were

used with 0.5 g of silica gel. If the gel was charged with 22 mm Hg of

$;= filw
o 20 40 60 80 100

Temp. ‘C
12345
Hundreds of hours

FIG. 5.62.—Vapor pressure of alumina and FIG. 5.63.—Life tests of 1B27 TR tubes
Silica gel. ueing silica-gel reservoirs.

HzO at a. temperature above 90°C, at room temperature the recovery

time was poor. On the other hand, charging with the same pressure at
75°C caused excessive leakage power at 100°C. Tubes which were
charged to 22 mm Hg of HZO at 85°C protected crystals at 100°C and
showed good recovery time at 5“C.

Figure 5%.3 shows the time after the transmitter puIae which ia
required for the low-level transmission through the TR tube to olimb to
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within 6 db of its cold value, for five tubes. These tubes were operated
at 500-kw pulse power with a duty ratio of 1 to 2500 and with a keep-
alive current of 150 pa. During the last 200 hours of these tests, the

tubes were maintained at a tem~erature of 100”C. Although the
recovery time and the leakage power were satisfactory for the duration
of the tests, it was found that the unloaded Q of the TR tubes and
the cavity had fallen from 2500 or 3000 to 1400 or 1900, and the copper
cones had become covered with a reddish copper oxide. ThoBe tubes

charged initially with the most water showed the largest change in QO.
At various times, a number of other chemicals and other methods of

storing water were proposed. Silver oxide is an unstable compound that

maintains an equilibrium pressure with 02; and this oxygen could be used
m the electron-capture agent. Copper sulphate with one molecule of

H,O, is a very stable compound that gives off its water very slowly; (no
quantitative data for copper sulphate are available}. hf. D. Fiske sug-
gested and later used asbestos as an absorbent; it is similar to silica gel
but has a flatter vapor-pressure curve. Some evidence exists that zinc

chloride, which is sometimes present in TR tubes as a solder flux, may
give off C12slowly. If zinc chloride were used in a tube with brass walls,

such as a 10-c.m bandpass TR tube, an equilibrium would be reached as
the released chlorine reacted wit h the tube walls to form ZnCla again.
With the exception of the asbestos, these chemicals have been the subject
of speculation, but have not been used in definitive experiments.

5.25. Inert Coatings. —The chemical reservoirs of H?O, in ad{ltion

to their unsatisfactory pressure-temperature curves, are undesirable
because the continual evolution of H20 results in the formation of a thick
copper oxide on the tube electrodes. This results in a lower Q,, and the

Hz pressure is continually increased.
The preferred method of improving the life of the tube is to maintain

the H90 pressure constant by preventing a reaction vith the electrodes.
This was treated in a report by Guldnerl of the Bell Telephone I,abora-
tories, and was applied to the 1B27 tube by H. J. lIcCarthy of the Syl-
vania 131ectricProducts Co. The early tubes that were tried had a layer

of black copper oxide (CUO) on the cones of the tube. The oxide was
made with a commercial alkaline solution “ 13bonol.” These tubes

operated well except that, after about one hundred hours of operation, the
recovery time decreased and the leakage power increased, thus indicating
an increase of the partial pressure of HZO. Simultaneously, the black
oxide was reduced in patches to a red cuprous oxide, C’U20.

The other tubes were made with a coating of Cu@ inside the cone
where the keep-alive electrode is located. These tubes sho}ved a sub-

‘ W. G. Guklner, “ The Changein Compositionof the GasPresentin a 721.1Type
Tube asa Resultof Operation,” BTL hfkf-43-120-98,Sept.22,1943.
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stantially increased life, aslongas 7~hours with good recove~-timemd

leakage-power characteristics. Figure 5:64 shows the recovery time,
keep-alive voltage drop, and total leakage power as a function of
operating time for a typical 1B27 ttibe with a CU20 coating.

Keepahve ~Cu20 coating

30 (a)

20 (b)

10~+ [$ [l:W

(c)
200

‘02468101z
o

0123’ 456789
Hundredsof hours Hundreds of hears

FIQ. 5G4.-Life test of 1B27 TIt tube; FIG. 565.-Life test of 721A TR
(a) keep-alive voltage drop; (b) total leak- tuhe with untreated rones; (a) re-
age power, mm,, 1 ,usec pulses; (c) loss in covery time in ,usec for —6db trans-
signal, db, 6 psec after transmission pulse. mission; (b] total leakage power In

mw.

Figure 5.65 is a plot of recovery time and leakage power for an
unoxidized 721A TR tube. Figure 5.66 is a similar plot for a 721B tube
which is the successor to the 721A, and which has oxidized cones.

~[~OcoatingKeep-alwe

I

‘:-
O 4 8 12 16 20

Hundreds of hours

FIG. 566. --Liie test of 721B TR
tube; (a) total leakage powrr iu mw;
(b) recovery times in pbec.

quenching to complete failure

A peculiar feature of these tubes is

the fact that the leakage power and
recovery time are constant up to the
end ,of life, but then suddenly increase
rapidly. In the unoxidized tubes, the
recovery time increases continually
from the time the tube is first turned
on. A similar phenomenon has been

observed in Geiger-Mueller counter
tubes with oxidized anodes in which, at
the end of life, there is a rapid transition
from normal operation with good

to uuench...
Since the development of the Ck@ coating, it has been found that

gold-plating the copper cones is almost as effective as the CU20 in pre-
venting cleanup of the water vapor. Other dense, inert coatings such as

monel metal should also prove effective. Although the cuprous-oxide

and gold-plate techniques have mult ip]ied the lives of the 11327,721B, and
the 3-cm bandpass TR tube many times, they have not done so for the
3-cm cell TR tube, the 72413. The life of this tube has a maximum
value of 250 to 300 hr. Then, no matter how the cones are treated,
the leakage power becomes excessive. No explanation exists for this
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difference; it may result from the cleanup of the gas by sputtering. A
better understanding of this problem could be obtained if life tests were
run with a manometer sealed to the tube so that the partial pressure of
HZ and H*O could be continually checked. The two pressures may be
obtained by observing the total pressure and then freezing the HZO to
get the Hz pressure.

The tife characteristics of the 1.25-cm and 3-cm high-Q TR tubes are
quite different from those of the 10-cm tubes. In the 10-cm tube, the
recovery time is usually the limit-
ing factor. In the higher-fre-
quency tubes, diffusion plays a
much stronger role in the recovery z
process than it plays in the larger E
10-cm tube, and consequently the
recovery time is less sensitive to
the amount of water vapor in the
tube. The 1B24 3-cm tube has ,.,

r 1500

‘w”’
4 8 12 16 20 24

Hundreds of hours
FI~. 567.-Life test of 1B24 TR tube;
keep-alive voltage drop; (b) total leakage

a volume only 0.8 that of the ‘-’power in mw for +psec pulse,

721A tube; but its useful life is
almost six times as great, although no attempt is made to inhibit the HZO
cleanup by inert coatings. Figures 5.67 and 568 are curves of leakage

power and keep-alive voltage drop during the li~-es of typical 1B24 and
1B26 TR tubes. The recovery time after 2000 hours of operation is only

5 to 10 ~sec for T = – 6db at a transmitter-power level of 40 kw.
6.26. Bandpass and Pre-TR Tubes.—It is the intense r-f discharge

across the 1ow-Q input window that plays the dominant role in

, 500

~ 300
0

Hundredsof hours

FIQ. 56S.-Life test of 1B26 TR tube;
(a) keep-alive voltage drop; (b) total leakage
power in mw for $-psec pulse.

changing the gas content of the
bandpass and the pre-TR tubes;
the keep-alive discharge has al-

most no effect, The volumes of
these tubes are very large: the
1B38 pre-TR tube has a cubic
content of 110 cc and the 1B58
bandpass TR tube has a volume
of about 400 cc, whereas the 721B
has a volume of only 25 cc. De-
s~ite this 1ar~e volume. the.,

recovery time of a 1B38 pre-TR tube may become excessively long in
200 to 500 hours of operation at l-lIw pulse power with a duty ratio of
1/2500.

It is important to note the qualifying \erb “ may” in the above state-
ment. If the 1B38 pre-TR tube is filled initially with argon and H,O,
the recovery time of this tube will almost invariably become too long in
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the 200 to 300 hours. Fortunately, production tubes, which were nomi-

nally filled with argon alone, could be operated with good recovery time
as long as those containing argon and HZO and very often longer.
In fact, such “argon filled” tubes often showed a shorter recovery time
after some time of operation. This, of course, is assumed to indicate

the evolution of gas from the tube walls. Measurements on commercial

1B38 tubes indicated for one of the tubes tested an increase in pressure
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FIG.5,69.—Recovew-time curve of lB3s p,e-’rR tube filled ~~th5 mm argonand
2 mm H?O.

of 15 per cent after one hour of operation; for another tube, an
increase of 38 per cent after 1000 hours was measured. It is not sur-

prising that the recovery time remained fairly short in these tubes.
What, is surprising is that, when H,O is added to argon, the life is defi-
nitely limited to a few hundred hours. Figures 569 and 570 are typical

curves for a 1B38 tube filled with 5 mm Hg of argon and 2 mm Hg of HZO,
and for a production tube filled \vith 10 mm Hg of argon.

Bmdpass tubes have received comparatively few conclusive life tests.

A 3-cm tube, which had been gold-plated, ran for mor,e than 500 hours
at 30-kw pulse po}ver, ~vith little or no change in performance. The

1F, L, llcllillm, ~. H. Pearsall, 1.H. lkarnley, 10C.cL, Ser. 5.15,
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10-cm bandpass tubes, which had no treatment of the brass walls, and
with initial fillings of 5 and 3 mm Hg, respectively, of A and HZO, ran
for several hundred hours with no change of recovery time. However,

the results are still inconclusive and further study of these tubes is
needed. One serious consideration is whether a hard-soldered 10-cm
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FIG.570.-Example of change of recovery time with life of a IB3S tube filled with
10 mm argon.

tube with its walls fairly well outgassed would have a shorter life than
the present tube. Although the present “dirty” tubes apparently have

long lives, this is an insecure basis for generalization so long as the

quality and the quantity of the “ dirt” are not known and are not

controllable.



CHAPTER 6

THE TR AND ATR TUBES AT HIGH POWER

BY L. D. SMULLIN AND W. C. CALDVJELL

6.1. Introduction. -This chapter will present, in addition to a sum-
mary of the high-power characteristics of the various high-Q TR tubes,
a detailed discussion of bandpass and pre-TR tubes, and of 1ow-Q ATR
tubes at high power.

The high-Q tubes to be discussed are the types 721B, 724B, 1B24,
1B26, and the 1B27. These tubes are all designed to protect the most
sensitive crystals now in use and to protect them at any power level from
zero up to a maximum determined by direct-coupled power, by harmonic
leakage power, or by the establishment of secondary discharges which
might shorten the life of the tube.

The establishment of production tests and specifications that ensured
uniform tube quality Jvasa difficult task since the tests had to be designed
for use by relatively unskilled personnel, and with only the simplest pos-
sible equipment, As a result, recovery-time characteristics are specified
only as a type approval test under the joint Army-l-avy (JANT) specifica-
tions, ~vhereas leakage power is a production test on most T R tubes.
In some of the earlier specifications, considerable effort was made to
devise [‘ equivalent tests” that would measure certain intrinsic qualities
of the tube but at the same time would not require the use of pulse and
other complicated techniques. 310re recently, however, the tendency

has been to make the production test measure the actual quantities of
interest when the tube is in use, and to measure these quantities under
similar conditions of use. The various tests and specifications currently
used will be listed.

In the second part of the chapter, the characteristics of bandpass TR
tubes, pre-TR tubes, and 1ow-Q ATR tubes will be discussed. These

tubes are characterized, in general, by the fact that their minimum oper-
ating power level is considerably in excess of that for high-Q tubes, that
they can be used at considerably higher peak powers, and that their
direct-coupling attenuation is practically infinite for both the carrier and
the harmonic frequencies of the transmitter. This last feature was
shared by only one high-Q tube, a tube de~-eloped by J. La}vson and
B. Cork at the Radiation Laboratory. Because it was developed at

about the same time as the bandpass and the pre-TR tubes, it \vas
never put into production.

226
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The last part of the chapter will present a brief discussion of manu-
facturing techniques and mechanical design techniques for both high-Q
and low-Q tubes.

6.2. High-power Characteristics of High-Q TR Tubes. —Table 6 I
lists the various high-Q tubes and their characteristics. These charac-
teristics are total leakage power (flat plus spike leakage for some given
pulse length), arc leakage power, spike leakage energy, recovery time,
keep-alive voltage drop, and gas content. The “starred” items are
specified quantities.

The 721B tube, as can be observed from the table, does not have a
pulsed-leakage-power specification. Instead, a measurement of the c-w
leakage power is made and is converted into a quantity PO (or P,). This

quantity is the reactive power stored in the cavity, and is proportional
to the square of the arc voltage. 1,2 Two readings are taken, one at room

TABLE6.1.—HIGH-LEVELCHARACTERISTICSOF VAEIOUSHI~H-(J ‘rlt TUBE+

Tube

721B

724B

1B24

1B26

1B27

1B50

Total [;.s filh.g
Keey:,live

:::;; ttP. leakage RP- ,ttrnHg

m mw ilVrEs ~:ynt inp~-a AP,/PiCOvery,-oltage
in cm

drop at
tinwt 100@mm- H, H,O

10 30to40 0,04 .,, .,, *7to30*o.5too.7 *3dh at 350 10 10
7 Alsec

3 20 0.05 ’40 ma. 3db at 400 10 7

3 10
4 AISec

0,02 *3Oma, *3 dh at +325 to 450 15 15
‘1LIs,.

1.25 15 0.05 *2,5ma, ... ,. .,,. *3 (ill at *32.5to480 1[) 10
4PSec

10 15 0.03 *25 ma. ,. *3 db at .370 t“ 480 1,5 10
5 IIs,.

4 18 ZVK 300 to 425 20 2(I

* See Par&graph1, Sec. 6.2.
tt The 721A and 1B27 were m?z,ured with (], = 2500, L=–1.5 cIII,matched input.
t P,,lselength 0.5 w.. for all tul,es except for the 1B50 where it is 0.35 ~e.,
I The transmitter-powerIevcl is 501iW {mthe721Band lB2i, 101iW for the 1B24, and 8KIV for

the 1B26.

temperature, and one ~vith the water vapor frozen out at dry-ice tem-
perature. The value Pi at room temperature, and also the change
AP/Pj when the water is condensed, are specified. Together, these
values give a reasonably accurate indication of the relative proportions of
H~ and HZO in a tube of a given type, tested under known conditions.
This test suffers from the fact that Pi is a sensitive function of the

1Samuel,L1cCrw, and l[umford, “ Gas DischargeTR Switch, ” BT1, ilfhl--l2.
140-26,.+pril 27, 1942.

2 Sinclair, Garoff, Gilbarg, “ Xreasurc. mrnts of ~T:M Fillings in 721A ‘rI1 TtI}ws,”
(XS1, Report No. T-18, Sept. 11, 1943.
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incident power level if it is less than about 0.5 to 1 watt (see Fig. 5.23);
furthermore it gives no indication of keep-alive effectiveness, and con-
sequently no indication of spike leakage energy. 1

The other tubes have a specified total leakage power at some definite
line pulse power and pulse length. At the time these specifications were

written, because of the complicated apparatus and techniques involved,
it was not deemed advisable to attempt to measure spike leakage energy
and arc leakage power separately. For some time the method for meas-

uring total leakage power at two different pulse lengths and then comput-
ing W. and Pa on the assumption that Pa is constant had been known, but
had never been applied (Chap. 9).’

An attempt was made to determine the quality of the 1B27 tube, the
gas content, and the keep-alive effectiveness, by measuring the total
leakage power with the keep-alive on and with it off.3 .41though the
specification has remained in force, the conclusion must be drawn that
this test was not too successful, and that only the test with the keep-
alive on had any significance. The test indicated, however, that no drastic

change in production technique occurred from day to day. The fipeci-
fications for the 724B, 1B2-!, and 11326tubes require only a measurement

of total leakage power with the keep-alive on.
In the tunable tubes, with the exception of the 1B50 tube, the leakage

power is a function of gap spacing. Xo particular gap length in inches
is specified, but it is required that the tubes be tuned to a specif[ed fre-
quency in order that the leakage power measured will be truly indicative
of the operating performance.

The maximum power at which these tubes may be operated is diffi-
cult to define exactly, The 1B24 tube was initially rated (unofficially)
at a power near 100kw, at which level a secondary discharge is estab-
lished just back of the input window. When high-po!rer 3-cm magne-
trons (200kw) became available, the 1B24 tube was tested at the higher
polver level. In initial tests, tubes a~ailable at the Radiation Laboratory
failed after 10 to 100 hours. In all the tests the leakage power increased
markedly, and in most tubes the insertion loss increased. Later, in tests
on tubes of more recent manufacture and ~vith care taken to keep solder
flux and excess solder out of the cavity, tubes \vere run for 500 hours.

I Although this test gave a good correlation ~vlth leak~ige po\ver ancl recovery time
in the 721.1 tube, the correlation changed completely when the oxide coating was
wdded to make the 72111. his ~vas olmcrved ~t E~-ms SWml Lal)oratory in 1945,
but no explanation of it ~ras advanced up to the end of the war.

z This m~thod was apparcnt[y developed inctcpelldcrit]y at th? Radiation Labora-
tory and at the Bell ‘~elephone Ltilmratorics.

J. W’. (’lark, “The Gas J)ischtirge S\ritch; VJII. A \Iet hod of Arudyzing I.ca!i-
rige Power Data, ” BTL hf }1-43-1 40-50, (X>t. 11, 1943.

s Snlullin und I,eitc, r, “ Tl,c 11127 TR T{ IFw, ” RI, Report \-(). 5!)4, (M. 4, 1944.
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These tubes gave no indication of serious deterioration, although a fairly

intense discharge was maintained across the input ~vindow. Whether

or not such performance is characteristic of all production tubes was
never definitely esta~>lished.

The 721R and the 11127tubes are used successfully at power levels

of the order of 1 31w S(Jlong m the harmonic content of the transmitter
is low. At power le~els greater than 1 31N-them is, in the small-diameter
cavities, a tendency for a discharge to strike across the glass cylinder
adjacent to the input cmlpling. It is belie~-ed thxt this discharge appre-

ciably shortens the tulw life.
Some magnetrons, Jvhen operated at high power levels, show a

tendency to spark occasionally and also to jump into an inefficient
electronic mode that is very rich in harmonic content. A magnetron
which operated in this Ii-ay was first noticed ~vhenJ i O-cm duplexer using
1B27 TR and ATR tulws ;~:w t e~tml \rith the -LJ44series of magnetrons

at powers near 1 31v:. J1’heu :1haul-tube modulator ~vasused, the 11327

tube protected crystals [or long periods at a line power of 1 MN-. When
a spark-gap modulator lras used, holvever, crystals u’ere burned out

almost instantly. A long series of experiments by L. D. Smullin and
A. }Y. La~vson finally established the fact that these burnouts were
coincident with the sparking of the magnetron, and that during these
periods excessive leakage po]rer did not occur at the nominal wavelength
of 10.7 cm, but was present at the second, third, and fourth harmonics
of a 9-cm mode. That this was another magnetron mode that could be
excited under certain conditions of the r-f loading and exciting circuits
was shown later by Clogston and Rieke. .~ number of attempts to put
harmonic filters into the TR cavity \\-eremade, but none of the filters
gave enough attenuation over a sufficiently large frequency range. It,
was estimated that a minimum of 30 db of additional attenuation at all
harmonic frequencies was needed to ensure crystal protection, This
particular problem was finally solved by the use of a pre-TR tube’
ahead of the 1B27 TR tube. The pre-TR tube will be discussed further
in the sections on 1ow-Q and bandpass TR tubes.

Tube life was still a rather indefinite quantity even as late as the

end of the war. Although laboratory life tests on dozens of 1B24 and
1B26 tubes indicated a usable life of 2000 hours or more, the life of the
1B24 tube in the field seemed to be only a few hundred hours. Com-
paratively few tubes were returned for examination but those few tubes
indicated that about 40 to 50 per cent of the tubes marked 1’bad” were
bad tubes originally, and most of those had air leaks at cracked windows

or solder joints. As a result of this experience with the 1B24 tubes, all

1L. D. Smullin, “’The 1B38 Pre.TR, ” RL Report h’o, 641, Dec. 5, 1944.
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TR tubes were required to pass a type approval temperature-cycle test
of half-hour exposures to – 55°C, to room temperature, and to 100”C.
These tests had to be repeated fifty times \vithout failure.

Results obtained with 721A tubes ~~erethe opposite of those obtained
!rith the 11324tubes. Laboratory tests had shown that recovery time
l)ecame unduly long after a life of about 300 to 400 hours, although
crystal protection was good for more than 1000 hours. It ~vas very

difficult to persuade service personnel to replace the tubes frequently
enough.

The 72111 tube has a life of 1000 hours or more, and the 1B27 tube

operates for about, 700 hours. The 724B has a life of approximately
250 hours, at the expiration of which it will no longer protect crystals.

6.3. High-level Characteristics of Bandpass and Pre-TR Tubes and
Low-Q ATR Tubes. —I3reakclown and recovery are fundamental processes
of both the high-Q and the IoN-Q or bandpass tubes. These phenomena

are, in general, more complicated in the handpass tubes since as many as
three or four different discharges must be considered, whereas in the
high-Q tubes only one discharge need be considered. The intensity of
the various discharges in a bandpass tube varies hy orders of magnitude,

and some probably last for only a fraction of the period of the trans-
mitter pulse,

The loaded Q’s of the resonant elements in bandpass tubes are lower
than those of conventional high-Q tubes by factors of 50, approximately,
As a result, the voltage buildup across the gaps follows the magnetron
rise with almost no time delay and consequently the entire spike-
transient analysis becomes quite different from that of the high-Q tube.
The fact that several gaps fire in sequence within a time interval of

about 10–s sec probably makes the “fine structure” of the spike of a
bandpass tube very complicated indeed.

One of the most striking features of the low-Q tubes, as they exist
today, is the discharge which covers the input window. At very low
power levels, the discharge is just a filament across the center of the
~~indow. As the power is increased, the discharge spreads until it covers
the entire window with a smooth glow. The power dissipated in the
discharge is very large. An argon-filled 10-cm tube such as the 1B38
pre-TR tube may have a pulse dissipation of 5 to 7 kw, as compared
with 5 to 10 watts for an argon-filled high-Q tube, or 50 to 60 watts for
high-Q tubes filled with an H2-H10 mixture.

The arc leakage power of a typical bandpass tube is 30 mw or less,
and spike leakage energy is about 0.1 erg. Corresponding values for
high-Q tubes are 20 to 30 mw and 0.03 erg. It is well known that both
Pa and W, increase rapidly as the loaded Q (Q~Z) in high-Q tubes decreases.
In fact, the 1H24 or 1B27 tubes no longer protect crystals if QL2is made
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elements in bandpass tubes has not been completely determined.
It is found that the spike leakage energy varies inversely with Q.,

(more specifically the output Q, Q..,) when no is kept constant, but that

it does not vary in this way when the equi~alent conductance, or keep-
alive interaction, is kept constant. Practically all measurements of W.
vs. QOU,have been made with constant keep-alive current and location

(constant rzO). These experiments, therefore, cannot be used to give a

curve for high values of Q.z that could be extrapolated to meet the
observed values of W, for very low QLZ. Rough calculations similar to
those indicated in Sec. 56 showthat for a constant value of interaction,
W, changes very slowly with Q..,.

The arc leakage power of a 7Z1A TR tube filled with an H,-H,()
mixture is about 40 mw, for QLz = 300 and”an insertion loss of 1.5 db.
This corresponds to a voltage across the discharge of 100 volts rms.1
The same tube filled with argon might hay-e a voltage drop of approxi-
mately30 volts. Conversely, atypical bandpass tube filled with argon
has a flat leakage power of 1 mw or less, which corresponds to a gap
voltage of about 3.5 volts, if the element transformation ratio is taken
as 5. A mixture of A-HA3 gives P= = 20 mw and a gap voltage of about
] 5 volts. These numbers become roughly comparable if a correction is
made for the gap length, which is about 0,030 in. in the high-Q tube,
and 0.008 in. in the bandpass tube. However, the necessity to explain
a self-sustaining discharge which
has a total voltage drop less than

Keep.al;ve
)

the ionization potential of the gas

remains. This effect hasalsobeen
High ~er To receiver

v X!/
W2

observed in electrodeless dis- A
91 tJ2

charges at lower frequencies and
has been reported in the literature Fm. 6.1.—Cro.ssectionof a 3-cInbandpass

by various authors.
TR tube,1B63.

In addition to arc leakage power, high-Q tubes have direct-coupled
and harmonic leakage powers, and either one may be larger than the
arc leakage power. Bandpass tubes and pre-TR tubes have practically

infinite direct-coupling attenuation because of the discharge that covers
the input windows. Harmonics also are very highly attenuated.

Figure 6.1 is a cross section of a 3-cm bandpass tube (1B63) with
two resonant gaps and two low-Q resonant windows. The keep-alive
electrode is at the gap closest to the receiver. Although no direct
experimental determinations have been made of the breakdown sequence,
it is believed to be as follows. In the interval tO< t < tl, Fig. 62, the

1H. A. Bethe, R. E. Marshak, and J. Schwinger “Theoretical Results on the TR
Boxj” NDRC Report No. 14-116, 10C.cit., Cornell Univ., Jan. 20, 1943.
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voltage builds up across the gaps and is in phase with the transmitter
voltage. At about II the electronic conductance of the seconcl gap gz,
which has the keep-alive electrode, begins to increase rapidly, as described

in Sec. 56. During the interval t, < t < tz, the impedance across this
gap is very low, and the standing wave which results doubles the voltage
at the first gap gl. This gap depends for its initial ionization no upon
carry-over from the previous discharge and possibly upon photoelectrons
released by the light from the discharge in the second gap. Although no
is very small, the doubled voltage which results from the breakdown of

the second gap probably breaks down the first gap almost instantly.

This, in turn, causes the voltage to double at the input window wI, and

this, too, finally breaks down.

The direct-coupling attenuation through a fired gap is about 30 db.
Thus, the power incident upon the second gap ga is the sum of the arc
leakage power of g, and the window leakage power attenuated by 30 db.
This power is probably 20 to 50 mw which is not sufficient to maintain
the discharge at gz. The electronic loading at gz, however, does not dis-

appear instantly; therefore ~vhile the gap is recovering, the leakage
power, incident upon the receiver, varies from about 0.001 of the leakage
power through gl up to the full leakage po}ver through gl. This is illus-
trated in curve A of Fig. 62, Curves similar to B and C are observed

when the amount of HZO in the
tube is reduced, with a consequent

‘L

increase in the recovery time. In
10-cm tubes, the flat leakage power
is usually too small to be seen on
an oscilloscope. Although t ests

to t~ t~ t~ t4 have not been made, it is believed

Time that with a 5-psec transmitter pulse
FIG. 6 2.—Leakage power envelope of a the leakage power envelope of a

3-cm bandpass TR tube. 10-cm tube would be similar to that

of the 3-cm tube and that the arc leakage power would become appreciable.
In the 3-cm tube the characteristics illustrated in Fig. 62 can be observed
with O.5-psec transmitter pulses.

6.4. Spike Leakage Energy.-In bandpass tubes as in high-Q TR
tubes, the margin between crystal protection and burnout is much
narrower for the spike leakage energy than for the flat leakage power.
As a result, most experimental effort was directed towards the reduction
of W,, and the flat leakage power received more or less perfunctory
attention.

The experimental work can be classified in three main divisions:

gap design, gas content, and keep-alive design. The first division, gap

I

design, involved the problem of developing resonant elements which had
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the smallest product of QLZ . W,. I?orthese experiments, it was tacitly

assumed (and this assumption was Mer partially verified) that a gap
design whkh gave optimum performance for one gas was equally good
for all other gases. This simplified the experiment al technique, for

aft er the gap design was chosen, it ~vasnecessary only to determine the
gas filling of the tube for the longest life, the shortest recovery time,
and the least leakage power.

In Sec. 6.3 it was seen that the flat leakage power wos far from corl-

stant during the pulse. Because of this, it was difficult to separate the
spike transient from the arc linkage power by the usual techniques of
cancellation or pulse-length increment (see Chap. 9). The use of pure
argon, however, resulted in a very small arc leakage power, and the spike
leakage energy constituted more than 95 per cent of the total energy in
the ieakage pulse. Thus, since there is uncertainty concerning cmIy a

small percentage of the power, it can
be assumed that the total energy is
equal to the spike energy.

Window Leakage.—The design
of the input window has been based
primarily upon low-level considera-
tions of QL2 and upon dissipative
loss. The leakage past a typical
window is of the order of hundreds
of ergs compared with the tenths of
an erg that is actually incident
upon the receiver. Figure 6.3
shows the total leakage energy
through various low-Q resonant
windows for various pressures of
argon. Curve A k the leakage
energy through a 1B38 pre-TR
tube, in which both windows have

Q., ~ 1 and a height of 0.875 in.
The measurements were made with
a transmitter-pulse power of 50 kw
at 10.7 cm but check measurements
made at 1000 kw agreed with these
data within the experimental ‘error

&o
6000-m++Ah

4000 A 0,875
B 0.250 in.

2000
C 0.125 in.
D 0.063 in. , ,1

1000 0

---
I

AIM L I Y cl

Argon pressure in mm of mercury

FKO. 6.3.—Leakage-energy character-
istics of various 1ow-Q glass windows. A
is for a 10-cm window, and 1?, C, and D are
for 3-cm windows.

of about A 1 db. The arc leakage power was about 50 watts at a
pressure of 10 mm Hg of argon, and thus constituted about one-third the
total energy for a l-~sec pulse.

Curves B, C, and D of Fig. 6.3 give the total leakage energy for three

Iifferent windows measured at a wavelength of 3.2 cm. Their heights
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were 0.250 in., 0.125 in., and 0.063 in., respecti~-ely, and Q~2 WaS 1.1,
2.1, and 6. There is not the l-to-l ratio bet wecn successil-e curves that
would be expected if the breakdown voltage were a linear function of
the window height, one test at 8.5 cm did give a fourfold change in

total leakage power when a window with one-half the height of the
standard one was used. At the present writing it is not clear whether
this represents poor experimental technique or whether it results from
the fact that breakdown along a dielectric surface is a highly complicated,
and little understood phenomenon.

The curves illustrate pressure dependence of the usual type with
fairly well-defined minima. For the 10-cm tube at least, in ~~hich the

arc leakage energy is about 30 per cent of the total leakage energy, the
minimum has little theoretical importance. This minimum is the result

obtained by adding the curves (automatically) of W. and pa which have
different shapes and different minima.

The data presented in these curves were obtained with the leakage

energy of the window dissipated in a matched receiver load. In actual

use, as in the input window to a handpass tube, the voltage buildup
across the window follows the magnetron very closeiy until the break-
down of the resonant gap one-quarter guide wavelength away from it
causes the voltage to double This must undoubtedly change the spike

transient, and it probably reduces the sp]ke !eakage energy incident upon
the next gap. The extent of this reduction in energy is not known, and

is probably of little practical importance. A cathode-ray oscillogram of

the spike transient in a 1B38 pre-TR tube was shown in Fig. 511 and a
discussion of this transient is found in Sec. 56.

Careful consideration of Fig. 63 emphasizes the fact that at a wave-
length of 1.25 cm or less, the total leakage through such a low-Q window
would be about 1 to 2 ergs. Furthermore, if thin mica is used instead

of glass, the height of the window may be reduced by a factor of almost
two and thus the total leakage through a window would be well below
1 erg.1 This, together with the fact that 1.25-cm crystals (1N26) can
withstand about 0.3 erg of spike energy, should make it possible to
design a very simple bandpass TR tube for this wavelength.

The pre-TR tube is used in conjunction with a high-Q TR tube in
order to minimize both harmonic and direct-coupled leakage power. To
ensure proper operation, the transmission line between the two-tubes is
adjusted so that the detuned high-Q cavity produces a voltage maximum
at the input window of the pre-TR tube. Since the pre-TR tube is one-
quarter guide wavelength long, the connecting line is made one-half
guide wavelength long. It has already been seen in Chap. 5 that the

I Some unpublished results of experiments by C. W. Zabel at the Radiation Labora-
tory confirm this.
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input admittance to a TR cavity during the enf ire spike transient is very
Ii)r~e compared \rith 1’,; therefore, the prc-TR tube is working into an

open circuit during the entire transmitter pul~e, and the leakage energy

is presumably smaller than when it is terminated in a matched load.

6.5. Spike Leakage Energy. Gap Design. —Early experiments on

bandpass TR tubes were concerned primarily w-ith the development of

a tube that would \vork. The pressure of ~~ar rna(lc it necessary in this

experimentation to use many intuitive deductions and extrapolations

based upon insufficient data. only after a usable tube had been pro-

duced was it possible to make a systematic study of the influence (jt’

various parameters on Iealmge energy characteristics. This systematic

investigation 1 begin in 1944 and ended at the close of the war in 1945.

The leakage power through a complete bandpass tube is a compli-

cated function and results from the superposition of several different dis-
charges. From a narrow pragmatic point of view only the total leakage

energy is important, and in fact most leakage-power data \\-eretaken
with complete tubes. There can be no doubt, ho~vever, that a complete

understanding of what happens within a single gap would implement the
design of a better tube than any now in existence.

Figure 6.4 shows the leakage energy from 3-gap, 3-cm bandpass TR
tubes which have different gap designs, as a function of argon pressure.
The arc leakage power is negligibly small, and therefore the total energy
is nearly equal to the spike leakage energy. .111gaps are of the type
illustrated in Fig. 331 and all the curves exhibit the familiar shape of
leakage-power curves with rather pronounced minima.

Figure 6.5 is a plot of the square root of the leakage power (W~~)
against gap spacing at an argon pressure of 10 mm Hg and is based upon

data taken from Fig. 64. With the exception of the smallest gap
spacing, the points define a straight line passing through the origin.
This is to be expected if the voltage transformation ratio is constant for
the various gaps, and if the gradient increases linearly as g-’.

The point for the shortest gap (0.0017 in. ) lies above the straight line

defined by the other three points and the origin. It may be possible to
clarify further this behavior by a consideration of the electrons lost to
the electrodes. In general the electrons in an r-f discharge suffer almost
no net displacement in the direction of the field, and therefore very few
are lost to the electrodes. There is a small region adjacent to the

electrodes, which is of the order of one mean free path long, through
which electrons may be accelerated and thus reach the electrodes. With

I Most of the leakage power data, particularly on 3-cm tubes, were obtained at the
GE Research Laboratories by the group under M. D. Fiske. W. C. Caldwell of the
Radiation Laboratory worked with this group for almost a year on the development
of the 3-cm tube.
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lnutn frcv paths d t}m oi-dcr of ().(Ni in., the two regions adjacent to

the clectmdes ocrul)y a ]arg(, putt, (If tile totid g~p of (),0()47 in., but for
larger gaps they are less importtint. ‘IIe low of electrons by this mech-

anism requires a hi@f~r rate of elcrtron production and, therefore, higher
gap voltages md higher spike leakage rnergy. This phenomenon is very
similar to that whirh muses the minimum of the Pmchen curve for d-c
breakcloli-n. Simil:lr eflert,s frere observed by Posin in a study of r-f

brezkdown in ~vaveg~lidw at atmospheric pressure.1
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FZQ. 6.4. —Snike leaka~e ener zv
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FIC. 65.-The square root of the spike
through 3.cm bandpass TR- tubes f& leakage energy of Fig. 6.4 plotted against
vari0u8 gap spacings. gap spacing for a pressure OJ 10 mm Hg of

argon.

The influence of the particular shape of the ends of the electrodes
upon spike leakage energy has been for some time the subject of contro-
versy. It remains an open question. It is argued that if pointed elec-
trodes are used, the gap length required to tune a given resonant element
will be less because of the smaller capacitance between the ends. Since
l?’,% decreases almost linearly with gap spacing, the smallest gap should
give the smallest values of leakage energy. But there is also evidence
to support the contention that the efective volume of a gap has a strong

1D. Q. Posin, 1. Mansur, 11. Clarke, ,, Experiments in Microwave Breakdown,”
RL Report No. 731, Ifov. 28, 1945.
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influence upon the spike. That is, for equal gap lengths, the gap with

the largest volume should break down at the lowest voltage since the
probability of finding an electron within the region of high field is greatest.
No definite comparison of these two arguments has been made although

some indirect experimental evidence exists in support of each point
of view. The 3-cm tube (1B63) uses truncated cones, and the 10-cm

tubes (1B55, 1B58, and the 9.l-cm tube) have pointed electrodes; but it
is not possible to determine from their performance which gap is better.
A direct comparison of the two gaps made at the same wavelength and
with the same measuring equipment would be a straightforward experi-
ment, and would be well worth while.

The analysis presented in Sec. 3”3 indicates that the spike energy of a
low-Q resonant gap should vary directly with the susceptance of the induc-
tive iris, and inversely with the area of the electrodes which form the
gap. If the validity of this relationship could be established it might

eliminate fruitless experimentation with odd gap shapes in the effort to
combine minimum QL2with mini-
mum leakage energy.

1.0
6.6. Direct-coupled Spike 0,8

Leakage Energy. -In Chap. 3 it ~ 06
was seen that the direct-coupling ~ OA
attenuation t h r o u g h a typical ~
resonant gap is 25 to 30 db. The ~ oz
spike leakage energy past an input 5
window is about 1000 ergs in 10- 0.12 4 6S10 20 40 60SO100
cm tubes, and about 100 ergs in Argonpressurein mm of Hg

3-cm tubes. Thus, it is evident l~lu,6.6.—Spikeleakageenergy through
single gap 3-cm bandpass TR tubes with

that the energy leaking Past the &fferentinput-window heights,

first gap can not be less than
about 1 erg and 0.1 erg respectively, for the two tubes, even if the gap is

‘ completely short-circuited.
Figure 6.6 shows the spike leakage energy through one-gap bandpass

tubes with input windows of different sizes. Curve A is for a tube with
an input window & in. high, and curve B is for a tube with a ~-in.
window. The gap used in each tube had the following dimensions:
o = 45°, d = 0.030 in., w = 0.250 in. (Fig. 3.33) and it had a direct-
coupling attenuation of 35 db. By referring to Fig. 6.3, it can be seen

that at a pressure of 10 mm Hg of argon, the window spike leakage
energy is 90 ergs for the ~-in. window and 25 ergs for the &-in. window,
respectively. Thus, if the gaps are short-circuited during the entire
pulse, leakage energies of about 0.3 and 0.08 erg through the two tubes
can be expected. The observed values were 0.24 and 0.13 erg. Although
the curves of Figs. 63 and 606were taken at different times and none of
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the tubes were baked out before filling, there is nevertheless good agree-
ment between the measured and the predicted results.

At this point the question that most naturally occurs to the tube
designer is whether it is possible to measure separately the leakage power

characteristics of a window and of a resonant gap, and to predict for a tube
with one or more gaps the resultant leakage characteristics. At present
this is not possible. Although fairly complete data on window leakage
have been compiled very little accurate information exists regarding the
leakage characteristics. of a single resonant gap. M. D. Fiske has meas-

ured the leakage characteristics on 3-cm gaps, and L. D. Smullin and
C. Y. Meng made Similar measurements on 10-cm gaps. The experi-
ments were mainly exploratory and have not been published.

One of the most serious difficulties encountered in the early experi-
ments for the comparison of the leakage energy of various gaps was the
fact that the tubes were not clean. This difficulty did not occur with

glass tubes such as the 721A since the tubes had to be clean in order to
form the copper-glass seals. The bandpass tubes, however, are, except

for the windows, of all-metal construction, and all parts are assembled

by soldering. Unless great precautions are taken, the leakage charac-

teristics of a soft-soldered tube will be seriously affected by many impuri-
ties in its gas content. Hard-soldered tubes are easy to keep clean but

it is difficult to modify them after they are assembled. It is, therefore,

often desirable to use soft-soldered experimental tubes, but it is neces-

sary to clean the tubes thoroughly after soldering.

A great deal of information can be obtained from a resonant gap that

can be adjusted without breaking thevacuum seal. The gap length may

be varied by bringing one of the electrodes out through an r-f choke and

a flexible bellows, or the gap point may be driven in and out by a screw
mounted in a tapered, lapped joint sealed with vacuum-pump oil. The

inductive irises, also, may be moved in and out through flexible, vacuum-

tight bellows. All of these adjustable elements were made, but there was?

no opportunity to make complete measurements of their characteristics.

6.7. Arc Leakage Power.—In 3-cm bandpass tubes, as in high-~

tubes, the arc leakage power is much greater for diatomic than for mona-

tomic gases. In 3-cm bandpass tubes the flat power is negligibly small

when pure argon is used, Figure 67 however, gives typical results’ for

three diatomic gases used in a 3-cm tube; the gases used were hydrogen,
oxygen, and nitrogen. The powers shown here for these gases are many

times greater than the powers for argon or helium. It has been seen in

Fig. 5.28, that a ratio of 20 or 30 to 1 may be expected in the arc leakage

powers for argon and hydrogen in high-~ tubes. Here, however, the

1 M, D. Fiske, “Final Report on OSRD Contract OEMsr 1306,” GE, Schenectady,
Nov. 7, 1945.
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ratio seems to be much larger. It may be possible to explain this by

means of the recovery-time phenomenon postulated in Sec. 6.3.

810 20 40 6080100 2

I
c

Pressure in mm of mercury

FKG.6.7.—Arc leakage power through a 3.cm bandpass TR tube for various diatomic gaa&.
5

In a practical tube, however, in order to shorten the recovery time ~
to a usable value it is necessary to employ water vapor. The use or i
water vapor results in a substantial increase in arc leakage power ovek ~

that for argon alone. Figure 6.8
shows the spike leakage energy W,,

and arc leakage power P. through a
3-gap tube (the same tube used for
curve A of Fig. 6.4) as a function of
argon pressure, with a partial pres-
sure of 4.5 mm Hg of HZO. It can
be observed that the spike leakage
energy is only slightly higher than
for pure argon, Fig. 6.4 curve A,
and that the minimum value of W,

occurs at about the same total pres-
sure in both cases.

Because, in general, it has been
possible to maintain Pa below an
approximate value of about 30 mw,
there has been little incentive to
study the problem in greater detail.
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l?KG, 6.8,—Spike leakage energy and
arc leakage power through a 3-cm band-
pass TR tube with a partial pressure of
H,O of 4.5 mm Hg.

l?@re 6.9 gives W, and P. as functions of total gas pressure for various
mixtures of argon and HZO in a 1B55 (8.5-cm) tube.

6,8. Effect of Gas-filling upon High-power Characteristics.-Because
of the comparatively intense discharge at the input windows of bandpass
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TR tubes, pre-TR tubes, and 1ow-Q ATR tubes, it is necessary to choose

a gas filling that will not only minimize the power dissipated in this dis-
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FIG,6 9.—Spike and arc leakage through an 8.5-cm bandpass TR tube for various mixtures

of argon and H?O.

charge, in order to avoid cracking the window, but will also increase the

general tube life.
F@re 6.10 shows the arc loss in the discharge across the window of

a 10.7-cm t ubej operating in series
with a line carrying 50 kw of pulse lo

power. The curve for argon is obvi-
ously much lower than for any of o g

the other gases. Primarily on the “

0.2

I 1 I I
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FIG. 6.10.—Arc loss in the discharge FIG. 6.11.-–Arc loss in the discharge
across a 10-cm low-Q window (h = 0,875”) across a 1B35 tube window at X = 3.2 cm
for various gases at a line power of 50 kw,. and 3-kw line power.

basis of these tests, argon was chosen as the major component of the gas

filling of all tubes in this general category.

Figure 6.11 is a similar curve for the arc loss in the window of a 1B35

(3.2-cm) 1ow-Q ATR tube measured at a line power of 3kw. Figure 6.12
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shows W, for various noble gases in a 3-cm bandpass tube. For this

tube also, argon is clearly the best of the gases tested. No tests have

been made with xenon or krypton, or mixtures of these gases with argon.

Some mixtures of this kind have very low d-c breakdown voltagea.

Because a short recovery time is required for this tube, the use of a

gas such as water vapor which has a Klgh electron-capture cross section

is demanded. Up to the present, H20 is the only gas used for this pur-

pose, although there are other gases which may be more stable and which

may have equal or greater capture-cross sections, as has been indicated

in Chap. 5.

Measurements on high-Q TR tubes indicate (Fig. 5.13) that the spike

leakage energy through a hydrogen-filled tube is not much greater than

that through an argon-filled tube. Some rather old measurements indi-
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FIG. 6.12.—Spike leakage energy through a 3-cm bandpass TR tube as a function of gas
content.

cate that in bandpass tubes IV. is about five times greater for Hz than

for A. No explanation for this difference in the behavior of the two

tubes has been advanced.

It is much simpler to choose the gas filling for pre-TR and low-Q ATR

tubes than for bandpass tubes. There are three conditions that must

be met: (1) low firing power, (2) low arc loss, and (3) short recovery

time. The filling generally adopted for all these tubes in the 1.25-, 3-,

and 10-cm bands is about 10 mm Hg of argon. If these tubes were to

be carefully made and carefully cleaned, their recovery time would be

much too long. Most tubes, however, contain enough impurities to

ensure fast recovery of the tubes for hundreds or even for thousands of

hours. It has already been pointed out in Sec. 5.26 that the argon-

H,O-filled pre-TR tubes had shorter tube lives than did “ commercially

dirty” tubes.

The arc loss in argon-filled pre-TR and ATR tubes is so low that no

tubes have ever failed because of cracked windows, even at the very

—
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highest transmitter-power levels. The addition of HZO greatly increases

the arc loss, and care must be taken to keep the window cool enough to

prevent cracking.

Table 6.2 illustrates the effect of water vapor and of window dimen-

sions upon the arc loss in 3-cm low-Q tubes. If it is assumed that the

TABLE62.-Artc Loss IN DISCHAIWESACROSS3-cM Low-Q WINDOWS

Window
Gas content, mm Hg

Transmitter
height I

Arc loss
A H ,0

pulse power

l-–
1 1 1

0.250 in. 15 4 70 kw 0.35db

0.125 15 4 70 0 19

0.250 15 4 150 0.27

0 125 15 4 1.50 0.09

0 250 10 0 70 <0.09

voltage drop across the discharge remains constant, then the loss PL
should vary wit h the square root of the transmitter power P ~. If the

loss ratio at any given power level is known, the ratio at any other power

level may be found as follows: If P~, = v’P~, then

PQ _ dFg

P. – K’

and

which is the loss ratio and is expressed in decibels in the table. The

experimental loss ratios for the two line powers given in the table obey

this relationship very closely.

The O.125-in. window is the one in actual use in the 3-cm bandpass

TR tube. At 150 kw the pulse power dissipated in the arc (P.) is 3 kw.
If the duty ratio is ~, this indicates an average power dissipation of

3 watts at the input window. In a typical installation, this dissipation

results in a temperature rise of the window of more than 50”C. Similar

tests made on 10-cm pre-TIl tubes w-hich operated at 2 NIw line power,

with a duty ratio of ~&, indicated window temperatures in excess of

100”C with an ambient temperature of 25°C.

Although dire results were predicted for the addition of several

millimeters of mercury of water vapor to the argon filling of 10-cm band-

pass tubes, no tube failures due to window cracks at high transmitter

powers resulted.
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6.9. Effect of Line Power upon Leakage Characteristics. -It has
already been seen that the power lost in the window discharge varies as
the square root of the line power. Tests on pre-TR tubes indicate
essentially constant values of W. and Pa from about 5 kw to more than
1000 kw of line power. Below the minimum firing power (about 5 kw),

the leakage power becomes approximately half the line power, and the

tube offers no protection. Similarly, below a certain power level a TR

tube wiU not fire, and about half of the incident line power goes to the

receiver. It is an accepted necessity that a TR tube must protect its

receiver at any level of line power below the maximum rating of the tube.

For a bandpass TR tube, this means that at least one of the gaps must

fire at a powe~ level low enough to ensure crystal protection, even though

the window does not fire at powers below 1 kw.

1000 mw
z
g
n

%M 100 mwx
;
2.
a

10 mw
10 mw 100 lW 10 w 100 w 1 kw 10 kw 100 kw

Line power
FI~. 6.13.—Arc leakage power through a 2-gap 3-cm bandpass TR tube as a function of line

power.

Figure 6.131 shows the arc leakage power through a 2-gap 3-cm tube

as a function of line power. The tube was filled with a mixture of
5 mm Hg of Hz and 10 mm Hg of A. This, hotvever, is not a standard
gas filling, and the arc leakage power is almost 10 times that from a
standard filling. Up to a line power of approximately 1 watt, the leak-
age power increases linearly. At higher power levels the gaps break

down, after which Pa remains constant for all higher power levels,
Fig, 6.142 shows the variation of spike leakage energy with line

power, in an argon-filled 3-cm 2-gap tube. The negative slope of the
curves, just beyond the point of maximum energy, may be explained,
according to Fiske, by the nature of the experiment. The line power
was adjusted in these experiments by passing the power from a 30-k\\-
magnetron through a power divider or attenuator. Thus, when the line
power was about 0.1 watt, the gap broke down near the top of the pulse
rather than at the foot of the exponentially rising front. As a result the
voltage buildup was approximately linear. It was seen in Chap. 5 that a

1 If. D. Fiske, H, h’, Wallace. and A. D, Warner, “ Final Technical Report on

Contract OEMsr-1306, N“ov. 7, 1945.
z Fiske, op. cit.
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inea r voltage rise on the magnetron pulse results in a spike leakage energy
that varies inversely as the square root of the transmitter pulse power.
The dashed lines represent such a square-root variation.
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FIG. 6.14.—Spike leakage energy through a Z-gap 3-cnl })andpass Tf-i tube as a function
of line power. Tube is tilled with pure argon, (G:*P No, 1 is closer totheinput wincfow,)

Measurements on 3-cm tubes at pcnyer levels up to 250 kw, and on
10-cm tubes at po~ver levels up to 1000 kw, have shown no increase in
leakage power o~rer that at 10 to 50

(OE
1 2 3 4
(Linepowerin kw)!zl

l;f~, &15.-.\rr 10SS i~~ the diwl~argc
of a 1B35 ATR tube window.as a function of
line power for various gases,

kiv. It is felt that the maximum
transmitter po~}-ers now in use
may be doublecl with no increase
in the leakage power of the TR
tubes,

The m i n i m u m transmitter
power at which these tubes may
be used is determined by the firing
of the input window. Detailed
specifications will be given later;
but nominal minimum values are
about 1 kw. 5 kw. and 10 kw at,

1.25 cm, 3 cm, and 10 cm, respectively,
Figure 6.15 shows the variations in v-indo~v arc loss in a IB3.5 ATR

tube as a function of the sqllare root of the line power for variolls gas
fillings. The experimental points lie \-cry closely IIpon straight lines
and thus indicate the correctness of the assumption that the discharge
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voltage is essentially constant and that the arc loss is directly propor-
tional to the current in the mainline.

601O. Keep-alive Electrodes.—The problem of the keep-alive has
already been discussed ingeneraIterrnsin Chap. 5. In this section some
of the more
presented.

detailed considerations applicable-to bandpass tubes will be
Figure 6.16 illustrates the side-mm and coaxial electrodes

FIG. 6. 16.—Side-arm and coaxial keep-alive electrodes used in 10-cm band pass TR tubes.

used in the 10.7-cm and 8.5-cm (1B58 and 1B55) “l% tubes. Figure 6.17
illustrates the coaxial electrode used by the General Electric Co. in one
variation of the 3-cm tube. The 3-cm tube made by the Sylvania Elec-
tric Products Co. utilizes a coaxial electrode very similar to that used in
the 1B24 TR tube.

The end of the side-arm keep-alive electrode used in 10-cm tubw is
bent towards the gap as shown and it ends about & in. from the axis of
the gap. The low-level signal loss (interaction) due to the d-c discharge
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is almost completely independent of the positioning of an electrode of this
type. The coaxial electrodes differ in this respect, and the low-level
signal loss increases rapidly as the electrode tip approaches the gap. At
a discharge current of 100 pa, the interaction can be as high as 5 db for a

M
Glass

,.,. :..
.’” ., ..,,”,,,, ,.
,7., : =.

4 “’” ,- Fernlco

L___ Ceramic
insulator

Jt-Copper cone

0.010” dia.

FIG. 617,-Coaxial keep-alive electrode for the GE 3-cm bandpass TR tube.

coaxial electrode while it can hardly exceed 0.1 db with a side-arm
electrode.

Figure 5.55, curves A and B, show’s the spike leakage energy through
a 3-cm tube that has truncated-cone elements. Both a coaxial and a side-
arm electrode are mounted at the same gap. The coaxial electrode
appears to be by far the more efficient of the two. The numbem along

0,15

0
-5 0 +5 +10 +15 +20

Keep-aliveretraction(d) in mik

FIG. 6.18.—Spike leakage energy vs.
distance of coaxial keep-alive electrode
from the end of the cone in a 3-cm bandpass
TR tube.

the curve represent the keep-alive
current. Curve C, however, is for
a side-arm electrode in a tube
using conical-post resonant ele-
ments. Although it is dangerous
to compare thk curve with the first
two curves directly, it is obvious
that the last structure at least
approximates the efficiency of a
coaxial electrode in a truncated-
cone gap. No clear explanation
for this difference has been ad-
vanced. A reasonable explanation

is based on the fact that all of the electrons from the coaxial electrode
are furnished to the gap, whereas many of the electrons from the side-arm
type reach the conical electrodes by paths that are not in the region of the
highest r-f electric field. Thus, in the truncated-cone gaps, it is difficult
to send electrons into the r-f gap from a side-arm electrode. If pointed,
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conical electrodes are used, a greater no can be produced in the gap with
the sidearm electrode than in the
truncated-cone gap, since the post
diameter is much smaller and the
performance begins to approach
that of the coaxial electrode.

Figures 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20
represent the results of another
interesting experiment by Fiske.
A coaxial keep-alive electrode was
mounted in a bellows arrange
ment at the second gap so that its
axial position could be varied from
0.020 in. away from the gap to
0.010 in. into the r-f gap. The
keep-alive electrode was in its
normal position at gap No. 1 and

Keep-alive retraction (d) in roils

Fm. 6.19.—Low-level kee~alive inter-
action vs. coaxial keewdive position for
the same tuba as in Fig. 6.18.

was maintained at; current of 50 pa. Figure 6.18 shows the variation
of W. for different keep-alive currents as a function of electrode position.
The distances back from the gap are plotted as positive. Figure 6.19

3
0.15

$0.10

E 0.05
~
Ea- 0

-5 0 +5 +10 +15 +20
Keep-aliveretraction(d) m LA

FIG. 6.20.—Data of Fig. 6.19 trans-
formed to resemble spike energy curves of
Fig. 6.18.

shows the corresponding values of
low-level loss (interaction). If
Fig. 6.19 is replotted by a recipro-
cal transformation

~ = 0.021

L’

where L is the fractional trans+
mission loss given in Fig. 6“19,
then Fig. 620 is derived. The
similarity between this figure and
FIE. 6.18 is striking, and it pro-

vides fairly convincing proof that both phenomena are go~erned by-the
electron density in the gap.

6.11. High-power Characteristics.-The high-power characteristics
of a TR tube that can be specified are as follows: leakage powe~flat and
spike; arc 10SS; recovery time; minimum firing power; minimum and
maximum operating powers; keep-alive voltage drop, keep-alive current
and keep-alive interaction; gas filling; and life.

The tubes now in use maybe divided into low-Q ATR tubes, pre-TR
tubes, and bandpass TR tubes.

Table 6.3 gives the pertinent characteristics of the various ATR
tubes. The gas filling is 10 mm Hg. of argon in all cases.
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TARLE 63.-HIGH-POWER CH.4RACTER1S’HCS OF LoTv-~ ATR TUBES

Tube No.
Min. firing Arc loss
power, kw db

1B35
1B37
1B36
1B44
1B52
1B53
1B56
1B57

4
4
1

10*
10*
10*
10”
10*

07
07
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
03
03

Power level at
which arc loss
s measured, kv

4
4

1

50

50

50

50

.50

\Iin. operating

power, kw

5
5
2

20
20
20
20
20

*Approximate.

FIG. 6.21.—1 O-cm duplexer using 1B38 pr&TR tubs.
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The 1B35 and 11337 3-cm tubes, and the 1B36 1.25-cm tubes are
required to fire within 5 sec after the power is applied at the minimum
firing power level indicated in the table. After they have fired, the arc
loss of the tubes must be less than the value indicated. It was planned
originally to require the various tubes in the 10-cm band to undergo
similar tests. The apparatus for these tests was so bulky, however, that
a much simpler test was devised in which the firing voltage of a 7 Me/see
electrodeless discharge was correlated with the actual operating charac-
teristics of the tubes (see Chap. 9).

F][G.6,22.—1B38 and 1B&l pre-TR tubes for use at 10.7 cm and 8.5 cm respectively. ‘1
1B3S tube has contact springs at both ends.

?he

At present, no upper limit to the power level at which the tube can be
operated has been reached. Tube life is indeed an unknown quantity,
for little is known about the recovery time of ATR tubes. Tubes have
been run for thousands of hours at high power levels without breaking
and without increasing the arc loss; howeve;, for these long periods of
operation, no recovery-time measurements were made. If the experi-
mental results with the 1B38 pre-TR tubes are applied to these tubes, it
can be concluded that tubes assembled with soft solder should average
good recovery-time life, approximately 1000 hour~. Tubes assembled
by hard soldering, however, for example, the Sylvania 1B36, 1B35 and
1B37 tubes and the 1B52 and 1B53 tubes are probably “too clean” and
the recovery time is without doubt long even when the tubes are new.

The pre-TR tubes that were put into production were the 1B38 at
10.7 cm and the 1B54 at 8.5 cm. Figure 6.21 shows a typical duplexer
employing a 1B38 pre-TR tube in conjunction with a high-Q tube,
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Figure 6“22 is a photograph of the 1B38 and 1B54 tubes. The 1B38 tube
has cent act springs at both ends, whereas the 1B54 tube has a cent act
spring at the high-power end, and a flange connection at the receiver end.

Table 6.4 gives data pertinent to the operation of pre-TR tubes. The
recovery time of these tubes has already been discussed in Chap. 5.

The 1B38 tube is required to pass a leakage-energy test in order,
primarily, to determine whether the initial gas filling is correct and also
to ensure that air has not leaked into the tube. The 1B54 tube which was
developed later was required to pass only the 7-Me/see discharge test.
Very few tests have been made on the 1B5+ tube since it is very similar
to the 1B38 tube and therefore it is assumed that all the important char-
acteristics are alike.

TABLE64.-CHARACTERISTICSOF1B3S (10.7 CM) AND1B54 (8,5 CM) PRE-TR ‘I%BES

Characteristic Value

Gas filling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...10 mm Hg of argon
Total leakage energy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1500 ergs
ArclOSS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. O.3db
Power for arc-loss measurement. ., . . . . . 50 kw
Minimum operating power...,.. 20kw

Since the 1ow-Q windows used in all 10-cm tubes in this group (TR,
ATR, or pre-TR tubes) have the same height and the gas fillings are the
same, minimum operating power levels are the same. No upper limit
for the operating power level has yet been reached.

Table 65 gives pertinent high-level data on the various bandpass TR
tubes.

TABLE6.5.—HIGH-LEVELCHARACTEIUSTICSOF BA~~PASSTR TUBES

Gas filling,
Recovery

Po\ver for
Tube Band, h-o. of Keep-alive mm Hg w., pa,

time to recOvery -
No. cm gaps electrode erg mw 6 db time meas-

A H,O urement

1B63 3 2 Coaxial 15 4 0.1 30 < 2 ~ec 40 kw
1B55 8.5 3 Coaxial 4 2 0.1 5 10 700

9.1 3 Side-arm 6 0 0.1 <1 < 100 50
1B58 10.7 3 Side-arm 4 2 0.1 .5 10 700

The three tubes in the 10-cm band are of the 3-gap type and have
low-Q input and output windows, whereas the 1B63 3-cm tube has a
high-Q input window and has two resonant gaps. At the end of the war,
work had just begun on the design of a 2-gap 10-cm tube using a high-Q
input window. The advantages of this tube would have been: a shorter
tube (about 1+ in. shorter in the 10.7-cm tube), and a longer tube life.
It was believed that the use of a high-Q input window, about half the
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height, or less, of the present windows, would reduce the arc loss by a
factor of about four, and the cleanup of HZO would be correspondingly
retarded. Unfortunately, only preliminary low-level tests had b~en
made before all developmental work was stopped.

The 9. l-cm tubel is filled with argon alone, This tube was designed

for use in radar beacons and was to be operated at about 50 kw of line

power. A recovery time of approximately 100 psec was tolerable; but
tube life had to be thousands of hours in order to meet the rigid require-
ments of aircraft beacon systems. The tubes were assembled b-y soft-
soldering and the impurities introduced into the tube were sufficient to
keep the recovery time below 20 psec during several thousand hours of
operation. Under normal operating conditions, the beacon transmitter
is on only while it is being interrogated by an airplane. The duty
ratio which results is very low. At a busy airport, the ratio of “ on” to

‘‘ off” time averaged over several hundred hours is certainly less than

~. Thus, the r-f discharge plays a negligible part in the gas cleanup
process; and the 100-Pa keep-alive discharge operating on the 260 cc of

gas should give a tube life of at least 5000 hours if an extrapolation may

be made from the 11327 or 721B tubes (Sec. 5.23).

The 1B55 and the 1B58 tubes were designed for high-power radar sets

to be operated at line powers of 500 to 1000 kw, and duty ratios of at
most ~~. Preliminary tests on three or four hand-made, soft-soldered
tubes of each type showed continued crystal protection and good recovery
time after 500 hours at 1000 kw, and a duty ratio of ~lm. For what
length of time it is possible for clean, hard-soldered tubes to give good
recovery time is not known. This time can probably be extrapolated
from tests on the 1B38 pre-TR tube which has one-fourth the volume of
these tubes, and appears to have a life of 100 to 200 hours when filled
with an A-HZO mixture.

The 3-cm tube has a volume of about 7 cc, or about & the volume of
the 1B58 tube. On the other hand, the window height is about one-
seventh that of the 10-cm tube. Therefore, if a square-law variation of
arc loss with window height is assumed, the arc loss will be less by a factor
of 40 or 50, approximately, for equivalent line powers in the 3-cm tube.
Thus, at equal line powers, tube life should be about the same for the two
tubes. At present, 3-cm magnetrons with an output power of 300 kw are
available, while 1000-kw tubes are in use at 10 cm. Developmental
magnetrons that have twice the powers have been tested. On this basis,
the 3-cm tube might be expected to have about three times the life of the
lo-cm tubes, ij thetubes are clean and hard-sol&red, and are filled with
argon and water vapor.

I L. D, Smullin, “S-Band Bandpass TR Tubes,” R.L Report No. 971, Jan. 23,
1946.
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Actual life tests have been too few in number to allow any definite
conclusions to be drawn. Some tubes operated at 30 kw for more than
500 hours. A few gold-plated tubes (this plating prevents oxidation)
have run several hundred hours at 180 kw with little change in recovery
time.

Although considerable thought was given to the use of water reser-
voirs in these tubes (Chap. 5), any idea of their use was abandoned
because of the danger of excessive HzO pressures at temperatures near
100”C, and also because the continual dissociation of the HZO results in an
increase of partial pressure of Hz in the tube. This results in excessive
arc loss and leakage power. Fiske has proposed the use of a palladium
window in the tube in order to “drain” out the hydrogen. The possi-
bility of using other gases than HZO and the merits of inert coatings have
already been discussed in Chap. 5. Ml possibilities of gold-plating to
increase tube life have not yet been fully realized. In large tubes such
as the 11M8 it is probably necessary to plate only the region around the
input window.

6.12. Present and Future Status of Low-Q and Bandpass Tubes and
ATR Tubes. —There does not seem to be any immediate prospect of
improving in any \vay the low-level performance of these tubes, for it is
not possible to lower, to any marked degree, the loaded Q. A sub-
stantial reduction in arc loss and minimum firing power would make it
possible to use these tubes in low-power ( < lkw) beacon installations.
This reduction might be obtained either by an extension of the tube
designed by Samuel (Chap. 4) or by the use of narrower windows-a
possibility if mica is used instead of glass. The methods of mounting
that involve current-carrying contacts need further investigation. There
is at present no information available on how these contacts withstand
the rigors of extreme variations in climatic conditions, although they
operate with no difficulty under normal indoor conditions.

Pre-TR Tubes.—These tubes were introduced as a stopgap and were
designed to protect crystals from certain high-power magnetrons. It
was felt that their usefulness would end when bandpass tubes of corre-
sponding frequency coverage became available. These tubes are now
available, and there is little point in the further development or use of
pre-TR tubes.

Bandpass TR Tubes.—These tubes in their present state of develop-
ment hve bandpass characteristics of about 10 to 12 per cent and pro-
tect crystals at high power levels for periods of more than 1000 hours.
Recovery-time life is still an unresolved problem, although, in various ways,
it is possible to improve the recovery-time life of these tubes. These
methods for improvement include, the use of inert coatings or platings
inside the tube; the discovery of a captor gas less chemical] y active than
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H*O; the development of water reservoirs plus a suitable means of getting
rid of Hz; and the reduction of the intensity of the window discharge.
Of these, the first and the last will in all probability give positive results.
Gold plating has already been tried with some ~uccess. Chromium
plating, if used judiciously near the input window, may be equally good.
Because of the poor r-f loss characteristics of chromium plating, it can
not be put on resonant’ elements, but can be used only cm the walls
adjacent to the input window, No experiments have been made with
preoxidized surfaces similar to those used in the 1B27.

The intensity of the window discharge may be reduced by decreasing
the window height. The use of the same thickness of dielectric results
in an increase of loaded ,Q &nd in an increase of r-f loss in the dielectric.
In 10-cm bandpass TR tubes, it is possible to use a window with two or
three times the Q of the present windows; this reduces the arc loss by a
large factor and probably increases the tube life about 5 times. The r-f
loss in the windows would probably be less than 0.1 db if 707 glass were
used. In 3-cm tubes, the present windows, ~ in. high, are probably the
best that can be made with glass. The loss increases rapidly with any
further decrease in height. The present thickness is 0,023 in. The use
of thinner giasa reduces the loss, but glass windows 0.010 in. thick are
very fragile.

The r-f loss of quartz is considerably less than that of 707 glass.
Therefore, with quartz it would be possible to make a smaller window
than can be made with the glass and to do so without incurring excessive
losses. The Q would be increased, of course, if the thickness were not
redueed. Since the present 3-cm windows already have a Q,,z of 2, it is
not possible to proceed indefinitely in this direction. Even if the higher
Q can be accepted, the problem of sealing the quartz to metal still remains.
Almost the only practical method available is to metalize the edge of a
quart z or a “ Vlcor” (Corning 709 glass, about 90 per cent quartz) window
and then to soft-solder it to an Invar frame. A much more promising
solution of this problem may be found in the use of mica instead of glass.
The technique for making vacuum-tight mica windows was applied by
Malter’ in the construction of a magnetron coupling window. M. D.
Fiske used this technique to make TR-tube windows. A window reso-
nant at 3.33 cm, + in. high, and covered with mica 0.004 in. thick, had a
Q~z of ~.3, and no measurable loss. It thus appears that, by the use of
mica, a window& in. high or even less could lx made.

Although this appears to be a very attractive solution a number of
problems involved with this design remain. The mica sheet is sealed to a
nickel-steel frame with a special low-melting point (550°C) glass. This

~L. Malter, R. L. Jepson, L. R. Bloom, “ Mica Windows for Waveguide output
Ivfagnetrons,” NDRC Div. 14, Report 366, Dec. 5, 1944.
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makes it impossible to hard-solder the frame to the tube by ordinary
techniques. 1 Because the mica is sealed to the steel at the edges only, it
should be on the outside of the frame in order to relieve the seals from the
extra strain of atmospheric pressure. This, however, requires that the
entire inside of the frame be coated with glass to prevent sputtering by
the discharge. A window of this type has not yet been made, but at
least it seems possible to use this as a method of construction. The
higher-Q (about 2) window would be useful in TR tubes, whereas the
1ower-Q (about 0.3) window would be useful in ATR tubes.

Table 6.6 is a summary of the various parameters involved in TR-
tube design and the interrelation of these parameters with the various

TABLE6.&-DESIGNVARKABLESFORBROADBANDTR TUBES

No. elements.

Qm of elements.
Gap.. . . . . . . . . . . .
Kind of gas.,....
Gas pressure
K-a current and

position ...,.,,.
Peak power.
Average power.
Window size. .,
Winrlrnv dielectric.,

Spike
Band- leak-
width age

en erg,

x x
x x

x
x
x

x

x

Flat
leak-
age
jower

x
x
x
x

i

Ii-a Arc
10ss 10ss

. —

x x
x x

x
x
x
x

x

Re-
ovcr:
time

x
x

x

Life

x
x

x
x
x
x

Llax.
and
min.
]Owel

x
x

x

[nsm-
tion
10ss

performance characteristics of the tube. Thus the number of elements
affects the bandwidth and the spike leakage energy but does not affect
the other properties. Further improvement of these tubes, in addition
to the improvements just discussed, will most likely consist of an increase
in the bandwidth with no definite increase in the leakage power. A
10-cm 3-gap tube whose pass band extended from 9.4 cm to 11,1 cm was
tested at the Radiation Laboratory. Its spike leakage energy was high,
about 0.8 erg, but, because no careful study of keep-alive location and
gas filling has been made, it has not yet been established that such a tube
cannot be altered to protect crystals, The experiments did indicate
however that with careful design, a lmv-Q gap with low spike leakage
energy could be made.

1Extensive research has tiecn done in the development of low-melting-point hard
solders, and a m)itah]e solder may already exist.
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6.13. Construction Techniques-Metal-to-glass Seals.-The metal-
to-glass seals used in microv. ave TR tubes may be classified under three
main headings: (1) wire feed-through seals, (2) balanced copper-to-glass
seals, and (3) Kovar or Fernico window seals. The first type, the feed-
through seal, is used mainly for keep-alive electrodes. Such seals are of
fairly simple construction and will not be described here.

The balanced seal is extremely useful in that it allows a butt joint to
be made between a glass cylinder and a copper disk as in the 1B27 TR
tube. In this seal, advantage is taken of the fact that glass is stronger
in shear than it is in tension. If a disk of copper were sealed directly to
one glass cylinder, when the cylinder cooled the copper would expand
radially more rapidly than the glass. The resulting bending of the
copper disk puIls it away from the glass and breaks the seal. If now,
however, the disk is sealed between two glass cylinders, it can no longer
pull away from either one and the differential expansion of the two
materials results in a radial force which exerts essentially pure shear upon
the glass. Such seals will withstand temperatures varying from several
hundred degrees centigrade down to – 50”C or less.

There are two important methods for making balanced seals: the
“berated” and the “beaded” seal techniques. These have been used
extensively in TR tubes of the cell type. The berated seal is prepared
as follows:

1. The copper flanges are thoroughly cleaned, etched, and then
washed in water and alcohol,

2. The copper is oxidized in a gas flame and is then allowed to cool.
3. The flanges are dipped into a solution of sodium tetraborate,

Na,Bi07, 1.5 gr to 100 cc of H,O.
4. After drying, the flanges are heated by a gas flame or an induction

coil to form cuprous oxide of a deep red color.
5. The flanges and glass cylinders are then stacked in the assembly,

jigged and heated by r-f induction to make the seals. This is done
in an atmosphere of COZ to prevent excessive oxidation.

6. After annealing, the entire tube is cleaned with acid to remove the
oxide.

7. If an inert coating is desired (Sec. 525), the section to be left
oxidized is coated with a lacquer before the acid cleaning, after
which the lacquer is dissolved in alcohol.

The beaded seal is considerably stronger than the berated seal,
although it is slightly more difficult to make. It is used almost exclu-
sively now in all cell TR tubes. The seal is made by sealing thin glass
rings to each side of the oxidized copper disk in a direr.t copper-glass seal.
A hydrogen flame is used to make this seal. The glass cylinders are then
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sealed to the beads in a hydrogen flame. After annealing, the tube is .
cleaned as above.

I

FIG.6.23.—Thevariousstage. in the constructionof the 1B27TR tube. This tube
is an excellent example of the use of the balanced copper-glass seal. (Courtes~ ASLJwznia
Electric Products Co.)

In addition to being mechanically stronger, the beaded seal overcomes
the main defect of the berated seal in that it cannot be spoiled by long
exposure to warm, moist air. Berated seals can be dissolved in boiling
\rater, of course, and there was some evidence that prolonged exposure
to moist air in the tropics also weakened them, Figure 6.23 shows the
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parts and stages of manufacture of a 11327 tube, a good example of the
use of copper-glass seals.

The third group of seals involves the use of glass-sealing alloys with
suitable coefficients of expansion. The balanced copper-glass seals can
be made with any glass, but Corning 707 glass & commonly used because
of its low loss factor. Kovar’ is designed to match 706 (705AO) glass,
which has an expansion coefficient of 5 X 10-G per “C; but successful
seals have been made to 707 glass which has a coefficient of 3.1 X 10–8
per “C. Flat windows sealed in Kovar frames are used in the 1B24,
1B26, and in the 1B50 integral-cavity TR tubes, and in all the low-Q
ATR, pre-TR, and bandpass TR tubes.

The general process of making these windows is as follows:

1. The Kovar frame is heated in air by an induction coil to oxidize
it. The proper depth of oxidation is important and must be
recognized by the proper shade of grey.

2. The glass blank is then placed on the frame and the combination
is heated in a COZ atmosphere until the seal is made.

For low-Q windows in ATR and other tubes it is necessary to add a
further refinement. The intensity of the window discharge is so great
that if the window consists simply of a piece of glass in a Kovar frame,
the discharge cleans up the gas very rapidly by what seems to be a
sputtering action. To prevent thki, M. D. Fiskez coated the inside
surface of the Kovar frame with glass. This coating is now used in
all tubes of this kind. The glass coating may be applied in one of two
ways. Fiske’s method consists of spraying the oxidized metal with
a suspension of powdered glass in alcohol. The edges must first be
masked so that the frame can subsequently be soldered into the tube.
The frame is then heated in air to a temperature of 950”C for 10 minutes.
The next step is to place the frame on a graphite block, set the glass
window in place, and then cover it with another graphite block. The
assembly is again heated to 950°C for 15 minutes.

A much simpler method for 3-cm Iow-Q windows was devised by
McCarthy of the Sylvania Co. It consists simply of placing on the oxi-
dized frame a glass block that is bigger than the opening. It is then
induction heated in a C02 atmosphere. The most intense heat is gener-
ated around the periphery of the frame and this causes the glass at first
to run out towards the edges of the frame and then finally to soften at
the center. When this softening occurs, a lavite paddle is used to press

i “ Kovar” is used here as a generic term to include both Kovar aud Fernico.
2 M. D. Fiske, “ Resonant W_indows for Vacuum Seals h Rectangular Wave-

guides,” GE Report, Feb. 10, 1945.
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it into place. Although this method is satisfactory for small windows, it
is apparently impractical for 10-cm windows.

Afthough 707 glass has a lower coefficient of expansion than Kovar,
very excellent flat windows have been made with it. Under a polarized-
light strain analyzer, a good window made with 706 glass shows almost
no signs of strain. Windows made of 707 glass, however, show marked
strain lines that indicate that the glass is under compression at room
temperature. Although there are no definitive experiments, it is reason-
able to suppose that the 707 windo~w are stronger since the glass can
never be under tension. The most that can be said is that windows of
both types, when they are well made, meet all possible service
requirements.

6.14. Soldering of Windows into Cavities. -In Sec. 2.12 it has been
seen that in order successfully to solder the Kovar window frame into
the copper block of the 1B24 and 1B26 TR tubes, the frames must have
wrinkles (Fig. 2.69) that allow the outer edges to move in and out with
the copper block without cracking the window. The linear coefficient
of copper is about 16 X 10–5 per degree C, or approximately 3 times that
of Kovar.

The actual soldering process consists of heating the tube body by
means of a large electric heater, such as a soldering iron, or a hot plate.
This is done with the pretinned window frame in place. When the desired
temperature is reached, additional solder in the form of a fine wire is
applied to the edge of the frame.

On the 1B50 tube which has a steel body, it is possible to hard-solder
the }vindow into place, This makes a much stronger seal, and it elimi-
nates the possibility of soft-solder flux getting into the tube cavity.

The 1oN--Q windows in pre-TR and similar tubes are soldered into
the ends of rectangular waveguides. In the original tubes made by
Fkke, pure tin solder ~vas used. The window was dropped into a seat
formed by cutting the guide wall to half its thickness. Because of the
rectangular shape of the window and because of the relative stiffness
of the Kovar frame, it is very important to make the heating uniform
in order to pre}~ent cracking of the glass. Since the solder must be fed
in by hand while the tube is hot, gas heating is impossible, and electrical
heating only can be used.

The technique of soft-soldering the flat frames into the waveguide
recesses was never really perfected from a production standpoint except
in the smaller tubes such as the 1B35 and 1B36 tubes. The first definite
variation from this technique was made by Sylvania in the 1B35 and
the 1B36 tubes. The 1B36 tube was of all-steel construction, except
for the frame, and was completely assembled with hard solder. The 1B35
body was brass waveguide but the Sylvania engineers succeeded in hard-
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soldering the window directly to the end of the waveguide, in a butt
joint.

Engineers both of Sperry and Sylvania designed 10-cm ATR tubes
and bandpass TR tubes that were completely assembled with hard
solder. None of these tubes reached the production stage.

In the Sylvania 1B52 and 1B53 ATR tubes, the 1B54 pre-TR tubes,
and the 1B55 bandpass TR tubes, the brass waveguide was replaced by
steel tubing, and the flat Kovar frame was replaced by a rectangular cup
or dish, whose cross section matched that of the waveguide. 1 The two
were butted together and the steel mounting flange was slipped over the
outside. This three-piece combination was then soft-soldered together.
This construction is apparently much stronger than the construction
just described. One indication of this is the fact that few 10-cm tubes
with flat window frames and brass bodies can withstand more than 20
temperature cycles from – 40”C to 100”C without failing, whereas tubes
made with this new type of construction have withstood several hundred
such cycles.

6.16. Tuning Techniques.—The 721B and 724B tubes, since they are
fixed-tuned tubes, must be ~retuned in standard cavities to standard
frequencies, This is accomplished by pushing one of the cones in or out
by means of a special tool pushed in-through-the pumping tabulation.

The 1B24, 1B26, 1B27, and 1B50 tubes are tunable tubes. The
tuning is accomplished by pushing one of the cones in or out with a
differential-screw mechanism. The complete range is covered in a motion
of 0.030 in. or less. In the 1B24 tube for instance, a motion of approxi-
mately 0,015 in. results in a change of tuning of 1200 Me/see. With
Q., = 300, the half-power bandwidth of the tube is about 30 Me/see.
Thus, a motion of 0,0001 in. of the cone results in a detuning of about
8 Me/see, and in an increase of insertion loss of about 1 db. .41though
the differential screw provides a convenient method for producing such
small increments of motion, unless very accurate, and also very expensive,
threads are used, it is necessary to use spring loading to eliminate back-
lash. This is shown in Fig. 2.68. The diaphragm through which the
motion is transmitted to the cone exerts an axial force upon the screw,
but as the diaphragm passes through its neutral position the force becomes
zero and then changes sign; consequently, there is a region in which it
is very difficult to tune accurately. Spring loading can be used to over-
come this difficulty.

The tuning of bandpass TR tubes is the final operation before evacua-
tion and sealing. The 10-cm gaps are of the form shown in Fig. 6.16
\vith one of the posts arranged to screw in or out, After the gaps are

1Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., “ Report on OSRD Tube Development Sub-
contract on Radiation Laboratory Purchase Order DIC-182032, ” Feb. 5, 1946.
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tuned, the posts must be Iocked and sealed. This was done originally
by soft-soldering the screw to the outside of the guide; however, unless
the screws were very tight there was danger of moving the screw. L.
Sorg of Sperry Gyroscope CO. suggested simply locking the post with a
lock nut, but at the same time surrounding it by a little cylinder, hard-
soldered to the outside of the guide, on which a lid may be soldered after
the final tuneup.

The 3-cm bandpass tube uses cones similar to the hollow cones in the
1B24 tube. The movable cone is sealed at the apex and is pushed in .
and out from the outside by means of a screw that is soldered after
being adjusted.

The Iow-Q ATR tubes may be tuned in two ways. One method is
to make the cavity accurately to dimension and to grind the windows
accurately to the proper thickness, with the result that when the tube is
finally assembled it is automatically tuned correctly. This was the
technique used by the General Electric engineers in the construction of
the 11335, 1B37, lB36, and the 1B38 tubes. 1 It was possible in this way

to make most of the ATR tubes tune to within i 0.5 per cent of their
nominal frequency.

The engineers at Sylvania, however, chose to allow more tolerance
in window tuning by eliminating the grinding operation, and by tuning
the final tube after assembly, as described in Chap. 4. This method was
accepted as completely satisfactory until some time after the end of the
war, when it was observed that the variation in the thickness of the glass
resulted in a much larger error than was desirable in the position of the
effective short circuit of the fired tube. It thus appears that unless closer
control of glass thickness can be maintained in the scaling process, it will
be necessary to grind the windows to definite thicknesses in order to
maintain the necessary tolerance in arc position.

6.16. Mounting Devices.-The methods for mounting the various
low-Q ATR tubes have already been described in Chap. 4. The coiled-
spring contact used on the various 10-cm ATR tubes is also used for all
the 10-cm TR and pre-TR tubes. The springs are beryllium-copper,
wound of iVo. 26 (0.0159 in. ) wire to 0.125 in. outside diameter, 40 turns
to the inch. If the springs are properly mounted, and the seats in the
duplexer are accurately machined, excellent contact is assured. It is
felt, however, that a softer contact material is preferable, and some
thought has been given T,Othe use of a woven-metal gasket about + in.
square, made of Monel ribbon. Although such gaskets make excellent
contact, no satisfactory method of securing them to the tubes has been
developed.

] T, P. Curtiss, F, E. Dickey, G. H, Floyd, W, T, Posey, ‘( Final Technical Report

on OSRD Contract 0EMsr-1306, ” Tube Division Section, Nov. 1945.

-.
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The 3-cm bandpass TR tube has standard waveguide flanges on either
end for coupling to waveguide choke connectors. These flanges are
in the planes of the windows. Because of their size., the flanges are very
stiff and can exert severe radial stresses upon the windows. Early
experimental tubes had brass flanges. The life of these tubes at high
power levels was relatively short, and almost all failures resulted from
cracked windows. The use of Kovar flanges relieved the extra tem-
perature strains and almost no more failures of this kind occurred. The
present 1B63, tube, which is made by Sylvania, uses steel flanges and
hard-soldered window frames. Although the expansion of steel is twice
that of Kovar, these tubes withstand about 50 temperature cycles with a
temperature range of – 40° to 100”C.
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CHAPTER 7

BRANCHED DUPLEXING CIRCUITS

H.4ROLD 1<. F.~ItR

commonly used in duplexers have been
discussed; the circuits used to connect these siritches t; other components
and to each other will now be examined, To a large extent duplexing
circuits have been built around the fundamental structure of a three-way
transmissiofi-line junction or ‘r-jUIICtiOII with the arms leading to antenna,
receiver, and transmitter and with a suitable switch in the receiver arm
and possibly also in the transmitter arm. This chapter will be con-
cerned with duplexers of this type \vhich will be referred to as branched

circuits to distinguish them from the so-called balanced circuits to be dis-
cussed in Chap. 8.

It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the transmission-
Iine impedance charts of the two types representing the complex imped-
ance plane and the complex reflection-coefficient plane respectively.
The notation used in Chap. 4 will also be employed here. This means
that the identification of any impedance 2. by a subscripts at once defines
all other related quantities according to the equations

z,= R,+jx8=; =—’—
s G. + jB,’

~=z,s -z” I + Ir,l
a z, + z,’ ‘s = ] – Ir,l”

7.1. The Junction Circuit. -Since the salient feature of a branched
duplexer is the three-way junction, the properties of this circuit will be
discussed, Let us consider first a perfectly general Iossless linear network
with three pairs of terminals designated as (l), (2), and (3) for antenna,
transmitter, and receiver.

During transmission the line leading to the receiver is short-circuited
at some point by the TR tube as in Fig. 7.1. This places a pure reactance
at the terminals (3) which can be made any value desired by adjusting
the distance 1 from the junction to the short-circuit. The first require-
ment for the junction is that there be some value of 1 which will give
perfect transmission from (2) to (1).

On reception it is necessary that there be a pure reactance at the
terminals (2), and it is required of the junction that perfect transmission
take place from (1) to (3) for some value of this reactance. In practice

262
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the impedance at the terminals (2) may not always be a pure reactance,
because of the wrong transmitter impedance or an inadequate ATR
circuit, but, for the present, it will be considered purely imaginary.
In the transmission case the impedance due to the TR switch is actually
very close to a pure reactance.

The requirement for transmission is fulfilled for any sort of lossless
three-way junction provided only that it is symmetrical about the receiver
arm. If the receiver arm is short-
circuited such a device becomes a
nondissipative symmetrical four-
terminal network. Such a circuit

(3): T
1

always has a characteristic imped-

ance R which is either purely real I

or purely imaginary. If R is con- ●
A—* L+ ●

netted across the output pair of ter- (1) (2)
minals, the impedance seen at the .“ * ● 4
input pair will also be R. It might
be expected that, by adjusting the

FIG. 71.-Representation of a waveguide
junction.

position of the short circuit on the
receiver arm, R could be made equal to 20, the characteristic impedance
of the transmission line.

To prove this the three equations are written
3

Ei =
z

z,,r~ (i = 1, 2, 3), (1)
j=l

expressing the voltage at any pair of terminals in terms of the current
at each of the three pairs of terminals. Because Zii = Zji and because of
the symmetry of terminals (1) and (2), the impedance matfix can be
written as

[1

ABD
(Z,l)=Z= B A D.

DDC

A generator will be connected to terminals (1), a matched load of imped-
ance unity to terminals (2), and an arbitrary reactance z = jz to terminals
(3). The condition that the input impedance be unity is then imposed.
This gives the three equations

El = 11, E, = –Iz, E8 = –zIs,

which allows the elimination of the E~’s from Eqs. (1) with the result

(A – 1)1, + III, + DI, = O

}

BII+(A+l)l, +D1, =O - (2)

DI1 + D12 + (C + Z)~J = O
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Since there must obviously be coupling between any two arms,
B # O and D # 0. It is therefore impossible for any row or column of
coefficients to vanish. Hence the necessary and sufficient condition
that the equations have a solution 11 # Ois that their determinant vanish,
Since there is no loss, the elements of (z,,) are all imaginary, and A = .@}
B = jb, . . ~ where a, b ~ ~ are real. The rendition for solution is

then

(U+j) ~ d

b (a – j] d = 0,

d d (c + x)

If the determinant is expanded, the imaginary terms cancel out, per-
mitting a real solution for r of the form

(c +x)(a’ – b’ + 1) + 2d’(b – a) = O.

In case az – b’ + 1 = O, it is merely necessary to open-rircuit terminals
(3) for then 1, = O and the condition that the first t~vo of I@. (1) have a
solution is

(a+j) b
b (a – j)

=a’–b’+l=O,

This shows that there is always a reactance ~ which makes the system
of Eqs. (2) consistent under the assumption that the input and output
impedances are unit y; that is, there is a reactance that matches the
junction.

For mechanical reasons it is quite natural to construct a junction
by adding a side arm for the receiver to a straight section of the trans-
mission line which runs from transmitter to antenna. In such a “T-junc-
tion” the symmetry conditions for transmission are satisfied auto-
matically and the junction may be matched for reception by some
device, such as an inductive iris, in the receiver arm. After this device
has been added, the distance from the junction to the TR switch can
be adjusted to match the junction for transmission. Most T-junctions
have rather small reception loss even without the addition of a matching
device. In some cases this may permit the mounting of the TR switch
at the closest position which gives good transmission since it is unneces-
sary to leave room for matching. This close position usually has the
window of the TR cavity approximately flush with the wall of the wave-
guide or outer conductor of the coaxial line since the window presents a
short circuit when the switch is fired.

The requirements for reflected power are ordinarily much more
stringent during transmission than during reception, because the imped-
ance presented at the transmitter has a very marked influence on the
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transmitter efficiency and stability. In viewof the contributions made
to the reflected power by the other r-f components, a voltage standing-
wave ratio above 1.10 during transmission may sometimes be considered
excessive for a TR junction and 1.05 may be a desirable figure. In
contrast to this, a VS}VR of 1.10 would cause a reception loss of only
0.010 db, a value which would hardly be considered serious. This
makes clear the advantage of mounting the TR cavity so that the window
is flush with the surface of a straight section of transmission line. The
symmetry makes possible a good match for the transmitted signal and
the match can be maintained over a wide frequency band because of the
proximity of window and transmission line.

An obvious extension of the symmetry principle leads to a junction
in which any two arms are symmetrical with respect to the third. The
junction is then matched for either transmission or reception if the arm
not in use is short-circuited at the proper point. This eliminates the
need for any matching device and, consequently, finds application in
wideband systems. Since the three arms are at angles of 120° with one
another, this Y-junction lacks the mechanical simplicity of the T-junc-
tion, with arms at angles of 90° or 180°. The principle of three-way
symmetry has not had much application to coaxial duplexers, but has
been used in waveguide circuits.

&.—
(a)

FIG. 7.2.—Cavity coupling
(b)

to a coaxial line; (a) loop-coupled cavity; (b) iris-coupled
cavity.

7.2. Coaxisl Junctions.-Coaxial duplexers have been used princi-
pally at wavelengths of 8 cm or longer. At shorter wavelengths, wave-
guide circuits are usually simpler. A coaxial line can be coupled to a
TR or to an ATR cavity by a loop connected between inner and outer
conductors, or by an iris. With an iris, no direct connection is made to
the inner conductor, but an opening in the outer conductor establishes
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coupling between the field in the cavity and that in the coaxial line. The
iris coupling, which has mechanical advantages, may not be feasible
where rather tight coupling is desired or where small-diameter lines are
used. These two types of coupling are illustrated schematically in
Fig, 7.2. When the cavity fires, a short circuit appears across the loop,
and since the loop is connected across the side arm which is in shunt with
the main transmitter line, the loop must be placed at a point effectively
a quarter wavelength from the main line. This type of coupling is
referred to as a shunt circuit. In the iris-coupled coaxial junction, the
iris is sometimes considered as being in series with the outer conductor,
When the switch is fired in this case, the short circuit which appears at
the iris gives continuity to the coaxial line.

R. V. Pound of the Radiation Laboratory has developed a coaxial
T-junction, based on the principle of his broadband T-stub, for &in.-
diameter, 46.4-ohm line for a loop-coupled TR cavity, This is a quarter-

wavelength stub used as a mechanical support for the center conductor

of a coaxial line as shown in Fig.

7.3. According to the symmetry

principle just discussed, the length

of the stub may be adjusted to

secure a good match; and since the

stub is in shunt with the line, this
A

-T length is about one-quarter wave-

q+ Y4+ length. If it is set for a good

FIG, 7.3.—Broadband T-stub. match at the center of a frequency

band, however, there will be some

mismatch at frequencies toward the edges df the band. To compensate

for this, a transformer consisting of a sleeve one-half wavelength long is

added to the center conductor of the main line as shown,

To understand the action of the half-wavelength transformer, let

YI and Yz be the characteristic admittances of the main coaxial line

and of the section with the transformer respectively. Therefore Y2 > YI

since the characteristic admittance of a coaxial transmission line is given

by

1
= 60 In

(

radius of outer conductor
7 radius of inner conductor )

If the right-hand end of the line of Fig. 7.3 is terminated in a matched
load, then the admittance looking toward the right at various points
moving from the right-hand end toward the left can be determined.
Figure 7.4a shows the locus of this admittance in the complex plane
determined at the center frequency of the band. The admittance is
YI until the transformer is reached. It then moves around a circle
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centered near Y2 and, since the stub has no effect at this frequency,
returns to Y1 at the other end of the transformer.

At the low-frequency edge of the band the effective electrical lengths
l/x of both the stub and the transformer are reduced. Hence, in moving
from the right-hand end to the center of the transformer, the admittance
point travels less than halfway around the circle to the point Ys of
Fig. 7.4b. To get Y,, the admittance jB. of the stub must be added to
Ys. Since the stub is now shorter than one-quarter wavelength, its
admittance is inductive, and B. is negative. This makes it possible to

(a)

(b)
FIG. 74.-Admittance diagram for a broadband T-stub; (a) at center frequency; (b) at

low-frequency edge of the band.

adjust the diameter of the transformer to give a value of Y2/Y1 such that
B~ = – B,/2. The complex conjugate of Y, is then Y,, and the admit-
tance at the left end of the transformer will again be Y1. A similar
condition will be realized at the other end of the band so that the T-stub
is perfectly matched at three frequencies. In this way it has been possible
to design a single T-stub which can be used anywhere in the wavelength
region from 9.0 to 11.1 cm (9.2-cm, 10.O-cm, 10.7-cm bands) with a
VSWR less than 1.08.

Figure 7.5 illustrates a duplexer T-junction which uses this broad-
banding technique. At high power level the situation is similar to that
for the simple T-stub. However, in addition to the quarter-wavelength
stub, which is retained for mechanical support, the TR arm acts as a
three-quarter-wavelength stub since there is insufficient space to mount
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the cavity at the one-quarter-wavelength position. This means that
the total stub susceptancc at the band ccfge is four times that for a
simple T-stub and that the diameter of the half-wavelength transformer
on the main line must be much greater.

At low power level the distance from the junction to the transmitter
must first be adjusted so that the admittance of the transmitter arm is

7

=-&&JAntenna y
1 -V2

7

A

zero. It is then necessary to add

another quarter-wavelength trans-

former A to the TR arm to match
that portion of the half-wave-

r length transformer in the antenna
arm. Without such a transformer
a matched TR cavity and receiver
would result in a VSWR, as seen

:A from the antenna, of (Y,/YJ’.
The presence of the transformer
A, however, increases the rate of
change with frequency of the sus-
ceptance of the TR arm at high
power level. This makes it neces-

FIO. 7,5.—Coaxial T-junction with broad-
band transformer.

sary to increase the diameter of
the half-wavelength transformer
and hence of A. But this, in turn
necessitates a still larger half-
waveleng-th transformer and a still
larger transformer A. The proc-
ess converges S1OW1Vto a diam-

eter giving a good match for both high level and low level.
For a transf orrner of 0.555-in. diameter, the high-level VSWR remains

below 1.25 from 8.5 to 12.2 cm wavelength. Since such a large trans-
former reduces the power that can be transmitted without breakdown,
and since a narrower band permits a smaller transformer, it was decided
to use a separate design for each of the 9.2-cm, 10.O-cm, and 10.7-cm
bands in the wavelength region from 9.0 to 11.1 cm. A diameter of 0.486
in. was satisfactory for the reduced bands, giving a VS WR below 1.20
over the band from 10.4 to 11.1 cm, for example.

It is possible to eliminate the transformer A by changing the coupling
of the input loop of the TR cavity. If the admittance of the TR switch
as seen at the junction is YTR, then in order that this result in a match
(admittance YJ as seen from
Y,/Y,. = Yz because of the
antenna arm. To satisfy this,
the junction is three quarters

the antenna arm, it is necessary that
quarter-wavelength transformer in the
YTR must be larger than Y1 add since
of a wavelength from the TR cavity,
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the admittance at the loop must be less than Y1. This means that the
loop should be made larger in order to increase the coupling. Thk was
done and some improvement resulted although difficulty was encountered
in making the loop large enough because of the small space available in
the cavity. If the loop could be adjusted to match the T-junction with-
out the transformer A, the half-wavelength transformer could be made
considerably smaller for a given bandwidth.

It will be noticed that at high level the T-junction is matched over
the band while at low level it is matched only at the band center. This
is because of the necessity for much better matching at high level.
Although it is not so important to match the T-junction at more than
one frequency for the low-level operation, it is usually necessary to
employ some matching procedure to match at one wavelength, and to
prevent the signal losses from becoming too high.

It is possible to use a design similar to that of Fig. 7.5, but with
the transmitter connected to the side arm and the antenna and TR switch
connected to the main arms. In this case moderate reflections may be
tolerated for power transmitted between the two main arms (low-level
condition) but the best possible match should be sought for transmission
“ around the corner” from the side arm to one of the main arms (high-
level condition). This is the reverse of the requirement for the junction
with the TR cavity on the side arm.

7.3. Waveguide Junctions. -Waveguide duplexers at microwave
frequencies are of necessity built with iris coupling, since there is no
center conductor to connect to a loop. The iris may be coupled either
to the end of a side arm or to the main transmitter line. Rectangular
waveguide in the fundamental Tl?lo-mode is the usual type and coupling
may be made either to the broad or to the narrow side of the waveguide.
A waveguide junction in which a side arm attaches to the broad side of
another waveguide is called an E-plane junction since all three arms lie
in the plane of the electric vector. Similarly, connection to the narrow
side is called an H-plane junction in reference to the magnetic plane.

It was pointed out in Chap. 4 in connection with the ATR switch
that an E-plane junction has some of the characteristics of a simple
series branching circuit and that the H-plane junction displays shunt
properties. Since this turns out to be a very convenient concept for
duplexer design, it will be examined more closely at this time. A qualita-
tive understanding can be gained by a consideration of the fields and
currents in a waveguide. In the TE,,-mode the currents in the central
portions of the two broad sides flow longitudinally in opposite directions,
:md the electric field extends across the intervening space from one of the
broad si{les to the other. These two central strips thus resemble the two
halves of a simple transmission-line pair. In terms of these strips the
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series and shunt characteristics of the two junctions of Fig. 7“6 appear
quite plausible.

It can be observed that the side arm of the shunt junction meets the
wall of the main waveguide at a certain distance from the central strip.
If the side arm is short-circuited in the plane of the main waveguide wall,
energy will travel down that waveguide without interruption. For
that reason the distance from the central strip out to the side arm is
thought of as being one-quarter wavelength in the shunt junction. 1%
such phase shift is assumed in the series junction.

To justify this equivalent-circuit concept, it is necessary to refer t o
the ex~erimental data. Here the results depend on the wavelength and

@-

-IL

(b)
I:t@. 76.-Waveguide as a trans-

mission-line pair; (a) series junction,
E-plane; (b) shunt junction, If-plane.

—
the dimensions of, the waveguide.
Furthermore, a cavity attached to the
side arm one-half wavelength from the
main waveguide may give results which
differ from those for a cavity mounted
flush with the wall. The simple wave-
guide circuit with all terminations kept
at a distance from the junction has
been studied theoretically and experi-
mentally. The results are embodied in
the equivalent circuits of Figs. 410CZ
and b which were considered in Chap. 4.
At first glance these circuits do not
seem to resemble a simple series or
shunt junction but they do approximate
them in certain respects. The network
for the E-plane junction would be a
Simple SerieSbranch if B., Xt,, xd were
zero and X, infinite. It is seen from

Table 4.1, Chap. 4, that B. is small, X, is large, and Xb and x. would
almost cancel if Xc were large enough to be neglected. This junction,
therefore, closely resembles the simple series branch.

The H-plane junction is not so simple, for, although X. and xb are
small, X, and X~ are far from negligible. These last two quantities are
nearly equal and opposite. Thk means that a short circuit placed at
terminals (3) results in almost complete cancellation, and leaves only
a very high impedance across the main line in agreement with the idealized
circuit of Fig. 7.6. The simple shunt representation would also require
that an open circuit at terminals (3) result in a short circuit across the
line, whereas it actually shunts the line with a reactance of about one.
Of course, there is a point on the side arm where an open circuit \vould
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result in a short circuit across the main line but it is about five eighths of a
wavelength from the main waveguide rather than one-half wavelength.

If such a junction were used in a duplexer, this departure from ideal
behavior might not be noticed. At high level the short circuit at the
window of the TR or ATR cavity would be placed at the waveguide wall
since for this case the junction resembles an ideal shunt circuit. At low
level it would be necessary to add a matching transformer to the junction
if it were to be used as a TR mount. As an ATR junction, however, it
would be necessary only to tune the ATR cavity until its reactance
resonated wit h the junction. In Sec. 7.10 it will be shown that the differ-
ence between the actual TR junction and a simple series or shunt branch
can nevertheless be important in broadband applications.

The equivalent circuits of Figs. 4“10a and b can be used to calculate
the minimum standing-wave ratio that can be obtained looking into arm
(1) with a matched load on arm (3) and an adjustable short circuit on
arm (2), but with no additional matching devices. According to the
symmetry principle the match between arms (1) and (2) (straight
through) can be made perfect but the match’( looking around the corner, ”
as in the ordinary case for reception, will depend on the particular
junction.

If an impedance unity is connected across terminals (3) of the series
junction, the admittance seen looking out toward arm (3) from the
terminals of jXC is

If the values in Table 4.1 are used,

R, =
jy:

1 + (xc + x,)’
= 0.78.

The short circuit in arm (2) can be adjusted to produce any desired
reactance in series with Z1. If Z; = R, + jX’ where X’ may have any
value, the admittance seen looking into arm (1) is Y2 = Y; + jB~. The
locus of Z; on a Smith chart is simply the resistance contour RI = 0.78.
If this circle is rotated 180° to give Y; and then displaced an amount
B. = – 0.096, the resulting locus is Y,. The point on the locus which
approaches closest to the origin gives the minimum attainable standing-
wave ratio.

The value of this quantity in voltage is r = 1,3 for a series junction
and r = 1,7 for a shunt junction when the constants in Table 4.1 are
used. Apparently the series T-junction is superior although the reflec-
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tion loss from a shunt junction would be only 0.30 db even with no
matching iris.

Although the right-angle T-junction can be matched with an iris
so that the transmission is the same as for a symmetrical 120° type, the
behavior over a band of frequencies will be inferior to that of the sym-
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metrical junction. A set of data
relative to this question is repro-
duced in Fig. 7-7 from a report by
D. H. Ring of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories. 1 Measurements
were made, on a number of differ-
ent junctions, of the variation with
wavelength of the standing-wave
ratio seen looking into one arm
with an adjustable short-circuit-
ing plunger in a second arm and a
m a t c h e d load terminating the
third. The plunger was adjusted
to give the minimum possible
standing-wave ratio at the center
wavelength of 3,33 cm and kept
at the same position for all the
other wavelengths. This corre-
sponds to the use of the junction
in a duplexer where a single posi-
tion must be chosen for the ATR
cavity for operation over a band
of frequencies. Right-angle T-
junctions and 120° Y-junctions
were tested in waveguides of two
sizes—O.400 in. by 0.900 in. ID
and 0.500 in. by 1.125 in. ID.
The 90° junctions were tested
“looking around the corner” from
one of the main arms to the side
arm. No” matching devices were

used. If the standing-wave ratios are converted to voltage, the values
for series and shunt are 1,2 and 1.6 for the 0.400 in. by 0.900 in.
T-junctions at 3.33 cm. These agree approximately with the values
of 1.3 and 1.7 previously calculated on the basis of the constants for
3.2 cm.

‘ D. H. Ring, ‘(ProgressReport on a Broad Band TR-RT S}vitch,” BTL hfiM-43-
16&189,Oct. 9, 1943.
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It will be seen that the 120° junction is much superior to the 90°
junction because, even if the latter were matched at the center wave-
length, it would give high reflections at other wavelengths. Of the two
120° junctions, the H-plane type is superior, whereas better results with
90° junctions are obtained if the E-plane branching is used. Further-
more, the small waveguide is better than the large. It is concluded
that for narrow-band work the 90° junction can be used by matching
at one wavelength; otherwise the 120° design is better.

The high-level standing-wave ratio can be made good with either
the T- or the Y-junctions. For work over a band of frequencies, how-
ever, a cavity (either TR or ATR) mounted one-half wavelength from
the junction on a side arm can lead to objectionable standing waves at
the band edges because of changes in electrical length of the side arm.
In such a case the voltage standing-wave ratio can be readily calculated
at a wavelength differing by AX from the wavelength at which the junc-
tion is matched if the simple series representation of the junction is
assumed. The reactance of the side arm is Xl = tan P, where@ = 2rrl/k0
is the electrical length in radians from the junction to the window. Since
8 = rm + AD where A(3is small,

because of Eq. (46). If a matched load is assumed for the antenna, the
impedance seen by the transmitter is Z2 = 1 + jXl, and the correspond-
ing reflection coefficient is

~,=zz–l= jxl
22+1 2 + jx,”

Since Xl is small, II’,1 = [X@ and the voltage standing-wave ratio is

The shunt junction gives the same result. For 1 = ~./2, @ = m, and
for a 2 per cent bandwidth AA/h = 0.01, and a representative value of
(ka/k)’ is 2. These values give r = 1.06.

In practical applications of the 120° junctions it is advantageous for
mechanical reasons to preserve the outward form of the 90° junction.
This can be achieved by making additional 30° bends in the trans-
mitter and the antenna arms quite close to the junction. A so-called
“ vestigial” 120° junction, in which the 120° sections are considerably
abbreviated, is illustrated in Fig. 7.8 as designed for branching in the
H-plane. In place of the receiver arm there is a choke coupling for
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mounting a 1B24 TR tube close to the junction. On the outside corner
of each 30° bend, a reflecting plate is added at an angle of 15° to either
section of wave guide and placed so as to match the bend. For trans-
mission between the two parallel arms, the voltage standing-wave
ratio remains below 1.05 over a band of wavelengths from 3.13 to 3.53

cm. For testing transmission be-
tween the side arm and one of the
parallel arms, a short-circuiting
plunger was placed one-half wave-
length back from the closest correct
position, to simulate an ATR
cavity, which must be at a distance

FIG.7.8.—Vestigial120°junction. from the junction because of lack
of space. With fixed plunger posi-

tion the variation of the standing-wave ratio with frequency was then
found to be about the same as that to be expected from an ideal shunt
junction with a three-quarter-wavelength stub.

It will be noticed that the 120° junction provides more room for
attaching the TR cavity than is provided by a 90° side arm. In the
latter arrangement, there may be some difficulty in mounting the cavity
so that it is flush with the waveguide wall, and easily removable for
maintenance. Fortunately, it is found possible in some cases to obtain
a rather good match between transmitter and antenna with the window
of the TR cavity placed a small distance back from the inside wall of
the waveguide on a 90° side arm.

When a TR or ATR tube is mounted with the window flush with the
waveguide \vall, the constants in Table 4.1 no longer apply. It was seen
in chap. 4 that for at least one such ATR switch, the simple series
representation held accurately. The simple circuit seems to apply as
well in such cases as for the isolated junction. This does not mean
that a cavity mounted out on a side arm ~rill show exactly the same behav-
ior as when flush with the waveguide, but a proper readjustment of the
circuit constants will still allow an approximate shunt or series
representation.

In the next few sections it will be assumed, for simplicity, that the
T-junction can be represented as a simple shunt or series circuit. In
Sec. 7.10 a more accurate representation will be discussed and a comparison
will be made between an actual junction and the ideal circuit.

7.4. Duplexing Loss without an ATR Tube.—In radar operation the
losses suffered by either the transmitted or the received signal are of
int crest. The simple dissipative losses in waveguide are common to
both of these signals but, except for the cavity losses, they make an
insignificant contribution to the duplexing losses.
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On transmission, the only important loss istheso-called arc loss due
to the power dissipated in the arcs of the TR and ATR tubes. This is
also small, ordinarily, and the importance of the effect results not so
much from the power dissipated as from the dependence of transmitter
efficiency on the reflected power. As the subject of arc loss is discussed
in connection with TR and ATR switches it need not be considered at
this time.

On reception, the duplexing loss can be conveniently divided into
two parts: the TR loss, caused by dissipation in or reflection from the
TR switch, and the “branching
loss, ” due to improper impedance
of the transmitter branch. The
TR loss is adequately covered in
the chapter on the low-level opera-
tion of the TR tube and branch-
ing loss will be discussed in the
next few sections of this chapter.

A duplex radar system may
be operated satisfactorily without
an ATR switch if the transmitter,
as seen from the antenna, presents
the correct impedance at the TR
junction. The received signal
will then be conducted from an-
tenna to receiver without any
appreciable loss attributable to
the transmitter.

This situation is indicated in
Fig. 7.9, which represents TR
junctions of the series and shunt
type. For the purposes of this
section, it will be assumed that
the receiver is matched, as seen
from the TR cavity, and that the

Receiver
1.0

Antenna
1.0

(a)

Receiver
1.0

10 :1.0 Zt ::

Antenna Transmitter
(b)

Ft~, 79. -Du1>lexing circuits at low
levc?; (a) with series TR switch; (b) Witl,
shunt Tlt switch.

cavity introduces no mismatch and may be neglected in low-level consider-
ateions. It will also be assumed that the junction can be represented ah
a simple series or shunt branching circuit,

If Z, represents the transmitter impedance seen at the TR junction,
then for perfect reception it is necessary that Z~ = O for the series TR
junction or Z, = ~ for a shunt junction. The impedance 2., presented
hY a transnlitter at its output terminals when not operating, is referred
to as the cold impedance of the transmitter. Where there is no ATR
s~vitch, 2$ is simply the impedance 2. transformed down the line from
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thetransmitter to the TR junction. If Z.is purely reactive, that is, if
the cold transmitter reflects completely, the phase shift between trans-
mitter and TR junction can be adjusted to make -z: = O or CZJas neces-
sary. Forsome transmitters Z.hasan appreciable realcomponent which
will dissipate some of the received signal unless an ATR switch is used;
many others, however, are satisfactory in this respect. If the phase of
Zc is sufficiently constant from one tube to another, it may be possible
to choose the length of the line connecting transmitter and TR tube so
that Z~ will always have the correct phase. This is the most desirable
arrangement when no ATR switch is used. Unfortunately differences
between tubes lead to errors in Z,, and changes in wavelength produce
changes in the phase shift between transmitter and TR junction. This
phase shift is given by the so-called “electrical length” d = %r(l/xr) of
the connecting transmission line where 1 is its physical length. By
making the distance 1 between transmitter and TR junction as small as
possible, the variation in o due to changes in wavelength can be kept to a

minimum.
If the phase of Z. varies too widely among transmitters, a phase

control, called a ‘(line stretcher, ” may be inserted between transmitter
and TR junction. Since the impedance depends cyclically on 0 with
period T, the line stretcher must have a range 0 = r or 1 = ~k,. One
device, called a “trombone,” which has been used in coaxial lines, employs
a sliding U-shaped section of line. In rectangular waveguide the wave-
length depends on the inside width a of the waveguide according to the
expression

and o can be changed by varying a. If a slot is cut for a sufficient distance
along the center of each of the wide sides of the waveguide, a can be
changed by squeezing the two halves together. Thk “squeeze section”

eliminates the need for any sliding contacts but requires a long section

of waveguide, particularly at long wavelengths. A more compact
waveguide line stretcher consists of a section of dielectric material which

is supported by thin rods extending across the waveguide normal to the

electric field. Phase may be varied by moving the dielectric from one

side of the waveguide where the field is weak toward the strong field in

the center.

If the antenna system is not perfectly matched, the variation in line

length effected by the line stretcher causes a change in the impedance
seen by the transmitter. This may result in changes in transmitter

power and frequency. If this is objectionable, it can be prevented by
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1wing two line stretchers, one on each side of the duplexer ganged together
to cancel each other.

To determine the loss in the received signal when the impedance Z,
of the transmitter branch does not have the correct value, the case of a
series TR junction may be considered. AS can be seen by reference to
Fig. 7.9, the power delivered to the receiver is

To match the receiver to the antenna, Z, must be zero. This gives

P,= y

(3)

(4)

If a is the branchinq-loss jacto~ in voltage, then the loss factor in power is

(5)

Hence, for the series TR junction,

a = II ++ZLI. (6)

The loss in decibels is L = 20 log,, a.
For the shunt junction

a = II +*Ytl, (7)
where

Y, = ;.
t

Equations (6) and (7) show that a series TR junction is equivalent to a

shunt junction Zj one is shifted one-

quarter wavelength along the trans-

mitter line with respect to the other.

A similar theorem for the ATR
switch was discussed in Sec. 4.1.

It is frequently convenient to
represent graphically the relation
between a and Y,. As an exam-
ple, a will be determined for vari-
ous settings of the line stretcher
with a shunt TR junction, and a
transmitter which, when off, has a
voltage standing-wave ratio of
r, = 3.0. In Fig. 7.10 Y, is
mapped on the complex plane with
G, and B, as coordinates. The
locus of all values of Y, obtained

I

o

FIG. 7. 10.—Duplexing branching-loss dia-
gram.

by varying the line stretcher is the
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familiar admittance circle of constant standing-wave ratio. This
type of transmission-line chart, in which the rectangular coordinates
Gand B (or R and X) are used, will be calleda cartesian chart todis-
tinguish it from the reflection-coefficient Smith chart in which the admit-
tance or impedance components are plotted in curvilinear coordinates.

The loci of Y’ = ~Y, and Y“ = 1 +*Y, are also circles. In fact,
in the theory of functions of a complex variable it is shown that any
transformation from Yto Y’ of the form

y,=a Y+b
CY +d’ (8)

wherea, b, c,and dare constants, maps acircle into a circle. It is known
as a linear fractional transformation or as a “circular transformation. ”
Because of this property it isasimple matter to construct Y“andt hen
to determine aaccordingto Eq. (7) asthe length of the vector 1 +~Y,.

It appears that the loss is a minimum where the left side of the circle
intersects the real axis. At this point Y~ = 1/r,, so that the minimum
loss is

(9)

This represents the lowest loss obtainable with a line stretcher. The
worst transmitter is one for which r. = 1 since this makes a. a maxi-
mum. In such a case the loss L is 20 log,, (~) = 3.5 db.

When the phase changes intro-
I

!

20 duced by the line stretcher are
considered, it is often convenient

g for numerical work to use the
.s
3 \

quantity t?/2rr = l/A, which ex-
S 10 presses the line length in units of

a wavelength rather than to use
e which is expressed in radians,

To=3 1 =20 The value of l/A. corresponding/ ) ‘
o ~ — to each Y~ can be read from a
O 0.10 0,20 O.M 0,40 0,50 0.60

_!_— conventional transmission-line
Ag chart and associated with the

FIG.7.11.—Loss vs. transmitter phase with
no ATR switch.

corresponding a by projecting from
Y~ to *Y,, to 1 + 3Y,, and then

measuring off a. The two curves of Fig. 7.11 give the results for trans-
mitters having r= = 3 and 20 respectively. They are periodic in l/hO of
period 0.50.

Because of the equivalence of series and shunt junctions the curves
of Fig. 7.11 would be the same for a series TR junction except that the
abscissae are shifted a quarter wavelength. In this section and in Sec.
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7.5 the discussion will refer to the shunt TR junction unless the series
junction is specifically mentioned. In most cases the results will be
immediately applicable to the series case through the use of the equiva-
lence principle.

The broad region of lowlosses in Fig. 7,11 indicates the possibility
of using a simplified form of line stretcher which has only two positions,
differing by one-quarter wavelength. Since the loss curve has a cycle
of one-half wavelength, one could al~vays operate in that half of the
phase range where the 10SSW are smaller. The curve for r= = 20 in
Fig. 711 remains be]ow 1.30 db over the interval of length 0.25 which
extends from O to 0.125, and from 0.375 to 0.500. Many transmitting
tubes have cold impedances which are almost purely reactive. For
these Y, =jl?, =j cot @,andfrom13q. (7)

a’=ll++j cote[’=l++cot’e,

The maximum loss over the minimum half of the phase range is realized
fore = m/4, which gives a’ = ~, ora loss of 0.97db.

7.5. Duplexing Loss tithm ATRSwItch.-In theexamination of the
branching loss when an ATR switch is used, there are four different funda-
mental duplexer circuits to be considered. They represent different
combinations of series and shunt TR and ATR junctions, Any com-
bination of the two kinds may be used if the distance between the
junctions is properly chosen. These distances, as given in Table 7.1,
are based on equivalent-circuit concepts and are, therefore, only nominal.
The actual distances for best efficiency are slightly different and must be
determined experimentally.

TABLE i’.l.-~AsIc DUPLEXEIi CIRCUITS

TR junction .4TR junction
TR to ATR distance

(nominal)

1’
Shunt . . . . Series +A,
Shunt. . I Shunt *ho
Series. . Series ~A~
Series. . Shunt +A,

The equivalent circuit for the shunt-TR, series-ATR duplexer is
shown in Fig. 7.12. Since the receiver is in parallel with the transmitter-
antenna line, the ATR switch should cause the transmitter to appear as a
high impedance at the TR junction in order that the antenna be matched
to the receiver. Since the series ATR switch itself appears as a high
impedance, it would be correct to insert it in the line right next to the TR
junction. At microwave frequencies this is usually impossible, and the
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ATR switch is placed at the equivalent position one-half waveguide
wavelength away.

As was pointed out in Chap. 4 a shunt ATR switch is equivalent to a
series-connected one if moved down the line a quarter wavelength.
If the shunt ATR switch is used with the same shunt TR junction, the

~.

ATRswitch

Antenna

Fm. 7.12.—Duplexer circuit with shunt TR
and series ATR switches.

distance between the two becomes
one-quarter wavelength. Similar
considerations give the correct
distance in the other two cases.

13ecause of the equivalence of
the two types of ATR switch and
the equality of the branching
losses with the two types of TR
junction, as shown in Eqs. (6) and
(7), a detailed analysis will be
made only of the shunt-TR, series-
ATR circuit. The results will
then apply with very little change
to the other types of duplexer.
In the first circuit to be considered,
the ATR switch will be located
correctly, that is, effectively next
to the TR junction. The norma-
lized ATR impedance will be
designated bv Z and the trans-

mitter impedance, Z. = R. + jX., referred to the ATR junction. Then
the impedance seen at the TR junction looking toward the transmitter
is Z~ = Z + Z., and the branching-loss factor from Eq. (7) is

1~=l+!— I2Z+ Z,”

For the ATR circuit tuned to resonance, X = O and

(lo)

Before considering the branching 10SSunder normal conditions, some
mention should be made of the influence of the ATR tube on the recovery
time of a duplexer. It waa seen in Chap. 5 that the presence of ions in
the TR gap may seriously attenuate signals which immediately follow
the transmitted pulse. Under certain conditions the ATR tube may
have a similar effect. If the transmitter impedance Z. were zero and
if the TR tube were already recovered; the loss would be given according
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toEq. (10) by the factor
a=l+ ~;,

where G during recovery is determined by the conduction in the gap.
When Zc differs from zero, the added impedance in series with R decreases
the loss so that this expression gives the upper limit of the loss. The
same expression would be found if the ATR but not the TR tube had
recovered and if G were the conductance of the TR tube. In that case,
however, the expression would hold for any value of Z.. Since G increases
with Q, the usual TR tube would tend to recover more slowly than a low-Q
ATR tube which has large gaps of low conductance.

In considering Eq. (10) it is convenient to make use of the so-called
“Smith chart” type of transmission-line representation, which maps the
complex reflection coefficient r rather than the impedance Z. This
quantity, which is given by

z–1

‘= Z+l’
(11)

is limited to the interior of the unit circle, ]1’1 = 1. By associating with
each point r the corresponding Z, contours of constant R and X can be
constructed, which form a system
of curvilinear coordinates for Z.

If the point R representing the
resonant ATR impedance is plotted
on a Smith chart, the area corre-
sponding to all possible values of
Z, = R + ZC, when Z, is allowed

to take any physically realizable
value, is found to be a circle like
the smalf circle on the right side of
Fig. 7.13 which was drawn for
R = 5. A glance at a conventional
Smith chart shows that Z, is limited
to the interior of this circle because
R. cannot be negative. In dia-

FI~. 7. 13.—Smith-chart plot for duplexer
with ATR cavity at resonance.

grams such as Fig. 7.13 the impedance coordinates will be omitted, except
for the real axis which will be drawn horizontal and will increase from
left to right. The (R + ZJ-circle intersects the real axis at Z, = R

and cc.
On a Smith chart the reciprocal of an impedance Z is represented by a

point diametrically opposite to Z. Thus the locus of l/(R + ZJ is

the circle on the left which crosses the real axis at O and l/R.
It is now convenient to transform to cartesian coordinates. In so

doing, it is useful to remember that the transformation from a Smith
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chart to a cartesian chart always maps a circle into a circle. This is
becauae the transformation, givenby

~=l+r

l–r
(12)

hasthe form of Eq. (8). Of course this isalsotrue forthereverse trans-
formation of Eq. (11).

Thus the locus of l/(R + Z.) in cartesian coordinates is a circle
intersecting the real axis at Oand l/R asin ~ig. 7.14. Likewise the locus

1- 1
, R+ZC‘E--?

FIG. 7.14.—Loss diagram for aduplexer with ATR switch at resonance

of 1 +~[1/(11 + Z,)] isa circle which crosses the axis at 1 and at l/2R.
Since the vector whose magnitude is a must fall within this circle, a must
have a value between 1 and 1 + l/2R. That is, for an ATR switch
tuned to resonance the maximum branching 10SSis given by the factor

az= l++@ 9 (13)

where G is the cavity conductance. If G = 0.05, which is a reasonable
value, the maximum a is 1.025, which means a loss of 0.21 db. With an
ATR cavity of G = 0.05, tuned to resonance and located the proper
distance from the TR junction, the branching loss must be between O
and 0.21 db, no matter what the transmitter impedance.

For the impedance transformations associated with a loss calculation,
the Smith chart is frequently more convenient than the cartes.ian chart.
It would therefore be helpful to be able to determine a directly from a
Smith-chart plot of Y,, without the necessity for transforming to cartesian
coordinates. To facilitate this, contours of constant loss, which will show
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the loss corresponding to each value of Z,, can be plotted on the Smith
chart.

These contours can be determined by plotting loci of constant a
in cartesian coordinates of 1 + ~ }-1 and then transforming them back
to the Smith chart for Z,. In the
first case, they are merely circles
concentric with the origin and of
radius a as shown in Fig. 7.15
which indicates the loss in decibels
for each contour. It is necessary
to transform only the points of
intersection with the real axis
since the contours on the Smith
chart must be circles with centers
on the real axis. one intersection
is at

1 + +}’, = a,
or

1’, = 2(a – 1). (14)

On the Smith chart, for Z,, this
point is at

~,=l–h
1 + Y,”

(15)

If Eq. (14) is substituted into Eq.
(15), then

2ct-3
rl . – ~l. (16)

Likewise the left-hand intersection
is at 1 + *YL = —a, which gives

2a+3
r*=–—

2a + 1“

The center of the circle is at

and the radius is

I
1

0

I
FIG. 7. 15.—Loss contours on cartesian chart

for 1 + * YL.

4a2 – 3
rO=~@2+r,J =-–

4a’2 – 1’

4a— .p=*(rl–r2)=4a2_1

(17)

(18)

In plotting r, distances are measured from the center of the Smith chart,
on a scale such that the outside circle has radius unity. The resulting
contours are shown in Fig. 7.16. It is convenient to draw this diagram
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on transparent paper so that it may be laid over a Z~-plot. In fact,
after such a contour diagram has been constructed, the cartesian plot
for branching-loss calculations will rarely be used.

This same contour chart which was derived for a shunt TR junction
may be used for a series junction except that, for a series junction, it
will have to be applied to a Smith-chart plot of YLrather than of Z1.

FXG. 716.-Loss contours on Smith chart for Zt,

7.6. Tuning of the ATR Switch.-The loss-contour diagram can be
used to study the effect of ATR-switch tuning. Since the admittance
of the ATR switch consists of a constant conductance plus a variable
susceptance, its locus on a Smith chart will be a circular arc, like the one
labeled Y in Fig. 7.17. The similar arc on the opposite side of the
diagram gives the impedance Z. If a particular point Z on this arc is
chosen and Z= is allowed to assume any value whatever, it will be found
that the point, Z~ = Z + Z., will fall somewhere within the circle that
passes through Z and co and has its center on the real axis. If the loss
contours, taken from Fig. 7.16, are drawn, the range of branching losses
to be expected is found.

For the particular value of Y chosen here, (0.05 – jO. 16), it is seen
that the loss can vary from Oto more than 2 db, for different transmitter
impedances. Comparison of this result with those just obtained for an
ATR switch at resonance shows that an amount of detuning sufficient
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to give a susceptance of ordy 0.16 will raise the branching loss from a
maximum of 0.21 db, to more than 2 db,

Susceptances as large as this can easily appear. If, for example, the
values G = 0.05, B = 0.16 and QL = 4.0 are substituted in Eq. (4.1),

~=~= B
ho 2(1 + G)QL

= 0.02.

Thus, a deviation of 2 per cent from the resonant frequency will permit a
loss of 2 db. Since it is not easy to obtain loaded Q’s much lower than

/

2.0 db

w/

1’

1.5db /

l.Odb /

FIG.7.17. —LoeE?diagram for ATR switch off resonance.

4, it is apparent why it is difficult to get good ATR-switch action over
broad bands.

The tuning effect can be readily visualized from Fig. 7.17 since the
effect of detuning is to move Y and Z away from the real axis. This,
in turn, expands the Z~ circle toward the left, where it intersects the con-
tours of higher loss.

More specificallyy, if a transmitter with a cold voltage standing-wave
ratio of r. = 20 is selected, a possible value of ZC would be 0.6 + j3.0,
the impedance seen at a distance of 0/% = 0.45 from an impedance of 20.
This value of Z. and the previous ATR conductance of G = 0.05 will
be used in constructing the locus of Z, = Z + Z, when B is varied, in
order to find the loss as a function of B (that is, of ATR-switch tuning).

Since the locus of Z is a circle, it follows that Z, will also be a circle;
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for the Z-locus may be transformed to rectangular coordinates, the
constant Z. added, and the resulting Z~-locus transformed back to the
Smith chart. Since each of these operations is of the form of Eq. (8),
the result is a circle.

A formal expression for transforming the center and radius of a circle
when a constant isadded canpresumably reobtained. This transforma-
tion, however, which is so elementary in cartesian coordinates, proves
to be rather awkward on the Smith chart. The following procedure,
though less elegant, is practical. The value of Zfor some point on the

J?IG.718,-Diagram for determination of tuning curve.

Z-circle is read from the Smith chart, the constant -Z, added, and the
resulting ZL plotted again on the Smith chart. When three different
Z, points are plotted in this l~ay, a circle passing through all of them can
be constructed, and this is the Z,-locus, Llore than three points are
usually plotted, in order to provide a check, and also because the first
three points might all lie on a small arc \rhich would not provide the
necessary accuracy. After the Z,-points have been plotted, the circle
can be found by trial and error rather than by the use of a formal con-
struction. The result is shown in Fig. 7.18.

A value of Z, can be associated ;vith each value of the tuning param-
eter B. By means of the Smith chart, values of B are marked off on
the Y-circle, These” points are then rotated 180° to give the Z-plot,
.4t each of these points, the imaginary component of Z is read, the imagi-
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nary component of Z, added ( —3.0 in thk case), and the intersection of
the resulting reactance line with the Z,-circle found. (In some cases it
may be more accurate to use resistance instead of reactance.) In Fig.
7.18 values of B are marked off in tenths on the Z, circle. It is now a
simple matter to read off the loss for each point by using the contour
diagram of Fig. 7.16. The result is the curve labeled 0/2% = 0.45, in
Fig. 7.19. The other curves are plotted for the same ATR switch and
transmitter but for different phases, 19/2r = l/&, 1 being the distance

‘illfaE5
o 1.0
B—

30

E

O/2r=0.25

t 20
s
.
“i 10
5

-!0.0 o 10.
B-—

J::; %==O.OO
.
:0.20 —

~ 0.10
0

-0.5 0 0,5
B—

FIG. 7.19.—Tuning curves for ATRsw’itch, G = 0.05,7. = 20.

from the ATR switch, toward the transmitter, to the point where the
transmitter impedance is 20. The curve for 19/27r=0.25 (Z. =0.05)
is found in the same way as the first one. For O/2r =0(2. = 20.0),
the variation is so small that the graphical method is inconvenient. This
is a simple case and it can be calculated directly. In fact, since G = l/Z.
in this case,

()
2+ ;

&=l +-—

()

G
~+~’

G

.

is obtained by neglecting small quantities in Iiq, (7).
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The clifference in scale of the curves of Fig. 7.19 should be noted.
For 8/% = O, the loss is always small, whether or not the ATR switch
is tuned to resonance, whereas for .9/27 = 0.25, the loss is small at
resonance but increases rapidly off resonance. For 0/2% = 0.45, the
loss is small at most tuning positions but becomes appreciable over a
small range off resonance. In this region the reactance in Z and 2.
tend to cancel, corresponding to a sort of resonance between ATR
switch and transmitter. This type of curve is rather general; the other
two symmetrical curves represent special cases (Z, is real).

It is evident that an ATR switch may be tuned without causing any
appreciable increase in signal, or the signal may be strong for nearly all
settings of the tuner and tall off sharply over a small range. This
behavior is sometimes cited to show that the ATR switch is unnecessary.
This, of course, is true for that particular transmitter, but if good opera-
tion is expected when the transmitter has some widely different imped-
ance, the ATR switch, or some equivalent device, must be used.

7.7. Distance between TR and ATR Switches.—It has been assumed
up to this point that the .4TR switch has been located on the transmitter
line at the correct distance from the TR junction: effectively (n/2)h, or

()~ + ~ ~, away, depending on the circuit used. Actuallyj the electrical
,

distance changes with frequency, and it is necessary to determine how
this affects the branching loss.

To determine this, Z + 2. is calculated as before Then 2,, instead
of being set equal to Z + Z,, is obtained by transforming Z + 2. down
the line an amount equal to the error in 19. As before, the contour
diagram can be applied to find the loss. Since the transformation for
line length is simply a rotation on the Smith chart, this can be accom-
plished by rotating the contour diagram with respect to the (Z + Zc)-
plot .

For the ATR switch at resonance, Z + Z. will be a point near the
right-hand end of the real axis in Fig. 7“16. If the distance between the
switches is varied, the situation is the same as that discussed in Sec.
7.4 where, with no ATR switch, the distance between the TR switch and
the transmitter was varied. Hence, in Fig. 7.11 the portion of the
(~, = 20)-curve, in the region of 1 = O or 0.50, is similar to a loss-vs.-fre-
quency plot for a tunable ATR switch.

If such an .4TR switch is mounted on a waveguide transmitter line
a certain distance from the TR junction, and the system is used over a
certain frequency band, it may be desirable to know the branching loss
at the band edge. As the distance between the TR and the ATR switches
is usually chosen so that it is correct at the center of the band, the error
in this distance, when the frequency has changed to the edge of the band,
must be determined
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The electrical length is

(19)

It is necessary to find the correction AO = e, – 0, where 0, is the length
at the edge of the band, and 6 is that at the center. Since the changes
are small

0, = 0 + O’AA+ fd’’(Ak)z,

where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to A, and Ah is
the change in wavelength from band center to edge. This maybe written

AO = O’AX + ~&’(Ak)2. (20)

If the second term is neglected, the fractional error introduced in
AOis

and if A@ is replaced by O’AAthis is approximately

~=~~& (21)

To find /3,

*, = _ z~lp A:,
n

or, by using Eq. (4.6)
# = ~1~.

13 ‘ (22)

‘“= -24+9=-z”’*[(+Y-’l)
and

‘= m)-’]%

By the introduction of the cutoff wavelength A.,

A waveguide of inside width 0.900 in. is commonly used for a band
centered at A = 3.33 cm. For that case k. = 2 X 0.900 in. = 4.56 cm.,

A/A, = 0.730 and ~ = – 0.43 ~. This value of ~ is a representative one

for waveguide, since the value chosen for ?I/& is usually near the one
given above.
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For coaxial line, however,

~=–+,

which represents a somewhat larger error. It isinterestingthat~ = O
when A/A. = ~~ = 0.816, a figure close to the 0.730 used above,

Fur a 12 per cent band, Ah/A = 0.06 giving P = 0.026 for the wave-
gui~e constants chosen. Since this is small enough to be neglected, the

o

I~lG. 7’20.—Loss diagram with line-length correction.

second term in Eq. (20) may be dropped, and with the aid of Eqs, (19)
and (22), Eq. (20) becomes

()Ao= _. 51 ‘AA 6 AA—=— —————————.
AA

()

~,~ (23)
l–x-

.
Again, by the use of k & = ().730,

A9 = –2.140;. (24)

As an illustration, if the distance between the TR and ATR switches
is &ho,and the bandwidth is 12 per cent, then o = r, and Ai/A = – 0.06,
so that AO = 0.402.

To find the branching loss, R + Zc is plotted as shown in Fig, 7.13,
Then the cent our diagram of Fig, 7.16 is applied, but with the axis rotated
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by an angle 2A0 radians with respect to that of the (R + Z.)-plot.
(Angles measured on the Smith chart are 26.) As shown in J?ig. 7.20,
the loss, for all values of Z., remains less than 0.4 db.

When it is essential to keep the error in electrical length to a minimum,
there is some small advantage in choosing 1 so that there is equal error
at each end of the band, rather than setting 1 = (n,’4’!A,, at the center
of the band. To do this, let 6’1and 192be the phase lengths at the two
ends of the band, and let OSbe the correct value (rim/2). If 01 — 63 is
set equal to % — d~jthen 63 = (6I + OJ/2 is given which means that

+’%+9 (25)

That is, the waveguide wavelengths A,, and Xo, are calculated at, each
end of the band, XP,is determined from Eq. (25) and 1 is set equal to
L93A,,.

Actually, 1 is usually determined experimentally. If the measure-
ment is to be made at only one wavelength, it should be made at that
which corresponds to Ao,. It is more accurate, ho~vever, to make the

measurements at each end of the band, and find the two values II and 12.

Then, for equal error, the actual value of 1 must satisfy the condition

Ordinarily this method offers so little improvement over the previ{ms
method that it is impractical.

It should be obser~-ed that, the distance betlveen the TR and the \TR
junctions is important, but that if the TR switch and tlw recei~’er are
matched and the .\TR s]ritch is tunable, the distance from the TIt s~vitch
to its junction and the distance from the ATR sivitch to its junction are
unimportant so far as the recci~”ed signal is concerned. For the TR
switch, this is true because 1 matched load altvays looks the same at
any distance. For the .kTR s\vitch, it is obviously true if the ,lTR switch
is a pure susceptance. In this case, any change in the distance from the
ATR switch to its junction merely changes the susceptmce presented at
the junction, and this can be corrected by tuning the ATR s]vitch.

lf, to bc more correct, it is assumed that the ATR admittance con-
sists of a constant cmlductancc plus a variable susceptance, then the
admittance locus 1“ is tlmt sholrn in Fig. 7,17. Any change in the dis-
tance from the ATR slvitch to its junction rotates this 10C11Salxnlt the
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origin. Since G is small, this 10CUSis very nearly concentric with the
origin. Hence the rotation produces only a small change in G and
the change in B can be corrected by tuning.

7.8. Branching Loss for Fixed-tuned ATR Circuits.-A fixed-tuned
ATR switch of a certain Q., tuned to a certain wavelength, maybe used
in a duplexer in which the distance between TR and ATR junctions is
adjusted to be correct at some particular wavelength. Ordinarily both
of these wavelengths will be near the center of the band and for the
present it will be assumed that they are equal to the center wavelength,
AO. The branching loss which may then be expected at some particular
wavelength—for example, at one end of the band—may be calculated. A
general approach to this problem is the determination of the loss for
each value of the transmitter cold impedance, 2.. A representation
of this solution due to A. L. Samuel 1consists of a cent our diagram trans-
formed from that of Fig. 716 back to the Smith chart for Z.. To
accomplish this transformation it is necessary to know the correction
Ad for the distance between the TR and .4TR junctions and the ATR
impedance Z.

For illustration, the line length when i = AOwill be assumed to be
o = r. The 10SSwill be calculated at a wavelength which differs from
k~ by an amount such that AX\kO = 0.015. With the same value of
A/A. as was used in the previous section, A6 is given by Eq, (24) so that
A(2/kO) = AO/2m = –0.016.

If Q,, = 8.0 and G = 0.05, then

B = –2(1 + G)Q,, ~ = –0.25.

Hence, }’ = 0.05 – jO.25 and Z = 0.75 + j3.8. NTow loss contours
are plotted on the Smith chart for 2. + Z by rotating the Z~ diagram of
Fig. 716 by an amount – A(1?Lv) = 0.016. To transform any contour to
the Zt chart a circle is constructed through three or four points plotted
by subtracting Z from the values on the (Z + Z,)-plot. The result is
shown in Fig. 7.21.

When such a construction is made it is helpful to know that the centers
of the circles fall on a straight line. This follows from the fact that the
circles on the original cartesian diagram for 1 + ~Y~ of Fig. 7.15 are
concentric and that a bilinear transformation always changes con-

centric circles into coaxial circles. Successive bilinear transformations
leave them coaxial since any number of such transformations are equiva-
lent to a single one.

Since the high-loss contours are all crowded into a small region, it
could be said that a high loss is rather improbable. This, of course,

1Samuel,0p.cit.
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assumes that all values of the transmitter reflection coefficient r. are
equally probable. The probability of the loss exceeding a stated value
at a given wavelength can be calculated assuming random phase of r.
or it may be determined for a stated wavelength band assuming that
phase and wavelength are random.’ The probability of high losses is
usually rather low. In some applications, unfortunately, any probability
greater than zero may be unacceptable.

‘\

/ 0,25db
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FIG. 7.21.—Loss contours for Z.

There is usually an upper limit to rc and it is clear from Fig, 7.21
that the maximum value of the loss decreases with the maximum value
of rCj for the loci of constant r, are circles concentric with the origin
whose radii decrease with r,.

Although the setting of an upper limit to rc reduces the maximum
possible loss, this upper limit may be so high, for some transmitters, as
to be of little help. Thus, measurements made on one type of 10-cm
magnetron used as a radar transmitter gave values of r: around 30 db
and with some tubes it was as high as 50 db. On the other hand, values
for one type of 3-cm band tube were near 20 db with a maximum of
about 26 db (rc = 20).

The circle for r. = 20, shown in Fig. 7.21 as a broken line, corresponds
to a maximum branching loss of 2.5 db rather than the 4.5 db which

I H. K, Farr, “ Characteristics of Fixed Tuned X Band Anti-TR,” RL Report No.
53-May 13, 1944.
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would be attained if there were no restriction on r,. After the construc-
tion of the contour diagram, it is a simple matter to plot loss us a t’unc-
t.ion of transmitter phase, for the maximum expected r,, I]y reading off
the loss values versuh angle around the r, circle. ‘l%is gives an indication

of the ~robat]ilitv of cncounterinz a certain loss when a transmitter of
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I!’lG. 722, -B~al,chlng loss vs. transmitter
phase with ATR cawt~ off Iesonanre.

that r. is used. l’wo of these
curves \vitll r. = 20 and ~, re-
spectively, are shown in Fig. 722.
The phase is measured from the
point of minimum impedance so
that the phase l/kv = O corre-
sponds to 2. = O or 0.05. The
two curves are almost identical
over most of the phase range,
differing only in the region of the
maximum.

The strong dependence of loss
on magnetron phase indicates the
desirability of some control over
this phase. Of course, when r, is
high there is no necessity for an
ATR switch if the phase can be
given the proper value; this is just
what is accomplished by the line
stretcher mentioned in Sec. 7-I.
Nevertheless, the possibility of
choosing the best fixed line length
between transmitter and ATR
tube should not be neglected com-
pletely. In cases where there is
enough variation in Zc from one
trmwnitting tube to another to

make an ATR switch necessary, it may still be possible to choose the line
length so that the transmitter impedance “helps” the ATR switch.

It should be noticed, however, that the optimum distance from the
TR junction to the transmitter will differ by about a quarter of a wave-
length, depending on whether or not an ATR switch is used. With a
shunt TR switch, for example, the transmitter should present a high
impedance at a point one-half wavelength from the TR junction when
no ATR switch is used. A series ATR switch is likewise placed at this
point to produce a high impedance. The combination of a highATR
reactance and a high transmitter reactance of opposite sign at the same
point results, however, in resonance with high branching loss. This is
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seen from the curves of Fig. 722, which exhibit maximum loss at a phase
near l/AQ = 0.25 which corresponds to large Z,. This point diverges
from 0.25 as the frequency moves toward the band edge.

A quantity of practical importance is the maximum possible loss of a
duplexer when the transmitter may have any impedance whatever. .4
closer examination of the factors affecting this maximum loss should,
therefore, be made, For simplicity the distance between TR and ATR
junctions Ivill be assumed correct. Examination of Fig, 717 then shows
that the maximum low is realized at the point Z, = Z + 2. = R where
the left edge of the ZL-circle intersects the real axis. The corresponding
transmitter impedance Z, = j~, = –j~ is purely reactive and just
cancels the .lTR reactance at that point. The corresponding loss factor
is

11 lG’+IY
az=l+~~ =1+2 G—”

When G is small compared with l?, this is approximately

1 B’
“=1+2G’

(26)

(27)

which shows that the ATR conductance G has an important influence on
the maximum loss. When G is small, the maximum loss decreases as
G increases.

If a limitation is placed on the transmitter standing-wave ratio so
that the cold impedance is not purely reactive, it will be found that the
dissipation in the transmitter also tends to lower the maximum branch-
ing loss. In limiting the standing-wave ratio, an upper limit is placed
on Irc~. This means that Z~ is confined to a circular area smaller than
that in Fig, 7.17 but still centered on the real axis. As before, the maxi-
mum loss~s attained for real Zt with X = – Xc and

~.=l+; Yf=l+

sow
G

z=~ —
G+jB ‘G2+Bz

If G is small enough, G’ may be neglected

X=–;, R

11.— .
2R+RC

(28)

B
‘j G2+B2”

compared with B2, so that

G=— .B, (29)

On the other hand,

~ =rc+j tan+
e 1 + jr, tan @’
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where @ = 27T(1/x~) is the angular distance from the A’I’R junction
to the point where the transmitter impedance is r.. The rationalization
of Z, gives

~c _ rc(l +tan’@)
l+r~tanz~’

(30)

x.=( 1 – r~)tan4
l+r~tanz~”

(31)

Now tan o can be eliminated between these two expressions. However,
to keep the algebra from becoming unwieldy some approximations will
be made. It will be assumed that r. is large compared with one, and
that R. in 13q. (28) is of such a magnitude as to make some contribution
to a but not so large as to cause inordinate losses. A value of R + R. = 1
gives a loss of 3.5 db; therefore Rc is assumed to be of the order of magni-
tude of unity. This is not incompatible with our assumption regarding
the magnitude of r. since Rt may have any value between I/r, and rc.
To find the order of tan o under these assumptions, R. is set equal to one,

and Eq. (30) is solved for tan o, which gives tanz @ = l/r.. It is there-
fore possible to neglect tanz @ in comparison with 1 and write

R, =
r.

1 + r: tanz @“

If Eq. (31) is divided by this expression, then

xc – l–r:
E r. ‘an4 = ‘rctan 4“

The substitution of this into Eq. (32) gives

R. = “ ,-

()
1+ ~

c

(32)

(33)

Again, the use of the assumption that R, = 1 means that 1 + (XJRC) 2
is of the order of r. and can be replaced therefore by (X./R.) 2in Eq. (33).
The solution for R. is then

At this point a conductance G, = l/rc may be introduced. This is the
admittance seen one-quarter wavelen@h away from the window or
loop of the transmitter cavity (not to be confused with G, seen at the
ATR junction). The substitution of Rc = G,/B2 and Eq. (29) into Eq.
(28) give5

(34)
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This is an approximate expression for the maximum loss factor when
the transmitter voltage standing-wave ratio remains less than I/G,.
Evidently the ATR and transmitter conductance, G and Gl, have a
similar effect on the maximum loss over this interesting range. It is

clear that if r, is to be very large (Gl small) then the conductance of
the ATR switch should not be too small.

If there is a possibility that G, will be so small as to be of little help
in limiting the maximum loss, G can be adjusted to make a. as small as
possible for some particular frequency, for example, at the edge of the
band. This is done by changing the cavity losses. This optimum
value of G is 1111as can be found by setting the first derivative of a=
equal to zero in Eq. (26) and noting that the second derivative B2/G3is
positive. The minimum value of a= at the band edge is then a= = 1 + G
and at the band center a; = 1 + +G.

The ATR switch used as an example in this section has B = –0.25.
If G = 0.25 is taken, a loss is given at the band edge of 2 db (a. = 1.25)
and a loss, at the band center, of 1 db. On the other hand, the old value
of G = 0.05 if used in Eq. (26) gives a maximum loss of 4.4 db at the
band edge and 0.2 db at the band center. That is, the maximum loss
at the band edge is reduced from 4.4 to 2 db at the expense of an increase
from 0.2 to 1 db at the band center.

For a better understanding of the relative merits of different values
of G, transmitter phases other than those leading to the maximum loss
must be considered. A curve of loss vs. transmitter phase can be
plotted by transforming loss contours to the Zc-plane as was done to
obtain the curves in Fig. 7.22. Since only what happens for r. = co
however, is important, it is unnecessary to make such an elaborate
diagram.

The locus of Z + 2. for rc = ~ maybe constructed and the standard
contour diagram of Fig. 7.16 applied to determine the losses. This locus
is a circle through R and m with its center on the real axis. Points may
be marked off on this circle corresponding to various values of the
transmitter phase Z/AOby reading off the value of Xc corresponding to
each phase, adding X and locating the intersection of the reactance
contour X + Xc with the (Z + Z~)-circle. The resulting Fig. 7.23
which is drawn for Y = 0.05 – jO.25 is seen to be similar to Fig. 7.18
for the ATR-tuning curve. In the first figure it is the transmitter
impedance and in the second the ATR impedance, that is varied.

The application of the loss-contour diagram gives the loss vs. trans-
mitter phase. Figure 7.24a shows the curves drawn for the edge of the
band (B = 0.25); the dashed curve is for G = 0.05, and the solid curve
for G = 0.25. The latter value, G = 0.25, makes the maximum loss
at this frequency as small as possible. Figure 7.24b gives the same data
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at the center of the band, again for the two values of G = 0.05 and
G = 0.25. Figure 725 is a plot of the maximum loss, as B is varied,
for the same two values of G.

It is clear that as far as the maximum loss is concerned, there is a
considerable improvement in using the larger G. The smaller G gives
much lower loss values, however, for most points not at the maximum,
The choice of the optimum G depends on the relative importance attached
to maximum loss and to the loss under other conditions, The fixed-

0

FIQ.7,23.—Diagraru of Z, for variable transmitter phase.

tuned ATR switches in use at present have low values of G which charac-
terize copper cavities.

Instead of determining the maximum possible loss at each wave-
length as was done for the curve of Fig. 7.25, it might be asked how the
actual loss would vary as the frequency of a tunable transmitter was
changed. To answer this question, A. L. Samuel’ assumed that the
cold impedance remains constant as seen at the output window or ins
of the transmitting tube. Because of the change in electrical length of
the line between the transmitter and the ATR tube, the phase of the cold
impedance 2. as seen at the ATR junction will increase steadily as the
wavelength decreases. The point at which the loss is read on a curve

] Samuel, op. a’t.



like that of Fig. 722 will move to the right. ,it (lie ~ame time the cur~,e
itself }vill change because of the change in ATl{ impedance, and the peak
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FIG. 724.-Loss vs. transmitter phase, (a) at band edge, (b) at band center. In

the solid curves G is chosen to minimize tbe maximum loss at the edge of the band; G = O.O5
in the dashed curvds,
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FIG. 7.25.—Maximum loss vs. ATR susceptm,ce from band center to the edge of the band.

will increase and move toward the right. For a low-Q ATR cavity and a
transmitter line of moderate length, the phase of 2. will move faster and
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may even cross the loss peak several times in the band. The resulting
rurve of branching loss against wavelength will resemble that of Fig.
7,26. Where there are several peaks the Q of the transmitter line would
be large compared with that of the ATR cavity and the number of peaks
in a wavelength range AA would be given approximately by

where 1 is the distance from the ATR iunction to the transmitter. The
peaks of the curve, of
shown in Fig. 725,

course, fall on the maximum loss curve of the type

)i—
FIG. 726.-Branching loss for a tunable transmitter.

7.9. Duplexing Loss under Conditions of Receiver Mismatch.—In
previous sections the loss in received signal between the antenna line
and the TR tube has been considered, under the assumption that the TR
tube and mixer were correctly matched. This simplification, which
allows the branching loss to be calculated more easily, is justified in that
it permits an insight into such factors as ATR and transmitter impedances
and the intercomponent line lengths. Nevertheless, the more general
case of a mixer and a TR tube which present some arbitrary admittance
at the junction should be analyzed.

For this purpose it will be convenient to lump together the mixer,
the TR tube, and any other components beyond the input window of the
TR tube, and refer to them as the receiver. Since part of the 10SSin
signal between the antenna line and the TR tube or receiver is caused by
reflection from the receiver, the definition of branching loss must now be
made more explicit. For an arbitrary receiver admittance, the branching
loss will refer to the actual signal loss minus the loss with an ideal ATR
circuit. The total loss in received signal is simply the sum of the branch-
ing loss and the conventionally defined TR loss.

Figure 7.27 represents a duplexer with a transmitter branch of admit-
tance Y~ and a shunt TR junction. The admittance of the receiver as
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seen at the input window of the TR tube is represented by Y,. This
point is effectively one-quarter wavelength from the junction so that the
admittance s e e n at t h e junction is
I/Yr = 2.. If the antenna acts as a
matched generator, it can be represented
by a current source of internal conduct-
ance unity. Then the total admittance
across the generator is 1 + Z. + Yt, and the
generator voltage is V = 1/(1 + Z, + Y,) Antenna

where 1 is the generator current. The
conductance presented by the receiver at
the junction is R,, the real part of I/Y,,
and the power delivered to the receiver is

p = lvlz~, = d~l’~r
s

11 + z, + Y,!’” ’35)
FIG. 7.27.—Circuit for deter-

The power delivered to a matched load is mination of branching loss with

PO = ~1112and the total loss factor ~ is “’’iv” ‘ismatched”
given by

fP=$”=&-ll+zr+Y,l’., (36)

If Y, is set equal to O the value p’ is given for an ideal ATR circuit.
The branching loss is then

l+ r,.
If the reflection coefficient r, given by Z, = 17, M used then

,

~ = 11 +*( I — r,) Ytl. (37)

Equation (37) applies to a shunt TR junction. The corresponding
expression for the series junction is a = 11 + ~ (1 — r,)Zt 1, where I’,
still refers to the input windo~v of the TR tube,

If the quantity
Y; = (1 – r,)yt (38)

is introduced, Eq. (37) has the same form as Eq. (7), w-hich gives the
branching 10SSfor an ideal receiver. Hence if Eq. (38) is written as

(39)

the branching loss for an unmatched receiver can be determined by
plotting Z; on the Smith chart, and using the same loss-contour diagram
of Fig, 7016 as was used for a matched receiver.
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The construction of the Zj plot from the Z, plot is easy when r,
is known. Since r pis constant at any one frequency, the transformation
of Eq. (39) is seen to be circular, since it has the form of Eq. (8). Hence,
if Z~ is a circle, it is only necessary to cnlculate three or four points
to find the Z: locus.

As an illustration it is assumed that the receiver has a reflection
coefficient of r, = re?~ where r = 0.50 and 4 = – 45°. As in Sec. 7.8

FIG. 72S.-Branching-loss diagram showing effect of receiver mismatch.

an ATR circuit is assumed for which Y = 0.05 – jO.25, and a
mitter for which ~. = =. Hence

trans-

1— ..-
I–rr

= 1.19 – jO.64.

The line-length correction is neglected so that Z, = Z + Z..
Figure 7~8 is a Smith-chart~lot of Z, and Z; for this case. Compari-

son of the two loci, with the aid of the contour diagram of Fig. 7“16,
shows the effect of the receiver mismatch on the branching loss. It will
be noticed *hat the Z; locus is partly outside the area of the usual Smith
chart. This region outside the unit circle Ir,[ = 1, corresponds to
negative values of R~. Since Z; is not an actual impedance but merely a
symbol for the quantity ZJ(l — I’,), it is not surprising that its real
part should be negative, In order to read losses in this region, t!~e
contours of Fig. 7.16 must be extended beyond the unit circle. It will
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be found that in order to cover all the I’,-plane it is necessary to use
values of a smaller than unity, corresponding to negative values of the
lossin decibels. Anegative branching lossmerely means that the actual
ATR circuit results in less total duplexing loss than the ideal ATR circuit
for which 2, = w. Naturally this is possible only when there is some
reflection loss from the receiver. In the illustration the branching loss
actually falls to —0.2 db at one point.

If the steps taken in constructing the original loss-contour diagram
are followed, it will be seen that the process can be extended, without

\-

-9 /’-

FIG. 7.29.—Smith-chart loss-contour diamam for Z,. generalized to include negative
v–alues.

any changes, to the more general case of 11’~[> 1 and a < 1. The
diagram has been redrawn in Fig. 7.29 to show the general form of the
contours for all values of loss. On the scale used here, the area comprising
the conventional Smith chart lies inside the small circle on the right-hand
side with the real intercepts (O, @). The numbers on the contours give
the branching loss in decibels. Much of the area shown outside this
circle would rarely correspond to any practical duplexer. For any
physical value of r, and Y,, however, r{ may have any value in the whole
complex plane except on the real axis to the left of – 1.

To understand the geometry of Fig. 7.29, a can be eliminated between
Eqs. (17) and (18) which give the radius and center (P,and rJ of a circle
of constant a. This results in p’ = (1 + rJ(3 + rJ. If a new origin
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2 unit~ to the left of the origin for r is chosen, and XOis the distance
from the new origin to the center of the circle, then I’O = xo – 2 and

This shows that two circles whose centers are equidistant from the new
origin have the same radius and the imaginary axis is a line of sym-
metry. Let a and a’ be the loss factors corresponding to two such
circles, and L and L’ the corresponding values in decibels. Then if
Eq. (17) is solved for a

4az=3+ro
I + ro’

or
Xo+l

4a2 = —
XII— 1“

The negative of ZOmust give a’; therefore

That is, L’ = – (12 + L), so that once the circles on one side of the
axis of symmetry are computed, those on the other side can be found
immediately. When L’ = L, L = – 6 db—the contour value for the
axis of symmetry.

If ZI and X2 are the intercepts of a circle on the real axis, then
~lzz = (ZO— P)(xO + ~) = Xi — P2 = 1, because of Eq. (40). The real

intercepts are reciprocal, which is just the property of the circles of con-
stant standing-wave ratio on an impedance chart in cartesian coordinates.
The loss-contour family on the Smith chart for Z, is seen to be the same
as the family of “impedance circles” in cartesian coordinates, or as the
double family used in bipolar coordinates.

Since the impedance coordinates on the conventional Smith chart
do not extend outside the unit circle, these must be constructed when
negative values of Rt are encountered. The reactance circles are found
by extending those already present, and the resistance circles can be
found from their real intercepts at (R – 1)/(R + 1) and +1.

For an evaluation of the seriousness of the receiver mismatch, a
comparison of Eq. (37), written as a = \1 + ~Y~ — ~1’,Y~\, with Eq.
(7) shows that the contribution of the receiver mismatch to the branching
loss results from the term –~r,Y,. It was found in Sec. 7.8 that when
the transmitter phase was varied the maximum loss occurred at the
point where Y, was real, provided the TR-to-ATR distance was correct.
Hence the correction term –~r,Y, will be of most interest when Y, is
real. For real Y~ and a fixed value of II’,1, the branching loss is highest
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if the phase of the receiver mismatch is such that J?,is real and negative.
Likewise, a positive real r, will minimize the branching loss.

As an illustration, a value of l’, = 1 results in a loss of 3.5 db if the
receiver is matched. If, however, Y, = 1.5, and Yt = 1, then r, = – 0.20,
y; = 1.20, and the 10SSis 4.1 db. Thus, the receiver mismatch causes an
increase of 0.6 db in the branching loss whereas the reflection loss for this
value of r, is only —20 log (1 — I’:) = 0.18 db. If Y~is taken equal to
0.05, the branching losses for Y- = 1.0 and 1.5 are 0.214 and 0.256 db,
respectively, representing an increase of only 0.042 db because of receiver
mismatch. Thus, the receiver mismatch may in some cases be more
important to the branching loss than to the reflection loss.

Figure 7.30 is a diagram, in cartesian coordinates, of Y, and Y;,
which shows how the branching loss varies if the magnitude of r, is

-2 0

FIQ. 7.30.—Loss’ diagram for Y’, with constant II’,].

held constant while the phase changes. If Eq. (7) is written as
12 + Y,l = 2a it is clear that the loss contours are circles of radius
2a centered at (– 2).

Since Y; – Y, = – I’,Y,, Y: must fall somewhere on a circle of radius
lr,Y,] about Y, as a center. Where r, is real and positive, – I’rYt is
directed toward the origin so that this phase of I’, still tends to reduce
the branching loss, even though Y, is not real.

In Chap. 3 phase data were reproduced for the reflection coefficients
of certain fixed-tuned TR tubes which would enable the determination
of their contribution to the branching loss. In many cases, however,
the phase of the reflection coefficient may not be known, although its
magnitude, or an upper limit of the magnitude, may be known. Hence,
it is useful to know the maximum change in the branching loss that could
be caused by a I’,, of a certain magnitude but unknown phase,
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Figure 7.30 shows that

where CM= 11 + +1-~1 is the branching loss for a matched receiver.
Since

the upper limit, in decibels, of the amount by which the actual branch-
ing loss for a receiver of reflection coefficient II’,! can exceed that for a
matched receiver is

(1 1)
20 1W1O 1 + *

An important example of receiver mismatch is that encountered in
tuning a TR cavity. With an ideal duplexer the TR cavity is tuned to

FIG. 7.31 .—Gain contour for tunable T R
tube in the ~~-plane.

resonance for maximum signal.
Since this is not generally true for
an arbitrary ATR circuit, the
question arises as to how much
improvement in signal could be
expected by tuning the TR switch
for maximum signal instead of for
resonance.

In this case the over-all loss
factor p rather than the branching
loss is the quantity of interest.
The substitution of R, = G,// Y,l 2

in Eq. (36) results in

B2 = *I1 + Y,(I + Y,)l’.
,

If the TR cavity is matched
through at resonance, then off
resonance Y, = 1 + jllr where B,

can be varied by tuning. Since G. = 1, @ = 11 + ~[Y, + jB,(l + YJ] 1,
and if Y; is set equal to

I’t + jlil,(l + Y,),

@ = 11 + ~Y~l so that the ordinary contour diagram for Y{ is again
applicable. Of course, this is not the same Y; as was used for computing

the branching loss.

This is illustrated in Fig. 7.31 where point P represents Y, in cartesian
coordinates, and T U and HO the real and imaginary axes, respective y.
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The vector jB,(l + Yt) will be at right angles to (1 + YJ so that Y’,
will fall somewhere on the line AI?, which passes through P and is per-
pendicular to the line from P to (– 1). As in Fig. 730, the contours of
constant loss are circles concentric about the point ( – 2). Hence, the
value of Y[ which results in the least loss will be represented by that point
Y;. on line All which is closest to (– 2). This point, at the foot of the
perpendicular from ( – 2), is labeled M.

The gain in signal voltage obtained by tuning the TR cavity from the
matched condition to that for maximum signal is the ratio a/Pn, where a
is the loss factor corresponding to Y~, and & that for Y:.. Since @ = O,
the gain is

i = ‘ec “
(41)

and the gain contours are also d-contours.
Since the locus of a point P which subtends a constant angle d at

two fixed points E and F is a circle through E and F, the 0-contours are
circles through E and F, similar
to the one shown. This family of
circles can be transformed to the
r,-plane by transforming the
points E and F according to
the equation e

r, = (1 – Y,)/(1 + Y,).

The resulting points are – 3 and FIG. 7,32.—Gain-contour construction in

cc, which means that the con- the I’,-plane.

tours are a family of straight
lines through – 3. In the Y,-plane a contour makes the angle CEF

with the real axis, and this angle is equal to 19,as can be seen by
moving P around the contour into coincidence with E. Since the trans-
formation is conformal, the contours make an angle @ with the real axis
in the I’~-plane as well. This makes it possible to draw the gain-contour
diagram for a Smith chart, at once, by the use of Eq. (41). The con-
struction is indicated in Fig. 7.32, which is drawn for the r~-plane. The
circle centered at the origin is the boundary of the ordinary Smith
chart, and the line through ( —3), making an angle 0 with the real axis,
is a gain contour. For the maximum gain, sin d = ~, that is, the maxi-
mum improvement to be expected from the use of a tunable TR cavity
to correct the branching loss, is 20 logl~ sec sin-’ + = 0.51 db.

Figure 733 shows the “contours in more detail. Comparison with
Fig. 7.16 shows that the improvement is very small for any ordinary
duplexer, especially at the maximum loss which occurs near tile real axis.

As usual, the results of this section, which were obtained on the basis
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of the shunt TR junction, can be applied at once to the series TR junc-
tion. The equation corresponding to Eq. (36) for the over-all loss factor
is then

B’ = *I1 +2,+2,1’,
,

which differs only in the replacement of Y~by Zt, so that exactly the same
operations are performed in the Z~ plane for the series TR circuit as were
carried out for the shunt TR junction in the Y~-plane.

o
0 -m

1

Fm. 7.33.—Gain contours for tunable TR tubes on a Smith chart,

7.10. Duplexers with Multiple ATR Circuits. -In an ATR circuit
of the type which has been considered, it is evident from Fig. 7,17 or
from Eqs. (26) or (34) that the maximum branching loss increases
rapidly with the ATR susceptance B. For a given wavelength band,
B at the edge of the band is determined essentially by the loaded Q
of the ATR cavity. Because it is difficult to design a simple ATR cavity
with a sufficiently low loaded Q, circuits with more than one resonant
element are often used in an attempt to widen the effective wavelength
range of the ATR switch.

In Chap. 4 it was pointed out that the improvement of a two-terminal
device by the addition of circuit elements connected across the terminals
appears to be precluded by the reactance theorem. This means that
there is available a two-terminal device whose clmngs in susceptance
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over the band has been made as low as possible, and some improvement
can be obtained only by using several elements connected into the trans-
mitter line in such a way as to minimize a = 11 + ~Yf[.

Since two elements of admittance Y give an admittance ~Y when
connected in series, the use of two tubes reduces the susceptance to half
its value. If n tubes are used in series, the susceptance is reduced to one
nth of its value. The same effect can be gained by spacing tubes one-
half waveguide wavelength apart along the transmitter line provided
that the effect of line-length variation can be neglected.

The use of two tubes, spaced one-quarter waveguide wavelength
apart, also effects a marked improvement over the use of a single tube.
This is to be expected because, as previously explained, the high branch-
ing losses appear when the transmitter reactance cancels the large react-
ance of the ATR tube, whereas the effect of adding a second tube one-
quarter wavelength closer to the transmitter is to present a low impedance
at the first tube.

The question naturally arises as to whether any spacing other than
zero or one-quarter wavelength would give good results. It is not
necessary at present to consider
spacings of one-half wavelength
or more, since they are equivalent
to the shorter ones but with a
greater correction for variation
due to frequency changes. Actu-
ally the only satisfactory spacings
for broadband work are zero or
one-quarter wavelength, or their
equivalent, because only these

t--- +---+
FIG.7.34.—Equivalent circuit for two seriea-

coupled ATR tubes.

spacings till result in eq~al losses at the two ends of the band. Any
other spacing gives a lower loss at one end of the band and a higher
loss at the other, provided that the cavities are tuned to the center of
the band.

An analysis will be made of the variation in branching loss for two
ATR tubes as the phase distance 4 = 27rl/Agbetween the two junctions
is changed. In Fig. 7.34, 2. is the transmitter impedance as seen at the
first ATR junction and Z is the impedance of either ATR tube since
the two are assumed for the present to be identical. Also Z* = Z + 2.;
2* is ZI transformed down the line a distance ~ to the next ATR junction;
Z~ = Z + Z2 and Z, is Z~ transformed back to the TR junction. It is
assumed that Z~ = 23 since the effect of an error in the TR-ATR distance
can be readily determined by a rotation of the loss-contour diagram.

Figure 7.35 gives the Smith-chart representation of these impedances
for a particular value of Z, at a particular frequency. As in some previous
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illustrations G = 0.05. Since the ATR cavity is assumed to be detuned
to B = – 0.33 on the low-frequency side of resonance, Z = 0.45 + j2.96.
If Zc is allowed to take any value, Z, is confined to the interior of the
circle, marked l“ in Fig. 7.35a, which passes through Z and co. This is
the same circle that previously represented Z, for a single ATR cavity

Q

B’
o 0

(a) (b)

!!

o

(c) (d)
FIG. 7.35.—Loss diagrams for ATR tubes; (a) Smith chart for ZZ; (b) Z, at low fre-

quencies; (c) Z3 at high frequencies; (d) 2s with decrease in 4.

with no line-length errors. To obtain Zz the ZI circle is rotated about
the origin by an amount 24 = 4zl/& radians to some position such as
that of the circle U. The circles T and V represent Zz for @ = O and
7r/2 respectively; s is merely a fixed circle which is aiways tangent to Lr
as @ is varied. The boundary circle Q of the Smith chart has the same
property.
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The addition of the constant Z transforms this complete ZZ-diagram
to the Za-diagram of Fig. 7.35b. When this is done theline AB of zero
reactance becomes the arc A’B’ of reactance X which connects Z and ~.
The circle Q representing zero resistance goes over into Q’ representing
the resistance R. Since Q, S, T, and V are orthogonal to the line ABJ the
transformed circles Q’, S’, T’, and V’ are orthogonal to A ‘B’. Since
the circles T, U, and V are tangent to Q and S, they will remain tangent
after transformation. Since Z + ~ = ~, Q’, and T’ must pass through
m and must be tangent to the unit circle W.

When the circles Q’ and S’ have been drawn, it is easy to follow the
behavior of the circle U’, wklch represents the range of impedance Z?
for some arbitrary line length & As @ increases, U’ moves around in a
clockwise direction, always remaining tangent to the two fixed circles
Q’ and S’ and assuming the positions T’ and V’ when @ = O and 7r/2.
If it is assumed that the nearer ATR tube is O or ~k, distant from the TR
junction and that the junction is of the shunt type as usual, then Z, = Z3
and the ordinary loss-cent our diagram Fig. 7.16 gives the range of loss
for any position of the circle U’. The circle Q’ is identical with the
circle T, which represents Z~for a single ATR tube since both pass through
Z and m. Hence, comparison of U’ and Q’ indicates the relative
improvement of two ATR tubes over a single tube.

Figure 7“35b represents conditions at the lower end of a frequency
band with the ATR cavities resonant near the center. As the frequency
is increased from the lower end of the band toward the upper end Z
moves down toward the point 20 on the real axis and reaches it at reson-
ance. The circle Q’, with all the circles inside, collapses into the small
circle through 20 and m. At still higher frequencies Z moves down below
the real axis and at the upper end of the band the conditions of Fig.
7.35c are realized.

If the resonant frequencies of the ATR cavities are adjusted for the
same detuning at each end of the band, as would be done for minimum
loss, Z will be the same at each end except for a change in sign of the
reaxtance and the values at the low and high ends can be designated by
Z and Z*. In Fig. 735a the circle T is the same at both ends of the band.
For the moment the change in @ across the band will be neglected and
this means that all of Fig. 7“35a will be identical at the two ends of the
band. In Figs. 7“35b and c representing the two ends of the band,
A“B)’ is the image of A’~’ in the real axis since Z* is the image of Z.

Since the circles Q, S, T, and V are symmetrical with respect to the axis
All, Q“ will be the image of Q’, S“ of S’, and so forth. In particular T“
will cover the same range of losses as T’, and V“ as V’.

On the other hand the circle U, which in general is not symmetrical
relative to A B, will transform to circles U’ and U“ which are not images.
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The relative positions of U’ and U“ may be visualized by noting that
U is tangent to Q at a point on Q between B and A when moving clockwise
from B to A. This property must hold for the transformed circles.
It follows then that any spacing other than zero and one-quarter guide
wavelength will, in general, give unequal losses at the two ends of the
band, and will give a greater maximum loss at one end of the band
than that realized by one of the two spacings O or ~x,. 1

The effect of the variation in @ between the two ends of the band will
be considered next. Suppose that I#Jis set at either T/2 or rr (1 = *XOor
+Xo) at the band center and that @ is sufficiently linear to have the error
the same at each end. The change in @ merely causes each of the circles
which were at T’ and V’ to take up one of the positions of the variable
circle U’. On the low-frequency side O, which is measured clockwise
on a Smith chart, becomes smaller and the circles are shifted counter-
clockwise with respect to 2“ and V’ (that is, the point of tangency with
Q is shifted in that sense).

In Fig. 7.35d, V’” and T’” have been shifted by an amount

Ad

()
= A ~ = 0.05 and 0.10,

G,

relative to V’ and T’ respectively. This corresponds to the fact that
a spacing of one-half wavelength results in twice the shift expected
from a onequarter-wavelength spacing. On the high-frequency end
the shift is equal and opposite so that circles representing the two ends
of the band on a Zz-chart will be images in the real axis AB. Hence the
ZS-diagrams are also images and the argument about the optimum spac-
ing is the same as before.

It is concluded that even where there is appreciable phase shift
across the band in the distance between ATR junctions, the best results
are obtained by the use of spacing either one-quarter guide wavelength
or one-half guide wavelength at the center of the band. A similar sym-
metry consideration applies to changes in the distance between the TR

1To prove this, the locus is constructed of the point on U’ which gives maximum
lossas @is varied. The point on this locuswherethe lossis a maximumor a minimum
(for b) is a point wherean envelope of the circles U’ is tangent to a loss contour.
There must be at least four suchpoints: a maximumand minimumof this locus,and a
maximumand minimum of the similarlocus of the point on U’ which gives a mini-
mum loss. There are just two envelopes,the circlesQ’ and S’, and each of theeeis
tangentto a loss contourat only two points makingjust four in all or one each of the
extremumpoints enumerated.

The two loci of the maximumpoint at the two ends of the band are images. If
L(4) is the lossat one end,L’(o) that at the otherend,L and L the valuesfor o = O
and m/2, thenL(d) and L’(+) traversethe samevaluesin oppositedkections and are
equal at dJ= Oand w/2. From the fact that L has only one maximumand one mini-
mumandis neverconstantit followsthat eitherL orL’ iegreaterthan oneof L, andL
at all times exceptwhen @ = Oor T/2.
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and adjacent ATR junctions so that this spacing should also be set at

the equivalent one-half guide wavelength at the band center (for shunt

TRandseries ATR circuits). Furthermore theconclusion for the inter-

ATR spacing still holds when the TR-ATR spacing changes with

frequency.

Comparison of b and d of Fig. 7.35 shows that the frequency depend-
ence of o causes V’” to be shifted somewhat to the left relative to V’,

with a corresponding increase in the maximum loss, while T“” has con-

tracted relative to T’ with a considerable decrease in the maximum loss
(actually a drop from 3.5 to 1.3 db in this particular case). Thus, the
quarter-wavelength spacing is considerably better than the half-wave-
length spacing when the frequency sensitivity of the spacing is negligible.
But when the phase shift becomes appreciable it tends to increase the
maximum loss in the quarter-wavelength case and to decrease it for the
half-wavelength separation until the latter is actually superior.

Of course, if the phase shift goes far enough the loss for the half-
wavelength spacing will increase. Examination of the tangent point of a
Z~-circle on Q’, which has been marked off in Fig. 7.35d for values of
spacing 0.10 apart, shows, however, that the points tend to bunch around
0.25 where the loss is small. Hence a fairly small decrease in d brings
the T’ circle into this region where it remains until @ has dropped to a
very low value. Although quarter-wavelength and half-wavelength
spacing are good for a narrow and a broad band respectively, zero spacing
is not to be recommended.

A clearer view of the branching-loss variation is obtained from the
curves of Fig. 7.36 which plot the branching loss as a function of trans-
mitter phase Owith a transmitter of T, = @ for various separations @ of
the two ATR junctions. 1 The same value of Z was taken as that used

1To compute these curves the tangent circles S’ and ~ are constructed. The
point of tangencyof the circle U’ ismarkedoff on Q’ for eachvalue of o by transformi-
ng it from the Q-circle. The Z~circle U’ for any @ can thenbe drawnat once. For
each such circle,however,it is necesearyt.amark off points correspondingh various
values of the transmitterphaee 0. This can be done by starting with a Z ,-diagram
like the Z,diagram of Fig. 7.23 and then transformingindividually the point cor-
respondingto eachvalue of O. To avoid repeatingthis procedurefor every ~, loci of
constant o can be drawn on the ZAiagram, making it pocaibleto determine0, for
eachpointon”theZ4rcle, from thelocusinterceptingat that point.

In the constructionof theseloci it is noticed that se 4 varies;the &pointaon the
U-circleof Fig. 7.35atraceout concentriccirclesabout the origin. Hence,the trans-
formationof theseloci to the Z~plane yieldsa family of circlecwith centerclying on a
etraightline. The line of centereic determinedby the point Z, = Z + 1, which is
the transformationof the center of the concentricfamily, and by the center of Q’
which is a memberof the family. By adding R to the interjectionR$ of any O-circle
with the All-axis, the intersectionR: with the are “A‘1?’k found. With two such
interseetioneand the oenterline it ie eaeyto constructany &circle. The ucual low-
Contourdiagramcanthenbe appliedto any Z@frele to tiudthe1- for eachvalue of @.
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for the diagrams of Fig. 7“35. The TR-ATR distance was assumed to
be zero. A moderate change in this distance tends to raise the general
loss level without greatly changing the form of the curves.

It is evident that the best conditions obtain with b/27T = 1/10 = 0.40.
A moderate decrease in spacing from one-half wavelength is quite
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FIG. 7,36.—Loss vs. transmitter phase for

beneficial whereas a small increase in the separation causes the losses
to rise and spread out over a large part of the phase range. If the same
values of o are read at the other end of the band (the high-frequency
side) a set of curves similar, but in reverse order, results.

It appears desirable to use half-wavelength spacing at the center of
the band and arrange to have 4 change with frequency so as to have an
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optimum value at the band edge. In this particular example a shift in
~/!Ar of 0.10 between the center and either end of the band would result
in the best loss curve (4/27r = 0.40 in Fig. 7“36) at each end. If, in Eq.
(24), 8 is set equal to T and AO/27r = –0.10, then AA/k = 0.094. Hence
with half-wavelength spacing and the waveguide constants assumed in
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two ATR circuits with various spacings.

Eq. (24), a 19 per cent band would be required to produce the optimum
phase shift. With the more commonly used bandwidths of five or ten
per cent an ATR spacing of one or two wavelengths is indicated. The
necessary phase shift might also be obtained with a shorter spacing by
reducing the waveguide width so as to make X. smaller.

The curve for @/27r = 0.10 is of particular interest. If Z is trans-
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formed down the line a distance of 4/27r = 0.10 the result will be very
close to the conjugate of Z. This condition, which arises when the
complex conjugate of Z is equal to the value of Zj obtained with Z. = O,
will be referred to as a “mutual” resonance between the two ATR tubes.
This condition usually exists at the normal resonant frequency. When
it happens at a frequency far enough from the center frequency, however,
the losses usually become high over much of the phase range of Z..

In order to understand this, reference is again made to l?ig. 723

which corresponds to a Z1-plot in the present case and which shows most

of the Zc phase points crowded together in the neighborhood of the point

Z where o = O. This is because Xc = tan d and half the range of d

corresponds to values of X ~ 1. Since the X-l-contours of the Smith

chart are close in the vicinity of Z, this range of X. is only a short interval

on the chart. On the Z3-chart also, the phase points tend to congregate

about o = O. It would be expected, then, that if this point were in a

region where the losses were high, they would be so for much of the range

of 0. lVhen mutual resonance occurs the (0 = O)-point (ZC = O) gives

ZS = 2R. If this frequency differs very greatly from the center fre-

quency, R is small, the losses are large, and the result is a curve like that
for 4/2T = 0.10.

Fortunately this behavior occurs only over a small range of O. This
can be explained by applying the same sort of reasoning to o as was just
used for 0. If values of .$ are marked off on the (O = O)-locus in the
Z2 Smith chart, the point @/27r = 0.10 occurs at a large value of X,
while the point at X2 = O is @/27r = 0.30. When this locus is trans-
formed to the Z,-diagram, the +-points bunch around 4/27r = 0.30 and
are rather widely spaced at q$/27r= 0.10. Since the former value of @
gives a loss curve with a sharp peak, that type of curve will be realized
for most values of 1$and the curve with the broad maximum will be met
only when o/2%r is close to 0.10.

This mutual resonance will appear if the ATR separation differs
even slightly from ~~r. It is then quite close to the individual resonance
point and does not cause high losses. Its presence is readily detected,
however, if the standing-wave ratio is measured as a function of frequency
looking toward Z,, with Z. a matched load. TVhen @ is correct a simple
resonance curve with a single maximum is obtained. If the error A@
is appreciable, however, the resulting curve will have a dip at the mutual
resonance point, which provides a sensitive means of determining the
error Al in the cavity separation 1.

The point of the dip is given approximately by B = – ~A’qt where
A’@ is the error in ~ at that frequency (AO corresponds to the individual
resonance frequency). This is seen by finding the admittance Y2 of the
first cavity as seen at the second,
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~,= Y+~tan A’@ “ G+j(B+ tan A’@)
1 +~Y tan A’@ = 1 – Btan A’@+~G tan A’@”

If G, B, and A’@ are all small, Y, = G +~(11 + A’@). When A’~ = –2B,
Y, = G – jB and X = –X2; the condition for mutual resonance is
therefore satisfied.

If the separation AA of the mutual and individual resonances is known,
the error Al can be found. For A’+ can be thought of as the sum of the
error A@ at the individual resonance point plus the error A“@ due to the
change in frequency from that point to the mutual resonance point.
That is, Ad = A’+ – A“@, and

A!+ = –2B z 4QL ~,

while

Since Al = A@ Q/27r,

?=[:+QL+(3R
(42)

When 1 is too long, the dip in the standing-wave-ratio curve will be on
the long-wavelength side of the individual resonance point. When two
cavities are properly spaced, but not tuned to exactly the same frequency,
a mutual resonance will appear at a point halfway between the two
individual resonance points where BI = —BZ. The standing-wave-
ratio curve will also show a dip in this case. To determine whether
these errors are serious, it is necessary at least in theory, to find the
maximum loss in the usual way as Zc is varied. However, the loss cor-
responding to 2. = O would probably be fairly representative in this
case, and this :s found by using 23 = 2R = 2G/(G2 + B2).

7.11. Double Tuning for Wideband ATR Circuits.—In any attempt
to design wideband ATR circuits, it is important to consider the possi-
bility of “staggered” tuning which involves tuning one of the pair of
ATR cavities to resonance near each end of the band. With half-wave-
length spacing, the loss would be negligible at each of the two resonant
frequencies, assuming no error in the ATR spacings. Since under these
conditions the two ATR cavities are ill series, either one will insert the
proper high impedance at resonance. When changes in the ATR separa-
tion due to frequency dependence are considered, the loss is the same
at the resonant frequency of the first ATR cavity (the one nearest the TR
junction), and is slightly higher at the other resonant frequency.

At the center frequency, however, the mutual resonance appears and
the loss curve has a very broad maximum. .4s this occurs at the center
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of the band it is not possible to make bse of the favorable shift in @ which
appears at the ends of the band. This type of circuit does not appear to
offer any advantages for broadband applications, although it is satis-
factory where it is aesired to operate at only two distinct frequencies,
for example, for combined radar and beacon reception.

Staggered tuning with quarter-wavelength spacing between ATR
cavities does merit consideration. The losses are low at each of the two
ATR resonant frequencies, but no mutual resonance appears at the center
frequency. If one cavity is tuned to each end of the band, the maximum
loss at the center frequency is the same as if the two cavities were tuned
to the center frequency and the loss determined at one end of the band
assuming no error in O. This is true because the Z1-circles are identical
for a given value of Z and for the conjugate of Z. With the two cavities
tuned to frequencies somewhat inside the two ends of the band, the over-
all maximum loss is considerably below that for synchronous tuning.

With double tuning the difference in susceptance of the two cavi-
ties is a constant approximately independent of frequency. If this
difference is made too large with quarter-wavelength spacing, a mutual
resonance will appear at the band edge. As the susceptance differ-
ence is increased, the resonance point moves in toward the center of
the band. It appears, therefore, that the results for double tuning
with quarter-wavelength spacing would be good for moderate bandwidths
but would deteriorate rapidly for very wide bands.

There is some practical disadvantage in using cavities tuned to
different frequencies. In low-Q circuits it is necessary to make the tube
and cavity integral and fixed-tuned and this means the use of two tube
types if two resonant frequencies are desired.

The analysis of the double ATR circuit indicates two possibilities.
(1) For very wideband operation, both cavities are tuned to the center
frequency and spaced (n/2)ka apart. The frequency sensitivity of the
waveguide between the two cavities is adjusted to give optimum elec-
trical length at the band edge. (2) For moderate bandwidth the cavities
are spaced one-quarter wavelength apart and stagger-tuned. The
resonant frequencies are adjusted to give the lowest loss over the band.

7.12. ATR Circuits with More than TWG %vitches.-where a circuit
using two ATR cavities fails to cover the frequency band properly the
use of additional cavities may reduce the branching loss still further.
If, for instance, one has n identical cavities with half-wavelength spacing
and impedance Z, the resultant impedance, assuming all distances are
correct, is Z, = nZ + 2. and the maximum loss is obtained by setting
Z, = nR. By the addition of more tubes this loss could be made as
small as desired if the correct spacing over the band could be maintained.

The situation is not quite so simple when the variation in the phase
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length of the spacing is taken into account, Figure 7.37 shows plots
of Z~ for different numbers of ATR tubes. By the extension of the nota-
tion of Fig. 7.34, Zl, Za, Zb . . . represent the values of Z~ for 1, 2, 3,
. . . ATR cavities. As usual each circle is drawn to represent the range
of Z. when Z. is allowed any value. For each tube Z was taken to be
0.20 + j2.00, which represented a cavity with a conductance of G = 0.05
detuned far enough to permit a maximum branching loss of about 11 db
when used alone. The successive cavities are spaced a distance

FIG, 737.-Impedance plots So, succes>i~ely added ATR cavities.

l/A, = 0.40 apart which makes allo~vance for a drop from half-wave-
length spacing at the band center

The construction ~vas made in the usual manner by rotating one
circle a distance of 0,40 and then adding Z to a few points to get the next
circle. If the correct TR distance is assllmed, the maximum loss for
1, 2, 3 tubes is 11 db, 3.5 db, 1.00 dbj 0,40 db, 0.30 db, 0.27 db,
0.27 db . . . .

The impedances Z,, Z,, Zs . . . approach a limiting value Zl which
may be found easily if the tubes and spacings are all identical. It is

merely the iterative or characteristic impedance of the structure. The
structure can be divided into idcntiral symmetrical elements by bisecting
each ATR cavity, Then each element is a transmission line of length
@ = 2d& in series \vith~Z at each end, The characteristic impedance
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is then -, where Zw and Z= are the open-circuit and shoficircuit
impedances of the element. The impedance of an open-end transmission
line is –j cot @ so that Z- = &Z – j cot $. When one end of the ele-
ment is short-circuited the line is terminated by iZ. By the use of the
standard transmission-line formula, the impedance Z,. is

Since the impedance seen from just in front of the first ATR cavity is of
interest

d
Zl=~Z+tiZmZmc=~Z+ l+~–jZ cot&

This shows that Z, can become infinite only when @ = mr. Hence
half-wavelength spacing is to be preferred. Contrary to the situation
for only two tubes, the departure from one-half wavelength over the
band should be kept as small as possible.

For quarter-wavelength spacing ZI reduces to *Z +
r

1 + : which

is the expression for the continued fraction

1
‘+Z+ 1

z+ 1

obtained by adding the elements in one at a time.
If two structures of identical elements which have quarter-wavelength

and half-wavelength spacings, respectively, at the center of a band are
compared, it appears that the loss at the ends of the band is less for the
half-wavelength separation. Unlike the case of only two ATR tubes,
thk is true whether or not d changes with frequency. It has already
been seen that this is true when o is constant.

Figure 737 illustrates the half-wavelength case at the low-frequency
end of the band where the spacing has dropped to 0.40 wavelength,
It is seen that Z~ has moved around from Z in the direction of lower losse.
A consideration of the successive points Z. on the Smith chart will show
that this is normal, whereas in the quarter-wavelength case Zt tends
to shift in the opposite direction.

The principles of double tuning can also be carried over to more than
one pair of ATR tubes. Thus with an even number of .4TR cavities
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uniformly spaced every other cavity could be tuned to one frequency
near one end of the band and the remainder to another frequency near
the other end. If enough cavities are used to approximate the limiting
impedance then, uniike the situation for only two tubes, the half-wave-
length spacing with double tuning compares favorably with the quarter-
wavelength spacing.

It will be remembered that the half-wavelength spacing with double
tuning was unsatisfactory for two tubes because the curve of loss vs.
transmitter phase had a very broad maximum at the center of the
band. With additional pairs this will still be true but it will be of no
importance, for the maximum can be made as small as desired. The
impedance of two tubes at the transmitter phase which gives maximum
loss at the center of the band is Z + Z* = 2R. For n pairs it is 2nR,

and this increases rapidly with n, causing the loss to approach zero and
giving Z1 = CO. Near the ends of the band the loss will also be low
since one of the first two tubes will be resonant.

For quarter-wavelength spacing with double tuning the maximum
loss at the band center cannot be made to approach zero since Z1 will
be complex. Near the band ends it will also be inferior to half-wave-
length spacing because of the effect just discussed for synchronous tuning.

These results on the branching loss for duplexers which use a sufficient
number of ATR cavities to approach the limiting impedance indicate
that the half-wavelength spacing is satisfactory for both synchronous
and double tuning and that the departure from one-half wavelength
should be made as small as possible over the band.

The discussion of multiple ATR circuits on the basis of the limiting
impedance Z1 appears a little academic since, in practice, n can never
approach infinity. However, the actual impedance usually approaches
ZI rather rapidly, and the limiting conditions may afford a simple
although approximate picture of the behavior of a small number of
elements. For any specific case the actual loss can be determined
graphically.

A rather severe limitation is placed on the number of tubes by the
arc loss. Since this is appreciable for Iow-Q tubes, the loss at high level
increases with any attempt to decrease the loss at low level by adding
more tubes. In addition, the problem of minimizing the reflection at
high level becomes more serious as elements are added. This reflection
is usually important from the point of view of efficient transmitter
operation and would be smallest with quarter-wavelength spacing where
cancellation would occur.

FinallY, the variation with frequency of the TR-to-Al’R distance

may introduce an appreciable loss even with Z~ = ~. There does not

appear to be any way to cancel this effect at both ends of the band by
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means of special ATR circuits. However, an error in this distance which
causes considerable loss with poor ATR circuits may be inappreciable
when the circuits are efficient.

7.13. Branching Loss with the Available ATR Tubes.—As a matter of
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IhQ. 73S.-Maximum branching loss for a

duplexer with one ATR tube.

practical interest, curves are re-
produced in Figs. 7.38, 7.39 and
7.40 which show the maximum
branching loss to be expected from
duplexers using ATR tubes with
the measured values of G and Q.
given in Table 4.4 of Chap. 4.

The curves for the 3-cm band
were calculated assuming a wave-

length band centered at 3.33 cm

and waveguide of inside width

0.900 in. The curves for the 10-
cm band assumed a center wave-
length of 10.7 cm and waveguide

2.840 in. wide. The TR tube and receiver were assumed to be matched.

The loss value read from a curve is the maximum loss that could occur

for any transmitter impedance at a wavelength differing by Ak from the

14 I

‘0123456-0 123456

100 * 100 +

FIG. 7.39. —.Maximum brancbing loss for a FIG. 7.40,—Maximum branching loss for
3-cm-band duplcxer with two ATR tubes. a 10-cm-band duplexer with two ATR tubes.

center of the band. It is also the maximum loss anywhere over a cor-
rectly centered band of width 2Ak.

The variation with wavelength of the electrical distance between TR
and ATR junctions was neglected in calculating the r~u-ves of Fig. 738
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for a single ATR tube. The effect is small and separations of both one-
half wavelength and one wavelength have been used in different duplexers.
For this simple case the maximum loss in decibels at any wavelength is
found from Eq. (26) to be

[ ( )1

2
L=2010g,0 l+~G+~ +

The fact that the losses are lo~ver in the 3-cm than in the 10-cm band is
caused by the higher G of the 3-cm-band tube which more than makes up
for its higher Q.

The curves labeled “*x, spacing “ in Figs, 7.39, 740 are applicable
to a duplexer with two .4TR cavities separated by one-half wavelength,
the nearer one being also one-half wavelength from the TR junction.
In the curves marked “ zero spacing” no correction was made for the
variation in electrical length of these two distances. It is seen that the
improvement afforded by the phase shift in the ATR spacing more than
offsets the added loss due to the phase shift of the TR-to-.4TR distance.

The use of two ATR tubes apparently provides a band about twice
as wide as that for one tube. Actually the improvement might be made
greater. The half-wavelength .lTR spacing represents that generally
used at present, but it probably does not give the optimum frequency
dependence of this important electrical length.

7.14. Branching Loss for a General T-junction.-I~p to this point the
discussion has been based on the simplest series- or shunt-branching
circuit representation of the T-junction. An actual waveguidc T-junc-
tion used for connecting receiver, transmitter, and antenna lines is in
general more complicated than this, and can be represented only by
the three-terminal-pair network of Fig. 71. In principle, six complex
quantities can be determined by experiment, for example, the elements
of the impedance matrix, Ivhich will completely characterize the T-junc-
tion at one frequency. If the transmitter, receiver, and antenna imped-
ances, 21, Zfi, and Z~, arc known the total loss in received signal at the
junction can be found.

If arm ( I) goes to the antenna, arm (2) to the transmitter, and arm
(3) to the receiver, and if E, is the antenna generator voltage,

I?l = EO – 112, = Z,,l, + Z1212 + Z1313,

~, = –1,2, = 22,11 + 2,,1, + Z,Ja,
E, = –13Z.q = 2,,11 + Z,,I, + 23313.

To find the loss it is merely nwessary to solve the system of equations
for 1s,

(2,1 + 2,)1, + .2,,12 + z13~3 = Eo,

}

2,11, + (z,, + 2,)1, + 22313 = o,
Z3,1,+ Z3,1,+ (233+ ZR)13= o.

(43)
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Foraproperly matched system, lJ = ~EO, andtheloss inany other case
Eo

‘s 20 10g10 m, “
,!

It is not possible LOsay much about the loss for a general T-junction.
However, for the dependence on Z,, the loss contours on the Smith chart
will still be the familiar bipolar family of circles. This is evident since

Z, occurs in only one term of the Eqs. (43), and the solution can be written
in the form

~3=a+bZt— EO.
c + dzt

The loss factor is then

f?=~=lc+dzt”
2a+bZ,

(44)

If
C + dZt

z,=—
a + bZi’

the loss contours in the Z1-plane will be the concentric family of circles
2fI = lZl~. Since the transformation of Eq. (44) is circular, the contours
in the Z~- or r~-plane will be a bipolar family.

j Xa

jXa

(1) j X~

\(2)

FIO. 7.41.—The equivalent circuit of‘al 20” Y-junction in the H-plane,

As an illustration, the contour diagram for an H-plane (shunt)
waveguide T-junction of the symmetrical 120° type will be constructed
with the use of the circuit constants for waveguide 0.400 in. by 0.900 in.
ID at a wavelength of 3.20 cm in free space and it will be assumed that
the antenna and receiver are matched. The equivalent circuit for the
junctior is shown in Fig. 7.41 with the reference planes given by the
broken lines in the sketch to the right. The values of the constants are

x. = 1.46, X, = –0.65,

normalized with respect to the waveguide impedance.
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To facilitate comparison with the ideal shunt junction, Z, will be
referred to a point on the transmitter arm where an open circuit would
be placed to produce a match be-
tween the other two arms. This
will ensure that, at least for large
enough values of ZL, the behavior
of the ideal and the actual junc-
tion will be about the same.
Since the reference point for Z,
will be at a certain distance from
the terminals (2) of the equivalent
circuit, ZI will be called the trans-
mitter impedance referred to those
terminals. The diagram for Z,
Trill then be constructed from
which that for Z~may be obtained
by a simple rotation.

Let Z2 equal the total imped-
ance across the terminals of jXb
looking out arm (2) which will be
considered the transmitter arm.

z, = ~b(zc + z,)
z. + z* + z,’

:m
Antenna Recewer

a +-, +

‘Db z, 4 z,

Transmitter
FIG. 7.42. —Duplexer circuit using the

Y-jullction of Fig, 741.

and the loss between arms (1) and (2) can be found by using the circuit
of Fig. 7-42. In fact,

E, z*
z = (1 + 2.)(1 + z. + 222)”

When the junction is matched, El = *Eo; for other cases the branch-
ing loss is given by the factor

P=; :=11+ Z.I”l+; (1+ ZO)Y2.

If

Y3=(1+Z.)Y2=
(Z. + z, +_ZJ(l + ZJ,

Zb(z,+ z.)
and

rn=ll+z.l=<l+” x:= 1.77,
then

6 = mll ++Y31,

which is just m times the usual loss factor for a simple shunt
with transmitter admittance Y3. If Eq. (45) is solved for 21,

(45)

(46)

junction
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1z,=—
Y,

– z..
‘— – Ybl+Z.

[SEC. 714

(-L7)

It is now possible to begin ~~ith thestanchud loss diagram drawn for
l’s, multiply the value of each contour by m, and then transform the
whole family from the Ys-plane to the Z,-plane by means of Eq. (47).
From there it can be transformed to th~ rl-plane (Smith chart) by the
usual Eq. (11). The diagram may lw rotated to bring the zero-loss

FIG. 7.43.—Loss diagram for the junction of Fig. 7.41 plotted on Smith chart Io, Z,.

point around to the infinite-impedance point and the result is shown in
Fig. 7.43, the loss-contour diagram on the Smith chart for Z,.

In making the transformation of Eq. (17) between ZI and l’~ or
between )7, and YS, the work can be simplified by making use of certain
properties of general circular transformations. Since a bipolar family
of circles is completely determined by its two foci, it is necessary only
to transform these two points. The foci are the points A and B of Fig.
7.29 about which the circles converge for extreme values of the parameter.
The family given by Eq. (46) is the concentric system of circles of Fig.
7.15 with the foci –2 and =.

Comparison of Figs, 7.43 and 7.16 shows the difference between a
particular waveguide T-junction and an ideal shunt-branching circuit.
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The most important aspect is the shift of the infinite-loss point around

closer to the zero-loss point with consequent increase in loss in the upper

half of the Smith chart. In previous sections, ATR circuits have been

considered which resulted in values of Z~ such that positive and negative

reactance are equally probable. Because of the lack of symmetry of

Fig, 7.43, it might be well to adopt an lTR circuit which wmdd favor

the negative reactance where the losses are smallcx, This could be

done by tuning the ATR cavity to a slightly lo]vcr frequency m, instead

of choosing the TR-to-ATR distance so as to give zero loss ~vith the ATR

switch at resonance, it could be made slightly longer. In any rasc, the
amount of correction would depend on the expected range of the Zt
values and on the particular junction used, since the contour diagram
would presumably be different for each junction.

The question arises as to what can be done to an actual jlmction to
make it look like a simple shunt (or series) circuit. This circuit is con-
sidered ideal because of its symmetrical loss characteristics. It is not
difficult to prove that nothing is accomplished by inserting any sort of
transform~r in any one arm of the junction. Such a transformer would
have to be matched to the line, and it would, therefore, change nothing
in either the receiver or antenna arms which are assumed to be connected
to a matched load and matched generator. It can be shown that in the

transmitter arm it would only change the line length, for a four-terminal

network can be matched to the line only if it, is symmetrical, and it then

acts merely as a length of transmission line.

The only changes that will benefit the junction must involve all three

arms, since no unmatched device can be inserted in only one or two arms.
It would appear that the T-junction would be considerably improved
if it were possible to adjust the relative positions of maximum and mini-
mum loss on the Smith chart so that they occurred diametrically opposite,
that is, one-quarter wavelength apart as in the ideal shunt circuit rather
than in the distorted positions of Fig, 7.43.

If this is accomplished, the question arises as to whether any further
improvement can be realized; that is, could the junction be manipulated
to squeeze the loss contours over to the left side of the Smith chart so
that the losses would be low in the operating region. The answer to this
question is no.

If a short circuit is placed in arm (3) and the transmission between
arms (1) and (2) is measured, the two adjacent positions of the short
circuit which result in zero and in complete transmission may be located.
A lossless T-junction with 120° symmetry is identical with a simple
shunt junction if these two positions are one-quarter wavelength apart.
Its properties are, therefore, completely determined and no further
improvement is possible. The reason can be pictured quite simply.
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In the impedance matrix all the diagonal terms are equal, and all the
nondiagonal terms are equal because of symmetry. There are, thus,
only two independent terms and as they are both imaginary, two real
constants suffice to describe the junction. Now if 1 is the distance
between the two positions of the short circuit which give zero or complete
transmission, 1is a function of these two constants and specifying 1 = ~AO

places a condition on them which allows one to be eliminated. The
remaining constant depends on the position of the reference point for
measuring impedance. By proper choice of the reference point this
constant may be made equal to that of a simple shunt circuit.

Thk indicates the possibilityy of making a waveguide T-junction
accurately equivalent to a simple shunt circuit by varying some one
dimension which does not destroy the symmetry. The electrical meas-
urement involves only an elementary experiment with a plunger. To
the author’s knowledge this experiment has not been attempted.

It can be shown in the same way that any lossless junction is equiva-
lent to a shunt junction if it is possible to match between any two arms
by a short circuit in the third, and if the two short-circuit positions for
zero and complete transmission are one-quarter wavelength apart.
The general network with three pairs of terminals has a three-row imped-
ance matrix with nine elements. Since the nondiagonal elements are
equal in pairs, there are six independent constants. The requirement of
matching places two conditions, and the choice of reference planes,
three more. The property of one-quarter-wavelength shift for cutoff
makes a total of six conditions which fixes all the constants.

It will be noticed that no distinction is made between shunt and series
junctions, as they are equivalent if the reference planes are not specified.
In fact, the scattering matrices for simple shunt and series branching
circuits are

Series Shunt

! -i -!1 1:-: -!1

If each reference plane for the series junction is shifted one-quarter
wavelength, the sign of every matrix element will be reversed, and then
all the nondiagonal elements can be made positive by reversing the
terminals on arm (l). The result is identical with the matrix for the
shunt junction.



CHAPTER 8

PRACTICAL BRANCHED DUPLEXERS
AND BALANCED DUPLEXERS

BY HAROLD K. F.4RR AND CARROLL W. ZABEL

The first part of this chapter is devoted to a review of examples of
branched duplexers which have been used and to some of the observed
results ofthis use. These examples aredivided into twoclasses-coaxial-
line duplexers and waveguide duplexers. The coaxial-line duplexers
have been used at 10 cm and at longer wavelengths; waveguide duplexers
have been used in high-power installations at 10 cm and at all power
levels at shorter wavelengths. Few coaxial duplexers have used ATR
switches whereas most waveguide duplexers have included them, In the
second part of the chapter, balanced duplexers are described.

BRANCHED DUPLEXERS

BY HAROLD K. FARR

8.1. The Electrical Design of a Duplexer.—In selecting a switch it is
necessary to choose between the fixed-tuned and the tunable types.
Systems developed since the fixed-tuned tubes became available have
used these tubes almost exclusively. It is important to keep the number
of different adjustments in a radar system as low as possible. This not
only facilitates maintenance and tuneup but reduces the possibility of
incorrect adjustments. To attain this objective, it may be necessary
to make some concessions in performance.

It has been seen that the limitations in fixed-tuned ATR tubes may
lead to some loss. However, the usual tunable ATR cavity which has a
much higher Q may also cause losses due to temperature detuning or
transmitter-frequency drift. Furthermore, the reception of signals at
more than one frequency, which occurs when beacon reception is com-
bined with radar, may be extremely inefficient. There seems to be no
deterioration in performance using fixed-tuned TR tubes since the recep-
tion loss usually compares favorably with the corresponding tunable
tubes. If a narrow r-f filter happens to be desirable, as for image rejec-
tion, then, of course, a tunable TR tube may be preferred.

The ‘mechanical simplicity of the fixed-tuned ATR tubes makes
them cheaper than the corresponding tunable circuits. However, when

329
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length of life is taken into account, the cost of the fixed-tuned TR tubes
will be comparable with the tunable ones.

After the switches have been selected, the junction for the TR s~vitch
is the next consideration. .1 junction \rith 120° symmetry has the best
electrical properties, but for narron-band applications other kinds ~rhieh
offer mechanical advantages may be used. If a 120° junction is chosen
and if the lo~vest possible reception loss is desired over a wide band of
frequencies, the necessary alteration should be made to ensure that the
junction is equivalent to an ideal shunt or series circuit as explained in
Sec. 71. It would probably be impractical to attempt this with any
junction other than the 120° junction,

If the complete 120° symmetry is not used, there should, if possible,
be symmetry of the transmitter and antenna arms with respect to the
other arm since the proper transmitter match is most important. If the
two arms used for reception (or transmission) lack symmetry with
respect to the third, they should be checked for reflection loss with a
plunger in the third arm.

The ATR junction has been discussed in Chap. 4. At low power
level the only important aspect is its effect on the Q. At high power
level the problem is the same for both TR and ATR junctions. The
distance from the window to the waveguide wall must be adjusted to
give a good match for transmitter power. In principle, this is done at
high power level so that the switch will be broken down. In practice,
it is much simpler to make such measurements at low power level, and
to simulate the conditions of high power level by short-circuiting the
electrodes or detuning sufficiently. For low-Q tubes with large windows,
it is necessary to cover the inside of the window with Wood’s metal or
with some other conductive coating.

It is more accurate in one respect to make this sort of standing-wave-
ratio test at low power level. Because of the finite firing time of the arc,
the standing wave measured at high power will be an average of that
before and after firing although the standing-wave ratio of interest is that
measured after firing. If the detecting element reads average power, the
‘‘ apparent” standing-wave ratio in power at high power level is

where W is the total energy per pulse received by the probe, and W? and
W. are its maximum and minimum values as the probe is moved in the
slot. If it is assumed, for example, that the line is matched when the
tube is fired,

I

I
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where TI and TZ are the lengths of the portions of the pulse before and
after firing, PI= and PI. are the maximum and minimum powers in the
standing wave before firing, and P~ is the power after firing. If it is
assumed that the junction reflects completely before firing, PI. = O and
PI= = (V1,)2 = (2 Vz) 2 = 4P2 where VIZ and VZ are the voltages cor-

responding to the powers P,. and Pz, if unity impedance is assumed,

Finally,

TI
‘2=1+4Z”

If, for instance, the firing time is one tenth of the remainder of the pulse,
then rz = 1.4, whereas the actual standing-wave ratio after firing is 1,0.
This effect is not ordinarily noticeable for long pulses but may be so for
pulse lengths of 0.1 psec or less.

If the junction is to beused overa band of frequencies greater than
1 or 2 per cent, it will probably be necessary to mount the cavity \vith
the window flush with the \vallof the transmitter line although, for narrow
bands, it can be set back one-half wavelength.

High-Q cavities are often iris-coupled to the narro~v side of a wave-
guide simply by cutting a small hole in the waveguide wall. At high
power level the hole usually appears as a capacitive susceptauce of small
magnitude. This can be canceled by adding a small transverse strip
of metal on the opposite side, as for the inductive matching iris, or the
mismatch may be small enough to be neglected. If TR and ATR cavities
which have the same mismatch are mounted one-quarter wavelength
apart, the susceptances will cancel almost completely. Unfortunately
the ATR cavity usually has a much larger window than any high-Q TR
cavity. A voltage standing-wave ratio of 1.15 has been observed for
such a combination.

The window of a 1ow-CJcavity is distinct from the waveguide wall
and may, therefore, be moved in until the high-level match is achieved.
Specifications for the voltage standing-wave ratio of fixed-tuned tubes
are given in Table 4.4 of Chap. 4. Some of the 10-cm-band tubes could
doubtless be improved by changes in the mount.

Where a pre-TR switch is used, the TR cavity must be mounted
with the input window an odd number of quarter wavelengths from the
input window of the pre-TR tube. In the 10-cm duplexers this distance
is usually three quarters of a wavelength. This arrangement places
the input window of the pre-TR tube at a point of maximum voltage
when the TR tube is fired.

The distance between TR and ATR junctions must be adjusted for
best signal reception. For simple iris coupling to the main waveguide,
this distance is often very close to the nominal one-quarter or one-half
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wavelength. Therefore, it may be assumed that it is this distance and
the complete duplexer merely checked as mentioned below. For the sim-
ple types of waveguide junctions where the equivalent-circuit constants
are known, the correction to the nominal spacing can be calculated with-
out recourse to experiment but such calculations are valid only when the
cavity and other components are kept at a distance from the junction
of at least a quarter wavelength.

The experimental determination of the correct spacing is made in two
steps: a measurement on the ATR switch alone, and one on the TR
junction alone. With the .4TR switch tuned to resonance, the position
of the minimum point of the standing-wave pattern is found relative
to the ATR junction. Then by means of an adjustable short-circuiting
plunger in the transmitter arm, that position of the minimum point
relative to the TR junction which gives the best match for received signal
is determined. As explained in Sec. 7.7, this determination of the TR-
to-ATR distance is best done at a frequency corresponding to the wave-
guide wavelength given by Eq. (7.25). This is near, but not necessarily
at, the center of the band.

The measurement of the position of the standing-wave pattern rela-
tive to the ATR junction is the determination of the distance of plane
A of Fig. 4.1 from the center of the junction. This correction is small
and may be negligible. To make this test, it is necessary to add a tuning
adjustment to the cavity, if none is present, and to check for resonance
by measuring R with a plunger as described in Sec. 4.2. A small error
in cavity tuning would invalidate the phase measurement. To help
eliminate phase errors which arise if the ATR window is not properly
centered, the measurement should be repeated after the cavity has been
removed from the mount, turned 180°, and replaced. The two readings
can then be averaged.

After the TR and the ATR circuits have been combined, the TR-tc-
ATR distance should be checked again by measuring the voltage standing-
wave ratio looklng in from the antenna end. Because of the difficulty
of making accurate phase measurements in these tests, the distance may
be found to be in error at this point. To correct it, the plunger position
which gives the same impedance at the antenna arm as that given by
the ATR switch is determined. A measurement of the change in plunger
position from this point to the point of best match gives the error in the
TR-to-ATR distance.

If more than one ATR switch is used, the separation between cavitiea
must be determined at the same frequency used for the TR-to-ATR
distance. The data are given by the measurement already made on the
ATR switch. By using these data, the correct separation is the nominal
distance plus twice the correction given by the distance of the reference
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plane from the center of the tube, the correction being counted once for
each of the two tubes. For a series mount the correct separation maybe
slightly greater than the nominal one-quarter or one-half wavelength, as
indicated by an inductive susceptance B. in Fig. 4“10a. For a shunt
mount, the correction has the opposite sign.

When the two ATR switches have been combined with half-wavelength

spacing, their separation may be checked by the mutual-resonance

method of Sec. 7.10. The error in spacing is then given by Eq. (7.42).

This sensitive check is not applicable to quarter-wavelength spacing,

but for that spacing the separation is probably less critical. When

making this test, it is important to have both cavities tuned exactly to

resonance at the frequency for which the spacing is to be one-half wave-

length. Each cavity can be tuned separately by using the plunger

method if the other cavity is replaced by a short-circuited dummy.

In actual operation it is best for a fixed-tuned cavity to be set at a

frequency which will give equal susceptance at the two e~ds of the band.

As this may not be exactly the same as the frequency at which the line

lengths are adjusted, there may be a slight mutual resonance at some

frequency if two ATR cavities are used. As this effect will, very

probably, be small, it is better to tolerate it in order to have the mini-

mum loss at band edge.

8.2. Mechanical Design Problems.—A mechanical problem of con-
siderable importance is that of the method to be used for attaching
the TR and the ATR switches to the main waveguide or other com-

ponents. This problem was considered in Chap. 4 in connection with

the ATR switch, and some of the methods discussed there have been

applied to TR circuits. One of the most convenient methods is that of

the choke-flange coupling used for making ordinary waveguide con-
nections. The 1B26 TR tube at 1.25 cm, and the 1B24 and the fixed-
tuned TR tube at 3 cm, connect to a standard choke coupling with the
window in the plane of the flange to permit mounting flush with the wave-
guide wall. The choke-flange connectors used at 3 cm on the cavities

for the 724 tubes were mounted about one-quarter wavelength from the

windows which were placed one-half wavelength from the main

waveguide.

There is some difficulty in building a waveguide junction with a flush
choke coupling. Because of interference between the choke and the
waveguide, it is virtually impossible to do this in a series junction. In a
shunt junction it can be accomplished by eliminating the part of the choke
occupied by the waveguide and leaving two arc-shaped openings on
either side of the waveguide.

The lB2~ TR tube at 3 cm has been mounted on a simple 90° T-junc-
tion using split chokes in this manner. Fortunately, because of the
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peculiar fields at the junction, it was possible to obtain a good high-
level match with the input flange of the tube mounted 0.040 in. back
from the inside wall of the waveguide, a circumstance which greatly
facilitated the construction of the mount.

.4 duplexer designed at the Bell Telephone Laboratories made use
of a 1B2-1 TR tube and an ATR tube of similar construction, both
mounted on simple 120° H-plane junctions using split chokes. 1 In this
way the main ~vaveguide made a 60° bend at each junction but in opposite
directions and, consequently, the antenna and the transmitter arms were
parallel. The same choke construction was applied to the vestigial 120°
junction of Fig. 78.

At low power level the split chokes are satisfactory since the match
is not critical. At high power level, because of the distorted fields in--
the junction, a good contact may be required between the flanges of the
tube and the mount on the 120° junction. The 90° junction seems less
critical in this respect, but breakdown across the choke gap will occur
at powers where the 120° junction is satisfactory.

The high-Q cavities used at 10 cm are often attached permanently
to the main waveguide since the tubes may be replaced without, removing
the cavities. Similarly, an iris-coupled mixer may be permanently
attached to such a TR cavity. illost of the fixed-tuned 10-cm tubes
use the coiled-spring contact described in Chap. 4. In loop-coupled
circuits the input and output loops often plug into a keyed hole.

In many systems which must operate at high altitudes or which
handle high power, the r-f lines are filled with gas (usually air) under
pressure. For such a pressurized system special precautions are neces-
sary in order to make all joints airtight. Pressurizing a duplexer usually
means sealing off the cavities from the main waveguide. Of course,
only the components that carry the transmitter power need be pres-
surized. This eliminates not only the output circuit of the TR switch,
but even the interior of the cavity since the cavity is only weakly coupled
to the main line during transmission. Naturally the part of the cavity
that contains the special gas for the r-f discharge must be sealed off
from the atmosphere.

One way to pressurize a cavity is to enclose it completely and to
provide special pressurized fittings for the output terminal, the keep-
alive connection, and the tuning controls. Figure 8.1 shows an example
of this technique as applied to the 721A cavity used on ~-in. coaxial
line. The removable parts of the cover are sealed with rubber gaskets.
The 3-cm ATR tubes, 1B35 and 1B37, must be mounted in a special
holder, Fig. 4.20, which encloses the tube except for one end. These

I A, B. Crawford, “X Band Duplex Circuit for 1B24 Type TR and ATR Tubes, ”
BTL Report No. MM-44-16@92, Apr. 22, 1944.
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tubes have been pressurized by adding an outer flange on the holder to
take a cover that goes over the exposed end of the tube and by a rubber
gasket that seals the cover.

Tubes that have a glass window sealed in the iris of the cavity
may be pressurized by sealing the cavity to the waveguide with a rubber
gasket. The cavity window is then part of the pressurized system. At
3 cm the fixed-tuned TR tube and the tunable 1B24 tube are made to
fit the standard UG-40/U waveguide connector which is provided with a
groove for a rubber gasket. At 10 cm the fixed-tuned TR and ATR

tubes have a flat flange which compresses a flat rubber gasket. The
1B38 pre-TR tube carries no flange but is mounted in a housing which
has a joint with a flat flange and gasket. Since the pre-TR tube itself
is not sealed to the housing, the output waveguide and TR cavity must
still be pressurized.

Cavities that are iris-coupled to waveguide or to coaxial line have
been sealed by cementing polyglas across the input window. In 10-cm
waveguide duplexers a sheet about & in. thick is sealed to the inside
surface of the waveguide by means of Pliobond cement.

A problem analogous to pressurization is that of the elimination of
the r-f leakage. Where high transmitter powers are used, r-f energy
which radiates from joints in the transmission line may cause serious
interference with other circuits, particularly the automatic-frequency-
control circuit whose functioning is most critical during transmission.
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Of course, any method of connecting microwave transmission lines in-
volves efficient chokes or uniform contact to ensure a match. Even
when this is done, however, there may be appreciable leakage which
necessitates additional shielding. Where pressurization is not required,
metal gaskets may be used in the grooves intended for rubber pressuriz-
ing gaskets. These gaskets have been made by compressing thin shavings
of monel metal in a mold of the same shape as the gasket.

8.3. Duplexers in Coaxial Line. -Coaxial duplexers based on the
broadband T-junction described in Sec. 7“1 have been widely used for
10-cm-band radar systems in &in. diameter line. Figure 8“2 shows such
a duplexer with a 721A TR tube. The antenna connection is at the upper

left, and the magnetron transmitting tube is connected directly to the
side arm in the upper center. The distance from the junction to the
magnetron cavity is kept as small as possible to minimize the variation
in the cold impedance seen at the junction. Figure 8.1 is a pressurized
duplexer for &in. line. The loop-coupled mixer appears at the top of
the picture.

The effect of cold impedance on received signal for a duplexer of this
type was studied by R. V. Pound and Rose Berger for 10.7-cm magn~
trons. 1 They found that the cold impedance of these tubes was suffi-
ciently uniform to permit setting a manufacturing specification limiting
the standing-wave ratio to values greater than 20 db and the phase
variation to + 5 mm beyond that which is due to wavelength changes.
The maximum signal loss from improper cold impedance to be expected

1R. V. Pound and Rose Berger, “ Preplumbing of Tees for G-Band,” R.L Report
238, NOV. 3, 1942.
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anywhere within the 7 per cent band was then 0.8 db, of which 0.4 db
was caused by the finite standing-wave ratio of the magnetron.

Figure 83 illustrates a duplexer in &in. coaxial line using Iris-coupled
cavities and 721 A tubes. A circuit of this type was designed at Radiation

FIG.S.3.—Coaxialduplexerwithiris-coupledcavities.

Laboratory and represents one of the few coaxial applications of an ATR
switch. An iris-coupled TR cavity at 10 cm was also designed at the
Bell Telephone Laboratories.’

1J. P. Schafer,“ SCR-545StandardLoop OutputTR Boxes,” BTL MM-43-160-28
March 18, 1943,
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Figure 8.4 shows a small low-powered assembly of r-f transmitting
and receiving components for a 10-cm system using tubes of the light-
house type for transmitter and local oscillator. The TR cavitY with a
1B27 tube isseennear the center of thepicture andthetype Nantenna
fitting projects upward at the right center. Just to the left of this, the

FIQ. s .4.– -Ligt ring COIT rots,

side arm of the T-junction leads up to the input loop at the right side
of the bottom of the TR cavity.

The control of the transmitter cold impedance presented a special
problem in this system since the transmitter cavity was coupled to the
line by means of an adjustable probe. To get maximum power from the
transmitter it was necessary to compensate for the variation among tubes
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and cavities by an adjustment of this kind. This adjustment, however,
had a marked effect on the cold impedance, and it was usually necessary
to decouple the probe to a point at which the transmitted power was
somewhat below the maximum in order to get a satisfactory match for
the received signal.

At a later stage of development a study was made of the dependence
of the transmitted power and the phase of the cold impedance on the
depth and diameter of the probe for a number of transmitter tubes and
wavelengths.’ A junction distance and a probe design which would
minimize the over-all loss of trans-
mitted and received signal were
chosen. It was concluded that
the elimination of the probe ad-
justment by this design would
permit a loss totaling not more
than a few decibels for the usual
tubes and cavities.

8.4. A Double-tuned Duplexer.
The duplexer of Fig. 8.5 was
designed for 1050 Me/see and
differs rather radically from those
used at shorter wavelengths.
This device, which was developed
at Naval Research Laboratory,
provides for coupling the trans-
mitter, antenna, mixer, and local
oscillator d i.r e c t 1y to the TR
cavity. z For comparison, Fig.
8.6 is a schematic representation
of a more conventional radar sys-
tem. The transformers represent
coupling loops or irises in the
cavities of transmitter, TR switch,
and local oscillator. At high power

(a)

(b)
FIG. 8.5.—Duplexer for 1050 htcisec.

level the TR cavity introduces a short circuit in loop LZ so that the trans-
mitter is connected directly to the antenna. If the transmitter cavity is
sufficiently detuned when the electron beam is turned off, a short circuit
is introduced across loop L1 at low power level, and the antenna is coupled
directly to the TR cavity. Since the received signal differs from the
resonant frequency of the local oscillator by the intermediate frequency

1R. E. Taylor, ‘‘ TR Distance aad Fixed Probe Possibilities for the LHTR Unit,”
RL Report No. 5>12/27(44.

2M. Clark, “The DoubleTuned R, F. System:The TR Box,” NRL Report CItG-
56, Dec. 19, 1944.
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Transmitter TR cavity Local oscillator

~TmT@

kritenna Mixer
FIG. 8.6.—Radar r-f system.

of the receiver, theloop Li appears as a short circuit tothesignal’’’hichis

s

matched into the mixer. Likewise
L, is a short circuit for the !ocal-
oscillator power which also goes
into the mixer.

In the present duplexer the
transmitter and TR cavities were

LL.1w TR tu~

FXG. 8,7.4r0as section of the duplexer
for 1050 Me/see.

placed close together so that loops
L, and LZ could be replaced by a
single loop coupled to both cavities.
Similarly Li and L, were reduced
to one loop. In Fig. 8.5a the type
N coaxial fitting at the right is the
antenna connection, and that at the
left is the mixer lead. The TR
cavity consists of the central por-
tion of the large section of rectan-
gular tubing which forms the body
of the duplexer, and the open ends
of the tubing are the transmitter
and the local-oscillator connections.
The cavities of these oscillators are
attached directly to the duplexer
with the transmitter on the right
and the local oscillator on the left.
Figure 8.5b is a view looking in
from the transmitter end at the
antenna coupling loop.

The TR cavity is actually a
double-tuned circuit with a pass
band about 2.5 per cent wide at 3

db, The partition shown in Fig. 8.7 extending part way across the center
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of the duplexer divides it into two cavities with a common iris. There is
a post down the center of each cavity and a small gap between the post
and the cavity wall. The cavity voltage is developed across this gap
which, on the transmitter side, is formed by the electrodes of the TR
tube.

Two tuning rings which move along the two center posts of the cavi-
ties can bring any frequency from 950 to 1150 Me/see within the pass
band. These rings are made of silver-plated ceramic material supported
by a ceramic bridge. The tuning is linear with the displacement of the
tuning slugs and requires about Z-in. travel to cover the band of 200
Me/see. The two cavities must have the same characteristics to obtain
the proper bandwidth. This is accomplished by means of an adjustment
on the gap in the right-hand cavity to match variations in TR tubes.

7
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Frequency in Me/see
FIG. S.8.—Bandpass characteristics of the double-tunwl TR circuit.

F@n-e 8.8 shows plots of the transmission characteristics of the TR
circuit with the center of the pass band set at 1050 and 1150 Me/see.
The curve for 950 Me/see is similar to that for 1150 Me/see.

The attenuation through the TR cavity of the third harmonic of
the transmitter frequency was so slight (about 1 db) that a special thlrd-
harmonic filter was added between the TR cavity and the mixer to pre
vent crystal burnout.’

8.6. Waveguide Duplexers.—Figure 8.9 shows a waveguide duplexer
for the wavelength range 8.1 to 8.8 cm with shunt-coupled TR and ATR
cavities for the tunable 1B27 tube. Since the cavities are placed only
one-quarter wavelength apart, space limitations make it necessary to
mount them on opposite sides of the waveguide. The two coaxial
fittings projecting toward the camera are the connections on the rnixer
which is iris-coupled to the TR cavity. The large solenoid operates
the crystal gate which protects the crystal when the keep-alive current

1R. Novick, “The Double Tuned R-F System: The Mixer,” NRL Report CRG-57
Dec. 23, 1944.
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is turned off. The left end of the -waveguide goes, of course, to the
antenna, and the right end goes to the transmitter.

Fro. 810. -Duplexers for 10.7 cm.

The upper duplexer of Fig. 8.10 is used in the band from 10.3 to 11.1
cm with a series-coupled pre-TR switch and tunable 1B27 TR and ATR
tubes, the latter shunt-coupled. The TR and ATR junctions are one-
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half wavelength apart. The iris-coupled mixer is mounted on the TR
cavity and the crystal-gate solenoid to the right of the cavity. The
short waveguide at the top, which
makes an acute angle to the trans-
mission line, is a directional
coupler for checking system per-
formance. The system is pressur-

‘:m
ized with polyglas at the windows .:
of the TR and the ATR cavities S ..,- . .
and with a rubber gasket at the
flange on the pre-TR housing.

The lower duplexer of Fig.
8.10, which is also designed for the
10.7-cm band, has the same TR
and pre-TR circuit but uses two ~

JL12U
10.5 10.7 10.9 11,1

L in cm
FIQ. S.11.—Maximum reception 10SS for
10.7-cm band duplexer. The points

fixed-tuned series-coupled ATR are experimentalvalues, and the curve is
the calculated branching loss.

tubes separated by one-half wave-
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by assuming a I-dbloss for the TR circuit plus the maximum possible
branching loss by using the measured values of G and Q~ given in Table
4.4 for the 10.7-cm band ATR tube. The actual values of G and Q. for
the tubes used were not available and may have been somewhat different
judging by the low values for the experimental losses. The asymmetrical

FIG. 8.13.—A 3-cm duplexer for fixed ATR and tunable TR tubes.

FIG. 814.-Narrow-band fixed-tuned duplexer for 3 cm.

distribution of the experimental points is probably caused by some error
in the separation of the ATR cavities or in their tuning.

Figure 8.12 is an early 3-cm duplexer and mixer assembly. The
tunable cavities with 724B tubes are mounted one-half wavelength from
the main waveguide on series T-junctions one-quarter wavelength apart.
They are connected to the waveguide through choke-flange couplings
with knurled nuts and aligning pins. The mixer is tuned by the plunger
and tuning screws.

.4 more recent 3-cm duplexer is shown in Fig. 813, The rectangular
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box on the left is the mount for the fixed-tuned 1B35 ATR tube, The
tunable 1B24 TR tube is attached to the flange mounted at the center of
the waveguide to form a shunt junction of the vestigial 1200-Y type
shown in Fig. 7.8. The large-diameter groove in thk flange holds a
pressed metal gasket which prevents r-f leakage. The flange to the right
of thk one connects to a small attenuating waveguide which is used to
couple out one or two milliwatts of the transmitter power to operate the
automatic-frequency-control circuits for the receiver. The small cylinder

Fm. 8. 15.— Wide band fixed-tuned duplexer for 3-cm.

above the flange is the connection to a directional coupler. For mechani-
cal simplicity the separation between TR and ATR junctions is made one
wavelength rather than one-half wavelength. This is permissible since
the duplexer is designed to be used over a band only 2.6 per cent wide.

The duplexer of Fig. 8.14 is designed for the same band and has the
same ATR circuit but uses a fixed-tuned TR tube shown mounted one-
half wavelength from the main waveguide on a series T-junction matched
with an inductive iris in the TR arm. The external appearance of the
ATR mount is slightly different from the preceding model, but it has the
same interior and fits the same tube.

The duplexer of Fig. 8.15 uses the same tubes as the preceding duplexer
but can be operated over the much broader band of 12 per cent from 3.13
to 3.53 cm, This is made possible by mounting the TR tube flush with
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the main waveguide wall on a vestigial 1200 Y-junction and using two
ATR tubes one-half wavelength apart with the first tube one-half wave-

length from the TR junction.
Transmitter For the lower half of the band

K from 3.13 to 3,33 cm, 1B35 ATR
tubes are used, and for the upper
half from 3.33 to 3.53 cm, 1B37
tubes are used.

The duplexer shown in Fig.
8.16 is an attempt to place the
ATR tube close to the TR junc-
tion to avoid the adverse effects

Rece,ver of the variation with wavelength
FIG. 816.-Duplexer with TR and ATR of the distance between TR and

tubes at the same junction.
ATR tubes.’ The advantage of

this construction seems to be partly offset by the increased Q. of the
ATR cavity as shown in Table 4.3 of Chap. 4.

Figure 8.17 is a view of a duplexer for 1.25-cm wavelength with the
1B26 tunable TR tube in front. The waveguide connection just to the

FIG. S.17.—.4 1,25-cm duplexer,

left of the TR tube carries the r-f power for automatic frequency con-
trol. Another view of the same duplexer in Fig. 8.18 shows the mixer
attached just above the duplexer. The two coaxial fittings of the Bh’
type are the i-f leads from the two crystals, the left one for automatic

1Samuel, Crandall, and Clark, “Final Report on Broad-Band TR and ATR
Tubes,” NDRC-14-402, Sept. 30, 1944.
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frequency control and the right one for the radar signal. The 1B36
fixed-tuned ATR tube plugs into the lower part of the duplexer where it
is secured by the large knurled nut. The TR and the ATR tubes are
both series-mounted and spaced one-quarter wavelength apart.

8.6. Two-chdnnel Duplexers.—In certain systems it may be desir-
able to receive simultaneously two signals, for example, radar and beacon,
on two separate receivers tuned to different frequencies. A convenient
method of isolating the two channels is the use of two high-Q cavities,
one for each channel.

The assembly shown in Fig. 8“19 uses two tunable T; cavities with a
single pre-TR switch.’ Since in this instance the signals cliffered in

FIG. 8.18.—.4 1.25-cm duplexer and mixer,

frequency by about 6 per cent, the window of the radar TR cavity
appeared as a short circuit to the beacon signal and vice versa. The
additional TR cavity, therefore, introduced no complication in matching
the line to the receiver at either frequency. A tunable ATR switch was
used at the radar frequency but none was used for the beacon signal.
The branching 10SSof the beacon signal was minimized by a favorable
transmitter cold impedance.

The necessity for sharing the pre-TR tube should be noticed. Since
the window of a TR cavity mounted behind a preTR tube is three
quarters of a wavelength from the main waveguide, it presents a high
impedance at the main waveguide wall when tuned off resonance. If
each TR cavity were mounted with its own pre-TR tube at a diilferent
point on the transmitter line, the one nearer the antenna would interrupt
the signal destined for the further one.

11,. D. Smullin, “ Modification of CPS-6 Duplexer to Allow Simultaneous Beacon
and Radar Reception,” RL Report No. 53-4/16/46,
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FIG. 819.-Two-channel duplexer for 10cm with apre-TR tube.

-.~. ,.44 ,. ,.1

FIQ. 8,20.—Duplexer for twochannels using two ATR tubes.
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Figure 820 illustrates another fmm of two-channel duplexer. It
comprises an ATR switch for each channel, and since no pre-TR tube is
necessary, two TR cavities are mounted directly on the main waveguide.

8.7. An Attenuator Switch. -In some radar systems the transmitted
power is attenuated at times in order to confuse enemy listening stations.
This attenuation, which might be as high as 20 or 30 db, would normally
be introduced between transmitter and duplexer where it would not affect
the received signal. In some sets, however, it has proved more con-
venient to install the attenuator between duplexer and antenna and to
add an ATR switching device to allow attenuation only during
transmission.

Since it may be necessary for the attenuator to absorb virtually all
of the transmitter power, it is preferable to divert this unused Dower into
another line which can be termi-

nated in a special load capable of

high power dissipation. The power

entering the transmitter arm of Fig.

8.21 divides at the junction between

the antenna arm and the arm lead-

ing to a dissipative load. If the

extensions of the plungers in the

two stub arms differ by one-quarter

wavelength and if the two output

arms are matched, the impedance

seen from the transmitter arm will

be a match. By moving the plun-

gers synchronously, the transmitter

.

: Xg

To antenna

receiver
I:r<;. 821 .—Attenuator switch

power may be divided between antenna and load in any desired ratio.
The switch, which is fired during transmission, has no effect on the
plunger action.

The least power will reach the antenna arm when the plunger in the
left-hand stub arm inserts a high impedance in the line. At that time
the received signal would also be largely reflected if there were no switch.
The switch, however, ensures a low impedance for every plunger position,
and the signal encounters no mismatch except at the junction. When
all the transmitted power is being delivered to the antenna, the received
signal suffers no loss at the junction, lVhen maximum transmitter
power is being diverted to the load, the right-hand stub arm presents a
low impedance. The received signal at the junction is then presented
with a match in both the receiver and in the load arms. The power
divides equally between the two arms and, including reflections from the
terminating impedance Z. = 2, the total signal loss is 3.5 db,
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By an examination of the transmission ratio

P _l +x:
g– 2+ + x;

expressed in terms of the reactance X. of the right-hand stub, it may be
confirmed that the received signal loss always lies between O and 3.5 db.
If it is necessary, this loss can be obviated by a second switch on the right-
hand stub.

BALANCEDDUPLEXBRS

BY CAIULOLLW. ZABEi,

It becomes difficult to use the branched-duplexer technique when a
very flexible, broadband duplexing unit is desired, or when a c-w power
source is used instead of a pulsed power source. For these uses the
development of a variety of magic T’s has made possible a new technique.

Arm

FIQ. S.22.—A magic T.

8.8. Properties of a Magic T.
The general properties of a magic
T are most easily described by con-
sidering the symmetrical combina-
tion of an E-plane T and an
H-plane T (Fig. 8.22). This de-
vice is completely symmetric about
a plane which bisects the E-plane
and the H-plane T’s. If generators
and loads are placed on the various
arms in such a way that the sym-
metry of the device is not disturbed,
then the electric field in the wave-
guide must be either even or odd
about the symmetry plane, or it
must be a linear combination of the
even and odd fields. The sym-
metry of an electric field at a dis-

tance x from this symmetry plane is described by the equations

E(x) = E(–x),

if the field is even, or
E(z) = –E(–z)

if the field is odd. Let us consider, for example, a generator on arm (4)
and matched loads on the other three arms. The symmetry has not

been disturbed. Since the electric. field in arm (4) is even about the
symmetry plane, the electric field must be distributed with an even
symmetry throughout the entire structure. Thus at any instant of time
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the phase of a wave in arm (1) at a dktance d from the symmetry plane
must have the same phase as a wave in arm (2) at the same distance d

from the symmetry plane. Arm (3), however, will not propagate a
mode which is even about the symmetry plane, and therefore no power
will be coupled into this arm. In general there will be a reflected wave
in arm (4), but this can be eliminated by introducing a matching device
which is symmetrical about the symmetry plane, The device usually
employed is a post placed in the bottom of guide (1)–(2) projecting up
into arm (3). With this device in place, one-half the generator power
will couple to arm (1) and one-half to arm (2).

N“ext consider a generator on arm (3) with matched loads on the
remaining three arms. Here again the symmetry is preserved but now,
since the field in arm (3) is odd about the symmetry plane, the electric
field in the entire structure must be odd about the symmetry plane.
h-o power will be coupled into arm (4) because the only mode that arm
(4) will propagate has an even distribution of the electric field about the
symmetry plane. However, the phase, at any instant of time, of the
\vave in arm (1) at a distance d from the symmetry plane will be out of
phase with a wave in arm (2) at the same distance d from the symmetry
plane. Any reflected wave in arm (3) may be eliminated by introducing
a matching device symmetrically about the symmetry plane; this is
usually an inductive iris. Here again all the generator power divides
equally between arm (1) and arm (2).

The result of placing two coherent generators on the device may now
I)e considered: one on arm (3), the other on arm (4), and matched loads
on arms (1) and (2). Under these conditions, also, the symmetry is
not disturbed. Since arm (3) is independent of arm (4) the amplitudes
and the phases of the two waves may be varied independently. In partic-
ular, the amplitudes may be adjusted until they are equal, and the phases
adjusted until the wave coupled from arm (3) to arm (1) is in phase with
the wave coupled from arm (4) to arm (1). Arm 3
This adjustment makes the ]vaves in arm

(2) just out of phase, and hence no power

will be coupled to arm (2). Thus, ~vith

due regard to phase and amplitude, potver Arm 1

0

Wavegwde Arm 2
Junction

incident at arm (3) and arm (4) couples

only to arm (1). By reversing the direction

of time, therefore, power incident in arm (1) Arm4
couples only to arm (3) and arm (4), and not FIG, S.23.—.1 lmdess passive
to arm (2). The amplitudes of the waves four-terminal-pair network,

in arm (3) and arm (4) are equal and there is a particular phase relation-

ship between the two waves. The above argument may be repeated,

but this time the phases of the waves in arms (3) and (4) are adjusted
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so that the two waves coupled to arm (2) are in phase while the two waves
in arm (1) are 180° out of phase. By reversing time it is seen that power
incident in arm (2) is divided between arm (3) and arm (4), but the
relative phase of one of the waves differs from the former case by just
180°.

By matching arm (3) and arm (4), arm (1) and arm (2) have also been
matched and the coupling between arm (1) and arm (2) has been elimi-
nated. In fact, a four-terminal-pair lossless structure, Fig. 823, has
been made which has the property that power incident on any terminal
pair divides equally between the two adj scent terminal pairs with no
reflected power and no coupling to the opposite terminal pair.

There are many physical structures in waveguide and in coaxial
line which have the properties of a magic T. The magic T described
above has been widely used because of the simplicity of its construction.
Particular applications of magic T’s often require other types.

8.9. Linear Balanced Duplexer.—The use of a c-w generator in a
system imposes more stringent conditions on the duplexer than are
imposed by a system that involves the use of a pulsed generator. A
device is required which keeps the generator or transmitter disconnected
from the receiver at all times, and yet allows maximum coupling between
the transmitter and the antenna, and maximum coupling from the
antenna to the receiver. ~fore precisely, the product of the two coupling
coefficients must be a maximum.

Consideration of this problem shows that it is impossible to construct
a lossless three-terminal-pair network which will satisfy these require-
ments. It is desired that the coupling between terminals (I) and (2)
be zero, Fig. 8.24. If a wave is incident on terminals (l), there will

be, in general, a reflected wave at termi-
m2
E~ nals (1) and a transmitted wave from
z< terminals (3). Similarly if a voltage is

o

incident on terminals (2), there will be

Arm 1
a reflected wave on terminals (2) and a

Transmitter
~~c~i~er transmitted wave on term i n a 1s (3).

However, when the direction of time in

FIG. 824.-A lossless passive three- both cases is reversed, the self-contradic-
ierminal-pair network. tory result is obtained that either the

coupling between terminals (3) and (l), or the coupling between terminals

(3) and (2), must be zero. In other words, there is zero coupling, either

between the transmitter and the antenna or between the antenna and the

receiver.
It can be shown, however, that there does exist a Iossless four-terminal-

pair network which satisfies the requirements stated and that such a net-
work is the magic T. Figure 825 indicates the use of a magic T as a
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duplexer during transmission and reception. It is important to realize
that this is the best possible solution using a lossless four-terminal-pair
network and that this solution necessitates a 3-db loss of transmitted
power and a 3-db loss of received
power. Thus a total loss of 6 db is
the minimum attenuation possible
when this type of duplexing is used.

It is apparent that this device can
be used in microwave communication
in a mannerl entirely analogous to the
hybrid coil in low-frequency com-
munication. Several magic T’s may
be combined into a complicated
duplexing structure involving several
transmission lines or antennas.

These statements are easily proved.

Arm 3
Antenna or

transmission line

Arm, JL+——-——-+brm 2
Transmitter — Receiver

11 r
Arm 4

Matched load
FIG. 8.25.—A magic T as a linear

balanced duulexer.

With matrix notation and with reference to Fig. 8.24, the most general
three-terminal-pair device may be represented as

~]=~: :: ;;]~],

where a, is the incident complex amplitude in arm (i) and b, is the
scattered complex amplitude in arm (i). Amplitudes b; and ai are so
normalized that their absolute values squared represent the incident and
scattered powers.

If the device is
two conditions

If these two facts

linear and lossless, then its matrix must satisfy the

S,j = S,,:
SS*= 1.

are used and the scattering matrix is rewritten to
include the first requirements of a balanced duplexer, then

[1

s,, o S13
s= o 8.22S23

s,, s,, S33
Since SS* = [, this means that S13S~S = O. Thus either S,, or S23

must be zero. But S13 is the coupling from generator to antenna which

must not vanish, and S23 is the couPling from antenna to receiver which
also must not vanish. It must then be concluded that there does not

I W. A. Tyrrell, 1’Bridge Circuits for LIicrowaves,’) BTL MM-43-16C-23, Feb 12,
1942,
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exist a thre~terminal-pair, linear, lossless network that will satisf y the
requirements of a linear duplexer.

Let us now ask if there exists a linear, lossless, four-terminal-pair
network which may be used. It is desired that Sl, be zero, and that
IS,,I 21S,,12 be a maximum. Each termination may be removed and
replaced with a lumped impedance and a matched termination with-
out destroying any of its properties. That is, S12 will still be zero and
IS131‘ISZSI2 will still be the maximum. Now, however, i?JIIand S2, must
be zero. If this were not true the generator could be mismatched and
i$l~ increased without changing S29. But IS,3121SZ312is already a maxi-
mum, therefore SI ~ must be zero. Similarly S2,Zmust be zero. Now
the scattering matrix is

[1

00 LS13 S14

s = ]13 ;2, ;;: ~: .

~14 s24 5’34s44
Since SS * = I,

1s131’+ 1s141’= 1,
1s,,1’+ 1s241’= 1,

1s,31’ + 1s,31’+ Ih’,,1’+ IS3,12= 1,
Isl,l’ + 1s2,1’+ 1s34/2+ ]s441’= 1.

If the first two equations are added,

IS,,12 + IL$,412+ l&,12 + l&12 = 2.

From the second two equations

l~,,lz + IS2,1’ + ~S,41’ + l.!,,)’ + l~,,j’ + \&4j2 + Z&12 = 2.

Thus

1~,,1’ + ]Ag,,l’ + 21S34]’ = O,

and, since each term must, be positive, each term must vanish. From

(1)

(2)

Eqs. (2), this means that

1s,31’ + [s231’ = 1,
IS’,*I’ + /s,41’ = 1.

If these equations are substituted in 13q. (1),

IS131= 1s24[,
and

1s141= ]s231.

If the first of Eqs. (3) is squared

Is,,l’ls,,l’ = +(1 – Isl,l’ -

(3)

[s2314).
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E l~,~ljl~,~lzis a maximum, the derivative with respect to Sjsmust be
zero, or

,
21s,3[3– 1+(1 _’~:j312F =0,

and
I,s,,l’ = ;.

Ifthisresult issubstituted in13qs. (l) and(3)

This device is, however, the magic T. Therefore it has been proved
that the best possible four-terminal-pair, lossless, linear network for use
as a linear duplexer is the magic T. Furthermore, the maximum value
of 1~1,1‘IS*’ I2 is ~. The maximum amount of useful power iS thus 6 db
below the generator power, and the minimum amount of loss in such a
device is 6 db.

8.10. Nonlinear Balanced Duplexer.—If it is possible to acid non-
linear elements to a duplexer, much better use of the magic T may be
made. Let us consider, first, the possibilities when a pulsed magnetron
is used as the power source, and TR gas switches are used as the nonlinear
elements. It will be assumed that the waveguide type of magic T dis-
cussed in Sec. 8.8 is used.

Consider first an arrangement of two magic T’s as indicated in Fig.
8.26. Power incident in arm (4) TR switches
will divide between arms (1) and
(2) in an even fashion: at a given

&

1 ~-7
distance from arm (4), the voitage

1’
in arm (1) will be in phase with the L—J

voltage in arm (2). If the upper 4 3
H19 4’ 3’

path to the second T has the same 4 r-
electrical length as the lower path, 1,
the two waves will arrive in arms 2

2
L-J

(l’) and (2’) in phase. These two FIG. 8.26,—A lmlml{ed lnagir-T duplr.xrr

waves will thus couple only to arm (4’). Similarly, power incident in
arm (3) will arrive in arms (l’) and (2’) out of phase, and thus collp]e
only to arm (3’).

If a pulsed transmitter is placed on arm (4) and a TR switch is inserted
in the upper path at a distanced from the first magic l’, the TR switch }vill
fire, reflecting most of the power back to arm (1). The leakage power
will be incident in m-m (l’). A second TR s}vitch, identical ~rith the
first, may be placed in the lower path in various positions. If it is placed
at the distance d + &/4 from the first magic T, then the total path of
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the power from the T to the lower TR switch and back to the T will
be a half-wavelength longer than the similar path to the upper TR switch.
The reflected wave in arm (1) wiIl then be 180° out of phase with the
reflected wave in arm (2). Now the transmitter power will couple
only to arm (3), and the transmitter will see a matched load. The
leakage power from the lower TR switch will arrive in arm (2’) in phase
with the leakage power in arm (l’) from the upper TR switch, and,
therefore, the leakage power will all couple to arm (4’). A low-power
signal arriving in arm (3) will not fire the TR switches and, therefore,
will couple only to arm (3’).

Several observations may be made about the operation of such a
duplexer. First, the antenna is completely disconnected from the trans-
mitter when the TR tubes are not firing. Regardless of its impedance,
there will be no loss of signal to the transmitter. Since no ATR tubes
are required, it might be possible to make a device matched over a
broader frequency band than is possible by the branched-duplexer
technique,

Second, all the leakage power will be dissipated in the matched load
in arm (4’) while no leakage power is coupled to the receiver on arm (3’).
In order for this to be true, both the relative phase and the amplitudes of
the waves in arms (l’) and (2’) must be identical. Thus, not only must
the electrical length of the transmission lines or waveguides in the upper
path be the same as in the lower path, but the phase shift in the two TR
switches must be the same. In order for the device to be used over a
band of frequencies, the Q of the two TR switches must be identical.
Since the amplitudes of the two waves must be equal, the amplitudes of
the leakage powers from the two TR switches must be the same through-
out the entire magnetron pulse. This is difficult to accomplish. The
gas discharges in the two TR tubes must start at the same time and in
the same manner. In practice some leakage power enters arm (3’) to the
receiver. The leakage power from each TR tube must be low enough
to protect the receiver. The amount of decoupling of the leakage power
to the receiver must not be relied upon too heavily.

The bandwidth of this device is controlled by the impedance seen
by the transmitter and by the Q of the TR switch. The Q of the TR
switch determines the bandwidth in exactly the same manner as it deter-
mines the bandwidth for the branched duplexers. The standing-wave
ratio seen by the magnetron is determined by the difference in path to the
upper and to the lower TR switch. When the difference is exactly one-
quarter guide wavelength, there is no reflected wave. As the wavelength
is changed, the difference in path length is altered and a reflected wave is
produced. Moreover, the m-agic T it~elf has a finite band over which it is
well matched
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8.11. Ring-circuit Duplexer.—There are several balanced duplexers
that operate on the general principles discussed in Sec. 8.10, but which
differ physically. The power-handling capacity as well as the maximum
bandwidth varies considerably. They also differ in the type of magic
T used. The balanced dupleser that uses a combination of E-plane
and H-plane T’s is limited to po~ver levels of less than 150 kw, at 3 cm,
for arcing occurs at about that po~~er level around the matching post.
It has a bandwidth of about 12 per cent.

A magic T described as a ring circuit has been particularly successful
for maki~g a good balanced d~lplexer.

A ring circuit consists of a loop or ring,

Fig, 827, of waveguide to ]vhich four

waveguides are joined to form four E-

plane T’s. The electric vector is p~rallel

to the plane of the paper, The mean

circumference of the loop is one find one-

half guide ~vavelengths, The distance

between arms (1) and (3), (3) and (2),

and (2) and (4) is a quarter of a guide
~vavelength along the mean circumfer-

ence. The characteristic imDedance of

3A,,

I:lG 827. -Diagran1 of a
rirruit nlagiv T.

rirlg-

the loop is 1/{2 times that of the four arms.
If the E-plane T is considered to bc a pure series junction with no

junction effects, the properties of the ring circuit may be obtained by
the same general method used in Sec. 88.. The ring circuit is symmetrical
about a plane between arms (2) and (3). As before, fields that are even
and odd about the symmetry plane are considered. These two solutions
may be combined to give a general solution. First, if the electric field
is odd about the symmetry plane, the electric field must be zero at the
plane of symmetry. A sheet of metal maybe placed along the symmetry
plane without disturbing the fields.

Only one half of the ring circuit is now considered. The impedance
matrix of this device is obtained in the ordinary way from the linear
equations of a two-terminal-pair network,

V, = ZI,I, + zls~s,

V3= 21,11+ Z3313.
The impedance seen at the reference plane of arm (1), when there is no
current at arm (3), is 211. In the lower section there is, then, the
impedance of a short circuit, transformed one-eighth wavelength around
the loop, plus the impedance of an open circuit on arm (3), and the sum
transformed one-fourth wavelength to arm (1). This results in zero
impedance from the lower section at arm (1). From the upper section
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there is the impedance of a short circuit transformed three-eighths wave-
length or –j/~. Thus

’11 = $2”

Similarly, theother matrix elements are found with the result

Elect/icwatl ‘
(d)

‘i+ , ?;

Magnetic wall )

w
o

J!--@
“’L-jfi242

(c)

FIG. 8.28.—Diagram to illustrate the calculation of the scattering matrix of a ring-circuit
magic T.

For the even case the sheet of metal must be replaced with a magnetic
wall which maintains an open circuit at the symmetry plane. In this case

z H+*+-&.
even =1’

++2 -+2

In both cases the result of squaring the matrix is just – 1,

ZL, = –1,
Z:,m = _[.

The scattering matrix S is

s = (z – 1)(Z + l)-’,
or

s = (z’ – 2Z + 1)(Z’ – l)-’.
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IfZ2 = –[, then
S=z.

Hence, in the even case Z,, = S,1 = +j/@, and

359

this is the reflection

coefficient in arm (I). The complex wave coupled to arm (3) is
Z13 = S13 = j/@ The scattered waves in each arm for the two cases

tube

f
it

1.193’”
FIG. S.29,—Dimensions for a ring circuit at 3.33 cm.

are known, as indicated in Fig. 8.28a and b. The even and odd solutions
may be added in any way. For example, the two solutions shown in Fig.
8.28a and b may be added with the result, Fig, 8.28c, that a wave of
amplitude 2 is incident in arm (1) which couples a wave of amplitude
<2 to arms (3) and (4). No

wave is coupled to arm (2) nor is

there a reflected wave in arm (1).
By symmetry, it is seen that an

amplitude of 2 incident in arm (4)

will couple a wave of amplitude

{2 to arms (1) and (2) with no

reflected wave or coupled wave

to arm (3). From the same im-

pedance matrix, the result of a
wave incident in arms (3) or (2)

can be found (Fig. 8.28d, e, and f).
The Dower incident in any arm

1.4 -

1.3

Q

&ml - Arm2

g 1.2
>

1.1

1.0
3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5

Wavelengthin cm
FIQ. 8.30.—Standing-wave ratio of ring.

circuit magic T.

divid& equally between th~ two adjacent arms with no coupling to the
opposite arm and no reflected power. Thus, the ring circuit is a magic T.

It is obvious that the ring circuit is somewhat frequency-sensitive
since its operation depends upon correct line lengths. The voltage
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standing-wave ratio at arm (1) and arm (2), with matched loads on the
remaining arms, plotted against wavelength is shown in Fig. 8.30 for a
ring circuit constructed according to Fig. 829. Figure 8.31 is a plot

o~ 1,0 ~
3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5

Wavelength in cm Wavelength m cm

FIG. 8.31.—Cross coupling between arms FIC. 8.32.—Standing-wave ratio presented
(1) and (2). to the magnetron hy ring-circuit duplexer.

of the ratio, expressed in decibels, of power incident in arm (1) to power

coupled to arm (2).

A nonlinear balanced duplexer may be constructed with ring circuits.

As before, care must be taken in placing the TR switches if the maximum

FIG. 8.33.—Rkg-circuit duplexer
I__.. . .

milled from aluminum. The top half has been
removed to show the details. The two halves are split along the center of the wide side
of the wavegwde.

bandwidth is desired. As the frequency is changed, the standing-wave
ratio presented to the transmitter will change, not only from a change in
the characteristics of the ring circuit, but also from a change in the
electrical positions of the TR switches. In the ring-circuit duplexer,
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these two effects are nearly equal. If the TR switches are placed at
the correct distance from the ring circuit, the effects can be made to
cancel each other. On the drawing of the ring-circuit balanced duplexer
shown in Fig. 8.29 the positions of the TR tubes are indicated. The TR
switches are the broadband type 1B63. Figure 8.33 is a photograph
of a ring-circuit balanced duplexer milled from aluminum. The voltage
standing-wave ratio presented to the transmitter as a function of wave-
length is plotted in Fig. 832. The duplexer can be used up to peak
power levels of 350 kw at l-psec pulse length and a pldse recurrence
frequency of 500 per sec if the corners inside the E-plane T’s are slightly
rounded.

8.12. Practical Magic T’s.—In the discussion of the magic T which
consists of a combination of E-plane and H-plane T’s, Fig. 8.22, the
procedure that was followed in the matching of the junction was inher-
ently important in deriving the magic-T properties, To obtain the
desired result, it is necessary to match the two arms that lie in the
symmetry plane. It is clear, how-
ever, that had the arms which are
on each side of the symmetry plane
been matched, there \rould have
been no reason to expect that the
resulting construction would be a
magic T. The coupling between
opposite arms would not have been
zero, and the two arms in the plane
of symmetry would not have bum
matched. In the first case, four
independent adjustments are made,
the amplitude and the phase of a ~Ic. S34. -Position of post and iris
reflection coefficient in each of the for matching a magic T in ~-in. by l-in,

two arms in the plane of symmetry.
waveguide.

In the second case, only two adjustments are made, since the resulting
device must remain symmetrical. For this type of symmetry, four
independent parameters in the two arms are necessary. These arms are
in the plane of symmetry.

These four adjustments may be made in a variety of ways all of which
depend upon the shape of the device and the desired bandwidth and power-
handling capacity. As seen by Fig. 834 the H-plane arm is matched
by adjusting the length and the position of a cylindrical post placed
inside the junction while the E-plane arm is matched by the size and
position of an asymmetrical inductive iris. The post is 0.125 in. in
diameter and 0.650 in. high. The iris is 0.032 in. thick. This method of
matching results in a magic T that is less frequency-sensitive than a
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magic T in which both arms are matched by using lumped constants such
as capacitive or inductive irises. The 10-cm-band magic T is similarly
matched, as shown in Fig. 835. The post is 0.375 in. in diameter and
is 1,750 in. high. The iris is 0.032 in. thick. The 1.25-cm-band magic T
has the post replaced with a metal fin, Fig. 8.36. The irises are 0.020 in.

FIG. 8.35.—Position of post and iris for matc}~ing a magic T in 1~-in, by 3-in. waveguide.

S.36.—Position of post and iris for matching a magic T in ~-in. by A-in. waveguide.

thick. The frequency sensitivities of the three magic T’s are shown in
Figs. 8.37, 8,38, 8.39. The curves show the standing-wave ratio VS.
wavelength in each arm for magic T’s before anti after the matching
devices are added.

It is seen that the standing-wave ratios for the unmatched magic T
are high. By changing the dimensions of the various arms, these
standing-wave ratios may be lowered considerably and the final match
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4.0 \
\ E‘-arm \

\
~ (unr latched)

\
\

3.5 — –L,. \
\’\

\
\\ \

\
J.’. \

3.0 —-- ., ---

I

I

2.0

1,5
-.

1.0. (unmatct ed)

8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0
Wavelength in cm

FIG. 8.37.—Effects of a post and iris for matching a magic T in 1}-in. & 3-in. waveguide.

4.0

3.5 H-arrr
(unmatched)
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- --J_, _ ——.

1-
—-— ———- ____ ——_. -———

3.0
1

~ 2.5 E.a rm
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‘.
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‘ -L\-

___
2.0 -- -—_. ____ - ____

E-arm

1.5
d Side arm

E-arm

Side arm
----
H-armJ —-— ____

1.0 L— —
3.10 3.15 3.20 3.25 3,30 3.35 3.40 3.45 3.50

Wavelength in cm
Fm. 8.38.—Effects of a poet and iris for matohlng a magicT in i-in. by l-in. waveguide.
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more easily attained. Such a magic T has been constructed’ at the
Telecommunications Research Establishment in England. If the
E-plane arm is considered to be a pure series connection with no junction
effects, a match in this arm could be attained by making the charac-
teristic impedance of the symmetrical arms one half the characteristic
impedance of the E-plane T. Quarter-wavelength transformers or a
tapered guid~ may then be used to return to a guide of standard size.
It is convenient then, to have the H-plane arm also of the reduced
dimensionsat the junction. Over a band of wavelengths from 3,05cm

‘7-----:---~ ‘n;:1::
3,0 ~-. -_ E-arm----

/“‘ --- (unma~hed)
-- ---

/ ---
----- -— ___ ____

~ 2.5 ,:/
$

/1

1’
2.0 ;

/

Sbdearm E-arm

_ $mmatchad) > /

1.5 - ---- .-- —— - ______
Side a;;

~ ~ - ~ ‘ H-arm
— ~

1.0
1.21 1.22 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1,27 1.28 1.29

Wavelength in cm
Fm. 8.39.—Effects of a post and iris for matching a magic T in ~-in. by ~-in. waveguide.

to 3.30 cm, an unmatched magic T constructed of guides having inside
dimensions 0.9 in. by 0.4 in. and 0.9 in. by 0.2 in. had a voltage standing-
wave ratio in the E-plane arm of about 1.16, in the H-plane arm of 3.3,
and in the side arm of 1.61. If these figures are compared with the curves
in Fig. 8.38, it is apparent that the match of the series arm is great] y
improved, with no effect on the shunt arm and without too drastic an
effect on the side arms. Final matching was accomplished by matching
the series arm with a large post and then matcKlng the shunt arm with a
small post, Fig. S’40. The resulting curve of voltage standing-wave ratio
vs. wavelength for the magic T, which includes the quarter-wavelength
transformers, is shown in Fig. 8.41 for an experimental model.

1Private communicationfrom P. R. Tunnicliffe,TRE, Jan. 16, 1946.
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Considerable care must also be taken in matching the ring-circuit
magic T. In the discussion in Sec. 8.11 it was assumed that the junction
effects of the E-plane T could be neglected. It is seen from the fre-

FIG. 8.40.—Modified magic T.

quency-sensitivit y curves, Figs. 8.30 and 831, that this assurrrption was

allowable for the 3.3-cm band for the l~in. by +-in. waveguide. N1easure-

ments made on a ring-circuit magic T for the 10.O-cm to 11.2-cm band

using 3-in. by lj-in, waveguide

show curves very similar to Figs.
8.30 and 8.31. However, \rhen
plungers were put in firms (3) and
(4) no position of the plunger
could be found }vhich Lvould give
a low standing-wave ratio in tkm
remaining arms. Apparently the
simple series-circuit assumption
cannot be used here, By chang-
ing the size of the center post,
Fig. 829, from 1.972 in., which is

1.50,

1.40
1

H. arm
/

Wavelen@hi~ cm

llu. 8.41. —l’requency sensitivity of tho
modified magic T,

the calculated value for 3-in. by l&in. waveguide, to 2.100 in,, the plunger
position can bc found and a curve similar to Fig. 832 is obtained. How-
ever, the standing-~r:ive ratios when the short cirmlits are replaced by
matched loads are high and the cross attenuation is much lower.
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Some of these difficulties arise from the failure of the assumption
that the junction effects are unimportant, and some from the very close
spacing of the E-plane T’s. With theequivalent circuit of the E-plane T
available, the junction effects may be included in the design. The second
difficulty may be removed by adding correct line lengths between the
various arms. Although the argument stated in Sec. 8.11 is not applica-
ble when sufficient symmetry is lacking, it can be shown that the magic-T
properties are retained if any number of guide wavelengths are inserted
between any of the arms provided that the total number of half wave-
lengths added to the entire ring is even. If this rule is followed a great
many alterations on the simple ring circuit can be made.

For a wavelength of 3.3 cm and a waveguide size of 1 in. by ~ in. by
0.050 in. wall, neither of these considerations is of importance. At a
wavelength of 1.25 cm and a guide size of ~ in. by ~ in. by 0.040 in. wall,
it is easily seen that the arms must be spaced so closely that they run
into each other. Here obviously it is necessary to apply the rule just
stated. Each addition of length increases the frequency sensitivity
considerably, and therefore the addition of line lengths should be avoided
if possible. It is not certain if the junction effects must be considered.
To the author’s knowledge, no ring circuits based on these considerations
have been constructed.

The alteration of the line length between the arms is not the only
transformation that can be made on the ring-circuit magic T. From
the discussion in Sec. 811, the scattering matrix of the ring-circuit magic
T is seen to be

[1

0011
0 –1

s=j+:_l () ;“

1100

The solution for Z in Eq. (4) is

z = (1 + S)(1 – s)-’
or

z = (1 + 2s +s’)(1 – s’)-’,

Since S’= –I, Z=S

[1

0011

0 –1z=j+; _l o :“

1100

If a transformer with a turn ratio of n: 1 is placed on one arm of the magic
T, the impedance matrix of the new structure is found by multiplying
the corresponding row and column by n or by v“Z where Z is the relative
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characteristic impedance of the new transmission line compared with the
old line. If transformers are put on each arm, the new impedance
matrix will then be

Z. = MZM,

where

‘=l:r:.i!”
As an example, let Z, = Z, = 1, 2, = Z1 = 2. Then the product MZM

results in

[1

0011
0 –1

Z.=j~_lo~.

1100

This matrix may be considered as the sum of four matrices. Three of
these matrices are one-quarter-wavelength lines and one is a three-quarter-
wavelength line, all of a characteristic impedance of 1,

‘n=’F:i:l+’!:::l+ ”””
Thus, there is a new magic T which is shown in Fig. 8.42. With other
choices of the 2,’s a great many variations are possible,

FIG. 842.-A transformed ring-circuit FIG. 843.-A right-angle ring-circuit magic
magic T. T.

These considerations are also applicable to a magic T of another type.

This is called the right-angle ring circuit. This ring circuit consists of

four one-quarter-wavelength lines, two with a characteristic impedance of

1, and two with a characteristic impedance of 42, which connect four
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terminal pairs, l?ig. 843. Byapplying themethod used on the ordinary
ring circuit, the scattering matrix and the impedance matrix may be
found,

and

OOlj
OOjl

1

ljoo’
jloo

1 0 *’

OfloZ=j 1
0%/’ 201

The same rule for adding line lengths between the various arms applies
here. and new structures mav be found by adding transformers to the

=1

4

Yo=lJ7-

(a) (b)
FIG. S44.-Coaxial ring-circuit magic T’s.

arms as is done for the ordinary ring circuit. It will be observed from
the scattering matrix, however, that the voltage coupled from arm (1)
to arm (4), or from arm (2) to arm (3), is now 90” out of phase with the
wave coupled from arm (1) to arm (3), or from arm (2) to arm (4).
If a balanced duplexer were made with a ring circuit of this type, the TR
switches would have to be placed at equal distances from the ring circuits.

The construction of magic T’s is not limited to rectangular waveguide.
A variety of magic T’s maybe made from coaxial lines and from combina-

tions of waveguide and coaxial line. The discussion presented in Sec.

8.8 was based on the series and parallel natures of the ~-plane T and the

H-plane T, Fig. 8.22. It is easy to repeat the symmetry arguments with

the ~-plane T replaced with a coaxial probe, or the H-plane T replaced

with a coaxial loop, or both substitutions made at once. As has been
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pointed out, matching must be accomplished in the series and in the
parallel arms.

Coaxial lines may be used in both types of ring-circuit constructions
as indicated in Fig. 8.44. The coaxial T shown is a parallel circuit and,
therefore, admittances are easier to handle. The scattering and admit-
tance matrices may be found as in the series cases. Although several
coaxial ring circuits of the type shown in Fig. 8.44b have been constructed,
no performance data are available.

8.13. Circular-polarization Duplexer.—A third variation in the
design of a balanced duplexer uses magic T’s which involve a round
waveguide. As an example of such a magic T, consider the construction

indicated in Fig. 8.45. The two symmetrical arms of the magic T, arms

&Arm 3

0’-7

41;

Arm 2+—

( Arm 4-r_

.-
Arm 4

,

A
FIG. s.45.—A magic T using round w-awguidc.

(1) and (2), are the two perpendicular polarizations in the round wave-
guide. The analysis of the junction proceeds in exactly the same manner
as in Sec. 8.8. For the ordinary magic T of Fig. 822, in order to obtain
a matched magic T, the matching must be accomplished in arms (3) and
(4). Arm (4) can be matched to arms (1) and (2) by using a quarter-
wavelength transformer between the rectangular and the cylindrical

guides. The transformer shown in Fig. 8.46 is approximately a quarter-

~vavelength long, and its impedance is approximately correct for a transi-

tion betw-eer. transmission lines of different characteristic impedances.

End effects and the change in cross section alter both the length and the
Z“ of the transformer. At 1.25 cm the choice of dimensions of the rec-
tangular and the cylindrical guide is such that a match can be obtained
in arm (3) by simply adjusting the distance between arms (3) and (4).
At 3,3 cm a matching iris is necessary.

The advantage of using a magic T with round guide in a duplexer
becomes apparent if the magnetron and antenna are visualized as placed
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on arms (-l) and (3), for then the two TR switches are in the same guide.
The t~vo switches can, in fact, be made into a single tube. The difference
in the electrical path length from the magic T to the TR switch for the
two arms, arm (1) and arm (2), must be a quarter of a guide wavelength,
as in the previous duplexers. N’ow, however, the physical distance
between the magic T and the TR switch is the same for the two arms
since they are in one waveguide. The guide wavelengths in arms (])

/

0.701”

lr
0.170”

~ q ~0.420”

6*

0.157”,1 II
,1

,, II

J

II ,1
II ,1 0.196” ~ I ‘ 0.350”

,)1 j

\w

~’-– -–– J
+

\
;0332,, “w ‘--=: =--- -

,,
1’ ~

FT~, 8.46. —Din~r)lsion> of 1,25-cnl-barld circular n,agic T.

-qq~

0.215” 0,215”

LJ3LI ,,—, J3’~,:, 4,,,
—~ UL.---J: r

Magic T + Ag TR + A9 Magic T

plate switch plate

B1(,, &48.-L)iagran1 of circular-polarizatlull {IUIJIV.rr

and (2) bet~veen the TR and the magic T must, therefore, be :dtered t<)
result in a {~ll:~rt,er-~va~’clengtlldifference in electrical path length. III
other words, if X; and k: are the vavelengtbs in arms (1) and (2) respec-

tively, then
?r

1 = z= 2- z=,

A; – A:

where 1 is the length of the section of the cylindrical guide in Ivhich thv

guide wavelengths differ. The change in guide wavelengths may IN
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> accomplished by using an elliptical section of guide, by inserting a fin
into a circular guide, by using lumped constants such as a number of
capacitive posts, or by using a dielectric slab in circular guide. The
second method is illustrated in Fig. 8.47. The stepped construction on
each end of the fin is a quarter-
wavelength transformer to match
into and out of the phase-shifting
section.

The waves in arm (1) and arm
(2) m-e thus in phase with each
other when they enter the section
of guide containing the fin, and
are 90° out of phase with earh
other as they leave the section.
Before entering the section con-
taining the fin, the combined wave
will thus be a linearly polarized
wave whose electric vector is
either parallel to or perpendicular
to the symmetry plane of the
magic T. After leaving the fin,
the combined wave is either a

Resonant windows

Resonant window Resonant cross

FIG. S.49.—Tlt s~vit[h.

right-hand or a left-hand circldarly polarized wave. The section of wave-
guide containing the fin is thus the microwave equivalent to the quarter-
wavelength plate used at optical frequencies.

2.01

1.22 1.24 1.26 1,28
Wavelengthin cm

FIQ. S51).-B:111d~vi,itll of TI{ switch of Fig. 8.4!)

The circukw-polarization dllplexer will, therefore, consist of two magir
T’s in cylinclriral gllidej t}vo quarter-wavelength plates, and a TR switch
in cylindrical guide, Fig. 8,48. The opemtion on both 10]v and high
power is identical to that of the balanced d~lplexers previmlsly described.

The TR switch must transmit t~vo perpendicular polarizations, for
example, the waves in arms (I) aIMl(2). Fkure 849 indi~ak a possible
construction. The orientation of the resonant cross is not important
since a circularly polarized \Va\’eis symmetric abollt the direction of
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propagation. Figure 8.50 shows the voltage standing-wave ratio which

the TR switch presents to the quarter-wave plate. lt is seen that over

the frequency band shown the maximum loss is 0.5 db. Figure 851 is

1.5

h

Magnetron

s03 Signal
>

1.0
1.22 1.24 1,26 1.28

Wavelengthin cm

FIQ, 8.51 ,—Standing-wave ratio as seen by tbe magnetron and signal

the over-all voltage standing-wave ratio of the duplexer as seen by the

magnetron and the antenna of an experimental circular-polarization

duplexer shown in Fig. 852.

When the leakage pulse is observed on a fast oscilloscope, the energy

appears to be almost entirely in the spike. The total energy transmitted

I~l<;, S52. -Duplexes for 1.’25 cm eIllrlloyiIlg
vi! rulu L,olalizatlon.

by the TIt switch, for example,

the amount of energy per pulse

entering the matched absorber in

arm (4), is 9 ergs. The energy

per pulse absorbed by the rrystal

is 0.06 erg. The decrease in leak-

age energy accomplished by the

magic T and the quarter-]vave-

length plate is thus 22 db. This

measurement was made only at

the center of the 1,25-cm band.

The maximum amount of prover

ivhich the dl~plexer will transmit

at atmospheric pressure is 87 kw

at 0.3 psec pulse width, 55o pps

repetition frequency.

8.14. Turnstile Duplexer.—A

balanced duplexer that employs a

circularly polarized wave but does

not use a quarter-wavelength plate

can be const ructecl with a six-terminal-pair ne~w-ork called “ the turn-

stile, ” Fig. 853. I,et us consider three experiments performed with
matched terminations on 5 arms, and ]vith a matched generator on the

remaining arm of the turnstile.
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1. With thegenerator on arm (6), Fig. 8.54a jinthecylinclrical guide,

make an adjustment of two parameters, such as a post diameter and

length indicated in l’ig. 8.55, until

there isno reflected wave. Since the
4+

<
device is symmetrical about a plane

through arms (3), (4), and the cylin- ~1-ot

drical guide, no power will be coupled

to arms (3) and (4). The electric

field of the wave in arm (6) is odd
about the plane of symmetry. Such
a field will not propagate in arms (3) ‘%%~
and (4). The waves in arms (1) and
(2) are equal in amplitude and are
180° out of phase with each other.
If unit power is incident in arm (6),

J

Arm
the voltages in arms (1) and (2)

+

2

may be characterized by + I/@ Arm6
and – 11~.

2. From Experiment (1) it must
Arm Arm

4 3

be concluded that if unit power is

T

Arm5
incident in arms (1) and (2), Fig, 854b,

such that their respective voltages are
Arm

1
180° out of phase, no power \vill be
coupled to arms (3), (4), and (5) while (b)

the amplitude of the wave in arm (6) FIQ. 8.53.—A turnstile junrtion,

will be W. There will be no reflected wave in either arm (1) or arm (2).

3. If a generator is placed on arm (1) only, Fig. 8.54c, there will

be, in general, a reflected wave and a wave which is coupled to each

-v+
F=-&&’,jjjKo:Ajg!d
l+rmv+trmr~ +1 a+l +1

+fi

(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIO. 8.54.—Diagram to illustrate the matching of a turnstile junction, In (a) the

directionof theincidentwaveis into the paper;in (b), (c), and (d) the waves emerge from
the plane of the paper.

of the remaining arms except arm (5). From the symmetry of the turn-
stile the power coupled to arms (3) and (4) will be equal and the waves in
phaae with each other. When unit power is incident in arm (l), the
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amplitude of the wave coupled to arm (6) will be @2 as indicated by

Experiment (2). Comparing Ilxperiments (2) and (3), it is observed

that for consistency it is necessary that the reflected Ivave in arm (1)

be equal to the transmitted wave in arm (2), a = B. If now by a second

adjustment a = 0, then /3 = 0, and necessarily, 8 = ~. This is a device

I#F
0.350’

E
o.lw”~

0= 0,065” h+1~
b 0

0

‘m

1;

*

: :’,-.7 -+, -J
~1.,.l r ‘-

--l_ -L. _’ -L___

‘:

0
0

FIG. S.55.—Dimensions for a matched
turnstile iunction at 1.25 cm.

whose properties are indicated in

Fig, 8.54d. If a wave is incident in

any one of the rectangular wave-

guides when the remaining guides
are terminated in their characteristic
impedances, one-half the incident
power will couple to one polarization
in the cylindrical guide, and one-
fourth the power will couple to each
of the adjacent rectangular guides.

o

1

i[=~

$@

%2-7

.

II ,,
d

I d++
1

FI~. 8.56.—Turnstile with
short circuits on two arms.

No power will be reflected, and no power will be coupled either to the
opposite rectangular arm or to the perpendicular polarization in the
cylindrical guide.

For duplexing purposes a short circuit is placed in arm (3) and one
in arm (4), Fig. 856. If the short circuits are placed so that one of them
is one-quarter guide wavelength farther from the plane of symmetry
than the other, the two reflected waves will arrive at the cylindrical
waveguide 180° out of phase with respect to each other. This condition
is equivalent to Experiment (2). The two waves, therefore, will couple
to arm (5) in the cylindrical guide and no power will be coupled either to
arm (1) or to arm (2). The resultant wave in the cylindrical guide will
depend upon the relative phases of the two perpendicularly polarized
waves in arms (5) and (6). If the pogitions of the two short circuits are
adjusted, maintaining the one-quarter guide wavelength relative displace-
ment, the phase of the wave in arm (5) may be varied without changing
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the match of the modified turnstile or the coupling from arm (1) to arm
(2). In particular the phase ~ay be made just 90° clifferent from the
wave in arm (6). The resultant wave will then be circularly polarized.
Critical dimensions are shown in Fig. 855 for the 1.25-cm band.

It is clear that the modified turnstile accomplishes everything that
the round magic T and the quartm-~vavekmgth plate accomplished in
the previous duplcxer. Two such turnstiles and a TR s~vitch for round

F1~, S.57.—BeJanced duplexer employing turnstile junctions.

q \//

LQ2 1.24 1.26 1.28
Wavelength in cm

FIQ. 8.58. —Frequ6llcy sensitivity of turnstile duplexer at high powers,

guide, Fig. 8.57, form a balanced duplexer which functions in a manner
identical with the circular-polarization duplexer of Sec. 8.13. The
frequency sensitivity at high power level is shown in Fig. 858. At low
power level the modified turnstile has a voltage standing-wave ratio of
less than 1.1 over the band of wavelengths from 1.22 to 1.28 cm. The
over-all frequency sensitivity of the turnstile duplexer is, therefore,
approximately that of the TR switch, as shown in Fig. 8.50 of Sec. 8.13.



CHAPTER 9

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

llY H. A. LEITER

The measurements of the r-f properties of TR and ATR tubes and
of complete duplexers usually involve only standard techniques common
to all microwave measurements. The emphasis, however, is not neces-
sarily the same, and in many cases it is desirable to develop more or
less specialized test equipment and procedures. one of the most impor-
tant reasons for the development of specialized test equipment is the
necessity for mass-production testing of the tubes by relatively untrained
personnel.

h’Measurements on TR tubes and duplexers may be classified under
three headings: (1) low-level r-f measurements, (2) high-level r-f mes,sure-
ments, and (3) d-c measurements. The low-!evel r-f measurements on
TR tubes include tuning, insertion loss, Qoj QL2, coupling, and keep-alive
interaction. The measurements on ATR tubes include tuning, QOand
QLZ,and coupling. Duplexer low-level measurements are concerned ~vith
tuning, maximum and minimum insertion loss for various magnetron
impedances, and bandwidth. High-level r-f measurements must be
made of arc loss, arc leakage power, spike leakage energy, direct-coupling
attenuation, harmonic leakage power, high-level standing-wave ratio,
and recovery-time characteristics. D-c measurements are concerned
with the keep-alive characteristics. They include minimum firing volt-
age, firing time, oscillations, and volt-ampere characteristics.

For the general background and a fuller description of microwave
test equipment and transmission-line components, the reader is referred
to the following volumes of this series: “ Microwave Transmission
Circuits” Vol. 9 and “ Technique of Microwave Measurements” Vol. 11.

9.1. Basic Low-level Test Equipment.-The fundamental test setup
for low-level measurements from which almost all others are derived,
consists of an r-f signal source, suitable level-setting and padding attenu-
ators, a power monitor and wavemeter, a slotted section or standing-
wave detector, and the object under test which may or may not be
followed in the transmission line by a second, slo\ted section and a
matched load or power measuring device. With such a setup, the
impedance (magnitude and phase of the standing-wave set up by the
test object), loaded and unloaded Q, insertion loss, tuning, and other

376
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properties can be measured. The measurements maybe made in coaxial

or waveguide transmission lines depending upon the object under test
and the particular frequency band. In the 10-cm (3000 bIc/see) band,
waveguide and coaxial lines find almost equal use. At 3 cm and below,
almost all measurements are made in waveguide. In fact, almost the
only coaxial lines used are flexible dielectric-film cables. Although
it is dangerous to generalize, it is probably true that waveguide test
benches are more flexible and accurate than those made of coaxial lines.
It is easier to make matched variable attenuators, matched loads, and
good slotted sections in waveguide, chiefly because there is no center
conductor to support. At wavelengths greater than 10 cm, waveguide
finds little use because of its great bulk. A typical 10-cm bench using
Ii in. by 3 in. waveguide which includes two slotted sections, two attenu-
ators, and a matched load may be 5 ft long and weigh 30 lbs.

Signal sources most commonly used are klystrons or parallel-element
triodes of the “lighthouse” construction. Reflex klystrons, because
they are much more easily tuned, have replaced two-cavity klystrons.
With present detecting and measuring techniques a power level of 50
to 100 mw from the tube is ample for most measurements. These power
levels may be obtained with the 21<28 and 2K41 klystrons in the 10-cm
band, and with the 2K39 tube at 3 cm. The 2K39 and 2K41 tubes have
integral cavities and operate at beam potentials of 1200 and 600 volts,
respectively, with reflector voltages about —200 volts with respect to
the cathode. The 2K41 tube may be turned over a range from about
8.8 cm to 14 cm, but only about a 10 per cent tuning range can be obtained
on the main tuning knob. The 2K39 tube may be tuned over a 12 per
cent band from 3.1 to 3.5 cm by the tuning control. With 1500 to 2000
volts between anode and cathode, the output power of these tubes may
be pushed to 0.5 to 1 watt.

The 2K28 tube is a cell-type tube that is used with an external cavity.
It operates at lower voltages than the 2K41 tube and produces 100 mw
at a beam voltage of 300 volts. This, however, is almost its maximum
output power. The tube may be tuned from about 8.5 to 12 cm in a
simple waveguide cavity with two short-circuiting plungers. The
2K25 tube is a low-power tube in the 3-cm band. The output power is
about 30 mw at 300 volts. The 2K25 and 2K28 tubes, because thev are
easily tuned and require smaller power supplies, are usually used in
preference to the 2K39 and 2K41 tubes if the lower output @wer is
suficient.

The 2C43 (lighthouse tube) triode is most useful above about 15 cm
wavelength. It too operates on about 200 to 300 volts. It suffers from
the fact that it haa no electronic tuning as the reflex klystrons have;
but it requires a simpler power supply.
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The r-f power from each of these tubes is coupled out through some
form of coaxial line. All except the 2K25 tube are coupled to the
main line by a flexible coaxial cable. The 2K25 tube is arranged to
mount directly on the waveguide (1 by ~ in. by 0.050 in. wall) with no
intermediate fittings. The use of flexible cable has many advantages;
but it must be recall@ that the fittings used to join these cables together
(type N fittings) may introduce standing waves of as much as 1.5 or 2 in
voltage. Thereforej where it can be avoided, measurements should never
be made through such connectors.

Lossy cables are used whenever possible between the r-f generator
and the other test equipment, in order to isolate the oscillator from effects
of mismatch in the unit under test. Transitions from cable to coaxial
line usually involve a type N r-f connector and a tapered section, or
section of line containing step transformers, to afford a match from the
cable into the air-filled coaxial line. Transitions from coaxial line or
flexible cable to waveguide are of several types. The most common
variety has a probe approximately one-quarter wavelength long, but
other devices, such as “door knobs” and crossbar-supported probes,
serve equally well and are often less susceptible to mechanical distor-
tion than the simple one-quarter-wavelength probe.

The slotted section is one of the most important items of test-bench
equipment. It must be very carefully constructed if accurate work is
to be done. If any dimension varies from the value specified, the elec-
trical measurements are affected in some manner. Inner dimensions of
slotted sections in guide must be accurate. This is true also of the outer
conductor of coaxial slotted sections, with the further requirement that
the inner conductor must be accurate in size and very closely coaxial
with the outer conductor. It is the presence of the inner conductor
which makes coaxial slotted lines so much more difficult to construct
than the waveguide slotted sections. In a section of either type the slot
should be as narrow as possible and accurately parallel to the axis of the
line. The thickness of the wall in which the slot is cut must be held to
close limits, so that the projection of the probe into the guide will be
uniform along the slotted section. A gradual variation in thickness
causes the sensitivity of the device to vary from one end to the other.
The same action would occur if the inner conductor of a coaxial section
were not accurately centered. The length of the slot should be greater
than a iull wavelength. A full wavelength would ensure that two volt-
age minima and one maximum, or one minimum and two maxima, could
always be obtained were it not for the fact that C(end effects 7’ cause values
near the ends of slots to be unreliable.

The pickup probe should be made of fairly small wire and should be
inserted into the transmission line as short a distance as possible, in order
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that it shall not cause a standing wave. Tunable probes are best because
the greater sensitivityy permits less insertion. The r-f voltage picked
up by the probe is either rectified by a detector mounted in the probe and
applied to a galvanometers or amplifier, or is applied directly to a spectrum
analyzer which contains a superheterodyne receiver. A probe of the
second type, which does not contain a detector, is sometimes called an
“r-f probe,” because it can be used to pick up r-f power which will be
delivered to another instrument by means of a flexible cable.

The choice of the instrument used to indicate the magnitude of the
power picked up by the probe depends on the kind of measurements to
be made and on whether or not the r-f oscillator is modulated. If the
r-f oscillator is square-wave modulated, an amplifier is usually employed.
Most amplifiers used for this purpose have tunable selective circuits
incorporated in them and, therefore, they amplify only at some desired
frequency. This is very useful for eliminating effects of power-supply
ripple, or other interferences. The amplifier is tuned to that modulation
frequency used with the r-f oscillator. Since the oscillator is modulated
with a square wave, the rectified r-f pulse has considerable harmonic
content. If the amplifier is tuned to amplify at one of these harmonics,
an appreciable error may be introduced, since most of the harmonic com-
ponent is in the rising and falling edges of the pulse, where the r-f fre-
quency may be quite different from the frequency obtained over the flat
top of the pulse. If the modulating voltage does not swing the reflector of
the oscillator to a nonoscillating voltage during half of the cycle of the rec-
tangular pulse, erratic results may also be expected, because it is likely
that the frequencies obtained in the two halves of a cycle will be con-
siderably different. The presence of two or more frequencies may be
checked by inserting an absorption wavemeter into the circuit and observ-
ing the “dips” in power level as the wavemeter is tuned over the band.
It is sometimes very convenient to apply the output voltage of a crystal
to an oscilloscope, so that the envelope of the modulated r-f signal may
be observed. Power for this monitoring crystal may be taken out of the
line by means of a probe similar to the one used in the standing-wave
measurement, or by means of a directional coupler.

When the r-f oscillator is unmodulated, a galvanometers maybe used to
register the crystal current. The crystal current is very nearly propor-
tional to the power picked up by the probe. Consequently,

‘swR=k=&iwi2
where the E’s are field-strength values along the guide, the P’s are the
corresponding values of power into the crystal, and the Z’s are the cor-
responding crystal currents.
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‘l’he equation relating crystal current to the applied voltage is, more

accurately,
I = E“,

where m expresses the lJJVof the detector, that is, if m = 2, the detector
is said to have a square law. }l-ith this notaticm,

()
Ijm

VSWR = ~ .
m,.

The crystal is very nearly a square-law device,
the value of m should be obtained ex~erimentally.

but for precise work
This may be con-

sidered a calibration of the crystal and it is necessary to calibrate, as a
unit, thecrystal with its associated equipment, such asagalvanometer or
an amplifier, since output impedance has some effect on the crystal la~v,
and since the amplifier itself may not be quite linear. If the range of
crystal currents in use is large, it will be necessary to obtain a continuous
calibration curve, but the crystal may be calibrated at only one point if
the variation in current is not very large. For voltage standing-wave
ratios less than three, calibration at a single point is usually sufficient
since the variation in crystal law with crystal current is a slow function.
Calibration of a crystal is usually done by short-circuiting a line with a
metal plug and comparing the values of crystal current vs. probe position
with theoretical values of field strength which may be calculated. In a
short-circuited lossless line, the field strength at any point may be calcu-
lated from the relation

~ = sin 2yl
h.

The value of m, the crystal-law parameter, can be determined by making
a measurement at any distance 1 from a minimum, since

When a spectrum analyzer is used, the r-f power is applied directly
from the probe to a calibrated cutoff attenuator built into the instrument.
When standing-wave ratios are measured with this apparatus, the probe
is set at the position of a voltage minimum and the height of the pip
noted. The probe is then moved to a maximum position and the signal

is adjusted, by means of the calibrated attenuator, to the same height

as when the probe was set at a minimum in the standing-wave pattern.
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Spectrum analyzers are very useful for measuring standing-wave ratios
greater than two. The calibrated attenuators can be adjusted to give
accuracies of +0.2 db if care is taken, and if the drive mechanism is care-
fully built. The sensitive receiver in the analyzer allows measurement
of standing-wave ratios as high as 40 db (100-to-l voltage ratio).

Matched line terminations, matched pads, and matched variable atten-
uators should have voltage standing-wave ratios less than 1.05 for rough
work and less than 1.02 for accurate measurements. Units usable over a
broad band of frequencies can be built to fuliill the requirements stated
above. Matched pads are particularly important when direct measure-

F1a.9. 1.—A typical test bench for use at wavelengths near 3 cm.

ments of insertion loss are to be made. Section 9.2 will discuss this
further.

Square-wave modulators are usually condenser-coupled to the reflector
circuit of the reflex klystron tube and require only about a 50-volt square
wave to throw the tube in and out of oscillation. The square wave should
rise sharply and be as flat as possible on top in order to make the fre-
quency modulation small. Experience has shown that a symmetrical
square wave, in which the duration of the positive half of the wave is
equal to that of negative half of the wave, gives the best results.

Wavemeters are of two types: the coaxial type which is most often
used at 10 cm, and the cavity type which is used most frequently at 3 cm.
They may be coupled to the source of r-f power in such a manner as to
cause a dlp in power when they are at resonance (absorption type) or
they may be used as transmission meters. The absorption type is more
popular since the monitoring device also indicates whether the r-f source
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is in oscillation. Measurements of high-Q devices call for greater accu-
racy than can easily be obtained with ordinary wavemeters. Means for
obtaining the required accuracy are discussed in Sec. 9.3.

A typical test bench for use at wavelengths near 3 cm is shown in
Fig. 91. The oscillator is at the left, then there is a directional coupler
for monitoring the power, an attenuator, a directional coupler with a
transmission waverneter and a crystal holder, a second attenuator, the
standing-wave detect w-, a broadband TR tube (1B63), and a matched
load terminating the waveguide line. The power supply for the oscilla-
tor and a square-wave modu~ator are contained in the box on the left
behind the waveguide. On the lower right is a spectrum analyzer, and
above it an audio amplifier.

R.f

FIG. 92.-Determination of insertion loss of 1B24 TR tube,

9.2. Insertion-loss Measurement.—Insertion loss L is defined as

Pi
L = 10 10g10n

(1)

where Pi is the im:ident power awl is the power delivered to a matched

load by a matched generator; P1 is the power delivered to a matched load,

by the same matched generator, after the unit for which the loss is to be

measured has been inserted in the line. Insertion loss is made up of two

components—reflection loss and dissipative loss. Reflection loss is

caused by an impedance mismatch which reflects part of the incident

power back toward the generator. Dissipative 105s takes place within

the element and is Z’R loss. Dissipative loss is usually determined by

subtracting the reflection loss from the total insertion loss.

Insertion loss is determined directly bv measuring the power deIivered

by a matched generator to a“matched load and then measuring the power
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delivered to the matched load with the unit to be measured in the circuit.
A matched calibrated attenuator is very useful in this measurement, since
it eliminates the necessity for an accurate power-measuring device.
With the unit to be measured inserted between the matched generator
and the matched attenuator (Fig. 9.2), the power level into the matched
load should be set at some convenient value. The unit being measured
is then removed from the circuit and the attenuation increased until the

power level returns to its former value. The difference between the
attenuator readings represents the insertion loss. In general, the platin-
ized-glass type of attenuator, in either coaxial line or waveguide (see
Fig. 93), is preferred for these measurements, because it holds its
calibration well. Resistor-strip attenuators absorb moisture to some
extent and, therefore, change calibration.

The tuner shown in the illustration is used to match the crystal detec-
tor. Tuners of several varieties are suitable for this purpose. These are
all described in Yol, 9, Chap. 9, Radiation Laboratory Series. If the r-f
oscillator is capable of delivering sufficient power, a matched pad may be
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used in place of the tuner. This pad must have sufficient attenuation to
reduce the voltage standing-wave ratio introduced by the crystal to an
acceptable value, about 1.05 or less.

When insertion loss is measured directly, it is necessary to ensure that
both the generator and the termination are well matched. A termination
which has a VS WR of 1.2, if used in the measurement of a TR cavity
normally having a loss of 1.5 db, gives values of loss ranging between 1.37
and 1.64 db, depending upon the phase of the impedance: a variation of
approximately t 9 per cent. If, in addition, the generator were mis-
matched by an equal amount, the range of variation of loss would be
about twice that obtained with a mismatched termination alone.

The insertion loss may be determined also by measuring the field
strength and the voltage standing-wave ratio in the line, on each side of
the unit under test, by means of a probe and slotted section. Let El
be the incident electric field, and ~E, the reflected electric field, where I’
is the reflection coefficient of the unit being measured, and let Ez be the
transmitted electric field. Since all fields are measured in lines of the
same characteristic impedance, the loss is given by the relation

E,
L = 20 ‘“g’o E,”

The maximum field strength in the standing-wave pattern in the first
slotted section is given by

and the minimum by

Hence

of

The rectified current
the field strength, or

Em. = E,(1 + \r\),

Em,. = E,(1 – 1171).

E... + E.,.
E,= ~ .

R from the probe is proportional to the square

where kl is the constant characteristic of the probe on the generator side
of the tube. A similar relation holds for the second slotted section, but
with a different constant of proportionality. If no standing wave is
present in the second slotted section,

R, = k, E:.

The ratio kl /k, may be determined by comparing the probe currents
when the unit to be testd is removed from between the slotted sections.
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The insertion loss is then

L = 20 log,, ~~= + xl=

J–

—.
~ R,lcl

k,

The reflection loss L., in decibels, is given by

L. = 10 10g,o &2~

where r is the voltage standing-wave ratio. Since

(–)_

Ew2_Rmu
‘2 = E& Rmh’

L, = 10 lc)g,, (~RW + V’~a)’.
4 VmIxi

903. Pass Band of High-Q TR Switches.-A characteristic of great
importance in the performance of a TR tube is the unloaded Q. This is

FJ~. 94.-Methods of coupling to TR cavities.

most easily determined by measuring the Q of a TR tube and its asso-

ciated cavity, loaded by one window, QL1. The cavity is mounted so
that it terminates a transmission line and the response curve is measured
in terms of standing-wave ratio and frequency. Either coaxial line or
waveguide may be used, but since the trend in microwave applications
has been toward the use of waveguide, the measurements to be described
are for the waveguide application.

For a measurement of QLI, a cavity is mounted on the end of a coaxial
line or waveguide as shown in Fig. 9.4. This situation can be represented
by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 9.5. The coupling of the cavity
to the transmission line maybe varied by varying the size of the opening
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into the cavity. This corresponds to changing the transformer ratio,

n/nz, and thus changing the terminating admittance of the line. When
the cavity is tuned to resonance, the imaginary part of this terminating
admittance is zero and, looking into the cavity from the transmission line,
a pure conductance is seen whose magnitude depends on the coupling—
that is, the size of the opening—and the unloaded Q of the cavity.

If the coupling iris is very small, a large standing-wave ratio is pro-
duced in the transmission line, since the end of the waveguide transmis-
sion line is essentially terminated in a very high admittance with a large
real component. Thus, a minimum of the standing-wave pattern appears
at the window at resonance, and the cavity is said to be “under-coupled.”
As the opening is increased in size, the real part of the terminating
admittance approaches the characteristic admittance of the transmission
line, until a size of opening is reached for which, at resonance, Y = YO,
and the cavity is matched to the line. The standing-wave ratio at

n2

(a) (b)
FIG. 9.5.—Equivalent circuit for cavity with input coupling.

resonance will be unity. As the size of the opening is increased still
further, the real part of the admittance decreases below YO and, at
resonance, a maximum of the standing-wave pattern appears at the
opening. When this condition occurs, the cavity is referred to as
“ over-c oupled. ”

As a result of this behavior, two possibilities are to be distinguished.
The voltage standing-wave ratio at resonance is given by

l–g

!
1+ —

l+g
r. =

~_ l–g’
l+g ~

(2)

where g. is the normalized cavity conductance. If g. s 1, ro = I/g..
This case is of principal interest in duplexer design. If g. z 1, rO = g,.

In making measurements on a cavity, the information as to whether
g. is greater or less than one is obtained from the phase of the standing
waves. For an iris-coupled cavity, it is usually easy to determine
whether a maximum or minimum appears at the opening at resonance.
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However, a complicated r-f transmission line between the slotted section
and the cavity might make this determination difficult. Nevertheless,
the information may be obtained by a study of the behavior of the phase
of the standing wave. If the position of a minimum in the standing-
wave pattern is measured along the slotted section from an arbitrary
origin, and if g. < 1, there will be a quarter-wavelength shift from the
position of the minimum at resonance to the position of the minimum at
frequencies far off resonance. If g. > 1, the position of the minimum
will be the same at resonance as for frequencies far from resonance. It is
useful to interpret the behavior of the standing-wave pattern as a function
of frequency by tracing the variation on an admittance chart. Figure 9.6

gc<l

(a)

FIG. 9.6, —Circle-di:~ gram

9C>1

(b)
explanation of shift of minimum,

shows the circle diagrams for the t~vo cases. For frecluencies far from
resonance, the cavity acts as a short circuit, and has, therefore, an infinite
admittance. As the frequency increases from a value below the resonant
frequency to a value above it, the susceptance increases from a large
negative value, passes through b = O, and approaches positive infinity.
The conductance of the cavity remains constant. - The cavity admit-
tance, therefore, traces out a circle whose center is on the line b = O, and
at resonance the admittance is represented by point A. If g, < 1, the
circle encloses the point b = O, g = 1, and the phase of the standing-wave
pattern changes through 360° or one-half wavelength, as indicated in
Fig. 9.6a. If g, > 1, the phase increases to a maximum value at point
D in Fig. 9.6b, then decreases again with the result that the value at
resonance is the same as the value far from resonance; the phase then
deviates from zero in the other chrection, and finally becomes zero again.
The position of the minimum thus varies with frequency in the manner
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shown in Fig. 97. If the loaded Q of the cavity is high, the circle on the
admittance diagram is traversed in a narrow range of frequencies.

The equivalent circuit given in Fig. 9.5 may be generalized to include
an output circuit, which can then be interpreted in terms of the cavity
coupled by

Away
from

generator

t

one window by assignment of \he proper value to the load.

Away
from

generator

~“’:w~”
Toward f, Toward f,

generator Frequency — generator Frequency —

FIG. !17.—Variation of minimum position with frequency.

This circuit is shown in Fig. 98. All conductance and susceptances are
referred to the input line and normalized. At resonance the susceptance
terms, lumped together, are zero and the standing \vave set up in the
input line results from the action of the cavity and load conductance,
which are also lumped together. At frequencies off resonance, the sus-
ceptance terms contribute to the reflected power and consequently the

I-+ [4

Y. 9,

FIG.9 S.—Equivalentcircuitfor cavity outputloadingwithmatchedgenerator.

standing-wave ratio at resonance is the lowest value obtainable. The
loaded Q of the cavity is defined in terms of the resonant frequency and
the frequency difference between the half-power points. In order to
reduce the power in the load circuit to one half its value at resonance, it
is necessary that a value of total load susceptance equal to the total
load conductance be added. The loaded Q can be calculated from the
equation
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(3)

where jO and AOare the resonant frequency and wavelength respectively,

and j~ and jl, X2 and x, are the corresponding values at the half-power
points. The standing-wave ratio looking into the cavity with an output
circuit is given by the equation

v’(1 + q. + g)’ + (b. + b)’ + v’(1 – g, – g)’ + (b. + b)’, (4)

‘=ti(l+ gc+g)’+(bc+b)’-v(l =g. –g)’+(b. +b)’

At the half-power points, b, + b = 1 + g, + g, so that Eq. (4) reduces to

l+(gc+g) +<l+(gc+g)z
r~ =

l+(gc+g) –~l+(gc+ g)’”
(,5)

It is apparent that Eq. (5) gives the same result if 1/ (g. + g) is substi-

tuted for g. + g. This means that the standing-wave ratio at resonance
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10

(TO)can be used in Eq. (5) without regard to the phase of the reflection.
A graph of Eq. (5), with g. + g replaced by ro, is given in Fig. 9.9. The
value of ro determines the value of the standing-wave ratio at the half-
power points. The frequency difference between these points and the
resonant frequency are used to calculate the loaded Q from Eq. (3).

The determination of the unloaded Q of a cavity is particularly simple
if the Q of a cavity loaded by only one window is measured. A sample



curve showing a measurement on a 11127 TR tube in a cavity mounted
on the end of a waveguide is shown in Fig. 9’10. Once Q~l is determined,
the unloaded Q, QO,is calculated from

()Qo=1 + ; QLI = (1 + ~o)QL1.

When an output circuit is added, it becomes necessary to separate the

cavity conductance from the load conductance. Another measurement

to determine g. or the insertion loss must be made in order to calculate Q,,

Two cases are usually of interest: the cavity and the output load are
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FIG. 9.10.—Typical experimental curve for determining QLJ.

matched at resonance, or the cavity has equal coupling windows. The
unloaded Q is given by

Qo = ; Q., (matched input)

()
Q,= :+1 QL2 (equal windows).

As an alternative to the determination of gc by measurements at

resonance with no output circuit, the transmission T of the two-window-
coupled cavity and the standing-wave ratio at resonance may be
measured. The unloaded Q may be computed from the expression

4(T, + 1)
— Q.,.Q“= 4ro – (To+ 1)’T
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If the TR switch is matched at resonance, TO= 1, and

Q. =
&T ‘“”

It is sometimes more convenient to measure the standing-wave ratio at
resonance looking into the TR switch from the two directions than to
measure the transmission. Let TI and rz be two values of the standing-
wave ratio. Then

Q. = (rl + 1)(T2 + 1) Q.,.
rlr2 — 1

A check on the accuracy of measurement can often be made using the
relation

4
T = (r, + 1)(T2 + 1)”

In making careful measurements of the Q’s of TR tubes in the 3000-
Mc/sec frequency range, it is necessary to measure small frequency
differences. For example, with a TR tube having an unloaded Q of

about 2500 and a Q loaded by one window of 450, it is necessary to deter-

mine a wavelength difference of about 0.020 cm. With most coaxial

wavemeters, the accuracy of this measurement is hardly better than 10

per cent. A high-Q cavity wavemeter, such as described in Vol. 11,
Chap. 5, is necessary.

Another method by which the error can be considerably reduced is by
employing a special frequency marker for measuring small frequency
differences instead of a wavemeter. The circuit of this device contains a
microwave oscillator in conjunction with an oscillator operating in the
range of 1 to 20 Me/see. The output powers from these two oscillators
are mixed together in a crystal mixer. This results in a carrier with side-
bands cliffering from the carrier by multiples of the frequency of the low-
frequency oscillator. For example, a carrier frequency of 3000 hIc/sec

and a low frequency of 16 Me/see give a carrier of 3000 Me/see and side-
bands of 3000 + 16 Me/see, 3000 ~ 32 Me/see, and so forth. Thus,
with the carrier set at 3000 Me/see, a variation of the low frequency from
10 to 20 Me/see gives a variation in the first upper sideband over the
range from 3010 to 3020 Me/see. If the microwave oscillator is stable,
the frequency difference can be read to the accuracy with which the 1-to
20-Mc/sec oscillator is calibrated. When this arrangement is used,
power from the marker circuit is supplied to one of the input terminals
of a spectrum analyzer, and the signal picked up by the probe of the
standing-wave detector is supplied to the other input terminal of the
spectrum analyzer. The signals are mixed in the crystal in the analyzer.
When the two frequencies are brought into coi~cidence, the signals cm
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the spectrum-analyzer cathode-ray tube will show interference commonly
called ‘frain, ” see Fig. 9.11. Since the spectrum analyzer can show two
pips from any single microwave frequency, because it contains a super-
heterodyne receiver, care must be taken to adjust the signals to the same

M
(a) (b)

lrlG. 9,11.—Interference of signak
of two frequencies on spectrum
analyzer; (a) shows slightly different
frequency signals, (b) shows signafs
of equaf frequency.

frequency. Twopips onthe oscilloscope
of apparently equal frequencies might
actually differ by twicet heintermediate
frequency of the receiver. The inter-
ference phenomenon will not appear un-
less the two frequencies are the same.
The apparatus is arranged as shown in
Fig. 912. Suppose that the measure-
ment is to be made of the Q of a TR cavity
loaded by one window, at a frequency of
3000 h’lc/sec. Oscillator iSo. 1 is set at

3000 Me/see, and the TR cavity is tuned approximately to resonance by
adjustment of the tuning mechanism until the standing-wave ratio look-
ing into the cavity is a minimum, The tuning may be accomplished very
easily if it is known that the cavity is overcoupled. This is done by
.—— —— ——— ——— ——— —.

I 1
Receiver 1-20 Mc

oscillator

I

Mixer Oscjl~r

I

I 1
1f !

Attenuator Attenuator Mixer

I

l__: ~____ – – – ??”2”9’4

1

FIG. 91 2.—Schematic diagram of spectrum analyzer, marker circuit, and r-f components
arranged for measurement of QL,.

locating the position of two successive minima in the standing-wave
pattern with the cavity completely detuned. The probe of the standing-
wave detector is set halfway between these two positions, and the cavity
is then tuned until a minimum in the standing-wave pattern appears at
this position. Once the cavity is tuned, oscillator No. 2 is adjusted so
that with the 1- to 20-Mc/sec oscillator set at some value, say 14 Me/see,
one of the first sidebands has the same frequency as oscillator No. 1.
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This is indicated by the appearance of rain on the oscilloscope. The
frequency of oscillator No. 2 remains fixed for the rest of the measure-
ment. The marker pip is moved out of coincidence with the main pip
by adjustment of the 1- to 20-Mc/sec oscillator, and the standing-wave
ratio looking into the cavity is measured. Next the 1- to 20-Mc/sec
oscillator is set at some other frequency, for example, 15 Me/see. Oscil-
lator No. 1 is tuned until the pips are coincident; the marker pip is moved
aside, and the standing-wave ratio at this frequency is measured. This
process is continued at the desired frequency intervals over a sufficiently
wide band to include the values of r}j necessary according to the value
of ‘i-O.

Some TR tubes, such as the 1B24 and 1B26, are constructed with glass
windows and there is no way of actually plugging these windows for QL1
measurements. The cavities can, however, be terminated by means of a
short-circuited line. If the short-circuited line is one-quarter guide
wavelength long, the glass window will be at a point of maximum field
and the loss component of the dielectric constant of the glass adds to the
cavity loss. A short-circuited line one-half guide wavelength long does
not place a high field at the glass window, but it does cause high currents
to flow out of the cavity into the half-wavelength section of line. Unless
the coupling between the cavity and the half-wavelength line section is
extremely good, there will be 10SScaused by high currents flowing across
poor contacts. Several Q measurements on the same TR tube have
shown that the results were more consistent when a quarter-wavelength
short-circuited line was used. The values of Qo average 2 per cent o; 3
per cent higher with the quarter-wavelength line than with the half-
wavelength line.

9.4. Pass Band of Broadband TR Tubes.—The principal measure-
ments of interest for bandpass tubes are the measurements of Q and of
resonant frequency, for the windows and for the internal elements, as
well as for the complete tube. Since the values of Q~z range from 1 to
10, a modulated oscillator and amplifier provide the most accurate means
of measuring the standing-wave ratios in the range from one to two in
voltage.

To determine the Q of one of these elements, the element is inserted
in a section of waveguide between two slotted sections, and the line is
terminated in a matched load. The standing-wave ratio as a function of
wavelength is then measured for several points and a curve plotted from
the data. The resonant wavelength is the wavelength for which the
standing-wave ratio is a minimum, and the Q is calculated from the
formula

(6)
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where b is the susceptance at the wavelength Ah away from resonance,
~Ois the resonant wavelength, gis the total loading (equal to g. + g,),
g. is the terminating conductance (usually unity), and gc is the shunt
conductance of the resonant element. The susceptance b may be calcu-
lated for any value of r, the voltage standing-wave ratio, by the formula

J
b = (r – 9)(9T – 1).

r

The conductance g is determined by the standing-wave ratio at resonance,
as in the case of a cavity. If g. can be neglected, and g. is unity, then
QL1can be written in terms of r and k alone,

Q., = (–)?—-lx”
2+. xi” (7)

A second method of evaluating Q~I from measurement employs the
fact that the absolute magnitude of the reflection coefficient is a linear
function of wavelength near resonance for negligible g.. By using Eq.
(2.13), d 11’1/d~is calculated,

21rlA#= (4 f!j2)2 ~“ (8)

If this is combined with Eq. (6), and db/dk eliminated, and the value of
lrl is used, then

Q~l = (4 + bz)%
16

(h) g,

or for small b,

(9)

(lo)

(11)

To obtain dl r~/dX, the slope of the curve of 11’I plotted as a function of x

is taken near resonance. If the measurement is made at b = ~, Eq. (11)
gives a value for Q~l within 10 per cent of the value obtained from the
accurate equation. Care should be taken to measure the slope far enough
from xo so that the effect of conductance is negligible, and the linear por-
tion of the resonance curve should be used. Sometimes, for wavelengths
on one side of resonance, negative values of Irl are plotted so dlr I/dk can
be obtained from data on both sides of resonance. Figure 3.5 of Chap. 3
shows some theoretical curves of the variation of Ir I with b, and Fig. 3.6
of Chap. 3 is an example of an experimental determination of Q~I.

The determination of the transmission characteristics of the bandpass
TR tube involves essentially only two measurements: (1) the reflection
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loss over the band and (2) the dissipation loss. The useful frequency
range is determined mainly by the reflection loss, since the insertion less
is small. A measurement of the standing-wave ratio looking toward
a TR cavity terminated in a matched line at various points in the fre-
quency band enables the reflection loss to be calculated easily.

Another method of measurement of the bandpass characteristic of
Iow-Q TR tubes utilizes a magic-T impedance bridge. If the magic T is
arranged as shown in Fig. 9.13, the power in the output arm (4) is a
measure of the magnitude of the voltage reflection coefficient of the
unknown impedance, Z=. The error encountered depends on the match
of the detector and generator and the mechanical asymmetry in the

I

4

Det.

I

Zz Magic T Z. 2

I

Gen.

3

FI_G.9,13.—Arrangement for magic T for impedallce-bridge circuit.

magic T. If this magic T is used with a modulated signal source and a
crystal detector, the tuning of a device which must be matched at one
frequency, or which must have a reflection coefficient less than a certain
value at the one frequency, is simple. The tuning of the device is
adjusted for minimum power in the output arm. With a perfect magic
T, this will be zero for match; otherwise it will depend on the desired
reflection coefficient.

With appropriate precautions, it is possible to use a single magic T
with several input frequencies. By the use of a corresponding number
of local oscillators in a circuit similar to a spectrum analyzer, the power
from the output arm may be displayed on an oscilloscope in the form of
pips, one pip for each frequency. If three frequencies are used, the
behavior of the reflecting element at the midband and band-edge fre-
quencies is easily determined, and may be observed at a glance. If the
device is calibrated with a reflection of known magnitude, quantitative
data may be obtained. For example, if it is desired to check a resonant
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window or a single resonant element, such as is used in a bandpass TR
tube, the three frequencies corresponding to midband and the two band-
edge frequencies are set on the bridge. The element under test, backed by
a matched load, is put on one arm of the magic T. The heights of the
pips then give the desired information. The tuning of an element can
be accomplished by adjusting for a symmetrical pattern. In addition
to a quick examination of the characteristics of single elements, it is also
possible to tune two-element bandpass TR tubes and to check the over-all
response curve, that is, the standing-wave ratio looking through the tube
into a matched load, at three different points in the pass band.

This bridge is excellent for production checking of components, such as
the windows of the bandpass TR tube, especially for tuning, since the
necessary symmetry of the Q-curve for the proper frequencies can be
noted at a glance. Any necessary changes on transmission-resonant ele-
ments, such as grinding the glass in the windows or filing metal in other
types of elements, may be quickly checked between steps by noting the
changes in the pips.

In the preceding discussion it was shown how the bandpass charac-
teristics of TR tubes and filters might be checked, and a method was sug-
gested for tuning the individual elements of one of these devices. The
elements of a bandpass TR tube are usually spaced by a quarter wave-
length in the guide and they are all tuned to the same frequency. It is
not practical, however, to tune the elements of one of these tubes before
the tube is assembled, because strains set up in the process of assembly
and soldering may seriously detune the resonant elements. The detun-
ing is unpredictable in nature, so it cannot be compensated for by any
initial detuning. For this reason the resonant elements of a broadband
TR tube, with the exception of the input and output windows which have
a very low Q, are made tunable and the tuning is done after assembly.

No single tuning procedure can be outlined which applies to all band-
pass TR tubes, but the following procedure applies for most tubes.

1. Mount the tube between a slotted section and a well-matched
termination, and use adapter flanges when necessary.

2. Short-circuit all of the elements by turning in the tuning screws
until they make contact across the element.

3. Set the oscillator at the proper frequency (usually the center of the
desired pass band).

4. Set the probe at a minimum in the standing-wave pattern.
5. Tune the first element until the position of the minimum moves

toward the tube a distance equal to the spacing between the ele-
ments. If this spacing is one-quarter guide wavelength, as it
usually is, the probe may be set halfway between two minima and
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6.

7.

If

the first element tuned until that point becomes a minimum in the
standing-wave pattern.
Turn the tube end for end and repeat steps (4) and (5), the third
element is now nearest the generator.
Tune the middle or second element to give minimum reflection.
This may be done by first tuning the element for maximum power
transmission and then trimming to give the best match. When
this is done, however, the generator should be fairly well matched;
otherwise there may be considerable difference between the points
of maximum power transmission and minimum voltage standing-
wave ratio.

the higher-mode attenuation in the waveguide is not sufficient to
eliminate the eff6cts of higher modes, it is necessary to make the element
spacing different from a quarter wavelength and to modify the tune-up
procedure. It is usually desirable to tune at the midband frequency, in
order to assure the best symmetry of the bandpass characteristic. When
thk is done the position of the minimum is moved a distance different
from the element spacing (step 5 of the tuning procedure). This distance
is determined experimentally. lt is also possible to evolve a tuning pro-

cedure which allows tuning at a point which is not the center of the pass
band, this point is usually one of the points where a minimum standing-
wave ratio is obtained. This method may give satisfactory results, but
tuning at the center of the pass band usually gives a more symmetrical
characteristic.

9.5. Impedance Measurements of ATR Tubes.—ATR tubes of two
different types are of interest. One tube is the high-Q tube and the other

Spectrum
analyzer

Low-Q ATR tube

Oscil.
Iator

Matched

Wave meter

FIG. 9. 14.—Measurement of standing waves on low-Q ATR tubes.

is the low-Q tube. The measurements on the high-Q tubes are the same

as those discussed in Sec. 9.3 for the TR tube loaded by one window.

The measurement of a low-Q ATR tube is xnade in a different mannek

from that of a high-Q tube, but again its low-power behavior is deter-

mined by making standing-wave measurements. A typical setup is

shown in Fig. 9.14.
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The ATR tube is mounted in the broad side of the waveguide and,
to a first approximation, may be represented by a shun~resonant circuit
in series with the line (Fig. 9.15a).

‘?? m

LG c %

SWR

&

1.0
Jo f

(a) (b)
FIG, 9. 15.—Equivalent circuits and response

curve for low-Q ATR tubes,

obtained.

The response curve is such that a
high standing wave is produced
at resonance, while off resonance
the impedance of the ATR tube
is low (Fig. 9.15b).

If the Q of the tube is suffici-
ently low, the standing-wave ratio
will be large over such a range that
a coaxial wavemeter is accurate
enough to determine the wave-
length readings. A spectrum
analyzer is used because the stand-
ing-wave ratios are so large, Fig-
ure 9.16 shows the type of curve

The loaded Q of such an A1’R tube is defined in terms of the rate of
change of susceptance with frequency. If a generator of zero internal
impedance a n d a conductance

b ‘ ‘“R’k

loading of unity are assumed, then

‘“ = 2(g + 1) ~

where Q~l indicates that the tube f, ;.’4

is loaded externally by a conduct- FIG. 9.16.—Standing-wave ratio vs. wave-
length for broadband ATR switch.

ante of unity. The reflection

coefficient looking past the tube at a matched load is

~=z–l
Z+l’

where

z .l +-– b
g2 + b’ 3’-I

This gives for the standing-wave ratio

1 + ]rl
‘=l–lrl

<(2gz + g + 2b’)’-+ t)’ + v“-?=
ti(292 + g + 2b’)2 + b’ – ~~’
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At resonance, b is zero and the standing-wave ratio will be

or

~=_L
7’0-1

(12)

The point at which b = 1 is convenient to use for the determination of
Q.,. The standing-wave ratio r’ at the frequency at which b = 1 then
depends on the value of g,

V(292+9+ 2)2+1 +J92+I.
“=/(2g’+ g+2)’+1-/g’+l

(13)

From Eqs. (12) and (13), r’ can be expressed as a function of r,, and
Fig. 9.17 shows this relation.

A second method for determining the Q of a low-Q ATR tube, which
is especially suitable at short wave-
lengths, makes use of the measure-
ment of the phase shift in the *
neighborhood of rescmance. This is
particularly convenient for low-Q ~
devices because the phase varies ~ 6
rapidly while the standing-wave ratio
varies by only a very small amount.

mThe two methods have been found 45 10 15 20
to give results agreeing within about TOdb

5 per cent at several wavelengths. FIG. 9. 17.—Standing-wave ratio at

The position of the minimum is points for which b = 1 as a function of

measured in the conventional man-
standing-wave ratio at resonance.

ner. A high-Q wavemeter or a marker circuit as described in Sec. 93 is

required, since the range of measurement extends over only a few mega-

cycles. The value of Q is given by

()TC I+zg dl

Q“=ix l+g ~’
where c is the velocity of light, AOthe resonant wavelength in free space,
& the guide wavelength, g is the shunt conductance of the tube, and
dl/df is the rate of change of the position o-fthe minimum with frequency.
The minimum for which the value of dl/df applies is that which occurs
nearest to the plane of symmetry of the tube. Since this is not usually
the point at which the measurements are taken, a correction for the
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length of line must be made. This is

dl _ dl’ dk,_—.
~ df n g’

where dl’/dj is the measured slope of the line obtained by plotting the
observed position of the minimum as a function of frequency and n is the
number of wavelengths measured, at resonance, from the minimum
nearest the ATR tube to the probe. It is possible to use a magic T in
such an arrangement and the correction term is not necessary (see Sec.
9.6). In practice, kg is best determined by actual measurement between
positions of minima in the standing-wave pattern, but k, can be calculated
from the known frequency and a careful measurement of the waveguide
dimensions. It may happen that the measurements are not centered
about the resonant frequency but since dl/dj is so nearly independent of
frequency, no great precautions are necessary.

Indicator Rotatable vane

FIG. 9.18.—Ttming check on fixed-tuned TR tubes.

9.6. Low-level Production Testing.-Standing-wave measurements
are time-consuming and therefore impractical for production testing if
several measurements are necessary. The operator should be able to
get the information by a glance at a pattern on an oscilloscope screen or
from the reading of a meter. The determination of the important param-
eters of TR and ATR tubes in production testing is often facilitated by
the construction of special apparatus. Some of the quantities which
must be measured for each tube are tuning, tuning range (or pass band),
unloaded Q, leakage power, keep-alive firing and sustaining voltages, and
insertion loss.

Fixed-tuned TR tubes of the 721 type are checked for tuning in a
cavity of a given diameter. Owing to variation in construction, the
tuning of tubes will scatter about the desired resonant frequency and it
is necessary to specify a tolerance. It is impractical to determine the
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actual resonant frequency for each tube in a fixed test cavity; therefore,
the tuning of the cavity is varied through a desired range and the tube
is accepted if resonance occurs in this range. This tuning is accom-
plished by means of a rotatable vane in the cavity (see Fig. 9.18). The
resonant frequency vanes from a maximum, when the vane is perpendicu-
lar to the axis of the cavity, to a minimum when the vane is parallel to
the axis. The amount of tuning depends principally on the vane size
and on the clearance in the parallel position. Coupling to the cavity
may be either by loop or by iris as convenient. Resonance is determined
by noting the occurrence of a maximum in the rectified current of a
crystal coupled to the cavity as the vane is turned.

Tunable-gap tubes, such as the 1B27, are checked for tuning range
in a cavity of specified diameter at two frequencies, and the tubes are

-i’Crystal detector

Tuning screw
,-.

/

‘1- -U--, -dor, lap .7, LC, ,U,

Attenuator pad
Coaxial input

ATR cavity

FIG. 919.-Measurement of Q by power drop in load.

required to resonate at these frequencies within a specified number of
turns of the tuning screw. This tuning check is usually done in the same
cavity used for other low-level tests (for example, Qo) by simply plugging
in oscillators set at the required frequencies.

The measurement of QO is simplified by the use of the power-drop
method. Figure 9.19 shows a sketch of a test bench in which this prin-
ciple is applied. Since the coupling to the cavity is constant, the loss is
inversely proportional to the Qo of the TR tube. The 10SS,or power drop,
can consequently be used as a measure of Qo. In practice, the flap attenua-
tor is calibrated in decibels and is adjusted to keep the detector current
constant. The apparatus is calibrated by checking a few tubes of
known QO.

The detector is a crystal in a special holder designed to give a reason-
able match into an average crystal. I?inal matching is accomplished by
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means of a sliding-screw tuner. Figure 9“20 shows a cross section of the

crystal holder. The d-c meter on which the crystal current is read is

DC out

i
I

FIG. 9.20.—Crystal holder.

calibrated, by means of the flap
attenuator, in terms of decibel
drop in power from full scale. A
tube is inserted in the cavity,
tightly clamped, and tuned far off
resonance; the meter is set, by
means of the flap attenuator, to
read full scale; the tube is tuned
to resonance, and the meter read-
ing noted. Tubes of less than a
certain power drop are rejected.
Keep-alive interaction may also be

checked on such a test bench, and, if additional oscillators are provided,
tuning ranges may also be determined.

The apparatus shown in Fig. 9.21 is designed for production testing
of low-Q ATR tubes in the 10-cm region. The principal feature is a
rotatable mount for the tube. The axis of rotation is coincident with the
axis of the tube, and therefore, a second measurement with the tube
rotated 180° from its initial position affords a correction for lack of sym-
metry in the position of the resonant window. The instrument is first

.- .,.- ,.—.... . .
1 1..

[
I

I .“. .,....—. ..— -.,. ., . “. . . .,. - ..—..
FIG.9.21.—Productiontestbenchwithreversiblemountfor 1ow-QATR tubes.

calibrated with a tube which is tuned to the correct frequency. This
tube may bean actual tube, or if several different types are to be checked,
a section of waveguide with a window and movable plunger can be used.
For a tube of each type, the plunger is adjusted for minimum transmis-
sion past the tube at the proper frequency, and the average reference
point of the standing-wave minimum for the two positions of the tube is
determined. Figure 9.22 gives a schematic view of the apparatus. The
points .4 and .4’ are choke joints at the ends of the rotatable mount and
P is the position of the minimum in the standing-wave pattern when a

correctly tuned tube is in the mount. If Al’ is the measured value of the
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phase shift, Ab may be calculated from the expression

Ab= (1 +2g)~A1’.
%

(14)

Once the tolerance in the value of Ab, at the frequency for which the tube
is supposedly tuned, is determined, this measurement gives an indication

FIG

‘Werl ! II i IIA

~o--A
FIG, 9,22.—Schematic diagram of 1ow-Q ATR tubes with reversible mount.

. 9.23.—Magic T and reversible mount combined as impedance bridge for mea8UI
phase shift of 1ow-Q ATR tubes.

.ing

of satisfactory performance of the tube. one point to be noted is that
the reference point P should be as close as possible to the window. In
the 10-cm region it is easy to make thedistance three-quartersof a guide
wavelength and therefore, the correction for line sensitivity is small. lt
can always be accounted for in these measurements. At very short
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wavelengths, however, the reference point may be several guide wave-

lengths from the tube, and consequently, the frequency sensitivity of the

line may cause serious errors; slight changes in the oscillator frequency

are especially troublesome at short wavelengths.

These troubles may becorrected by the use of a reversible mount in
conjunction with a magic T. Figure 9.23 shows a photograph of such
an arrangement used for measuring 3-cm tubes (1B35 and 1B37 tubes).
A schematic diagram of this circuit is shown in Fig. 9.24. If an ATR tube
is placed in one arm of the magic T and a short-circuiting plunger in the
opposite arm, the plunger may be adjusted to a position where the power
into the detector in arm (4) is a minimum. If, at this position, the dis-
tance b’ from the reference plane of the magic T to the open circuit pre-

sented by the plunger (a quarter guide wavelength from the front face

(4) of the plunger) is equal to the

t--b’+ c’--l

distance c’, the line sensitivity will

be a minimum. Any phase shift

2~ ,1,,~, ,: ~dueodetuninof hetubis compensated by ~ shift of the
~ ‘3) lunger of the same amount Al

and the susceptance Ab introduced
by a tube that is slightly off resou-
ance may be calculated from Eq,

Plunger (14). The determination of Al is
Fm. 9.24.—Schematic diagram of impedance facilitated by using a dial inclica-

bridge.
tor connected to the plunger.

Using a tunable tube, a reference point for a correctly tuned tube is

determined by setting the indicator to zero for the plunger position for

which the power into arm (4) is a minimum. Thus, if a tube inserted

in the mount shifts the phase by an amount Al, the plunger must be moved
by an amount Al and in the same direction relative to the T-junction in
order to get minimum power out of arm (4).

The value of the shunt conductance g of the ATR tube maybe deter-
mined by a measurement of the voltage standing-wave ratio at resonance,
or the magic T may be calibrated so that the ratio of power out of arm (4)
to the power into arm (1) determines g, This can be done only if the
magic T is fairly well matched and not seriously asymmetrical. To cali-
brate the magic T, it is sufficient to set the power at an arbitrary level
and measure the relative power out of arm (4) for various values of
voltage standing-wave ratio in the arm which normally holds the tube
mount.

Production testing of bandpass TR tubes at low power levels is
accomplished with the aid of the triple-frequency impedance bridge.
The oscillators are adjusted to midband and band-edge frequencies, after
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which it is necessary only to place the tube, backed up with a matched
load, on one arm of the magic T and see if the pips show a standing-wave
ratio less than a specified value at the three frequencies.

9.7. Leakage-power Measurements.—In addition to the determina-
tion of the low-power characteristics of TR and ATR tubes, it is necessary
to examine their behavior at high power levels, that is, at transmitter-
power levels from a few watts up to powers greater than a megawatt.
The principal quantities of interest, in connection with high-power
operation, are the leakage power through the TR switch when it has fired,
power loss in the tube itself, and recovery time. The complete informa-
tion about the high-level performance of TR and ATR tubes involves a
further subdivision of these quantities and a wide variety of careful
measurements of each one,

The leakage power which gets through a TR tube during the trans-
mitter pulse amounts to only a few microwatt average power, for most
tubes, and is most conveniently measured by means of a thermistor and
thermistor bridge, Wollaston-wire bolometers, thermocouples, and crys-
tals are less rugged than thermistors used at microwave frequencies. The
thermistor element mounted in a broadband mount and used with a type
TBN-3EV bridge affords a means of measuring the low power which gets
through the TR switch. The type of mount depends on the output
coupling of the cavity employed

for the leakage-power measure-
ment. The cavity may be either

iris- or loop-coupled to a coaxial

line which is terminated in a
c o a x i a 1-1i n e thermistor mount.

For bandpass TR tubes or for

other tubes employed with wave-

guide, a transition to coaxial line

may be used, or the thermistor

may be mounted in the waveguide.

The output coupling of the TR

cavity is adjusted on low-level

r-f power, and therefore, a match

is seen at the input terminals (see

Sec. 9.3). The reflection will vary

somewhat among tubes of the .

Matched
load

r

FIQ. 9.25.—Leakage-power equipment for
medium-power level.

same type, because the unloaded Q’s are difierent, but this variation is
usually not serious. A drawing of a typical r-f circuit in gin. coaxial
line, for use at a peak-power level up to 100 kw, is shown in Fig. 9.25.

At higher power levels a waveguide installation is used (see Fig. 9.26).
The cavity is usually shunt-coupled to the waveguide and provided with
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a coaxial output line, terminated with the matched thermistor. The

cavity output coupling is adjusted for matched input to the cavity.
This is accomplished in the following way: a plunger is substituted i’or

the transmission line. A position
of the plunger is found for which
tuning the TR cavity with no OUG
put coupling results in no change
in the standing-wave pattern as
the cavity is tuned through reso-
nance. This means that the plung-
er is in the right position to
short-circuit the cavity. Next the
plunger is moved by a distance
of a quarter guide wavelength,

the transmitter and a low-level signal is introduced from the load end of

Matchad load ,

FIQ. 9.26.—Waveguide high-power leakage
power measurement.

and therefore, the low-level signal is effectively introduced directly into
the cavity. The output line is added to the cavity, and the coupling is
adjusted until the standing waves disappear on the input side of the
cavity. The plunger is replaced by the transmitter, and the apparatus
is ready to measure leakage power.
A directional coupler to monitor
the line power facilitates studies
of leakage power as a function of
line power. For checking the zero
setting of the thermistor bridge,
a gate, either at the input or out-
put side of the cavity, which will
cut the r-f power off entirely from
the thermistor, may be used. Fig-
ure 9.27 shows the construction of
a gate suitable for 34n. by I+-in.
waveguide.

The transition from waveguide to coaxial line may be made by means
of a probe coupling, or a doorknob or a crossbar transition may be used.
For wavelengths in the 10-cm region, one of the most satisfactory com-
binations isja thermistor mounted in &in. coaxial line and a crossbar transi-
tion from 3- by I&i. guide to &ii. line. It is necessary to check the
match in the waveguide portion at the wavelength used. In general, tbe
probe and crossbar transitions are not matched over as broad a band as is
the doorknob transition. Figure 9.44 is a sketch of a crystal holder using
the crossbar transition. In the 10,000-Mc/sec region the thermistor
mount is entirely in waveguide. Built into the unit is a gate which con-
sists of a vane pivoted to swing between a choke-and-flange joint in a

FIG. 9.27.—Gate for large waveguide.
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waveguide section (see Fig. 9“28). The temperature sensitivity of the

thermistor can be reduced by enclosing the unit in a box filled with rock
w~ol or other insulating material.

FIG, 928.-Thermistor mount and gate for 3-cm measurements.

For measurement of the leakage power of pre-TR tubes, provision for
known attenuation between the tube and thermistor must be made, since
the leakage power is about 1000 times that of a TR tube. A directional

Fm. 9.29.—Termination for use in measuring leakage Power of pre-TR t~~.

coupler and matched load accomplish this very well. In addition, a
plunger (~ in.-diameter rod) placed at the proper distance from the pre-TR
tube acts as a gate to shut off the power from the thermistor. Figure
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929 shows this section of waveguide including the termination, plunger,
directional coupler, andtransition to thermistor mount.

The measurement of the leakage power as described gives the total
average leakage power, that is, both flat and spike, and both direct and
arc coupling. The thermistor bridge indicates the average power inci-
dent on the thermistor, and this value is usually in the range of 10 to
150 WV for line powers up to 100 kw peak power. If P,,. is the average
power, 7 is the pulse length, and v is the pulse repetition frequency, the
average power during the pulse, Pi, is

(15)

This is, of course, not the peak r-f power in the pulse. Crystal-burnout
studies indicate that the quantity of interest is the total energy in the
spike. Thus, some separation of energies of spike and flat must be made.
The total energy per pulse, W., is given by

w= = p+. (16)

The determination of the spike energy is described in the next section.

I’r-v-(a)

(c)
F1~. 9.30.—Characteristics of rec-

tangular pulse: (a) single pulse; @)
amplitude spectrum; (c) appearance
of spectrum analyzer scope.

The flat energy per pulse and, hence,
the flat power, is then found by sub-
tracting the spike energy from the
total leakage energy.

For all these measurements, it is
necessary to know both v and r
accurately. The pulse recurrence fre-
quency v is easily measured with a
calibrated audio oscillator and oscill~
scope. Several methods may be used
to measure the pulse length. A com-
mon method is to use a sine wave,
whose frequency is accurately known,
to calibrate the sweep speed of a
synchroscope or r-f envelope viewer.
Once the sweep is calibrated, the pulse
length is determined by viewing it on
the oscilloscope.

Another method of measuring the pulse length consists of applying a
small amount of r-f power to a spectrum analyzer and making use of the
characteristic spectrum of the rectangular pulse form. The pulse length
can be calculated by measuring the wavelength difference between a
known number of zeros of the spectrum. F@re 9“30 shows the spectrum
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of a rectangular pulse. If j~ is the frequency correspon~lng to the mthzero
on the right, and fm is the frequency corresponding to the n’h zero on the
left, then

m+n
‘= fro-j.”

9.8. Measurements of Spike Energy. -Once the total average leakage
power has been determined, some scheme for measuring the spike energy

Line stretcher

R.f &wer

FIQ. 9.31.—Cancellation

Probe coupling /
Leakage power

circuit for measurement of spike energy.

FXCI.9.32.—Adjustable probe coupling to coaxial line.

separately from the flat energy is necessary. One method of measuring

the energy in the spike utilizes the cancellation principle. A portion
of the r-f energy is coupled out of the main line and into the output line
from the TR cavity in the proper phase to cancel out the flat energy and
leave only the spike energy. The spike energy can then be measured.
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The arrangement for doing this is shown in Fig. 9.31. The magnitude
of the bypassed power is varied by means of the adjustable probe at the
main line or at the cavity output
terminals. A cross section of this
coupling is shown in Fig. 9.32.

The proper adjustment of the can- ,,,il,,lll,l!,l,lllll,(llll(a~ 111,,,1111,,(,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
cellation circuit for the elimination

J-L-J- 111111111111111111111llll!!llll 1111111lllllllllllllllll

(a) (b) (b)

FIG. 9. 33.—Pulse before and FIG. 934.-Spectrum of pulse before
after cancellation of flat. and afte cancellation of flat.

of the flat energy requires some means of detection by which the adjust-
ment may be checked. Several schemes maybe used. one is to replace
the thermistor by a reasonably well-matched crystal and

140~

to view the out-

JJ_LL—I
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

7 p sec

Fm. 9.35.—Total leakage power vs. pulse length. Level at T = O gives spike energy.

put voltage on an r-f envelope indicator. On a fast sweep, the spike
energy and the flat energy are easily visible and the circuit is adjusted
until the flat energy is canceled (see Fig. 933). When the crystal has
been replaced by the thermistor, the power in the spike alone is measured.
Subtraction of spike power from the total power then gives the flat power.
Conversion to spike energy is made M just described [Eq. (16)]. Another
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method is to use a rapidly acting thermistor bridge and to adjust the
circuit for minimum power into the thermistor. This assumes that
the flat is really flat and that no harmonic frequencies are present. The
adjustment may also be made by picking off a portion of the energy
from the slotted section and viewing it on a spectrum analyzer as the
coupling is varied. The spectrum of a rectangular pulse is shown in Fig.
9.34. As the flat is canceled out, the spectrum changes to a series of pips
of very nearly equal height.

A method that requires less equipment but is capable of giving good
results is that of using different pulse lengths at one peak po~ver. If the
spike is assumed to be the same for all pulse lengths, a plot of the energy in

Variable attenuators

Rejection
cavity

~

Thermistor bridge
for spike

Transmission u
cavity

l-@

Therrn:t[a~idge

/ 1111
/ \ [

/ Load
Magnetron

Attenuation
FIG. 9.36.—Separation of spike and flat power by pass and rejection cavities.

the pulse as a function of pulse length, extrapolated to zero pulse length,
gives a value for the spike energy. F@e 9.35 shows some datal taken in
this manner with a 724B tube.

Another method for the separation of the spike and the flat energy
has been used by Fiske. 2 Advantage may be taken of the clifference in
the frequency spectra of the spike and the flat by the use of filters. A
transmission cavity placed at the side of the waveguide which leads from
the TR tube, see Fig. 9.36, allows the flat power to fall on a thermistor and
this power can be measured. Since the spike has such a wide distribu-
tion of energy in frequency, only a small fraction of it passes through the
transmission cavity if the Q is near 1000. The flat power is forced to
enter the transmission cavity by means of a rejection cavity on the side
of the waveguide a quarter of a wavelength from the transmission cavity.

1J. W. Clarke, “A Method of Analyzing Leakage Power Data,” BTL MM-43-
140-54),Oct. 11, 1943.

‘M. D. Fiske, H. N. Walface, and A. D. Warner, “Final Techniml I@ort on
Contraot 0E~l$16,” GE, Sehen@ady, Nav. 7, 1946.
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Therejection cavity acts asahigh-QATR tube. The flat energy passes
both the transmission and rejection cavities and enters a second thermis-
tor and the power can be measured. The method may be difficult to use
in practice since the cavities must be precisely tuned. With proper care
the losses in the cavities need not be cxcessivc.

9.9. Direct-coupling Measurements.—The direct-coupling power is
the power which is coupled through a TR cavity by fields other than those
of the normal mode. It is the power which is coupled through when the
arc is replaced by a perfect short circuit. The equipment and technique
for measuring this power are the same as those used for measuring total
leakage power, except that the TR tube is replaced by a dummy tube, in
which a metallic short circuit is substituted for the discharge gap. }Vith
high-Q tubes such as the lB2’i, 11324, 721, or 724, an old tube with the
cones soldered together is quite satisfactory as a dummy tube. The
power then measured by the thermistor is the direct-coupling power.

The direct-coupling attenuation for a given tube may also be meas-
ured at low power levels by using a spectrum analyzer. The TR switch

is adjusted in the same way as
150

E

‘k

for the measurement of Q,,j (see

g 100 Sec. 9.3) with a matched output

z line and with coupling adjusted
% 50 ,n~&~&p$~ ~~ for matched input to the cavity.m
%~ Arccoupling The output line is connected to a

o
0 100 200 300 400 500 spectrum analyzer and the attenu-

Linepower.kw ator is adiusted to a convenient
FIG. 9.37.—Variation of direct-coupling and height of ~ignal on the cathode-

arc-coupling power with line power.
ray-tube screen. The TR tube is

replaced in the cavity by a tube with a short-circuited gap and the
attenuator is readjusted to bring the signal back to the same height.
The difference in attenuator readings then gives the direct-coupling
attenuation in decibels.

Another, although not so accurate, method of procedure is to measure
the leakage power from the TR switch as a function of the line power
incident upon the tube. It has been demonstrated (Chap. 5) that the
arc leakage power is independent of the incident power over a large range
of values, provided that the incident power is sufficiently high. Thus,
by extrapolating the leakage-power variation to zero incident power, the
arc leakage power is obtained. The slope of the line is the direct-cou-
pling attenuation. Figure 9.37 shows the results of a series of measure-
ments on a 721A tube in a cavity. The arc leakage is 30 mw and the
direc~coupling attenuation is 68.8 db.

9.10. Attenuation at Harmonic Frequencies.—An important problem
is that of the transmission of harmonic frequencies through the TR switch.
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In high-Q TR tubes this transmission may be extremely serious if the
power in the harmonics is appreciable, since coupling is possible which
transmits the harmonics through the cavity with practically no attenua-
tion. If the power in these harmonics is sufficiently high, the receiver
crystal may be burned out. The harmonics may be located by means of
a spectrum analyzer. This involves searching over a wide range of fre-
quencies and so requires a very-wide-range analyzer or a series of ana-
lyzers. It is more convenient to use some other means of locating the
harmonics. One way to locate the harmonic is to use a coaxial wave-
meter as a transmission cavity between the TR output terminals and a
crystal detector. The measurement of the actual power contained in
these harmonics, once the frequency has been determined, requires a
thermistor matched at the harmonic frequency and a selective filter
device such as a high-Q cavity, resonant at the harmonic frequency, to
remove the components of other frequencies. The fundamental fre-
quency and frequencies near it can be attenuated effectively by 60 db or
more by using a short-circuited-gap tube as in the measurement of direct-
coupling attenuation.

When a discharge occurs across a resonant window as in bandpass
TR tubes and pre-TR tubes, a measurement of the attenuation of the
fundamental frequency probably gives the attenuation factor for the
harmonics also, since the discharge covers the entire window with a
conducting screen of ionized gas. This characteristic attenuation of
harmonic frequencies has been emphasized as an additional advantage
of bandpass TR tubes over high-Q tubes.

9.11. Measurement of Arc Losses. —When a TR tube fires, some
power is dissipated in the gaseous discharge of the arc. Since this dis-
sipation may be a function of the shape of the electrodes and especially
of the gas filling, complete information about a TR tube requires a
measurement of the power lost in the arc. Because this loss is small, it
is rather difficult to measure accurately. A simple method for measuring
this quantity consists of setting up a TR cavity, with or without an
output circuit, with a power measurer in the load end of the transmission
line, and then comparing the power reading P,, with a short-circuited
tube in place, with the power reading PI, when a good TR tube is inserted.
The ratio R = P,/P” gives the fraction of power transmitted, and 1 – R
gives the fraction of power lost in the arc. This measurement may be

made either in coaxial line or in waveguide, with either high- or low-Q

tubes. Accurately calibrated directional couplers with thermistors

provide an easy way of measuring power,

Since the loss in one tube usually amounts to only a few per cent of

the incident power, with a possible error comparable in magnitude with
the measllrement, it is somewhat more satisfactory to use several tubes
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instead of one. The greater loss with several tubes can be measured to

within the same limits of error as for one tube, and if it is assumed that
the tubes are reasonably alike, the average loss may be measured with
more accuracy than for a single tube. Figure 9.38 shows a waveWide
line with two directional couplers, set up for measuring arc loss of several

tubes. With this arrangement “dummy” tubes are used to secure the
zero readings P 1 and PZ at the two couplers. The tubes to be meas-

ured are inserted in place of the dummy tubes, and the power readings
P; and P; are taken. The fractional loss of power is 1 – P~l/P~Pt.
If the attenuation of either directional coupler is known, the absolute
power loss can be calculated.

Directional coupler Directional coupler

R.f Power
/

Matched load
FIG, 9.38.—Equipment for measurement of arc loss on several bandpaas tubes.

9s12. Minimum Firing Power.—This quantity is of little interest for

most practical applications, since the power level of the transmitter is

usually very much in excess of that required to inaugurate the discharge.

The minimum firing power is used as a test to determine the quality of
some tubes. The measurement is extremely simple, the necessary

equipment consists of an r-f oscillator which has a continuously variable

output power, a transmission line with mounting for the tube under test,

and a power-measuring device which indicates the power level in the

line. The arrangement is very compact if waveguide is used. The

firing point is determined by increasing the power level until the discharge

can be seen (or otherwise indicated) through a small hole in the TR

cavity or in the waveguide opposite the tube, and by noting the reading

on the power monitor. The power may then be decreased until the arc

goes out, thus giving the extinguishing power for the tube.

If a pulsed magnetron is used as a power source, some means of

attenuating the incident power must be provided. The most convenient

form of attenuator for high power levels is known as a power divider.

Figure 9.39 shows a schematic diagram of this device in a coaxial trans-

mission line. Two stubs, each a quarter wavelength from the input

terminals, are provided with plungers. The motions of these pl~gers
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are ganged together so that the stub lengths always dhler by a quarter
of a wavelength. As the plungers are moved in and out, the ratio of the

powers delivered to loads (1) and (2) changes over all values from zero

to infinity. This can easily be seen from a simple calculation. The

susceptance of the stub, with the
-1.. -.-.” “ A:. +.... a . $.,. - +1...
pluugcl a ulnlJzkllGc .L 11Uul t)llc

line, is
jb, = –j cot kz,

!El

— ——— -—— ——

where
~=~r

h“ r

The admittance of load (1) plus
the stub admittance U1 as seen IL--t‘/4

-i-
x

from the input T-injunction is,
& & k

therefore, (: I
1

)
Load 2 1 I Load 1

Y,=l
- j cot kz”

+ ~/4 – + - — v4 -d

Similarly, the admittance of the
second branch is lnDut

1 termmals

‘Z=l+jtankz”
FIG. 9.39.—Diagram of a power divider.

The currents divide in the ratio of these admittances, and the ratio of

the powers, R, equals the ratio of the squares of the absolute magnitudes

of the currents. Thus

~= l–jcotkxz=cotzkx

l+jtankx 1

which takes all values from O to cc as kz varies from T/2 to O. The input

admittance is equal to unity for all plunger positions, since

1 1
‘“=l–jcotkx +

I+jtankx
= 1.

The admittance looking back from either of the loads, however, varies as

the positions of the plungers vary. If load (2) is a matched dummY

load, the power from the other terminals can be varied and used for the test

bench. It should be remembered that the generator is not matched,

and it delivers maximum power when the load is reactive.

9.13. An R-f Pressure Gauge.—The characteristics of any TR, ATR,

or pre-TR tube depend on the pressure of the gas with which the tube is

filled as well as on its composition, Within certain limits, it is possible

to judge the quality of a TR, ATR, or pre-TR tube by measuring the
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pressure of the gas inside it. One method of doing this utilizes the elec-
trodeless discharge of a gas at radio frequencies. The gas is excited by

the application of a radio-frequency potential. The voltage at which
the glow is first excited is a function of pressure, and can serve as a
measure of pressure.

Astudyof the breakdown voltage foranelectrodeless discharge, for
various gas pressures, yields the typical Paschen curve, very similar to

the d-c voltage-breakdown characteristic, or to the variation of leakage

power with pressure (Fig. 5.28). The question of interest for pressure

measurements is whether reproducible curves can be obtained with
slopes of such values that they are useful for pressure measurements.
The change of slope of the curve with the frequency of the applied voltage,

and the effect of electrode shape, are matters for experimental determina-
tion. The structure of the electrodes should be such that pressure
determinations are independent of slight variations in position and
irregularities in the tubes under test.

An oscillator of conventional design with a built-in, shielded, vacu-
um-tube voltmeter is used. The oscillator operates at a frequency of

6 Me/see and produces a voltage
across the electrodes which is vari-
able up to more than 3000 volts.
For pre-TR tubes (1 B38, 1B54) and
low-Q ATR tubes (the 11M4 and

To oscillator
others) the electrode structure shown
in Fig. 9.40, which rests on the glass
window of the tube, is satisfactory.

I’1o. !140.—Electrode structure for testing With the electrode and tube in plac~,
pre-TR and 1ow-Q ATR tubes.

the applied r-f voltage is slowly

increased until the glow discharge in the tube appears. The voltage”at

thk point is compared with the calibration curve and thus indicates
the pressure in the tube.

The calibration curve depends on the gas mixture and the type of
tube. A different mixture or a tube of a different type requires a new
calibration. A 11338 tube with the electrode structure illustrated in
Fig, 9.40 has a variation of striking-voltage with pressure which is essen-
tially a straight line ~vith a slope of 30 volts/mm of Hg, for argon pres-
sures UP to 30 mm of Hg, For air, the slope is 100 volts/mm, up to
pressures of 18 mm of Hg. These values are sufficiently accurate for
checking 1ow-Q ATR tubes and pre-TR tubes whose gas fillings can vary
in pressure by several millimeters ~~ithout impairing performance. This

pressure gauge has been successfully used to check hydrogen thyratrons, 1
(3C45, 4C35). The range of pressures in this case ;s much lower, and

I See Vol. 5.
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the pressure region of the Paschen curve below the minimum is employed.
The voltag~pressure characteristic has therefore a large negative slope.

Several factors influence the performance of thk pressure gauge. The
composition of the gas should be the same in all tubes for which the same
calibration curve is used. The effect of very small amounts of impurities
is serious and usually unpredictable. Each type of tube requires a
separate calibration if the structure is appreciably different. If the tube
has been in operation, it is possible that a sputtering process has resulted
in the deposition of material on the glass. This deposit does not ordi-
narily affect the calibration unless the deposit is an opaque metallic
coating which results in appreciable electrostatic shielding. Temperature
effects are quite negligible.

coupler Load
FIG. 9.41.—Arrangement for measuring recovery time of a TR tube.

9.14. Measurements on Recovery Time of TR Tubes.—The deter-
mination of the recovery time of a TR tube requires more equipment
than any other single measurement. The essential equipment includes
a modulator (preferably of the synchronous type), an r-f system, with
directional couplers for monitoring the power and introducing a low-level
signal, a matched high-power load, a TR cavity, a mixer, a local oscil-
lator, a preamplifier, a receiver, an A-scope, a pulsed signal generator,
and a synchronizer or timing unit. The schematic arrangement of these
components is shown in Fig. 9.41. This is one of several schemes which
have been used for this purpose. The problem is to measure the attenua-
tion of a low-power signal (the “echo” signal) as a function of time after
the occurrence of the high-power transmitter pulse. This low-level
signal is attenuated because of the presence of electrons around the gap;
the attenuation decreases as the number of electrons decreases. Thus, a
low-level signal of constant power traces an envelope curve, such as b
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in Fig. 9“42; as the time of occurrence after the transmitter pulse, a, is
varied.

Beginning with the r-f transmission line, the necessary adjustments
are straightforward. Fhstof all, inorder that therecovery time of the
TR tube alone will be measured, no ATR tube is used and the distance
from the magnetron to the TR branch is so chosen that the largest

possible fraction of a low-level
signal coming from the antenna

tiafreuencyapPoximtey30

___ line will be transferred through
the TR cavity to the crystal detec-
tor. The local oscdlator M set at

FIG, 9.42.—Recovery-time curve for low- Mc/sec (that is, the intermediate
level signal. frequency) from the frequency of

the signal generator, which is usually, but not necessarily, close to the
magnetron frequency, and the crystal current is adjusted to the operating
level of 0.5 ma. When the local oscillator and signal generator are prop-
erly tuned, the pulse should appear on the A-scope when the receiver
sensitivity is high enough to make the noise visible.

L
c

F1o. 9,43.—Phase-control circuit for sine wave.

An essential part of the measurement is the adjustment of the time
of occurrence of the low-level pulsed signal with respect to the main
transmitter pulse. It is important to be able to adjust the low-level
pulse so that it occurs just before the transmitter pulse, in order to provide
a reference level at a time when the tube has made as complete a recovery
as possible. For one method of timing control, the sine-wave voltage of a
master oscillator is used. This voltage is split, by means of a phase-
control circuit, Fig, 9.43, into two sine waves having phases that are
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variable with respect to each other. Two triggers may be generated
from these two sine waves, and their relative times of occurrence will
depend on the relative phases of the sine waves. One trigger may
be used for the transmitter tube, and the other for the signal generator.
A synchroscope’ is a convenient device to use as an A-scope; it provides
the sine wave whose phase may be varied, a fast sweep for viewing
the pulses, and one trigger. .4 trigger generator can form a trigger
from the phasable sine wave. An alternative, and somewhat better,
method is to use a Model G synchronizer. This device provides two
triggers, one with a fixed delay for operating the modulator, and one with
a variable delay for operating the pulse signal generator. This gives
much more positive operation than the sine-wave phase-c ontrol circuit.

The signal generator is an important item of equipment. It must
provide a reasonably good rectangular pulse, of approximately 1-~sec
duration, in the desired frequency range. If a calibrated attenuator is
not built into the r-f output line of the signal generator, sllch an attenu-
ator must be provided externally. The system may also be designed so
that the attenuation may be provided in either the i-f or the video-fre-
quency line. A signal generator such as the type TGS-5RL facilitates
a wide variety of measurements (see I-ol. 11, Chap. 4). This signal
generator uses a wide-range 707B or 2K28 tube and has a variable pulse
length, a built-in variable delay for timing control, and an r-f attenuator
in the output line. These features make it a very useful instrument in
the 10-cm region. Other signal generators are available for the other
wavelength regions.

.4 method for measuring the time scale of the sweep is necessary.
This is often accomplished by means of a l-IUc/sec oscillator which
provides a sine wave of accurately known frequency. This sine wave,
applied to the signal plates of the .4-scope, affords a calibration of the
sweep since a complete cycle corresponds to 1 psec for a l-Me/see wave.
When a grid is placed over the face of the cathode-ray tube, time intervals
can be estimated to tenths of microseconds. .L still better scheme is to
use a sweep calibrator which provides a series of equally spaced, very
narrow pulses, and to arrange a switch so that these pulses are displayed
on the tube. Sweep calibrators are described in Vol. 22 of this series; a
suitable one is type B81 27.

Once the system is tuned, the measurement is easy. The choice of
the origin of the time axis is arbitrary. It is possible either to measure
the time interval from the leading edge of the transmitter pulse, since
in a great many instances the leading edge of the pulse is sharper and
better defined than the trailing edge, or to measure thr interval from the

1For descriptions of this :lnd other dcvimw nlcntionmi Iler{,, the retzder is referred

to Vol. 22 of this series,
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trailing edge, since the recovery of the tube cannot begin until thetrans-
mitter has ceased to oscillate. Either of two reference levels for the
attenuator setting may be used: the attenuator reading for which the
signal level is reduced to noise level, or the reading for a given amplitude
of signal immediately preceding the transmitter pulse. The determina-
tion of the first reference level is dependent upon the experience of the
observer, but with practice a given observer can repeat readings to
0.5 db consistently. In addition, the possibility of saturating the receiver
is clearly avoided and irregularities in the sweep base line do not affect
the results. The second reference level is easier to set, but care must be
taken to avoid the saturation level.

To determine the recovery time of a TR tube, the following procedure
is used.

1. The TR cavity is placed at the optimum distance from the trans-
mitter for the operating frequency of the signal generator, which
is approximately the same as for the transmitter frequency.

2. The TR cavity is tuned for resonance at the frequency of the
signal generator.

3. The local oscillator is tuned until a pip appears on the A-scope.
The local oscillator should provide a crystal current of approxi-
mately 0.5 ma.

-L. The r-f high power is turned on and the signal generator is adjusted
until the pip appears immediately ahead of the transmitter pulse.

5. The attenuator reading for a given height of low-level signal (or
the reading for which signal disappears into noise) is determined.

6. The signal generator is adjusted until the pip appears at the desired
time interval as measured from the leading edge of the transmitter
pulse (or from the trailing edge if desired).

7. The attenuator reading for which the signal is the same height as
in (5) is determined.

8. From readings (5) and (7), the loss in signal at the particular time
interval is calculated.

Essentially this same arrangement is used to measure the recovery
time of pre-TR tubes, with a standard TR switch and mixer following
the pre-TR tube. The usual arrangement of pre-TR tube and TR tube
is employed, with the distance to the magnetron adjusted so that the
mixer receives the maximum amount of low-level power from the antenna
line. It might be thought that the presence of the TR tube would com-
plicate the determination of the recovery time of the pre-TR tube, but at
the power levels at ~vhich systems using pre-TR tubes operate, the recov-

ery time of a new TR tube is very short, about 3 db down at 1 psec, since

the leakage power of the prc-’fll tube produces a very weak discharge in
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the ‘l’R tube. An attenuator behind the pre-TR tube, to cut down the
power to a level which will not damage crystals, requires a corresponding
increase in output power of the pulse signal generator. Consequently,
the attenuator method has not been applied for measurement of the
recovery time of pre-TR tubes.

13andpass TR tubes are mounted in much the same way as pre-TR
tubes. .4 waveguide mixer, such as that shown in Fig. 9.44, is used with
tubes of this type. The steps just outlined are followed except for
tuning of the TR tube which is, of course, unnecessary.

In another method for measuring the recovery time of a TR tube,
different frequencies are used for signal generator and transmitter, and

Local
oscillator Crystal

l-f
output

/

/

FIG. 9.44. —~aveguide mixer used with bandpass TR tubes.

an additional high-Q TR tube is used as a filter. This arrangement is
somewhat simpler since it eliminates the local oscillator and heterodyne
receiver, and requires only a video amplifier. Figure 9.45 shows the
arrangement of the components. The frequency of the signal generator
is different from the transmitter frequency. Both TR tubes are tuned
to the signal-generator frequency. The second TR tube reduces the
transmitter signal to a value which will not cause undesirable transient
effects in the receiver. Enough of the transmitter power gets through,
however, to furnish a reference trace on the oscilloscope. A modifica-
tion of the modulator, to make it pulse the transmitter tube only four
times, for example, for every five signal-generator pulses, allows every
fifth low-level pulse to come through unattenuated. The trace on the
A-scope shows two superimposed pulses, the unattenuated pulse and the
pulse affected by the recovery time of the tube. The difference in height
of the pulses is a measure of the attenuation due to the recovery time of
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A- scope V!deo receiver

w Directional coupler Matched load

FIG. 945.-Two-frequency method for measuring recovery time.
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the tube. This attenuation is measured by inserting an attenuator in
the video circuit. Figure 9.46 shows a photograph of an A-scope trace
obtained with this arrangement. A point of interest is the apparent
displacement in the maximum of the low-level pulse which is a result of
the variation of the recovery time over the length of the pulse.

9.15. Measurements of the Recovery Time of ATR Tubes.—For
practical purposes, the recovery time of cell-type tubes, such as the 1B27,
the 721, and the 724, is measured by using the tube as a TR tube. The
effective recovery time when the tube is used as an ATR tube can then
be calculated. The low-Q ATR tubes should behave in very nearly the
same manner as pre-TR tubes with the same gas filling. A check of this
is sometimes desirable and the following method has been used. For
this determination, the arrangement illustrated in Fig. 9.47 is employed.
The distance from the TR junction to the transmitter is adjusted to

~w,,fdspyJ

~r~. 9.47.—Relation of components for determination of the effect of ATR tube recovery
time.

exactly the wrong length; that is, to such a length that the smallest
possible fraction of low-level signal power goes into the TR branch.
This adjustment is made with a short-circuiting blank in place of the
ATR tube, and its purpose is to place the ATR tube in the position where
its recovery time is most effective. The blank is then removed and the
ATR tube to be tested is inserted in the mount. With the exception of
step (1), the procedure for measuring the recover y time as outlined in
Sec. 9.14 is applied. After this measurement is completed, the ATR tube
is replaced by the blank, and the distance from the magnetron to the TR
branch is adjusted for maximum signal into the TR branch. The recovery
time is then measured as before. A comparison of these two measure-
ments then indicates the effect of the recovery time of the ATR tube.

9.16. Life Tests.—A great many factors, which include both mechani-
cal and electrical effects, determine the useful life of TR and ATR tubes.
Since a large number of these gas switching tubes contain water vapor in
addition to other gases, the life characteristics require careful considera-
tion. In developmental work, the only satisfactory way to determine
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the life of these tubes is to set up a sufficient number of tubes to ensure
reliable statistical data under conditions approaching actual use. This
is easily accomplished with a waveguide line having many TR cavities
mounted on the narrow side of the guide. Broadband TR and low-Q
ATR tubes maybe provided with special mounts on the broad side of
the waveguide. A “doorknob” transition, or other suitable device,
connects the magnetron to the waveguide section, and a high-power dis-
sipative load terminates the line.

A similar bench can be built in coaxial lines by using T-sections with
coupling loops for the individual cavities; the coupling loops are placed

FIC. 948.-Illustration of cavity equipped with output gate for crystal protection,

at such a point on the branch line that when the tube fires, the cavity
branch, which is a shunt branch, presents an open circuit at the T-section.
The waveguide line is preferred because of its simplicity.

This bench provides a good opportunity to study crystal protection
as a function of life. The TR cavities or bandpass tubes are provided
with mixers of the conventional type which have short-circuited i-f out-
put lines and no local-oscillator connections. To avoid possible damage
to the crystal when the r-f power is turned on, output gates (see Fig. 9.48)
in front of the mixer coupling iris protect the crystals until it is certain
that stable operation has started. For operation it is also necessary to
provide a keep-alive power supply.

The gate is removed after the r-f power has been turned on and the
character of the discharge between the cones examined through a small
hole in the cavity in order to check the operation. The gate is constructed
from thin sheets of phosphor bronze, spot-welded together at several
points along the center and curved outward in opposite directions. This
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provides good contact when thegate slidesin
of the cavity. The crystals are checked by
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the groove cut in the sides
measurement of the back

current at one volt and the front-to-back resistance ratio, by means of a
standard crystal-rectifier test set, type TS-268 B/U. Measurements of
such quantities as leakage power, recovery time, Q, and keep-alive inter-
action are best obtained on the special equipment intended for each
individual characteristic. Figure 9.49 shows the variation, with time,
of recovery time and other parameters of a TR tube.

Certain mechanical tests are closely connected with the useful life
of TR tubes. One of the most important of these tests is that of tem-
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FIG. 9.49.—Typic8l variation of tube parameters with time.

perature changes because of the multiplicity of metal-to-glass seals

involved in the construction of the tubes and of joints betvieen metals

with different expansion coefficients. Individual tubes and, when

appropriate, tubes such as the 1B27, 721, 724 clamped in the type of
cavities in which they will be used, undergo a temperature cycle from
room temperature to 100”C, to room temperature, to - 40°C, and back
to room temperature. After each cycle, or small number of cycles,
the tubes are checked to determine whether the extremes of temperature
have caused cracks to occur in the seals of the tubes. Measurement of
the firing voltage is sufficient to indicate an increase in pressure in the
tube. Other mechanical tests, such as vibration and shock tests, are
treated in the same manner, and increased firing voltage again indicates
tube failure.
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9.17. Properties of the Keep-alive.-The function of the keep-alive
electrode in a TR tube is to provide a supply of ions near the discharge
gap so that the r-f discharge will occur at as low a voltage as possible.
This electrode is located near the gap, and a d-c potential is applied
between the electrode and the adjacent part of the tube. This potential
is high enough to cause a d-c discharge to occur, the initial break-

~-ammeter down potential being a function
of the gas filling and the shape
of the tube. The voltage charac-
teristic is specified for a given
value of current flowing through

TR~Ube the keep-alive circuit in terms
+ of the voltage drop between thea

keep-alive electrode and the ad-=
FIG. 9.50.—Circuit for measuring keep-alive jacent part of the tube. In addi-

voltage characteristics. tion, the initial breakdown voltage

should have a reasonable value. A circuit for testing the keep-alive volt-

age characteristic is shown in Fig. 9.50. When the switch is thrown, the
voltage applied to the keep-alive is allowed to build up slowly, by means

of a circuit which has a long time constant, so that the striking

voltage and then the sustaining voltage at a specified current may be

determined.

Since the d-c keep-alive discharge continues for a time long com-

pared with the duration of the r-f pulse, the life of TR tubes containing
H,O and H, depends on the number of hours of operation of the d-c
keep-alive, This has been verified and, in some cases, tubes may be
life-tested by operating them with
a d-c keep-alive and then measur-
ing the sustaining voltage at de-
sired intervals. It is, of course,
necessary to correlate this infor- m
mation with the results of actual z
operation by measurements of
recovery time, leakage power, and
insertion loss. This d-c-keep- /-

~za. 9.51.—Circuit for keep-alive electrode.
alive life test will not reveal such

effects as the sputtering of copper from the cones onto the glass by the r-f I
discharge, a phenomenon which may occur at sufficiently high r-f power
levels. The presence of this metallic film may increase the insertion loss I
of the tube and greatly impair low-level operating characteristics.

As can be seen from a consideration of the keep-alive structure and
power-supply circuit, the essentials of a relaxation oscillator are present,
(Fig. 9.51). These oscillations may be viewed on an oscilloscope if the
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keep-alive electrode is coupled through a very small condenser directly
to one of the plates on the cathode-ray tube.

9.18. Duplexer Insefi”on Loss.—The insertion loss of a duplexer is
made up of the following components,

1. Reflection loss that results from mismatch, This mismatch will
be formed by the combination uf the TR s~vitrh, ATR switch,
and magnetron impedances.

2. The TR-switch loss. This is dissipation loss unly.
3. The ATR-switch loss, which may be divided into two parts:

a. Dissipation loss within the ATR cavity itself.
b. Power lost into the magnetron becalme the ATR switch action

is not complete. The ATR loss is sometimes called branching
10ss.

If duplexers employ waveguide mixers, as, for example, at the 3-cm wave-
length, the direct measurement of insertion loss (see Sec. 92) is quite
simple. The mixer may be replaced by a ~vell-matched detector and the
magnetron may be replaced by a movable plunger \vhich produces the
proper reflection, TMs reflection will vary somewhat in magnetrons of
different types, but a typical value is 20 db. The input side of the
duplexer must also be well matched. If the TR and ATR tubes are
tunable, they should be tuned for maximum signal into the mixer. The
short-circuiting plunger is then moved to the position where the TR
signal reaches a minimum value. This is the worst condition that will
be encountered in service. After reading the detector-current meter,
the duplexer is removed from the matched r-f generator, the detector (or
mixer) alone substituted in its place, and the detector-current meter
read again. On the assumption that the crystal has a square-law
response, the power loss expressed in decibels is ten times the logarithm
of the ratio of the crystal currents. If a calibrated attenuator is included
in the setup, the meter reading is brought back to its former value and
the difference in the attenuator readings is the insertion loss.

Many 10-cm waveguide duplexers have coaxial mixers which are
soldered into the TR cavities. Under these conditions, a standard
tunable mixer is needed to make the measurement of insertion loss. The
crystal detector should be selected so that it is nearly matched in the
mixer, since the loss is dependent on the crystal conductance. The TR
and ATR tubes are tuned and the plunger adjusted as already described,
except that the r-f level should be kept at such a point that the crystal
current is 0.5 ma. After this has been done, the duplexer is removed
from the matched r-f source and the standard tunable mixer is connected
to the r-f source. The standard mixer is tuned until the crystal is
matched and the rectified crystal current, in milliamperes, is read. The



loss will be ~ log& where m is the crystal law (see Sec. 9 1). The value

of m is usually very close to two, as crystals are nearly square-law devices.
It is sometimes desirable to measure the impedances of the TR tube

and ATR tube separately, and from these data calculate the losses. This
method gives results which check well with those of the more direct
method, but it is used only when a careful analysis of a duplexer is being
made, since the measurements are more difficult than those in a simple
loss determination. Equivalent circuits of duplexers and methods for
calculating losses are discussed in Chap. 7.

9.19. Effect of Transmitter Impedance.—In some cases transmitter
tubes are [’consistent enough in cold impedance to enable the duplexer
to be preplumbed; that is, the distance from the transmitter tube to the
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FIG. 952, -Waveguide plunger with FIG. 9.53. —Variati0n in low-level
resistance strip to give lower value of signal loss through TR cavity with
standing-wave ratio than plunger alone. position of plunger in transmitter line,

TR junction may be so chosen that the largest fraction of the received ;
signal is transmitted into the TR branch. When ATR tubes are used, ~
most, but not all, of the dependence on the transmitter impedance is
eliminated. However, variations in the impedance of transmitter tubes
cause variations in the duplexer loss (see Chap. 7). The effect of trans- 1
mitter impedance is measured by replacing the transmitter tube by a
plunger and observing the change in received signal, as indicated by the
mixer crystal current, when the plunger is moved over a half-wavelength
range. This provides a knowledge of the loss for all possible phases of
transmitter impedance. The magnitude of this impedance maybe varied
by means of a piece of resistance strip extending beyond the face of the
plunger to reduce the magnitude of the reflection to any desired value,
(see Fig. 9.52).

The results of a series of measurements which used two low-Q ATR
tubes resonant at 9.03 cm and a bandpass TR tube operating at a wave-
length of 9.1 cm are given in Fig. 9.53. A corresponding set of measure-
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ments over a band of wavelengths, if the dissipative loss obtained by
other methods were taken into consideration, would give the curve shown
in Fig. 9.54. (See also Chap. 7.) The area between the curves represents
the spread of loss for all possible transmitter impedances.
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A in cm
FIU. !]54-Effect of transmitter im[)cd:mce 011Iou-1cvc-1 ~igr,:d low u,,cr a bimd of wave-

lengths.

9.20. High-power Operation of Duplexers.—L)uring the high-potver
pulse of the transmitter, the function of the TR tube is to disconnect
the receiver from the transmission line and to allow most of the power
to reach the antenna, The high-power characteristic of the tube mllst
be designed into the duplcxer in such a way that, during the transmitter
pulse, essentially a continuous transmission line exists between the
transmitter and the antenna. The TR tubes of the cell type depend
for their high-level action on the properties of the gaseous r-f discharge
between the cones of the tube. The cloud of ions and electrons at the
gap is equivalent in its action to the insertion of a short circuit, in place
of the gap. In order to measure the standing-wave ratio introduced
during the high-po~ver pulse by the TR and ATR tubes, the t~lbes are
replaced by others which have their cones soldered together, The

transmission line \vhich leads to the nnterma is terminated in a matched

load, and the standing-\\avc ratio is then mc[wlrcd on n lo~v-po,ver

bench.
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The low-Q ATR, bandpass TR, and pre-TR tubes during high-power
operation also make use of the conducting character of the ionized gas
resulting from the r-f discharge. This discharge occurs across the input
window of the tube and, therefore, the tubes are mounted on the broad
side of the waveguide; consequently, this effective conducting sheet pre-
serves the continuity of the waveguide line through the duplexing sec-
tion. This condition may be simulated by taking an old tube and cover-
ing the inside surface of the window with a layer of Wood’s metal. In
this way the effects due to the presence of the glass and shape of the input
window are preserved. Again, as with the cell-type tubes, all tubes in
the duplexer are replaced by these “fired” tubes, and low-level standing-
wave measurements are made looking through the duplexer at a matched
load in place of the antenna line.

The use of short-circuited tubes does not reproduce the high-po~ver
condition exactly, since the gas discharge does not have zero impedance
and some power is dissipated in the arc. The exact effect of the power
loss is best measured using the individual tubes and not the duplexer
itself.

The recovery time of a duplexer can be determined by the procedure
described in Sec. 9.14. If the duplexer contains an ATR switch, the
recovery time depends upon the recovery of this switch, and also upon
the transmitter impedance.
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Sutton tube, soft, 36, 68
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